Public Document Pack

To:

Members of the Cabinet

Date:

6 April 2022

Direct Dial:

01824712568

e-mail:

democratic@denbighshire.gov.uk

Dear Councillor
You are invited to attend a meeting of the CABINET to be held at 10.00 am on TUESDAY,
12 APRIL 2022 BY VIDEO CONFERENCE.
Yours sincerely

G. Williams
Head of Legal, HR and Democratic Services

AGENDA
1

APOLOGIES

2

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
Members to declare any personal or prejudicial interests in any business
identified to be considered at this meeting.

3

URGENT MATTERS
Notice of items which, in the opinion of the Chair, should be considered at the
meeting as a matter of urgency pursuant to Section 100B(4) of the Local
Government Act 1972.

4

MINUTES (Pages 7 - 12)
To receive the minutes of the Cabinet meeting held on 15 March 2022 (copy
enclosed).

5

WASTE SERVICE REMODELLING - UPDATE ON FINANCIAL POSITION
INCLUDING UPDATED BUSINESS CASE (Pages 13 - 56)
To consider a report by Councillor Brian Jones, Lead Member for Waste,
Transport and the Environment (copy enclosed) updating Cabinet on the
latest cost and budget position on the Waste Service Remodelling project and
seeking Cabinet approval of an updated Business Case.

6

NEW 5M WASTE FLEET VEHICLES - CONTRACT AWARD (Pages 57 82)
To consider a report (which includes confidential appendices) by
Councillor Brian Jones, Lead Member for Waste, Transport and the
Environment (copy enclosed) seeking Cabinet approval to award a contract to
the preferred supplier for 14 new 5M Resource Recover Vehicles as part of
the wider waste services remodelling project.

7

PHASE 2 WASTE TRANSFER STATION, COLOMENDY CONTRACT
AWARD VIA DELEGATED DECISION (Pages 83 - 112)
To consider a report by Councillor Brian Jones, Lead Member for Waste,
Transport and the Environment (copy enclosed) regarding Phase 2 of the
development of the new DCC Waste Transfer Station and seeking Cabinet
approval to award a contract to the preferred contractor via Delegated
Decision.

8

YSGOL PLAS BRONDYFFRYN PROJECT - SCHOOL ORGANISATIONAL
FORMAL CONSULTATION PROPOSAL AND DRAFT STRATEGIC
OUTLINE CASE (Pages 113 - 192)
To consider a report by Councillor Huw Hilditch-Roberts, Lead Member for
Education, Children’s Services and Public Engagement (copy enclosed)
seeking Cabinet approval to submit the Strategic Outline Case to the Welsh
Government and commence consultation on school organisation proposals to
increase its capacity from 116 to 220.

9

NATIONAL COLLABORATIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR WELSH (LOCAL
AUTHORITY) ADOPTION AND FOSTERING SERVICES (Pages 193 - 274)
To consider a report by Councillor Huw Hilditch-Roberts, Lead Member for
Education, Children’s Services and Public Engagement (copy enclosed) on
the national collaborative arrangements for Adoption and Fostering Services
and seeking Cabinet agreement to sign the Joint Committee Legal
Agreement for the proposed Joint Committee.

10

REACTIVE MAINTENANCE FRAMEWORK (MINOR WORKS) - SCHOOL
AND NON-SCHOOL PROPERTIES (Pages 275 - 300)
To consider a report by Councillor Julian Thompson-Hill, Lead Member for
Finance, Performance and Strategic Assets (copy enclosed) on the outcome
of the procurement exercise to establish a Reactive Maintenance Framework
for works on the Council’s corporate building stock and seeking Cabinet
approval to appoint the recommended contractors to the Framework lots.

11

FINANCE REPORT (Pages 301 - 318)
To consider a report by Councillor Julian Thompson-Hill, Lead Member for
Finance, Performance and Strategic Assets (copy enclosed) detailing the
latest financial position and progress against the agreed budget strategy.

12

CABINET FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME (Pages 319 - 322)
To receive the enclosed Cabinet Forward Work Programme and note the
contents.

MEMBERSHIP
Councillor Hugh Evans
Councillor Bobby Feeley
Councillor Huw Hilditch-Roberts
Councillor Richard Mainon

COPIES TO:
All Councillors for information
Press and Libraries
Town and Community Councils

Councillor Tony Thomas
Councillor Julian Thompson-Hill
Councillor Brian Jones
Councillor Mark Young
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Agenda Item 2
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000
Code of Conduct for Members

DISCLOSURE AND REGISTRATION OF INTERESTS

I, (name)

a *member/co-opted member of

Denbighshire County Council

(*please delete as appropriate)

CONFIRM that I have declared a *personal / personal and prejudicial
interest not previously declared in accordance with the provisions of Part
III of the Council’s Code of Conduct for Members, in respect of the
following:(*please delete as appropriate)

Date of Disclosure:

Committee (please specify):

Agenda Item No.

Subject Matter:

Nature of Interest:
(See the note below)*

Signed

Date
*Note: Please provide sufficient detail e.g. ‘I am the owner of land adjacent to the application for
planning permission made by Mr Jones', or 'My husband / wife is an employee of the company which
has made an application for financial assistance’.
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Agenda Item 4
CABINET
Minutes of a meeting of the Cabinet held by video conference on Tuesday, 15 March 2022
at 10.00 am.
PRESENT
Councillors Hugh Evans, Leader and Lead Member for the Economy and Corporate
Governance; Bobby Feeley, Lead Member for Well-being and Independence; Huw
Hilditch-Roberts, Lead Member for Education, Children’s Services and Public
Engagement; Brian Jones, Lead Member for Waste, Transport and the Environment;
Richard Mainon, Lead Member for Strategic Direction and Transition; Tony Thomas,
Lead Member for Housing and Communities; Julian Thompson-Hill, Deputy Leader and
Lead Member for Finance, Performance and Strategic Assets, and Mark Young, Lead
Member for Planning, Public Protection and Safer Communities
Observers: Councillors Joan Butterfield, Meirick Davies, Gwyneth Ellis, Hugh Irving,
Alan James, Barry Mellor, Arwel Roberts and Emrys Wynne
ALSO PRESENT
Chief Executive (GB); Corporate Director: Communities (NS); Heads of Service: Legal,
HR and Democratic Services (GW) and Highways and Environmental Services (TW);
Chief Accountant (RE); Principal Catering and Cleaning Manager (HJ); Project Manager
(RV); Lead Officer – Corporate Property and Housing Stock (DL); Housing Development
Manager (MD); Scrutiny Coordinator (RE); Business Co-ordinator: Leader’s Office (SE)
and Committee Administrators (KEJ & RTJ [Webcaster])
POINT OF NOTICE
The Leader welcomed everyone to Cabinet’s first public hybrid meeting.
The Head of Legal, HR and Democratic Services explained that the Council Chamber had
been equipped to enable fully hybrid meetings to take place with participants being able to
attend in person in the Council Chamber or remotely via Zoom. Details were provided of
those present in the Council Chamber for clarity.
1

APOLOGIES
There were no apologies.

2

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
No declarations of interest had been raised.

3

URGENT MATTERS
No urgent matters had been raised.
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4

MINUTES
The minutes of the Cabinet meeting held on 15 February 2022 were submitted.
Matters Arising – Item 7 – Proposed Scheme of Delegated Decision Making for
Land Acquisition for Carbon Sequestration and Ecological Improvement Purposes –
The Head of Legal, HR and Democratic Services advised that the Cabinet decision
had been called in for scrutiny and had been considered the previous week by
Communities Scrutiny Committee who had resolved to refer that matter back to
Cabinet for consideration. Consequently, a report would be submitted to a future
Cabinet meeting to consider the Scrutiny Committee’s recommendations.
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 15 February 2022 be received
and confirmed as a correct record.

5

ITEM FROM SCRUTINY COMMITTEE - ERADICATION OF NON-RECYCLABLE
GOODS IN SCHOOL CATERING SERVICES
At the Leader’s invitation Councillor Arwel Roberts, Chair of Performance Scrutiny
Committee presented the report recommending that Cabinet, on behalf of the
Council, lobby Welsh Government to provide sufficient financial support to local
authorities to help them eliminate the use of non-recyclable goods and facilitate
carbon reduction measures in the School Catering Service, without compromising
their ability to deliver a viable and sustainable school meals service.
Councillor Roberts referred to the work undertaken with a view to eliminating the
use of non-recyclable goods in the service to support the Council’s carbon neutral
ambition for 2030. He reported on the Committee’s comprehensive discussion on
the subject and valuable contributions to the debate from two pupils representing
Ysgol Dinas Bran. Cabinet’s attention was drawn to the significant financial
pressures facing the service and its reliance on income from the sale of plastic
bottled drinks to provide nutritious and cost effective meals for pupils together with
the additional forthcoming pressure to provide free school meals for all primary
school pupils which further complicated matters. Gratitude was expressed to Ysgol
Glan Clwyd for conducting a drinks trial in their efforts to address the issue which
highlighted the costs associated with that approach and challenges involved. It was
clear that the financial and staffing pressure on the service, time constraints to
serve meals, limited canteen space and the need to educate some pupils to return
their cutlery made it difficult at present to reduce the reliance on non-recyclable
materials and the service’s carbon footprint whilst preparing nutritious yet affordable
school meals. The service’s commitment to reducing its carbon footprint and use of
non-recyclable material was recognised as was the need to deliver a viable service.
Consequently, it was felt that approaches should be made to Welsh Government to
seek its support for local authorities nationally to achieve those goals. Cabinet was
asked to write to Welsh Government asking them to work with local authorities
across Wales to reduce and eradicate use of single use plastics or non-recyclable
products in the service and provide sufficient financial resources for that purpose
and facilitate carbon reduction measures whilst delivering a sustainable service.
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The Leader thanked Councillor Roberts for the report and work of the Scrutiny
Committee and had been pleased to note the involvement of young people as part
of that process to ensure they had a voice in matters affecting their future.
Councillor Huw Hilditch-Roberts thanked the Scrutiny Committee for their work and
fully supported the recommendations given the financial support required to deliver
on aims to reduce usage and dependency on single use plastics. He elaborated on
the drinks trial at Ysgol Glan Clwyd and the challenges faced together with the
significant financial impact: approximately £220k per annum for stopping the sale of
drinks in secondary schools and £200k per annum for selling/decanting drinks into
reusable cups. There were also problems with reusable cups not being returned.
Whilst the service was committed to reducing its use of plastic it was hampered by
the financial costs associated with that aim and current model for school catering.
The expansion of the service to provide free school meals for all primary pupils also
raised additional challenges in terms of its future delivery and impact on the service.
Cabinet considered the report and debate focused on the following points –










Councillor Julian Thompson-Hill acknowledged the difficulties faced by the
service in attempting to meet environmental ambitions and fully supported the
recommendation to engage with Welsh Government in that regard. Given that it
was a national issue and to further strengthen the Council’s position, he
proposed an additional recommendation to also seek support from the Welsh
Local Government Association (WLGA) to progress those measures.
Councillors Huw Hilditich-Roberts and Arwel Roberts voiced their support for the
proposition in order to present a collective and united position on the issue
Councillor Brian Jones highlighted that following the Scrutiny Committee debate
the two pupils from Ysgol Dinas Bran had been disappointed that more could
not be done at this stage in order to address the issue and he advocated
collective working and regular communications with schools and young people
to find innovative solutions in order to move the climate change agenda forward
the Head of Highways and Environmental Services recognised the
disappointment and frustration that a quick resolution had not been possible in
this case given the complexities involved and stressed the service’s commitment
and efforts in that regard. In light of the new requirements for free school meals
the service needed to focus on delivering that work over the next twelve months,
and whilst it may take longer to achieve the service goals in reducing carbon
and single use plastics, all were committed to resolving the issue
Councillor Bobby Feeley queried whether there would be merit in linking both
the requirement for free school meal provision in primary schools to the aims of
eliminating single use plastic in the service and review them collectively.
Officers advised that the free school meals provision was a primary school issue
whereas the plastics issue was largely a secondary school issue as it related to
the sale of drinks in plastic bottles and therefore they were separate issues
in response to questions from Councillor Mark Young, attention was drawn to
the good progress made to reduce plastic in other areas of the service as
detailed in the report but this particular element relating to drink sales in
secondary schools had proved particularly challenging for the reasons outlined;
there was insufficient funding in the current budget allocation to cover this
element and therefore the cost of delivering the change would need to be met
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by an increase in school meal prices or by passing on the costs to schools. It
was noted that Ysgol Glan Clwyd did not wish to return to selling drinks in plastic
containers which would leave a financial deficit to be met; it was also unclear
whether the roll-out of free school meals would create a financial pressure.
The Leader invited questions from non-Cabinet members but given the amount of
questions raised regarding the wider issues, which would have been best put during
the initial scrutiny of the item, he asked that questions be confined to the Scrutiny
Committee’s recommendations as detailed in the report in order to progress the
issue. Officers noted members’ suggestions and responded to questions raised –







confirmed that the majority of reusable cups provided to facilitate the drinks trial
had not been returned and had been found in various locations, some smashed,
and it was thought many were taken home by pupils; staff regularly looked for
the cups around the school in order to return them to the dining room
Ysgol Glan Clwyd did not wish to return to selling drinks in plastic containers but
to make the trial a permanent feature in the school would require an additional
£20k per annum which could not be met by the service; whilst regular dialogue
would continue with the school in that regard discussions would need to focus
on how that funding shortfall would be met going forward
explained the need to comply with Welsh Government guidance on nutrition and
food in schools which meant water, fruit based and milk based drinks with no
carbonated drinks sold by the service in schools
with regard to the suggestion to lobby the UK Government to change national
legislation and ban the production of single use plastics, the Leader felt that
given Scrutiny’s recommendations and complexities of the issue locally, the
support of Welsh Government and WLGA should be sought in the first instance.

Councillor Emrys Wynne highlighted the need to continue work in the school
catering service to try and achieve the Council’s aim of reducing single use plastics
and Councillor Huw Hilditch-Roberts provided assurances that the ambition in the
service was to become plastic free and reduce carbon wherever possible with an
appetite from both the service and schools in that regard. He explained that due to
the significant financial costs associated with progressing the element relating to
the sale of drinks in single use containers it was not possible to do so at the present
time, hence the recommendation to seek additional funding from the Welsh
Government for that purpose and facilitating carbon reduction measures.
Having considered the Scrutiny Committee’s report and recommendations and the
additional recommendation proposed by Councillor Julian Thompson-Hill it was –
RESOLVED that Cabinet, on behalf of the Council, writes to the Welsh Government
seeking it to –
(a)

work with local authorities across Wales in a bid to reduce and eradicate the
practice of using single use plastics and non-recyclable goods in the supply,
preparation and serving of school meals;

(b)

provide sufficient financial resources to all local authorities to enable them to
realise the above objectives and facilitate carbon reduction measures within
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their School Catering Services whilst securing the delivery of a sustainable
school meals service, and
(c)

6

that the Cabinet, on behalf of the Council, writes to the Welsh Local
Government Association seeking their support in lobbying the Welsh
Government to progress the measures set out in (a) and (b) above.

QUEENS BUILDINGS PHASE 1 - CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT AWARD
Councillor Julian Thompson-Hill presented the joint report with the Leader updating
Cabinet on the Queen’s Buildings Rhyl Project and second stage of the process to
award a contract for the construction of the Queen’s Buildings development, and
seeking Cabinet approval to award the contract via delegated decision.
Following Cabinet approval of the revised Business Case and additional funding at
the last meeting the purpose of the current report focused on the letting of the
phase 1 construction contract. Wynne Construction had been appointed in the first
stage to work on the scheme through planning approval and detailed design ready
for construction to start mid/late April. Lot 3 of the North Wales Construction
Partnership Framework had been utilised for the phase 1 construction element.
Given the tight timescales for project delivery and letting of the contract which fell
outside the Cabinet meeting timetable due to May’s elections, Cabinet approval
was sought to award the contract via delegated decision. In addition, until a formal
contract was in place the Council would be required to underwrite costs of circa
£500k for advance orders relating to construction items that had a long lead in time.
RESOLVED that Cabinet –

7

(a)

delegates authority to award a Contract for the construction of Phase 1 of the
Queen’s Building development to the preferred Contractor to the Chief
Executive in consultation with the Section 151 Officer, Monitoring Officer and
relevant Lead Members at the conclusion of the detailed design stage
providing the cost plan is within the envelope of affordability for the works;

(b)

approves the immediate implementation of the Delegated Decision due to
the urgency to award a Contract to allow works to commence on site as soon
as possible to meet grant funding deadlines, and

(c)

confirms that it has read, understood and taken account of the Wellbeing
Impact Assessment as part of its consideration (Appendix 1 to the report).

RENOVATION OF TERRACED HOUSES AT 2 - 16 AQUARIUM STREET, RHYL CONTRACT AWARD
[The Head of Legal, HR and Democratic Services referred to a confidential
appendix to the report for reasons of commercial sensitivity and advised that any
detailed questioning on that element should be carried out in private session.]
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Councillor Tony Thomas presented the report seeking Cabinet approval to award a
contract to appoint a Principal Contractor to renovate the terraced houses at 2 – 16
Aquarium Street, Rhyl.
Councillor Thomas advised that the scheme would deliver one of the final elements
of the West Rhyl housing regeneration programme and commended the excellent
work carried out in that regard and benefits of the scheme for residents and the
area. Cabinet had approved the housing capital scheme in Aquarium Street, Rhyl
in March 2019 and the report summarised the process undertaken during the
procurement exercise which had resulted in four tender submissions. Following an
evaluation exercise using a scoring methodology with a weighting of 70% for price
and 30% for quality a preferred contractor had been selected and recommended to
Cabinet. The estimated value of the contract had been £2,148,143.80 and the total
estimated cost submitted by the recommended tender was £2,641,828.05 which
was within budget for the project in the Housing Stock Business Plan.
Councillor Julian Thompson-Hill referred to the increase in the estimated value of
the contract highlighting the steep rise in construction costs which had been well
documented and outside of the Council’s control. However, the scheme was fully
funded and he supported the recommendation to approve the contract award. The
Housing Development Manager added that the scheme would provide much
needed affordable homes for local people whilst removing the current eyesore site.
In response to questions he confirmed that the rear extensions would be removed;
the recommended contractor was based in Denbigh and had carried out work
previously for the Council and other partners, and the tender price was valid for
some months following the closing date. Councillor Alan James added his support
for the scheme and looked forward to its completion, thanking all those involved.
RESOLVED that Cabinet –

8

(a)

approve the award of a Contract to Anthony Dever Construction Limited as
per the Contract Award Recommendation Report (Appendix 1 to the report),
and

(b)

confirms that it has read, understood and taken account of the Well-being
Impact Assessment (Appendix 2 to the report) as part of its consideration.

CABINET FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME
The Cabinet forward work programme was presented for consideration.
The Head of Legal, HR and Democratic Services advised that, whilst it had been
anticipated that a Cabinet meeting would not be held in April, there were some
items of business that needed to be dealt with before May’s elections and therefore
officers were working with members to confirm a date for an April meeting; following
that the next meeting of Cabinet would be in the new Council on 7 June.
RESOLVED that Cabinet’s forward work programme be noted.
The meeting concluded at 11.10 hrs.
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Agenda Item 5

Report to

Cabinet

Date of report

12th April 2022

Lead Member / Officer

Cllr Brian Jones: Lead Member for Waste, Transport and the
Environment / Tony Ward: Head of Highways, Facilities &
Environmental Services

Report author(s)

Tony Ward, Head of Highways, Facilities & Environmental
Services / Peter Clayton, Project Manager

Title

Waste Service Remodelling – Update on financial position
including updated business case

1. What is the report about?
1.1. This report updates Cabinet on the latest cost and budget position on the Waste
Service Remodelling project and seeks approval of an updated Business Case.

2. What is the reason for making this report?
2.1. To update Cabinet on the latest cost and budget position on the Waste Service
Remodelling project, and to seek approval of an updated Business Case.

3. What are the Recommendations?
3.1. That Cabinet acknowledge the latest cost and budget position (Appendix 1).
3.2. The Cabinet approves the updated Business Case (Appendix 2).
3.3. That Cabinet delegates authority to the Chief Executive, in consultation with the
Section 151 Officer and Monitoring Officer to call upon capital plan unhypothecated
funding if required due to uncontrollable increases in costs as a result of inflation or
supply chain issues. Any call on this funding will subsequently be reported to the
next meeting of Cabinet.
3.4. That Cabinet confirms that it has read, understood and taken account of the Wellbeing Impact Assessment as part of its consideration (Appendix 3).
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4. Report details
4.1. The Business Case for moving to a new Waste Service Model based on the Welsh
Government (WG) collections blueprint and supported from a new central Depot was
approved by Cabinet in December 2018. Since then, work has been underway to
take forward the development of the new central depot required to support the
service change, along with other key activities, including: routing the new collection
rounds; specifying the new Resource Recovery Vehicles (RRV’s) required to support
the proposed rounds; and finalising the service design and containers required.
4.2. Since December 2018, a site was selected in Denbigh for the new central Depot on
land allocated in the LDP adjacent to the current Colomendy Industrial Estate. The
Council has been working in collaboration with 4 local businesses who were also
looking to acquire land on this site to enable them to expand their operations. The
Council has worked together with the businesses to secure the purchase of the land
(as the landowner wanted to sell the whole site in one transaction rather than in
plots); go through the Planning process; and to deliver the Phase 1 enabling works
given the need to drain, service, access and amend levels across the site. As a
result, the development of the new central depot to support the service change has
taken longer than initially anticipated, with progress also in part affected by the
impact of Covid-19. Although the decision to work with the 4 local businesses has
resulted in the project taking longer than expected to deliver, it was absolutely the
correct thing to do. These businesses had outgrown their premises and were unable
to expand. By working with them, we have enabled these businesses to remain in
the county, which has protected many existing local jobs as well as created new jobs
for local people.
4.3. To deal with the risks and unknowns on the project, the contingency sum within the
overall budget was increased to £2M in July 2019. At the time it was reasonably felt
this was sufficient to cover cost increases across the key work streams.
4.4. However, due to the significant increases in inflation affecting the cost of goods and
materials in the last 12 months (e.g. steel prices have increased c. 90% in 2021), a
review of costs was undertaken in February 2022 which identified cost pressures
across the project of £3.588M. The £2M contingency sum was therefore no longer
sufficient to address all these anticipated cost pressures.
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4.5. A bid was submitted to Welsh Government for the shortfall of £1.588M in early 2022,
and confirmation was received on 17th March that this bid was successful.
4.6. An updated version of the Business Case is included as Appendix 2 reflecting the
latest cost, budget and revenue position. The essence of the Business Case has not
altered in the sense that changing the household waste collection model will result in:


increased recycling levels;



improved quality of recycling material collected;



reduced carbon emissions; and



the waste service costing significantly less than it will if we maintain the existing
collection model.

5. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate
Priorities?
5.1. The planned changes to household waste collection will have a positive on the
Corporate Priority, “Environment: Attractive and Protected, supporting well-being &
economic prosperity”. It will increase the quantity and quality of recycling collected
from households, and increase opportunities for closed loop recycling. It will also
enable the potential expansion of local businesses, leading to employment
opportunities and economic growth.
5.2. Through adoption of low carbon technologies at the proposed new Waste Transfer
Station and inclusion of infrastructure for ULEV fleet, the aim is to minimise the
impact of the site in support of the wider corporate goals on net zero by 2030.

6. What will it cost and how will it affect other services?
6.1. The cost of the service change is detailed in Appendix 1.
6.2. This service change will affect the Waste Service with the new service operating out
of the new Depot facility. This permitted facility will also provide capacity for
Highways & Streetscene for bulking of gully waste, street sweepings and other
highways related waste streams.
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7. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact
Assessment?
7.1. The overall outcome of the Well-being Impact Assessment is positive – see Appendix
3 for further details.

8. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny and
others?
8.1. The overall principle of developing a new Waste Transfer Station to support the
overall waste collection service change was originally approved at SIG and Cabinet
in December 2018 and subsequent updates were presented at Cabinet Briefing and
Communities Scrutiny during 2019 & 2021 on progress. In addition, purchase of
land in Colomendy, Denbigh and development of proposed WTS on that land as
preferred option, went to AMG in March 2019.
8.2. Chief Financial Officer has been consulted – see response below:

9. Chief Finance Officer Statement
9.1. As the initial Business Case was approved over 4 years ago now it is welcome that
the project has come forward with a revised Business Case for the capital and
revenue elements of the project. The additional resources required for the capital
element are understandable and are set out within this report. It is welcome that the
project has worked closely with Welsh Government, who remain confident of the
success of the project and have approved the grant to cover the current overspend.
However the revised Business Case does not include a specific contingency which
would be normal for a new Business Case. As with all capital projects at this time this
project is subject to ongoing risks around costs due to ongoing inflationary pressures
in the market and continuing volatility in the supply chain. In recognition of this
general pressure an unhypothecated Welsh Government grant (£1.6m) has been
added to the general Capital Plan Contingency for 22/23. It is important that
delegation is in place to enable the project to request an element of this funding if
required during the next few weeks in order to avoid further delay and costs. Any
further change to the overall Business Case should be reported to Cabinet. The
project will continue to be monitored closely and progress reported to Cabinet in the
Capital updates contained within the monthly Finance Report.
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10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to
reduce them?
10.1. Cost inflation – The main risk with not accepting the updated Business Case for the
project is that this results in further delays in delivering the project, which will
inevitably result in increased costs for the council.

11. Power to make the decision?
11.1. Part II Environmental Protection Act 1990
11.2. s111 Local Government Act 1972
11.3. s120 Local Government Act 1972
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APPENDIX 1
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COSTS

MARCH 2022

Depot

11,215,648

Fleet

3,600,000

Containers
(inc Delivery)

3,401,058

Mobilisation

850,436

PM
TOTAL

NOTES
 Contingency Sum increased in July 2019 (by c. 1.4M) following identification of site and outline design
 Highways facilities added to Depot via Business Case approved in December 2019 - est. additional cost of 1.1M
 Depot Site Unknowns in Dec 18 as greenfield site not in our ownership, access granted in 2019 for surveys etc. pre
land purchase (land purchase achieved end March 2020)
 EV infrastructure including Substation and off site supply enhancements required to supply site (c. 400K)
 Second bailer included as required by Waste Ops (190K)
 Design requirements to meet tightening WISH & NRW guidelines / permitting / planning requirements
 Design requirements to meet SUDS / S106
 Cost inflation on key material prices in 2021 - 2022 impacting on site Phase 1 and cost estimate for Phase 2 works – key
materials have seen significant cost increases through 2021 e.g. structural steel c. 90% - likely to continue into 2022
 Anticipate return of Phase 2 Works to Depot in May 2022 – pre-tender estimate (PTE) of 5.25M
+ c. 4.5% Contingency (237K) – Total Phase 2 sum - 5.487M



270,000
19,337,142

Fleet costs updated following Fleet Tender for 5M RRV’s and 7.5T RRV’s in Jan 2022 - c. 23% increase in cost of
Fleet prices -same number ofFleet required as originally modelled (24 – but now includes 3 ULEV)
Container unit price increases due to rise in plastic costs plus requirement to purchase additional containersdue
to increased number of households and finalising service design /containers required to support




Cost included for In Cab Technology System and Chip & Readers (280K)
Storage of Containers already purchased via WG funding in FY18/19 (80K)



Cost increase due to extension of programme

FUNDING
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WG Collaborative Change Programme (FY19/20 & FY20/21) with variation in place to enable spend up to end FY22/23
WG Collaborative Change Programme (FY18/19)

7,000,000
900,000

WG Infrastructure Funding (Waste Transfer Station) (FY20/21)

1,200,000

WG AHP funding (FY19/20)
WG Circular Economy funding (battery recycling containers) (FY19/20)

245,093
31,500

WG EV funding (depot) (FY21/22)

167,625

WG Additional Funding towards cost pressures (£1.488M FY22/23 & £0.100M FY23/24)

1,588,000

WG TOTAL

DCC Reserves
DCC Additional depot capital (to accommodate highway waste)

11,132,218
1,000,000
1,100,283

DCC Service Revenue (FY18/19)

78,496

DCC Prudential Borrowing (£343,762)

6,026,146

DCC TOTAL
OVERALL TOTAL

9,079,925
19,337,142

APPENDIX 2

UPDATED BUSINESS CASE – MARCH 2022
This Business Case provides justification for undertaking a project. The completed form will be reviewed
by the Strategic Investment Group who will make a recommendation to Council whether the bid should
be approved and included within the Capital Plan. All sections should be completed and evidence of
costs will need to be supplied.
For details of Strategic Investment Group meetings and deadlines for the submission of this form, please
contact Richard Humphreys, Capital & Technical Finance Team on ext 6144.
Project Name:

Remodelling Waste Service Operations via single central Depot

Project Reference:

PR004703

Project Manager:

Peter Clayton

Head of Service/Project
Sponsor

Tony Ward

Lead member:

Cllr Brian Jones

Service:

HES

LM Portfolio:

Environment

Form completed by:

Tara Dumas

Date:

Service Accountant:

Martyn Dodd

Date:

PROJECT TYPE
Please categorise your project type. Mark one box only.
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X

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Highlights the key points in the Business Case to include:



what the project will achieve / important benefits
estimated costs
how the project will be funded

This is an update to those sections of the original Business Case where there has been change to
report. The essence of the Business Case has not altered in the sense that changing the household
waste collection model will result in:
 increased recycling levels;
 improved quality of recycling material collected;
 reduced carbon emissions;
 the waste service costing significantly less than it will if we maintain the existing collection model.
The project will remodel the way the County collects household waste, moving to the recommended Welsh
Government Blueprint based on Kerbside Sort (KSS) Weekly Recycling Collection alongside further restrictions
to residual capacity supported by a number of ancillary services such as opt in weekly Absorbent Hygiene
Products (AHP) collections, fortnightly textiles & small waste electrical and electronic items (WEEE) alongside
continuation of existing food waste and garden waste services.
Moving to the WG blueprint will assist with increasing recycling performance from current levels of c. 64% in
order to help meet the 2024/25 Welsh Government (WG) target of 70% and will also generate better quality dry
recyclate material streams that can be marketed to generate an income and will also allow the Service to avoid
the cost of sending comingled material to Shotton for processing, the cost of which has escalated significantly
in recent years and is likely to increase in cost moving forwards.
The waste service has seen a significant increase in baseline costs in recent years, predominantly due to the
following factors:
 An increase in the treatment costs for the blue bin recycling (of over £100/tonne since 2017)
 An increase in treatment and haulage costs for residual waste
 An increase in the amount of waste and recycling we collect as a result of changes to behaviours since
Covid (such as people being at home more) that is not likely to subside. Increased tonnage treatment
costs have predominantly been met by the WG Covid Hardship Fund in 20/21 and 21/22, but this fund
is not expected to continue, despite Welsh Councils seeing little subsidence in tonnages collected.
The waste service (using the new service model) is projected to cost £7.04m from 2023/24. This compares to
the projected cost in 2022/23 of the current service model of £7.392m. Therefore, it is projected that the waste
service (using the new model) will cost £352k less in 2023/24 than it will cost in 2022/23 using the existing model.
However, it is projected that the cost of running the service using the current operating model will increase again
by an additional £426k by 2023/24, due to an uplift in treatment costs for dry recycling. Therefore, it is projected
that the cost of the waste service by 2023/24 will cost £778k per annum more if we maintain the current model
instead of adopting the new collection model.
The assumptions about the increased cost of dealing with co-mingled recycling by 23/24 could realistically be
even worse than the assumptions made in this document. The figures used are reasonably considered to be a
“best case scenario”.
Key elements to support this change to the proposed collection model are the purchase of new KSS Waste
Collection Vehicles and Containers. In addition, depot facilities need to be expanded and updated to enable for
suitable bulking, sorting and bailing of separately collected recyclable waste streams. Two short listed options
for the necessary depot infrastructure were originally considered:
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A. Collaboration with Conwy County Borough Council (CCBC) to extend Gofer, Abergele to take the
recyclate in the North with residual waste running into a private service provider in Abergele or
Llanddulas. Waste and recycling from the South of the County would be managed through
development of a new Depot on land in Lon Parcwr, Ruthin. This option would require the continued
occupation of the Kinmel Depot site for vehicle parking, and supervision and management activities;
B. Development of a single central Depot in Denbigh area to take all household waste and recycling
across the County, and from which all waste operations would be managed.
Option B (the development of a new single central Depot) was the preferred option and considered to be the
most efficient way of delivering the service. It also had the added benefit of enabling us to work collaboratively
with a number of local businesses who also wished to expand their sites. The development of the new Depot
on the site in Denbigh has acted as a catalyst to unlock the expansion of the Colomendy Industrial Estate.
The latest costs of the project, following a review of the main work streams in light of the latest progress and
market costs, is presented below:

COSTS
Depot
Fleet
Containers inc Delivery
Mobilisation
PM

March 2022
£11,215,648
£3,600,000
£3,401,058
£850,436
£270,000

TOTAL

£19,337,142

Detail of the funding package in place is shown in the table below:

FUNDING
WG Collaborative Change Programme (FY19/20 & FY20/21) with variation in place 7,000,000
to enable spend up to end FY22/23
WG Collaborative Change Programme (FY18/19)
900,000
WG Infrastructure Funding (Waste Transfer Station) (FY20/21)

1,200,000

WG AHP funding (FY19/20)

245,093

WG Circular Economy funding (battery recycling containers) (FY19/20)

31,500

WG EV funding (depot) (FY21/22)

167,625

WG Additional Funding towards cost pressures (£1.488M FY22/23 & £0.100M
FY23/24)

1,588,000

WG TOTAL

DCC Waste Service Reserves
DCC Additional depot capital (to accommodate highway waste)

11,132,218
1,000,000
1,100,283

DCC Service Revenue (FY18/19)

78,496

DCC Prudential Borrowing (£343,762/annum)

6,026,146

DCC TOTAL

9,079,925

OVERALL TOTAL

19,337,142
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BUSINESS OPTIONS
Analysis and reasoned recommendation for the base business options of: do nothing / do the minimal
or do something
Option title:
Do nothing – maintain the existing situation
Please provide brief details:
Continue with the current service, i.e. South Denbighshire: comingled recyclate collection with bulking / transfer
out of the existing Ruthin Transfer Station at Lon Parcwr, and North Denbighshire: comingled recyclate
collection with bulking / transfer out of Kinmel and procure private sector services to receive and bulk residual
waste (likely to be in Abergele or Llanddulas).
Please mark with an X how this option compares with the preferred option in terms of Cost, Time,
Quality and Benefits:
Costs
X
Time
Costs more
Takes longer to deliver
Costs the same
Takes the same to
deliver
X
Costs less
Is quicker to deliver
Quality
Benefits Improves benefits
Improves the quality
Is the same quality
No impact on benefits
X
X
Is a lower quality
Worsens benefits
What is the main reason this option has not been selected?
This option has not been selected for the following reasons:
Revenue – does nothing to address the forecasted future service revenue pressures. In the longer term it is
anticipated that the cost of treating co-mingled recycling will only increase (due to increases in the gate fee).
Welsh Government are less likely to support LA infrastructure requirements that do not comply with their
Blueprint in the future, and the implications of policy change through the adoption of Extended Producer
Responsibility could also impact on our long term ability to secure revenue support for delivering waste
collection services, compared to LA’s who collect higher quality recycling.
Quality – will not assist with further improvements to recycling performance in order to meet WG 2024/25 target
of 70% of household waste to be recycle. Further investment in householder communications, engagement
and enforcement will be necessary to tackle contamination issues and falling recycling rates (predominantly
due to changes to waste composition).
Benefits – this option does nothing to address existing issues with ageing and inadequate facilities for
Operatives in both Kinmel and Ruthin and does not enable any options for rationalisation of the depot estates
or address likely future costs to upgrade / improve the existing depot facilities. The main benefit of this option
is that the comingled recycling scheme is popular with residents and provides a convenient way for them to
recycle their waste.
Option title:

WG blueprint collection model with further restrictions to residual collections
via Ruthin / Gofer, Abergele (Depot Option A)
Please provide brief details:
Move service to WG blueprint with further restrictions to residual collections supported by a number of ancillary
services such as opt in weekly AHP collections, fortnightly textiles and WEEE and continuation of existing food
waste and garden waste services via the following depot arrangements:
North – in collaboration with Conwy County Borough Council (CCBC) extend Gofer, Abergele to take the KSS
recyclate from the North and procure private sector services to receive and bulk residual waste (likely to be in
Abergele or Llanddulas). Construction of a new facility on the Kinmel site was considered. However, due to
challenging ground conditions, the fact the site is not in Denbighshire’s ownership (leased), and the impact on
other site users, this option was deemed not cost effective.
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South – construct new depot on current Lon Parcwr south salt store site to take all south waste streams. The
exiting Transfer Station in Ruthin is too small and has poor access / scope for extension. Under this option the
existing Ruthin Transfer Station will be freed up and will need to be repurposed as new Salt Barn given salt
needs clearing from current location in order to new Depot to be constructed.
Please mark with an X how this option compares with the preferred option in terms of Cost, Time,
Quality and Benefits:
Costs

Costs more
Costs the same

X

Time

Costs less
Benefits
Improves the quality
Is the same quality
X
Is a lower quality
What is the main reason this option has not been selected?
Quality

Takes longer to deliver
Takes the same to
deliver
Is quicker to deliver
Improves benefits
No impact on benefits
Worsens benefits

X

X

This option has not been selected for the following reasons:
Revenue – operating two Waste Sites will be more costly than one central permitted site for Waste
Costs – based on cost increases experience in delivering the preferred central depot option, it is highly likely
that costs to develop Kinmel & Lon Parcwr would similarly have escalated and we would have incurred further
costs in having to run waste to other third party sites which any work underway on the two sites.
Quality – Recycling performance and quality of recycling increases, compared to the “Do Nothing” scenario.
However, this option does nothing to address some of the existing issues with the quality of the facilities in
Ruthin to support the Waste Operatives who are based in Lon Parcwr as they, under this option, would
continue to use the existing facilities on the Highways Lon Parcwr north side. It is also worth noting that given
ongoing tightening of restrictions / requirement around permitting it is possible we would not have been able to
meet these requirements given the restricted nature of the existing sites e.g. achieving separation distances.

EXPECTED BENEFITS
The benefits that the project will deliver expressed in measurable terms against the situation as it exists
prior to the project

Revenue - the waste service has seen a significant increase in baseline costs in recent years, predominantly due
to the following factors:
 An increase in the treatment costs for the blue bin recycling (of over £100/tonne since 2017)
 An increase in treatment and haulage costs for residual waste
 An increase in the amount of waste and recycling we collect as a result of changes to behaviours since
Covid (such as people being at home more) that is not likely to subside. Increased tonnage treatment
costs have predominantly been met by the WG Covid Hardship Fund in 20/21 and 21/22, but this fund
is not expected to continue, despite Welsh Councils seeing little subsidence in tonnages collected.
The waste service (using the new service model) is projected to cost £7.04m from 2023/24. This compares to
the projected cost in 2022/23 of the current service model of £7.392m. Therefore, it is projected that the waste
service (using the new model) will cost £352k less in 2023/24 than it will cost in 2022/23 using the existing model.
However, it is projected that the cost of running the service using the current operating model will increase again
by an additional £426k by 2023/24, due to an uplift in treatment costs for dry recycling. Therefore, it is projected
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that the cost of the waste service by 2023/24 will cost £778k per annum more if we maintain the current model
instead of adopting the new collection model. The reason for the projected uplift in treatment costs for dry
recycling is that our current contractor is reducing their sorting facility for comingled material in favour of receiving
paper and card already sorted from LA’s. This will result in higher gate fee costs to the council because there is
more “competition” for the available capacity, or because we have to send our recycling further afield (e.g. to
South England or Ireland) should our current contractor decline to re-tender for our material.
Quality – this option will address some of the existing facility issues for the Waste Operative teams, will
consolidate the whole team on one site with suitable refuelling and vehicle wash facilities in new facilities fit for
purpose with suitable vehicle parking. Service reliability can be protected and increased through management
from one site with the option reducing reliance of agency staff, and running the bin delivery service from the
site, for example (this would be off site in the two-depot option). Recycling performance and the quality of
recycling will increase, compared to the “Do Nothing” scenario. In addition, the new central Depot site has
enabled DCC to work in collaboration with 4 businesses on the Colomendy Industrial Estate, via the Phase 1
Enabling Works Contract, to procure the site and open up the current Industrial Estate by working together to
provide for accessible development sites DCC and the respective businesses can now develop out to meet
business needed. This project has therefore acted as a catalyst and enabler of expansion of the Industrial
Estate, enabling not only DCC to complete construction of the new Depot but also allowing the 4 businesses to
expand their sites / businesses to the benefit of the local area and economy.
See ‘Business Case - APPENDIX A Benefits Plan’

EXPECTED DIS-BENEFITS
Outcomes perceived as negative by one or more stakeholders
See ‘Business Case - APPENDIX A Benefits Plan’

TIMESCALE
Over which the project will run (summary of the Project Plan) and the period over which the
benefits will be realised
Date
24.03.2020
01.12.2019
13.05.2020
26.03.2021
26.06.2021
03.07.2021
31.03.2022
From March 2022
May 2022
June/July 2022
From April 2023
From June 2023
July 2023
From Sept 2023
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Milestone
Completion on land purchase for Depot Site
Completion of Pre Planning Consultation for Depot
Planning Approval for Depot
Phase 1 Depot Tender Period (close)
Phase 1 Depot Contract Award
Phase 1 Depot Construction Start
Phase 1 Depot Construction Complete
Phase 2 Depot Tender Period
Phase 2 Depot Contract Award
Phase 2 Depot Construction Start
New Fleet Delivered – in tranches prior to Roll out
New Containers Final Delivery
Phase 2 Depot Construction Complete
Roll Out of new kerbside sort model
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COSTS
Costs – Feb 2022:
Enter details of cost element below:

To date

Infrastructure – Depot (Inc. equipment, fees & surveys)
Vehicles (New RRV Fleet and any Depot Plant)
Containers (Inc. Delivery)
Mobilisation (Inc. Comms, Routing, Staff, HR support, etc.)
Project Management
TOTAL

3,999,000
0
751,887
100,000
150,000
5,000,887

Future
Years
7,216,648
3,600,000
2,649,171
750,436
120,000
14,336,255

All Years
Total
11,215,648
3,600,000
3,401,058
850,436
270,000
19,337,142

Funding – Feb 2022
Funding Source

Status:

WG Collaborative Change Programme FY18/19
WG Collaborative Change Programme FY19/20 & FY20/21
WG Infrastructure Funding (Waste Transfer) FY20/21
WG AHP funding FY19/20
WG Circular Economy funding (battery recycling containers) FY19/20
WG EV funding (depot) FY21/22
WG Funding (£1.488M FY22/23 & £0.100M FY23/24)
DCC Reserves
DCC Additional depot capital (to accommodate highway waste)
DCC service revenue top up
DCC Prudential Borrowing Capital Equivalent
TOTAL

Awarded & Claimed
Awarded & Claimed
Awarded & Claimed
Awarded & Claimed
Awarded & Claimed
Awarded & Claimed
Awarded
Allocated
Allocated
Allocated
Allocated

TOTAL
900,000
7,000,000
1,200,000
245,093
31,500
167,625
1,588,000
1,000,000
1,100,283
78,496
6,026,146
19,337,142

REVENUE COST IMPACT
TO BE COMPLETED FOR ALL PROJECTS
In considering whether a project should be developed due regard should be made to the potential impact
on revenue budgets.
If the activity will result in a requirement for additional revenue funding, please provide details
below:
Current Service
New Service Cost
Increase/
What is the impact of this project in terms of
Cost 22/23
23/24 – Kerbside
Decrease
the annual revenue requirement for:
Sort, 4W, Trolleybox
& Central Depot

STAFFING
FLEET
SUPPLIES
PREMISES
THIRD PARTY PAYMENT
INCOME
PRUDENTIAL BORROWING
TOTAL COST
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3,291,612
1,177,778
1,388,738
142,504
4,143,629
-2,752,568
0
7,391,693
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3,907,928
1,309,604
879,423
234,714
3,595,317
-3,231,235
343,762
7,039,513

616,316
131,826
-509,315
92,210
-548,311
-478,667
343,762
-352,180

The waste service (using the new service model) is projected to cost £7.04m from 2023/24. This compares
to the projected cost in 2022/23 of the current service model of £7.392m. Therefore, it is projected that the
waste service (using the new model) will cost £352k less in 2023/24 than it will cost in 2022/23 using the
existing model. However, it is projected that the cost of running the service using the current operating
model will increase again by an additional £426k by 2023/24, due to an uplift in treatment costs for dry
recycling. Therefore, it is projected that the cost of the waste service by 2023/24 will cost £778k per annum
more if we maintain the current model instead of adopting the new collection model.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Please provide details of proposed project management – Establishment of Project Board etc.

A Project Board was set up in May 2018 to oversee development of the Business Case and subsequent
implementation of the Project following successful approval of said Business Case.
The Board meets at least monthly or more frequently as required dependent upon decisions / issues at
hand. The Board consists of:





Project Executive & HoS for HES – Tony Ward,
Lead Member – Cllr Brian Jones & Cllr Julian Thompson-Hill,
Waste & Recycling Manager – Tara Dumas,
WRAP Representative

In addition, the Project is now also overseen by a Strategic Project Board made up of Lead Member Cllr
Brian Jones, Chief Executive Graham Boase and Head of Service Tony Ward. This Strategic Board meets
approximately every 8 weeks or ad hoc as required.
Updates on progress and specific elements of the proposed Service Change such as the, Tender /
Contract Award Decisions, Service Design (Containers), Collections Policy, latest funding / costs will and
have been taken to Cabinet Briefing, Cabinet, SLT and Communities Scrutiny.
Day to day Project Management is currently being undertaken by Peter Clayton (Depot) and Lowri Roberts
(Mobilisation)

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS / HEALTH & SAFETY
This section should identify how the activity will help Denbighshire meet any of its statutory
requirements. Please include any Health & Safety Issues that the activity will address in this section.
Please leave blank if not applicable.
Development of a new single central depot will ensure that waste operatives have access to suitable
accommodation under the HS at Work Regulations 1992.
The site will also be fully permitted for the activities therein with the NRW subject to a full Permit
application process to be led by Waste Operations Manager
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CARBON MANAGEMENT IMPACT
Please consult with Denbighshire’s Principal Energy Manager before completing this section.
Denbighshire has committed to reducing its carbon emissions by 15% by 2020. The Business Case
requires you to make a forecast for the anticipated carbon emissions impact of the project. Please mark
a cross in the appropriate box.
Forecasts:

Annual
(current)

Carbon
Equivalent

Annual
(Post
Project)

Carbon
Equivalent

Carbon
Variance

Energy consumption:
(UNIT = kWh)
Mileage of Denbighshire Fleet vehicles:
(UNIT = miles travelled)
Tonnes of waste produced going to landfill:
(UNIT = tonnes)
Tonnes of waste produced being recycled:
(UNIT = tonnes)
Mileage of Business Travel (personal
vehicles):
(UNIT = miles travelled)
TOTAL CARBON EMISSIONS

Please provide brief details of the carbon impact of this project, and detail specific actions that will be
taken to reduce carbon emissions. If carbon emissions are expected to increase as a result of this
project, please provide details of proposed actions to compensate for this increase in other areas of the
Service’s activity.
New Vehicles purchased will be latest most fuel-efficient models with new Kerbside Sort Vehicles
replacing a number of the existing older, less efficient Waste Vehicles already in the fleet. In addition, a
number of the new Fleet will be ULEV models, supported by suitable EV Charge Points in the new Depot.
The new waste collection model will reduce the number of collection visits per household in any 4-week
period, from 8 to 5 (includes residual waste, dry recycling and food waste collections). Furthermore, the
recycling collections will be undertaken by smaller (and therefore more fuel efficient) vehicles than are
currently used for recycling collection.
The new Depot will meet latest Build Regulations regards energy / efficiency and includes for PV to roof
area to generate electricity and rainwater harvesting for re-use to feed to vehicle wash, WC’s, any
Highways equipment / plant based at / from the site. Allowance for limited number of electric charging
points. The site will also be heated via Air Source Heat Pumps.
A sustainability assessment has been carried out on behalf of the Welsh Government by Eunomia into the
sustainability and carbon benefits of the WG Blueprint based on Kerbside sort which demonstrates
positive impact of this service model when compared to comingled based services.
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BIODIVERSITY IMPACT
Please consult with Denbighshire’s Biodiversity Officer before completing this section:
joel.walley@denbighshire.gov.uk
The Council has a statutory duty to ensure compliance and enforcement of the habitats regulations (as
amended in 2007) and the NERC Biodiversity Duty (2006). At this pre-feasibility stage, what is the
anticipated impact on biodiversity of the project. Please mark a cross in the appropriate box.
Will this project impact on a habitat that supports living organisms
(plant or animal)?

Yes

X

No

If you have answered yes to the above question, please complete all the following biodiversity sections.
If answered no please leave blank
THREATENED/PROTECTED SPECIES
Will this project impact on any protected or threatened species as
defined in Denbighshire’s Local Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP)?

ALL SPECIES (including threatened/protected)
Forecasts:

Current
number

Yes

Postproject
number

No

X

Variance
(+/-)

Number of plant species present:
Number of animal species present:
TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIES PRESENT

Please provide brief details of the action you will be taking in association with this project to protect or
enhance biodiversity. Specific reference should be made to the mitigation strategy if the project impacts
on any protected or threatened species as defined in Denbighshire’s Local Biodiversity Action Plan
(LBAP).
Great Crested Newts are present within 500m of the Depot site and actions are being taken, with
support from suitably qualified Ecologists to obtain & comply with relevant NRW EPS Licences and to
ensure the GCN are protected from activities on the site and any design features accommodate /
address any required mitigation – this includes creation of new pond habitats within a landscape strip on
the site that Countryside Services will manage moving forwards.
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MAJOR RISKS TO THE PROJECT
A summary of the key risks associated with the project together with the likely impact and plans should
they occur (Please also add to your project risk register)
Key Risk
Tight Programme

Likely Impact
High
ONGOING

Ecological issues

High
ONGOING

NRW

High
ONGOING

Utilities / Drainage
connections

High
ONGOING

Cost Inflation

High
ONGOING

Unions

Medium
ONGOING

Mitigating Action
Option to split into packages to reduce Programme
timescales / slippage; produce Procurement Programme
with timescales to ensure relevant internal / external
expertise available to suit
Early ecological surveys to determine presence of any
protected species on Depot site, if so, development of
suitable mitigation measures
Early engagement with NRW on proposed site during
Design Stage and pre-planning consultation process and
to ensure relevant Licences / Permits are obtained in
time for operation
Early engagement with Utilities and also with
Consortium of other land purchasers to discuss
connection / extension options
Costs revisited in Feb 2022 to capture latest cost
pressures – WG approached for additional funding to
support areas of identified cost pressures
We have consulted with staff and the unions about the
proposed service change, and periodic updates have
been provided about progress with the project and the
construction of the new central depot. Further
discussions are planned regarding the detail of staff
moving to the new depot in Denbigh. Whilst this is not
expected to be a showstopper, it could create resistance
due to the impact on individuals who may have to travel
further to work.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Please list any supporting documents that accompany this Business Case
See ‘Business Case - APPENDIX A – Benefits Plan’

ANNUAL CAPITAL BIDS – BLOCK ALLOCATIONS
Please provide details of expenditure and commitments for allocations received in the current financial year.

N/A
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COUNTY LANDLORD STATEMENT
Please provide a statement from the County Landlord and where applicable the recommendation of the
Asset Management Group

The project continues to be supported. The impact of the service use of the existing portfolio still needs
to be considered, but this is supplementary to the required changes in service delivery that this facility
supports. It is noted that construction costs have increased, but this consistent with the unprecedented
cost increases experienced throughout the industry.
Supplied by: David Lorey

Date: 18 Mar 2022

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER STATEMENT
As the initial Business Case was approved over 4 years ago now it is welcome that the project has
come forward with a revised Business Case for the capital and revenue elements of the project. The
additional resources required for the capital element are understandable and are set out within this
report. It is welcome that the project has worked closely with Welsh Government, who remain confident
of the success of the project and have approved the grant to cover the current overspend. However the
revised Business Case does not include a specific contingency which would be normal for a new
Business Case. As with all capital projects at this time this project is subject to ongoing risks around
costs due to ongoing inflationary pressures in the market and continuing volatility in the supply chain. In
recognition of this general pressure an unhypothecated Welsh Government grant (£1.6m) has been
added to the general Capital Plan Contingency for 22/23. It is important that delegation is in place to
enable the project to request an element of this funding if required during the next few weeks in order to
avoid further delay and costs. Any further change to the overall Business Case should be reported to
Cabinet. The project will continue to be monitored closely and progress reported to Cabinet in the
Capital updates contained within the monthly Finance Report.

Supplied by: Steve Gadd

Date: 29/03/2022

VERIFICATION:
Project
Manager:
Project
Sponsor:

Peter Clayton

Name:

Tony Ward

Signature:
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Tony Ward

Position:
Date:
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Head of Service – H&E

29/03/2022

For use by Finance:

R

Result of S.I.G. Review
Date of Meeting
Approval
Code
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Appendix A: Benefits Realisation Plan with update, New Waste Operating Model
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ID

Benefit to be
Delivered

Period over
which benefits
will be realised

Milestones

Key Dates
for specific
outcomes

Lead
Dependencies
Officer(s)

Update

BEN.4703.02

Extended Producer
Responsibility
Scheme ready providing high quality
materials to market
to optimise collection
scheme support
from producers (£)

Scheme starts
October 2023

Annually from
Q3 2023

From Q3 2023
onwards

Tara
Dumas

EPR consultation
(Phase 2) closed June
2021. Awaiting
Central Government
report of findings and
proposals.

BEN.4703.03

Achieve 2024/25
statutory 70%
recycling target

2024/25

Statutory
quarterly
Waste Data
Flow
submissions ongoing

May 2025 for
unverified
data/Sept
2025 for
verified data

Tara
Dumas

EPR legislation
adoption. Funding
levels/criteria and
dates yet to be
finalised by UK
Government.
Source segregated
service guarantees
optimal income for
recycling
packaging
collected.
See below

No change

ID

BEN.4703.03a

Benefit to be
Delivered

Period over
which benefits
will be realised

Milestones

Improved Recycling
Performance through
reduced residual
waste capacity
(increasing capture of
recyclable materials
currently collected

Ongoing

2024/25 onwards
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BEN.4703.03b Absorbent Hygiene
Product (AHP) waste
collected from Spring
2023 to be recycled
from 2024/25

Key Dates
for specific
outcomes

Lead
Dependencies
Officer(s)

Quarterly &
Annual waste
data flow

From June
2023

Tara
Dumas

Full roll out and
bedding in of new
Service Model

No change

Quarterly &
Annual waste
data flow

2024/25 full
year effect of
AHP
treatment

Tara
Dumas

Technology
Innovation and
supporting
government
funding grants
Continuation of
Welsh LA’s to
commit to
recycling AHP
Final solution
affordability
Market readiness
for recycled
products arising
from process
Future recycling
target definitions.

Unsuccessful
procurement of AHP
Treatment
technology provider
(known Summer
2021). Other options
to market now being
explored, including
interim arrangements
to provide a solution
until Local Authority
led facilities are
established.

Update
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ID

Benefit to be
Delivered

Period over
which benefits
will be realised

Milestones

Key Dates
for specific
outcomes

Lead
Dependencies
Officer(s)

Update

BEN.4703.03c

Improved Recycling
Performance through
introduction of
microchipped
containers for
residual waste

2023/24 onwards

All gull proof
sacks chipped
and issued by
September
2021. Black
240l bins
chipped March
2021. Roll out
of new chipped
bins Q1 2023.

Tara
Dumas

Full roll out and
bedding in of new
Service Model

Roll out of sacks
delayed until Q1 2022
due to staffing and
supply issues.
Microchipping bin
trial to commence Q1
2022 in West Rhyl
area.

BEN.4703.03d Improved Recycling
Performance through
introduction of new
WEEE (Waste
Electronic and
Electrical Equipment)
kerbside service and
batteries plus full
coverage for textile
service

2023/24 onwards

Textile
expansion to
70% of county
by March 2022.
remainder
during full
service roll out
23/24

Tara
Dumas

Full roll out and
bedding in of new
Service Model.
Linked to Circular
Economy Funding
bid secured Jan
2021.

Delays to textile roll
out due to lack of
managerial capacity
Textile service
expansion now due
Q1 2022, subject to
successful
recruitment of key
posts within service.

July 2022
onwards

Delivery of
Phase 1
Enabling
Contract - July
2022

Part year
effect on
recycling
performance
felt 2023/24
(known April
2024) Full
year effect
2024/25
known April
2025.
Part year
effect on
recycling
performance
felt 2023/24
(known April
2024) Full
year effect
2024/25
known April
2025.
From July
2022

Peter
Clayton

Completion of
Phase 1 Enabling
Contract

No change

BEN.4703.04

Facilitation of option
for neighbouring
Businesses in
Colomendy Estate to
expand
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ID

Benefit to be
Delivered

Period over
which benefits
will be realised

Milestones

Key Dates
for specific
outcomes

Lead
Dependencies
Officer(s)

Update

BEN.4703.06

Improved kerbside
service reliability
through
implementation of in
Cab technology.

September 2023
onwards

Annual report

Jamie
Lees /
Jane
Williams

Procurement of In
Cab technology
provider 2021/22
and fully
integrated by
March 2022

Unable to award
contract through
procurement
exercise. Alternative
procurement routes
now being
investigated. Min 4
month delay.

BEN.4703.07

Reduced mileage and
associated carbon
emissions (6%
target) through
improved service
reliability

To be proved Q1
2023 before rerouting

KPI suit
established
April 2021
onwards to
measure
missed bin , bin
delivery issues
and customer
complaints on a
quarterly basis.
Baseline
established
from 2021/22
data Q1

Q1 2022/23
(before
routing
changes)

Jamie
Lees

Procurement of In
Cab technology
provider 2021/22
and fully
integrated by
March 2022.

BEN.4703.08

Low Carbon
Technology Photovoltaics, Air
Source Heat Pump,
EV Charge Points,
Rainwater Harvesting
to new Depot
Building

Following
completion of
Phase 2 Depot
Development July 2022 - May
2023

Quarterly &
Annual running
costs / energy
usage stats
reviews

Annual
building
performance
from May
2023 onwards

Rob Jones
/ Dan
Owens

Phase 2 Depot
Development

Delays to securing
technology provider
means the service
reliability will need to
be proven with 6
months comparison
data, as opposed to
12.
No change

Benefit to be
Delivered

Period over
which benefits
will be realised

Milestones

Key Dates
for specific
outcomes

Lead
Dependencies
Officer(s)

Update

BEN.4703.09

Reduced carbon
emissions from waste
collection fleet due to
introduction of
ULEV's

Roll out of
ULEV's in
support of new
model from
June 2023
onwards

Operational use of
ULEV Fleet out of
new Depot

No change – aiming
to procure around
one third of the new
recycling fleet as fully
electric.

Increased
employment
associated with new
Team structure to
support new Waste
Model - 20+ FTE

Tara
Dumas

Operational set up
of new staffing
model to support
new Service model

Staggered
recruitment over a
12-18 month period
will realise a
proportion of this
benefit early.

BEN.4703.11

Customer benefit:
From July 2023
Greater containerised
capacity to store and
present segregated
waste streams (600L+
every four weeks) has
potential to reduce
littering from over
flowing bin.

Annual fleet
performance
reviews
following roll
out of ULEV
fleet in
support of
new model
April to July
2023
Increase in
FTE’s
recruited and
increase in
agency hours
to be
monitored
against KAT
model
projections.
July 2023
Regular Keep
Wales Tidy /
DCC litter
surveys will
identify
impacts to
cleanliness
standards

Chris
Brown

BEN.4703.10

TBC - Jan 2022
orders for new
Fleet to be placed
following WG
trials to prove
concepts - will
determine
number ordered
From July 2023

Tara
Dumas

Full roll out and
bedding in of new
service model.

No change
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ID

Roll Out of new
Service Model

Procurement of
containers.
Roll out of new
Service Model
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OPTION 5 (Preferred) Weekly Kerbside Sort
(including food waste), 4weekly residual, AHP service
Well-being Impact Assessment Report
This report summarises the likely impact of the proposal on the social, economic, environmental
and cultural well-being of Denbighshire, Wales and the world.
Assessment Number:

Brief description:

Date Completed:

407
This assessment is required as the Council needs to fundamentally
change the way we collect household waste to further improve recycling
in the County as part of strategy to meet Welsh Government 70%
recycling target by 2024/25 and to address on-going budget pressure
expected to rise to £900,000 by 2019/20 due to the current cost of
sending our mixed blue bin recycling for further separation at a Materials
recovery Facility. In Option 5 (preferred) the comingled blue recycling
240l bin would be replaced with a TrolliBocs System, where residents
present sorted waste into separate stackable containers. The Trollibocs
and the existing food waste caddy would be collected weekly on the
same vehicle, resulting in resource revenue savings from the provision
of higher quality, pre-sorted recycling. . Residual waste would be
collected every 4 weeks in a 240l black bin (as opposed to fortnightly in
a 140/180l bin) which is projected to reduce the amount of waste that
could have been recycled going in the black bin (currently 51% of items
in the black bin could have been recycled on our other kerbside
services). An optional human hygiene waste service would be offered to
remove "smelly waste" from the residual bin where required. New
recycling waste streams would be targeted, including batteries, small
electrical, electronic equipment (WEEE) and textiles and collected on the
same day as the recycling, but every fortnight. Currently residents put
paper, card, wax cartons, plastic containers/bottles, can and glass
bottles/jars altogether in a 240litre blue bin which is collected
fortnightly.
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19/10/2018 08:29:46
Version:

Completed by:
Responsible Service:
Localities affected by
the proposal:
Who will be affected by
the proposal?
Was this impact
assessment completed
as a group?

Tara Dumas
Highways & Environmental Services
Whole County,
All Residents / Households in Denbighshire; Operational Waste Team as
new model rolled out
Yes
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Before we look in detail at the contribution and impact of the proposal, it is important to consider
how the proposal is applying the sustainable development principle. This means that we must act "in
a manner which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs."

Score for the sustainability of the approach
( 3 out of 4 stars ) Actual score : 27 / 30.

Implications of the score
Implementing the preferred option will align DCC to the Welsh Government waste collection
blueprint, meaning that we are operating to a consistent approach to other Welsh LA's in order to
maximise the quantity and quality of recyclable household waste we collect. The preferred option
seeks to restrict residual capacity further than the blueprint by The Welsh Government have carried
out relevant sustainability and economic appraisals on their blue print (Independently reviewed in
March 2016 by Eunomia) to determine it to be the most economically and environmentally practical
approach to managing household waste.

Summary of impact
Well-being Goals
A prosperous Denbighshire
A resilient Denbighshire
A healthier Denbighshire
A more equal Denbighshire
A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh
language
A globally responsible Denbighshire

Positive
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive

Main conclusions
Overall the proposed project to Remodel the Waste Service Collection should have positive impacts
in terms of a prosperous and resilient and a globally responsible Denbighshire as the new service will
increase recycling performance by at least 3%. The higher quality recyclable stream will support the
adoption of EU Circular Economy measures and the Welsh Economic Action Plan. The model is also
the most cost efficient of all options considered, bringing in a new income stream that protects other
council services from further resource reductions. There is a neutral impact on equality due to the
introduction of a new service to deal with hygiene waste sometimes produced by young families and
the elderly. We have reviewed (currently in draft) our waste policies to ensure exemptions can be
awarded to households that struggle to participate fully in the recycling service for genuine physical
or metal health reasons. There are no health implications for the new service. Residual waste will be
collected less frequently but smelly waste such as nappies and food waste will be collected weekly.
There is a neutral impact on vibrant culture and welsh language as all communications will be
available in Welsh and English. There will be a significant focus on community engagement
throughout and post implementation, encouraging intergenerational learning (young people as
Page
45 There is a neutral impact on cohesive
43
ambassadors) and motivational communications
material.

communities as the new waste model supports and strengthens a social enterprise operating model
for the collection and re-use of textiles, and the service changes are supported through a new (draft)
household waste collection policy, to support the regulation of the new operating model.

Evidence to support the Well-being Impact Assessment
We have consulted published research or guides that inform us about the likely impact of the
proposal
We have involved an expert / consulted a group who represent those who may affected by the
proposal
We have engaged with people who will be affected by the proposal
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THE LIKELY IMPACT ON DENBIGHSHIRE, WALES AND THE
WORLD
A prosperous Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Justification for
impact

Further actions
required

Positive
The new waste service will secure the long term future of the service and
associated jobs and importantly contribute to increasing recycling rates in
the County which will minimise residual waste generated by the County's
residents. There is an overall reduction in the Council's carbon footprint
through enhanced capture of recycling, especially food waste. Materials
recycled are of higher quality which will help stimulate growth in the
manufacturing industry within the UK.
Maximising the positive impacts from higher recycling rates will be
dependant on undertaking a comprehensive communication campaign and
ongoing education strategy that provides both instructional and
motivational information to encourage people to take the extra effort to
recycle more and separate their household waste items into various
containers. A YouGov Survey stated that 70% of people want to know
what happens to their rubbish and 32% would be more likely to separate
their materials if they knew what happened to them. the Viridor Recycling
Index 2017 (consumer survey) showed that only a quarter of people
believed their waste was properly recycled and showed a clear need for
better education, with seven in ten (69%) people feeling frustrated about
not having enough education materials on recycling. There is an
opportunity to re-engage with Denbighshire citizens to provide the
information that will inform and influence pro-environmental behaviours.
Consideration to reducing manual handling concerns will be given when
specifying the new kerbside recycling vehicles, including consultation with
Unions and the workforce. W and R team to investigate introduction of a
"ready for work" programme to train up new operatives (workforce
succession planning) and career pathways opportunities for existing
employees to upskill.

Positive impacts identified:
Application of the waste hierarchy, enhanced opportunity for closed loop
recycling, greater quantities of waste recycled, less vehicle passes to each
households over a 4 week period, vehicle haulage movements as
recycling is bailed locally - so overall greater environmental benefits.
Increased in recycling performance of 3.1% projected. There is a wide
evidence base to show that Kerbside Sort yields a lower carbon footprint
than co-mingled collections. The carbon impacts of different methods of
collection and post collection sorting were shown by the ADAS report for
London Borough of Camden which stated that: “The carbon footprint of the
whole process for the co-mingled collection, transfer and MRF is 77%
A low carbon society greater than for the kerbside sorted recyclate collection system.”
High quality materials are more likely to be used in closed loop recycling
where glass bottles and jars are recycled into similar products, paper into
paper and so on. The carbon benefits of the closed loop recycling of glass
were demonstrated in a 2006 paper "The impact of the carbon agenda on
the waste management business", Grant Thornton, Oakdene Hollins.
The reduced carbon impact of kerbside sort vehicles compared to large
Refuse Collection Vehicles currently used to collect recycling in DCC are
considerably lower, as supported by the following paper "Kerbside
Recycling in Wales: Environmental Costs, Waste and Resources action
47
Programme (WRAP),Page
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2009.

Quality
communications,
infrastructure and
transport

Economic
development

Quality skills for the
long term

All new waste collection rounds will undertake route optimisation analysis
to reduce unnecessary mileage and optimise efficiency, as well as round
risk assessments to avoid traffic congestion where practical. The changes
will be supported by a communications plan, to include face to face public
engagement, a schools education package, and revised instructional
material. Option 5 will result in significant capital investment in local
authority depots (North Wales) and new waste containers. There may be
an opportunity to combine the provision of salt barns with the depot
bulking facilities at one of the sites, improving the way we manage winter
maintenance resources.
Collected recycling will be of adequate quality to be reprocessed in the UK
(as opposed to being shipped oversees), encouraging home grown
manufacturing industries to develop/expand. Collecting high quality
recycling through source segregation is a priority for Welsh Government
as they recognise the opportunities the EU "Circular Economy" package
brings to helping Wales grow its own economy, and in a more sustainable
way (www.gov.wales news article "Wales leading the way towards
becoming a circular economy" 28th June 2018. Positive impacts of the
circular economy on economic growth are also recognised in the Welsh
Government's Economic Action Plan.
The paper by the Resources Association "Putting quality recycling at the
heart of a circular economy" August 2015 concludes that mandatory
source separation of recyclables, including biowaste, would reduce
recycling contamination and create new economic opportunity. By
example, an article by Simon Weston (LetsRecycle.com 17th July 2017)
director of raw materials (Confederation of Paper Industries) states
"Recent work conducted by the Confederation of Paper Industries (CPI)
estimates that an increase of one percentage point in contamination would
increase costs by about £8 million per annum across the entire UK mill
system. For a large paper reprocessor this could equate to as much as
£1.25 million per percentage point increase for each 100,000 tonnes of
raw material procured. These sorts of additional costs undermine the
viability of domestic re-processors when compared with foreign
competitors using other material streams, and could lead to plant closures
and job losses."
Kerbside Sort systems yield very low contamination rates (1% Friends of
the Earth, compared to Commingled recycling schemes that rarely
achieve contamination rates below 5% and often in excess of 10%.
Hygiene waste will be collected separately in the Option. It is possible that
this waste stream can be recycled and future discussions with Welsh
Government are anticipated over the opportunity for this waste to be reprocessed in Denbighshire. This would created further jobs through the
construction and operation of a new facility.
Waste operatives will require enhanced manual handling training. In
addition, the service will be modernised to closely monitor recycling habits
of individuals through enhanced data capture of weight based information.
Team members will be trained to use route optimisation software. DCC's
waste technical team will be trained to collate and report on a wider range
of performance data. The team will be required to deliver behaviour
change messages to a wide range of audiences, including to school groups
and private/social landlords. Increased procurement skills and experience
will also be required. The service change would be supported through the
adoption of an environmental enforcement policy which the team will be
required to adopt. Whilst the existing enforcement team have all existing
knowledge and skills, wider adoption by the rest of the team will be
required.
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Quality jobs for the
long term

Childcare

All waste operatives will be required to become "recycling ambassadors"
as their acceptance/rejection of presented material will be fundamental to
providing weekly feedback to the residents about what can and can not be
collected on the kerbside sort scheme. Expected that Waste team jobs will
be secured, may be need for additional Waste Team members depending
on future operational model - to be confirmed as part of further
development of Business Case. The baseline is unaffordable and jobs
across other council service are at risk should we not change the way we
deliver our services.
This option will secure at least 9 full time jobs in a local Social Enterprise,
and support at least 18 people with learning disabilities, through the
collection, sorting , cleaning and resale of textiles.
There are no known increased benefits arising from changing from the
baseline to Option 5. Working hours are not modelled to change.

Negative impacts identified:

A low carbon society

approx. 35,000 Blue recycling bins and 30,000 grey residual bins will
become redundant but recovered bins will be collected and sent for
recycling. Recovered plastic is often recycled into new waste containers.
procurement of new containers will specify some recycled content (whilst
maintaining strength / life expectancy of the container).
Option 4 and 5 include the option to direct deliver recycling from the North
of the County to a Conwy facility (additional 6-8 miles round
trip)increasing the distance travelled by affected vehicles. This is yet to be
decided.

Quality
communications,
infrastructure and
transport
Economic
development
Quality skills for the
long term

Quality jobs for the
long term

Childcare

Option 4 and 5 include the option to direct deliver recycling from the North
of the County to a Conwy facility (additional 6-8 miles round
trip)increasing the distance travelled by affected vehicles.
None - the current receiver of comingled recycling would prefer source
segregated material, due to higher quality of paper.
It is envisaged that the increased manual handling requirements on the
kerbside sort option will lead to a number of operatives seeking
redeployment or retirement. This will produce a knowledge gap in the
service for which we must prepare over the next 2 years.
The manual handling implications of the kerbside sort system may present
as a barrier to older operatives or operatives with pre-existing conditions
that limit repetitive lifting operations. A key HR work stream has been set
up to identify redeployment opportunities for staff who may not be able to
carry out the new duties and jobs will be re-evaluated to reflect the
change in operations. The Service has already identified the Council's
Career Pathways programme as a strategy to deliver succession planning
and develop skills of existing employees. They are also proactively
engaged in promoting career opportunities externally, such as attending
job fairs.
There are no known increased implications arising from changing from the
baseline to Option 5.

A resilient Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Positive
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Justification for
impact

Overall, despite potential for negative consequences due to potential
increase in collection vehicle mileage and possible negative behaviour
reactions by disgruntled residents who may take against recycling agenda
as a consequence overall it is felt the overall message will raise
awareness of the importance of recycling and the new model will support
the capacity to further increase domestic recycling rates

Further actions
required

Negative behaviour issues will be tackled through targeted
communications on the benefits of the change to collection model to try to
get all residents on board. As far as is possible new collection vehicles will
be the most fuel efficient models affordable to reduce fuel consumption
and emissions as far as practical to mitigate this issue.

Positive impacts identified:
This option enables the reprocessing industry to operate closed loop
recycling solutions, saving the need to use virgin materials extracted fro
Biodiversity and the the natural environment across the world. More recycling will be
natural environment recovered than the baseline option. Evidence suggest that people adopting
pro-recycling behaviours on a kerbside sort system become more
supportive of wider environmental issues.

Biodiversity in the
built environment

Currently around 10,000 households are receiving a sack collection for
residual/recyclable waste. Sacks are ripped open by scavenging animals
(seagulls, rats and foxes) providing an unnatural source of food, leading to
unhealthy increases in populations of some species that may displace
other species. This option will seek to reduce the number of households on
a sack collection and provide a more regulated system that will prohibit
residents placing food waste into sacks. The Trollibocs system does help
contain litter as it must be presented lidded but will require enforcement
to ensure boxes are not presented off the trolley and without lids.

Reducing waste,
reusing and
recycling

Option will improve and increase domestic recycling performance and
produce cleaner material more suitable for closed loop recycling.

Food waste is co-collected on the same recycling vehicle as dry material
Reduced energy/fuel
and the number of residual collection passes per month are reduced.
consumption
Overall this results is less vehicle movements.
New collection model will further raise awareness of need to and issues
People’s awareness
around recycling. A communications Strategy has been developed and
of the environment
includes and Education Campaign to promote pro-recycling behaviours in
and biodiversity
young people, and encourage them to take home important messages.
Any changes in use to the Lon Parcwr depot to receive waste will require
Flood risk
enhanced flood mitigation due to proximity of river. This option is still
management
being considered and will be revisited if this depot will be used.

Negative impacts identified:
Any development at the Lon Parcwr Depot could have an adverse effect
on the local environment (Salmon River adjacent) and therefore
consultation with NRW and Planning will inform depot options appraisal.
As a result of the service change around 35,000 blue wheeled bins and up
Biodiversity and the
to 30,000 black wheeled bins will become redundant. These will be
natural environment
collected for recycling into new bins. To partially offset the environmental
impact, new containers will contain the optimum recycled content whilst
maintaining durability. Residents will asked to request a larger black bin
only if they need it, in order to reduce wastage and cost.
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Biodiversity in the
built environment

Development of a waste transfer facility could impact, depending on
location, yet to be determined.

Reducing waste,
reusing and
recycling

May encourage negative behaviour from disgruntled Residents who take
against new arrangements and deliberately reduce recycling efforts. Many
local authorities have restricted residual waste capacity and reduced
collections to 3 weekly. there is no evidence to suggest an increase in fly
tipping in these authorities. However, it is necessary to support these
service changes with fair but firm household waste collection policy and
resource enforcement activities adequately to ensure that dumping of
rubbish and deliberately cross contaminating waste streams is
appropriately regulated.

New collection model may generate additional distance travelled that may
increase fuel consumption - to be confirmed once new collection model
analysed in detail and location of tipping facilities are confirmed. Initially,
households may take extra journeys to the household recycling parcs to
dispose of excess waste. Overall, capacity for their waste will be increased
Reduced energy/fuel by 57litres each week. Therefore as long as waste is segregated it should
be able to be managed kerbside. The household waste collection policy
consumption
will specify that households will qualify for additional capacity as long as
they can demonstrate they recycle all they can, and capacity is a regular
issue. Residents taking "black bag" type waste to the Recycling Parcs will
be asked to segregate recyclables or the bags will be rejected. Therefore
encouraging the correct behaviours at home, negating the need for
additional journeys.
People’s awareness
of the environment
and biodiversity

May encourage negative behaviour from disgruntled Residents who take
against new arrangements and deliberately reduce recycling

Flood risk
management

A healthier Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact

Neutral
Neutral overall as few relevant impacts, where potential impacts do exist
they are likely to me minimal

Further actions
required

Positives on engaging people in a positive way will be stressed and
highlighted as part of communications during/post implementation

Positive impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
encourage and
support health and
well-being

This option requires the householder to do more to manage their waste
responsibly. More support will be offered to residents to comply and a
sustained and focussed environmental campaign will offer opportunities
for social norming and intergenerational learning, where schools and their
pupils encourage their communities to recycle more.

Access to good
NONE
quality, healthy food
Engaging people further in the need and activity of increasing recycling
will engage them in a positive activity that can improve their sense of
People’s emotional
participation and doing good. There is evidence that people using a
and mental wellkerbside sort system are more "bought into" recycling as they believe
being
more strongly the material is going to be made into new products. There
is also evidence to suggest engaged recyclers are more likely to engage
or be supportive of wider
environmental
initiatives.
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Access to healthcare NONE
Participation in
NONE
leisure opportunities

Negative impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
encourage and
support health and
well-being

There is a risk that those residents who do not currently engage with
DCC's waste collection system will find the new system more challenging.
therefore incidents of alleyway dumping may increase if not managed.
DCC will introduce a new enforcement policy and increased
communications programme to mitigate these risks.

Access to good
NONE
quality, healthy food
People’s emotional
and mental wellbeing

Possible issues with the change upsetting residents and affecting their well
being due to change and the need to adapt to new arrangements which
they may feel antagonism towards, or be fearful they will not be able to
cope with the new system.

Access to healthcare NONE
Participation in
leisure opportunities NONE

A more equal Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Neutral

Justification for
impact

Most protected groups should be unaffected by the new waste model as
households already present and segregate their rubbish. There may be a
negative impact on residents with disability or who are elderly/infirm but
variants to the main system will be put in place to recognise and manage
this.

Further actions
required

Recycling rates in areas with poor economic circumstances is often lower
than in other areas. More targeted communications, such as roadshows,
School visits and door to door support will be required to ensure residents
in these areas fully understand the new system and take care to store
their waste and recycling containers on their own properties so they are
not abused or stolen.

Positive impacts identified:
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Improving the wellbeing of people with
protected
characteristics. The
nine protected
characteristics are:
age; disability;
gender
reassignment;
marriage or civil
partnership;
pregnancy and
maternity; race;
religion or belief;
sex; and sexual
orientation

The new Service will include a free separate collection of
nappy/incontinence waste upon request, helping households with young
children, or residents with medical needs cope better with the Waste
Collection Service. This is an improvement to the existing service. Where
possible discreet but accessible collection points from inside the household
property boundary may be requested for those requiring the services due
to medical conditions.

People who suffer
discrimination or
disadvantage

NONE
All trollibocs and new waste containers will be provided free of charge
during the service change, even though the Council has a right to charge
for them.

Areas with poor
economic, health or
educational
outcomes

W and R department will liaise with the Council's troubled families team
and other appropriate outreach workers to ensure that waste
requirements are understood and passed on to households, should waste
issues or questions arise.
A schools Education programme will be launched to support the new waste
model, and priority focus will be given to schools in derived areas.
The new waste model will increase the opportunities for employment and
"ready to work" schemes.

People in poverty

People in poverty often produce more waste - especially food waste and
packaging waste. The new model provides greater capacity overall, on a 4
weekly basis to manage and contain waste.

Negative impacts identified:
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People with some disabilities may find the new way of presenting waste
more challenging, due to the need to separate waste into more
containers, and due to the fact that they may need a larger residual bin,
which could be heavier to manoeuvre. Consultation with disability user
Improving the well- group representatives has also identified that the new Trollibocs system
being of people with requires more "bending" that could prevent or put off some infirm
protected
residents from using the service. For this reason a range of container
characteristics. The options will be offered to infirm or disabled residents and the Trolliboc
nine protected
design will take account of feedback received through consultations. DCC
characteristics are: operate an assisted collection service so if a household find their residual
age; disability;
bin too heavy due to size can either be given a smaller bin (subject to
gender
having capacity) two smaller bins, or may apply to be on the assist list
reassignment;
where we collect the bin from the curtilage of their property.
marriage or civil
The new DCC waste enforcement policy will allow for households to be
partnership;
listed as exempt from recycling some or all materials if a disability and/or
pregnancy and
lack of support genuinely prevents them from doing so (e.g. sheltered
maternity; race;
accommodation with occupants with dementia).
religion or belief;
Trollibocs can be provided with braille stickers where needed and all
sex; and sexual
associated instructional material will be provided in appropriate mediums
orientation
for sight impaired occupants.
Opportunities for upskilling and redeployment will be provided to
employees who are unable to manage the new manual handling
requirements of the collection service
People who suffer
discrimination or
disadvantage

If a household has suffered discrimination from sections of their
community in the past, they are more likely to be reported to us if they
struggle to comply with the new system.
The DCC enforcement policy will always include an initial educational step
before enforcement action is taken to help residents to adjust to the new
requirements.

Areas with poor
economic, health or
educational
outcomes

Recycling rates in areas with poor economic circumstances is often lower
than in other areas.

People in poverty

The Council has the right to issue a fixed penalty to residential occupants
for failing to recycle, or dumping black bag waste. In order fo rthe new
scheme to work longer term, it will be necessary to monitor activities of
non-compling households more rigorously, that could lead to FPN's being
issued. However, the revised Council enforcement procedure will ensure
that every household will be given the opportunity to correct behaviours
In addition, an early payment option with a reduced fine level can also be
included.

A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
Overall Impact

Neutral
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Justification for
impact

Overall positive impact as new collection model offers opportunities to
raise awareness of need to and increase ability to recycle for residents
and benefit this may bring to engagement and reducing littering but is
small risk it may also lead to feeling that change being done to residents
and an associated problem of littering and fly tipping may result however
this is thought to be low risk. The new system will be better regulated to
identify non-compliance quickly and target behaviour change processes
efficiently. There will be less (no) abandoned contaminated bins on the
streets in the future preffered model.
The Recycle More Waste Less Survey showed that households are
currently more likely to have space in their residual black bin on collection
day than their recycling bins, evidencing that the new model, to increase
recycling capacity by 57litres per week and reducing residual capacity by
10litres per week is manageable. This, combined with the fact that on
average 51% of the waste in the black bins could be recycled on our
existing services supports a move to shift the focus and resources to
collecting more recyclable waste.

Further actions
required

There is a perception that a reduced residual collection frequency could
attract pests. The new model will offer a weekly opt-in service for human
hygiene waste and the weekly food waste service will continue and be
expanded to all houses, meaning waste most likely to attract pests and
vermin should not be in the residual bin. Households remaining on a sack
collection will be provided with gull-proof sacks to contain their disposal
pink sacks. This will keep waste and odours contained and enable the
Council to regulate the capacity given to sack customers so that recycling
behaviours are still incentivised.

Positive impacts identified:

Safe communities
and individuals

All wheeled bins and Trollibocs will be assigned to individual properties,
encouraging ownership so they are not left out on the highway where they
pose a fire risk. Currently there are excessive numbers of abandoned blue
recycling bins on the public highway due to them becoming contaminated.
This will not be an issue in the new model.

Community
participation and
resilience

All residents have had the opportunity to be surveyed about the changes
and will have the opportunity to raise concerns they may have already
that can be addressed via the proposed changes or concerns they may
have in relation to the new change that can influence its design e.g.
frequency of nappy collections.
A sustained schools education programme will result in a significant
number of young people becoming recycling ambassadors, and offering
learning /recycling opportunities within their communities.

With improved recycling it may be that this leads to a reduction in litter /
waste as more recyclable material is captured via the new collection
The attractiveness of arrangements. Sack collections and on street solutions (currently abused)
the area
will be phased out wherever possible. Enhanced consultation with HMOs
and private landlors will seek to ensure adequate and appropriate
provision is made for tenanted properties.
Connected
Intention to use social norming as a way to promote pro-recycling
communities
behaviours and identify recycling champions.

Negative impacts identified:
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Safe communities
and individuals

Residents who fail to comply with the new system and dump their waste
will lower the environmental quality where they live - leading to the
broken windows effect. The new waste model, however, will have boosted
resources to target those individuals with appropriate education and
enforcement action. It is not envisaged, however that these issues will
increase in number from the baseline model. Areas causing issues now
will be visited to ensure the optimal system is put in place to prevent
waste escaping into the environment.

Community
participation and
resilience

Many residents will not have actively engaged during the proposal phase
and provide resistance as the service is rolled out.

Residents who fail to comply with the new system and dump their waste
will lower the environmental quality where they live - leading to the
broken windows effect. The new waste model, however, will have boosted
resources to target those individuals with appropriate education and
The attractiveness of enforcement action. It is not envisaged, however that these issues will
the area
increase in number from the baseline model. Areas causing issues now
will be visited to ensure the optimal system is put in place to prevent
waste escaping into the environment.
There is a perception that a reduced residual collection frequency could
attract pests.
Connected
communities

Initially some recyclers may disengage with the new service if they
disagree with the proposals. Mitigate with regular and targeted coms
using the Waste Recycling Action Programme's (WRAP's) segmentation
research. New scheme must be flexible to address individual needs where
appropriate.

A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact
Further actions
required

Neutral
There will be a lot of communications material produced to provide
instructional and motivational information to target audiences and the
public in general. Every opportunity to promote the Welsh Language and
cultures will be taken during the development of our campaigns.
There are no identified negatives.

Positive impacts identified:

People using Welsh

The proposed waste collection system is more aligned to those in the
other Welsh authorities. This consistency will assist in general
understanding in any language as families and friends communicate
beyond County boundaries. All communications, including the survey,
media releases and instructional information will be produced in Welsh as
well as English.

Promoting the Welsh There is an opportunity to display bi-lingual advertisements with simple
language
messages/ catch phrases
In the longer term, once kerbside capture of materials is maximised,
there is an opportunity to promote re-use of kerbside materials and carry
out campaigns to extend the life of items through repair. This will
encourage people to learn traditional skills, such as sewing. There is also
Culture and heritage
an oppotrtunity to appeal to target audiences through tying together
traditional activities and recycling/re-use behaviours (e.g. A rugby player
recycling his old shirt, a sheep farmer recycling his working dogs' food
56
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Negative impacts identified:
People using Welsh

NONE

Promoting the Welsh
NONE
language
Culture and heritage NONE

A globally responsible Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact
Further actions
required

Positive
Positive overall as aligns with other North Wales LA's - developing
common resident experience and producing higher quality resources that
can stimulate local and national manufacturing opportunities.
As part of design and communications around collections model change
Denbighshire will learn from experience at Conwy CBC and from all
previous service changes in Wales and wider afield, through data held by
WRAP (Waste Resources Action Programme)

Positive impacts identified:
Local, national,
international supply
chains

The baseline waste model produces low quality recycling which has limited
markets, often oversees. This option produces source segregated material
which can be used by local and national manufacturing companies.

Human rights

NONE

By making the proposed changes the waste collection model in
Broader service
Denbighshire will more closely align with others across North Wales,
provision in the local
including specifically Conwy CBC therefore making any option for Service
area or the region
of Council mergers in future a simpler task

Negative impacts identified:
Local, national,
international supply
chains

Initially there will be a drop in the volume of some non-target plastic that
is currently being marketed but the benefits of producing cleaner material
far outweigh this.

Human rights

To support the introduction of the new scheme, the Council will be
reviewing its waste enforcement policies to ensure the scheme is
regulated. The Council will, in all cases act in accordance with the
Regulators Code (2014).

Broader service
provision in the local NONE
area or the region
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Agenda Item 6

Report to

Cabinet

Date of meeting

12/04/2022

Lead Member / Officer

Cllr Brian Jones: Lead Member for Waste, Transport and the
Environment / Tony Ward: Head of Highways and
Environmental Services

Report author

Tony Ward / Chris Brown / Lowri Roberts

Title

New 5M Waste Fleet Vehicles – Contract Award

1. What is the report about?
1.1. This report summarises the process undertaken during the procurement exercise and
recommends the award of a contract to deliver 14 new 5M Resource Recover
Vehicles (RRVs) as part of the wider waste services remodelling project.

2. What is the reason for making this report?
2.1. A Cabinet decision is required to approve the contract award to enable an order to be
placed for 14 new 5M RRV waste vehicles. The tender award comprises of 11 diesel
5M RRV waste vehicles and 3 Ultra-Low Emission Vehicles (ULEV) 5M RRV waste
vehicles. The ULEV’s will be part funded by Welsh Government.

3. What are the Recommendations?
3.1. That Cabinet grant approval for the award of a contract to the preferred supplier for
11 x 5M Diesel RRV’s and 3 x 5m ULEV RRV’s at a total cost of £2,712,231. DCC
will fund £2,217,231 with WG contributing £495,000 for the purchase of the 3 ULEV
vehicles. Please see Appendix 1 (Part 2) for further funding details.
3.2. That Cabinet confirms that it has read, understood and taken account of the Wellbeing Impact Assessment (Appendix 3) as part of its consideration.
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3.3. That the Cabinet decision is implemented immediately given the long lead-in times
on the larger 5M RRV’s, and (just as importantly) to secure the tendered prices given
market uncertainties and price inflation which may mean tenderers prices are
withdrawn at short notice.

4. Report details
4.1. Initial cost estimates for the fleet procurement of the 24 RRV’s required to support
the new service model contained within the original business case in Dec 2018 was
estimated at £2.554M, based on an all-diesel RRV fleet. This figure was based on an
initial fleet model that included for up to 17 x 5M RRV’s and 7 smaller RRV’s, a total
of 24 new vehicles in total.
4.2. Following completion of routing of the new collection rounds in early December 2021,
it was confirmed that of a total fleet of 24 RRV’s required for the new collection
model, only 14 of the larger 5M RRV’s would be required due to access issues on
some smaller rural rounds. A further 10 smaller RRVs will be required to support the
collections rounds modelled and will be subject to separate procurement exercises in
due course.
4.3. Since the original business case was approved, in December 2018, the unit costs for
fleet have risen significantly (c.23%) due to the COVID-19 pandemic and global
market forces / inflation. In addition, the service is now looking to procure a number
of ULEV models in line with Welsh Government and Denbighshire County Council
carbon-reduction goals and to support with the decarbonise of our fleet. The ULEV
models are significantly more expensive that standard diesel models.
4.4. These price increases are reflected in the tender return prices for the 14 x 5M RRV’s
required (Diesel and ULEV models) that are the subject of this report, and in the
latest estimated cost of the smaller RRV’s also required via further procurement
exercises.
4.5. A full breakdown of the latest estimated cost of the fleet required, including the cost
of the 14 x 5M RRV’s (11 x Diesel and 3 x ULEV) which are the subject of this
Contract Award Report, can be found in Appendix 1. Also found in Appendix 1 are
details of the funding in place, including additional funding from WG to address cost
pressures and to support the purchase of the ULEV’s. The Tender Evaluation Report
can be found in Appendix 2.
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5. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate
Priorities?
5.1. Although not directly mentioned within the current Corporate Plan, the planned
changes to household waste collection will have a positive on the Corporate Priority,
“Environment: Attractive and Protected, supporting well-being & economic
prosperity”. It will increase the quantity and quality of recycling collected from
households, and increase opportunities for closed loop recycling. It will also enable
the potential expansion of local businesses, leading to employment opportunities and
economic growth.

6. What will it cost and how will it affect other services?
6.1. The cost of the contract award for the 14 x 5M RRV’s is a total of £2,712,231 with
DCC funding of £2,217,231 with the remaining balance of £495,000 being
contributed by WG for the ULEV purchase. Please see Appendix 1 (Part 2) for details
of budget and funding in place.

7. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact
Assessment?
7.1. This report is seeking approval for the tender award for part of the fleet procurement
for the waste service redesign. Please see Appendix 3 for further detail of WBIA
undertaken for the overall Waste Service Remodelling within which the development
of a new Waste Transfer Station is a key element to support the proposed new
service model. The overall outcome of the Well-being Impact Assessment is positive.

8. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny
and others?
8.1. Lead Member for Waste, Transport and the Environment and the Lead Member for
Finance consulted and updated via their position on the Waste Project Board. The
Project Board, chaired by the Head of Highways & Environmental Services who acts
as the Project Executive meets approximately monthly and at each Project Board
updates on risk and the latest position costs are presented for review and action as
required.
8.2. The overall principle of moving to a new waste delivery model, inclusive of delivery of
a new fleet to support, was originally approved at SIG and Cabinet in December
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2018 and subsequent updates have been presented at Communities Scrutiny in
October 2019 and May 20221 and Cabinet Briefing in March 2021. In November
2021 Cabinet approved the tendering exercise.

9. Chief Finance Officer Statement
9.1 The recommendation to award the contract to the preferred supplier to deliver key
waste vehicles detailed in the report forms a vital part of the overall waste project.
The recommendations are therefore supported assuming that the revised Business
Case for the overall project and the related recommendations around delegation
(also on this agenda) are approved. However, it should be noted that as vehicles
have a relatively short asset life, a budget pressure in future years is likely to be
required as and when the vehicles need replacing. The service and finance will need
to continue to work closely to ensure that funding is available at the appropriate time.

10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to
reduce them?
10.1. Risk that suppliers are unable to deliver the vehicles within the required timeframe.
The vehicle market is currently strained, with a worldwide shortage of microchip
(semi-conductors). Suppliers may also be impacted by other external pressures.
Impact would be high; therefore we propose to award the contract immediately
should this be approved by Cabinet.

11. Power to make the decision
11.1. Part II Environmental Protection Act 1990
11.2. s111 Local Government Act 1972
11.3. s120 Local Government Act 1972
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By virtue of paragraph(s) 14 of Part 4 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.
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OPTION 5 (Preferred) Weekly Kerbside Sort
(including food waste), 4weekly residual, AHP service
Well-being Impact Assessment Report
This report summarises the likely impact of the proposal on the social, economic, environmental
and cultural well-being of Denbighshire, Wales and the world.
Assessment Number:

Brief description:

Date Completed:

407
This assessment is required as the Council needs to fundamentally
change the way we collect household waste to further improve recycling
in the County as part of strategy to meet Welsh Government 70%
recycling target by 2024/25 and to address on-going budget pressure
expected to rise to £900,000 by 2019/20 due to the current cost of
sending our mixed blue bin recycling for further separation at a Materials
recovery Facility. In Option 5 (preferred) the comingled blue recycling
240l bin would be replaced with a TrolliBocs System, where residents
present sorted waste into separate stackable containers. The Trollibocs
and the existing food waste caddy would be collected weekly on the
same vehicle, resulting in resource revenue savings from the provision
of higher quality, pre-sorted recycling. . Residual waste would be
collected every 4 weeks in a 240l black bin (as opposed to fortnightly in
a 140/180l bin) which is projected to reduce the amount of waste that
could have been recycled going in the black bin (currently 51% of items
in the black bin could have been recycled on our other kerbside
services). An optional human hygiene waste service would be offered to
remove "smelly waste" from the residual bin where required. New
recycling waste streams would be targeted, including batteries, small
electrical, electronic equipment (WEEE) and textiles and collected on the
same day as the recycling, but every fortnight. Currently residents put
paper, card, wax cartons, plastic containers/bottles, can and glass
bottles/jars altogether in a 240litre blue bin which is collected
fortnightly.
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19/10/2018 08:29:46
Version:

Completed by:
Responsible Service:
Localities affected by
the proposal:
Who will be affected by
the proposal?
Was this impact
assessment completed
as a group?

Tara Dumas
Highways & Environmental Services
Whole County,
All Residents / Households in Denbighshire; Operational Waste Team as
new model rolled out
Yes
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Before we look in detail at the contribution and impact of the proposal, it is important to consider
how the proposal is applying the sustainable development principle. This means that we must act "in
a manner which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs."

Score for the sustainability of the approach
( 3 out of 4 stars ) Actual score : 27 / 30.

Implications of the score
Implementing the preferred option will align DCC to the Welsh Government waste collection
blueprint, meaning that we are operating to a consistent approach to other Welsh LA's in order to
maximise the quantity and quality of recyclable household waste we collect. The preferred option
seeks to restrict residual capacity further than the blueprint by The Welsh Government have carried
out relevant sustainability and economic appraisals on their blue print (Independently reviewed in
March 2016 by Eunomia) to determine it to be the most economically and environmentally practical
approach to managing household waste.

Summary of impact
Well-being Goals
A prosperous Denbighshire
A resilient Denbighshire
A healthier Denbighshire
A more equal Denbighshire
A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh
language
A globally responsible Denbighshire

Positive
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive

Main conclusions
Overall the proposed project to Remodel the Waste Service Collection should have positive impacts
in terms of a prosperous and resilient and a globally responsible Denbighshire as the new service will
increase recycling performance by at least 3%. The higher quality recyclable stream will support the
adoption of EU Circular Economy measures and the Welsh Economic Action Plan. The model is also
the most cost efficient of all options considered, bringing in a new income stream that protects other
council services from further resource reductions. There is a neutral impact on equality due to the
introduction of a new service to deal with hygiene waste sometimes produced by young families and
the elderly. We have reviewed (currently in draft) our waste policies to ensure exemptions can be
awarded to households that struggle to participate fully in the recycling service for genuine physical
or metal health reasons. There are no health implications for the new service. Residual waste will be
collected less frequently but smelly waste such as nappies and food waste will be collected weekly.
There is a neutral impact on vibrant culture and welsh language as all communications will be
available in Welsh and English. There will be a significant focus on community engagement
throughout and post implementation, encouraging intergenerational learning (young people as
Page
45 There is a neutral impact on cohesive
69
ambassadors) and motivational communications
material.

communities as the new waste model supports and strengthens a social enterprise operating model
for the collection and re-use of textiles, and the service changes are supported through a new (draft)
household waste collection policy, to support the regulation of the new operating model.

Evidence to support the Well-being Impact Assessment
We have consulted published research or guides that inform us about the likely impact of the
proposal
We have involved an expert / consulted a group who represent those who may affected by the
proposal
We have engaged with people who will be affected by the proposal
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THE LIKELY IMPACT ON DENBIGHSHIRE, WALES AND THE
WORLD
A prosperous Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Justification for
impact

Further actions
required

Positive
The new waste service will secure the long term future of the service and
associated jobs and importantly contribute to increasing recycling rates in
the County which will minimise residual waste generated by the County's
residents. There is an overall reduction in the Council's carbon footprint
through enhanced capture of recycling, especially food waste. Materials
recycled are of higher quality which will help stimulate growth in the
manufacturing industry within the UK.
Maximising the positive impacts from higher recycling rates will be
dependant on undertaking a comprehensive communication campaign and
ongoing education strategy that provides both instructional and
motivational information to encourage people to take the extra effort to
recycle more and separate their household waste items into various
containers. A YouGov Survey stated that 70% of people want to know
what happens to their rubbish and 32% would be more likely to separate
their materials if they knew what happened to them. the Viridor Recycling
Index 2017 (consumer survey) showed that only a quarter of people
believed their waste was properly recycled and showed a clear need for
better education, with seven in ten (69%) people feeling frustrated about
not having enough education materials on recycling. There is an
opportunity to re-engage with Denbighshire citizens to provide the
information that will inform and influence pro-environmental behaviours.
Consideration to reducing manual handling concerns will be given when
specifying the new kerbside recycling vehicles, including consultation with
Unions and the workforce. W and R team to investigate introduction of a
"ready for work" programme to train up new operatives (workforce
succession planning) and career pathways opportunities for existing
employees to upskill.

Positive impacts identified:
Application of the waste hierarchy, enhanced opportunity for closed loop
recycling, greater quantities of waste recycled, less vehicle passes to each
households over a 4 week period, vehicle haulage movements as
recycling is bailed locally - so overall greater environmental benefits.
Increased in recycling performance of 3.1% projected. There is a wide
evidence base to show that Kerbside Sort yields a lower carbon footprint
than co-mingled collections. The carbon impacts of different methods of
collection and post collection sorting were shown by the ADAS report for
London Borough of Camden which stated that: “The carbon footprint of the
whole process for the co-mingled collection, transfer and MRF is 77%
A low carbon society greater than for the kerbside sorted recyclate collection system.”
High quality materials are more likely to be used in closed loop recycling
where glass bottles and jars are recycled into similar products, paper into
paper and so on. The carbon benefits of the closed loop recycling of glass
were demonstrated in a 2006 paper "The impact of the carbon agenda on
the waste management business", Grant Thornton, Oakdene Hollins.
The reduced carbon impact of kerbside sort vehicles compared to large
Refuse Collection Vehicles currently used to collect recycling in DCC are
considerably lower, as supported by the following paper "Kerbside
Recycling in Wales: Environmental Costs, Waste and Resources action
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2009.

Quality
communications,
infrastructure and
transport

Economic
development

Quality skills for the
long term

All new waste collection rounds will undertake route optimisation analysis
to reduce unnecessary mileage and optimise efficiency, as well as round
risk assessments to avoid traffic congestion where practical. The changes
will be supported by a communications plan, to include face to face public
engagement, a schools education package, and revised instructional
material. Option 5 will result in significant capital investment in local
authority depots (North Wales) and new waste containers. There may be
an opportunity to combine the provision of salt barns with the depot
bulking facilities at one of the sites, improving the way we manage winter
maintenance resources.
Collected recycling will be of adequate quality to be reprocessed in the UK
(as opposed to being shipped oversees), encouraging home grown
manufacturing industries to develop/expand. Collecting high quality
recycling through source segregation is a priority for Welsh Government
as they recognise the opportunities the EU "Circular Economy" package
brings to helping Wales grow its own economy, and in a more sustainable
way (www.gov.wales news article "Wales leading the way towards
becoming a circular economy" 28th June 2018. Positive impacts of the
circular economy on economic growth are also recognised in the Welsh
Government's Economic Action Plan.
The paper by the Resources Association "Putting quality recycling at the
heart of a circular economy" August 2015 concludes that mandatory
source separation of recyclables, including biowaste, would reduce
recycling contamination and create new economic opportunity. By
example, an article by Simon Weston (LetsRecycle.com 17th July 2017)
director of raw materials (Confederation of Paper Industries) states
"Recent work conducted by the Confederation of Paper Industries (CPI)
estimates that an increase of one percentage point in contamination would
increase costs by about £8 million per annum across the entire UK mill
system. For a large paper reprocessor this could equate to as much as
£1.25 million per percentage point increase for each 100,000 tonnes of
raw material procured. These sorts of additional costs undermine the
viability of domestic re-processors when compared with foreign
competitors using other material streams, and could lead to plant closures
and job losses."
Kerbside Sort systems yield very low contamination rates (1% Friends of
the Earth, compared to Commingled recycling schemes that rarely
achieve contamination rates below 5% and often in excess of 10%.
Hygiene waste will be collected separately in the Option. It is possible that
this waste stream can be recycled and future discussions with Welsh
Government are anticipated over the opportunity for this waste to be reprocessed in Denbighshire. This would created further jobs through the
construction and operation of a new facility.
Waste operatives will require enhanced manual handling training. In
addition, the service will be modernised to closely monitor recycling habits
of individuals through enhanced data capture of weight based information.
Team members will be trained to use route optimisation software. DCC's
waste technical team will be trained to collate and report on a wider range
of performance data. The team will be required to deliver behaviour
change messages to a wide range of audiences, including to school groups
and private/social landlords. Increased procurement skills and experience
will also be required. The service change would be supported through the
adoption of an environmental enforcement policy which the team will be
required to adopt. Whilst the existing enforcement team have all existing
knowledge and skills, wider adoption by the rest of the team will be
required.
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Quality jobs for the
long term

Childcare

All waste operatives will be required to become "recycling ambassadors"
as their acceptance/rejection of presented material will be fundamental to
providing weekly feedback to the residents about what can and can not be
collected on the kerbside sort scheme. Expected that Waste team jobs will
be secured, may be need for additional Waste Team members depending
on future operational model - to be confirmed as part of further
development of Business Case. The baseline is unaffordable and jobs
across other council service are at risk should we not change the way we
deliver our services.
This option will secure at least 9 full time jobs in a local Social Enterprise,
and support at least 18 people with learning disabilities, through the
collection, sorting , cleaning and resale of textiles.
There are no known increased benefits arising from changing from the
baseline to Option 5. Working hours are not modelled to change.

Negative impacts identified:

A low carbon society

approx. 35,000 Blue recycling bins and 30,000 grey residual bins will
become redundant but recovered bins will be collected and sent for
recycling. Recovered plastic is often recycled into new waste containers.
procurement of new containers will specify some recycled content (whilst
maintaining strength / life expectancy of the container).
Option 4 and 5 include the option to direct deliver recycling from the North
of the County to a Conwy facility (additional 6-8 miles round
trip)increasing the distance travelled by affected vehicles. This is yet to be
decided.

Quality
communications,
infrastructure and
transport
Economic
development
Quality skills for the
long term

Quality jobs for the
long term

Childcare

Option 4 and 5 include the option to direct deliver recycling from the North
of the County to a Conwy facility (additional 6-8 miles round
trip)increasing the distance travelled by affected vehicles.
None - the current receiver of comingled recycling would prefer source
segregated material, due to higher quality of paper.
It is envisaged that the increased manual handling requirements on the
kerbside sort option will lead to a number of operatives seeking
redeployment or retirement. This will produce a knowledge gap in the
service for which we must prepare over the next 2 years.
The manual handling implications of the kerbside sort system may present
as a barrier to older operatives or operatives with pre-existing conditions
that limit repetitive lifting operations. A key HR work stream has been set
up to identify redeployment opportunities for staff who may not be able to
carry out the new duties and jobs will be re-evaluated to reflect the
change in operations. The Service has already identified the Council's
Career Pathways programme as a strategy to deliver succession planning
and develop skills of existing employees. They are also proactively
engaged in promoting career opportunities externally, such as attending
job fairs.
There are no known increased implications arising from changing from the
baseline to Option 5.

A resilient Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Positive
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Justification for
impact

Overall, despite potential for negative consequences due to potential
increase in collection vehicle mileage and possible negative behaviour
reactions by disgruntled residents who may take against recycling agenda
as a consequence overall it is felt the overall message will raise
awareness of the importance of recycling and the new model will support
the capacity to further increase domestic recycling rates

Further actions
required

Negative behaviour issues will be tackled through targeted
communications on the benefits of the change to collection model to try to
get all residents on board. As far as is possible new collection vehicles will
be the most fuel efficient models affordable to reduce fuel consumption
and emissions as far as practical to mitigate this issue.

Positive impacts identified:
This option enables the reprocessing industry to operate closed loop
recycling solutions, saving the need to use virgin materials extracted fro
Biodiversity and the the natural environment across the world. More recycling will be
natural environment recovered than the baseline option. Evidence suggest that people adopting
pro-recycling behaviours on a kerbside sort system become more
supportive of wider environmental issues.

Biodiversity in the
built environment

Currently around 10,000 households are receiving a sack collection for
residual/recyclable waste. Sacks are ripped open by scavenging animals
(seagulls, rats and foxes) providing an unnatural source of food, leading to
unhealthy increases in populations of some species that may displace
other species. This option will seek to reduce the number of households on
a sack collection and provide a more regulated system that will prohibit
residents placing food waste into sacks. The Trollibocs system does help
contain litter as it must be presented lidded but will require enforcement
to ensure boxes are not presented off the trolley and without lids.

Reducing waste,
reusing and
recycling

Option will improve and increase domestic recycling performance and
produce cleaner material more suitable for closed loop recycling.

Food waste is co-collected on the same recycling vehicle as dry material
Reduced energy/fuel
and the number of residual collection passes per month are reduced.
consumption
Overall this results is less vehicle movements.
New collection model will further raise awareness of need to and issues
People’s awareness
around recycling. A communications Strategy has been developed and
of the environment
includes and Education Campaign to promote pro-recycling behaviours in
and biodiversity
young people, and encourage them to take home important messages.
Any changes in use to the Lon Parcwr depot to receive waste will require
Flood risk
enhanced flood mitigation due to proximity of river. This option is still
management
being considered and will be revisited if this depot will be used.

Negative impacts identified:
Any development at the Lon Parcwr Depot could have an adverse effect
on the local environment (Salmon River adjacent) and therefore
consultation with NRW and Planning will inform depot options appraisal.
As a result of the service change around 35,000 blue wheeled bins and up
Biodiversity and the
to 30,000 black wheeled bins will become redundant. These will be
natural environment
collected for recycling into new bins. To partially offset the environmental
impact, new containers will contain the optimum recycled content whilst
maintaining durability. Residents will asked to request a larger black bin
only if they need it, in order to reduce wastage and cost.
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Biodiversity in the
built environment

Development of a waste transfer facility could impact, depending on
location, yet to be determined.

Reducing waste,
reusing and
recycling

May encourage negative behaviour from disgruntled Residents who take
against new arrangements and deliberately reduce recycling efforts. Many
local authorities have restricted residual waste capacity and reduced
collections to 3 weekly. there is no evidence to suggest an increase in fly
tipping in these authorities. However, it is necessary to support these
service changes with fair but firm household waste collection policy and
resource enforcement activities adequately to ensure that dumping of
rubbish and deliberately cross contaminating waste streams is
appropriately regulated.

New collection model may generate additional distance travelled that may
increase fuel consumption - to be confirmed once new collection model
analysed in detail and location of tipping facilities are confirmed. Initially,
households may take extra journeys to the household recycling parcs to
dispose of excess waste. Overall, capacity for their waste will be increased
Reduced energy/fuel by 57litres each week. Therefore as long as waste is segregated it should
be able to be managed kerbside. The household waste collection policy
consumption
will specify that households will qualify for additional capacity as long as
they can demonstrate they recycle all they can, and capacity is a regular
issue. Residents taking "black bag" type waste to the Recycling Parcs will
be asked to segregate recyclables or the bags will be rejected. Therefore
encouraging the correct behaviours at home, negating the need for
additional journeys.
People’s awareness
of the environment
and biodiversity

May encourage negative behaviour from disgruntled Residents who take
against new arrangements and deliberately reduce recycling

Flood risk
management

A healthier Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact

Neutral
Neutral overall as few relevant impacts, where potential impacts do exist
they are likely to me minimal

Further actions
required

Positives on engaging people in a positive way will be stressed and
highlighted as part of communications during/post implementation

Positive impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
encourage and
support health and
well-being

This option requires the householder to do more to manage their waste
responsibly. More support will be offered to residents to comply and a
sustained and focussed environmental campaign will offer opportunities
for social norming and intergenerational learning, where schools and their
pupils encourage their communities to recycle more.

Access to good
NONE
quality, healthy food
Engaging people further in the need and activity of increasing recycling
will engage them in a positive activity that can improve their sense of
People’s emotional
participation and doing good. There is evidence that people using a
and mental wellkerbside sort system are more "bought into" recycling as they believe
being
more strongly the material is going to be made into new products. There
is also evidence to suggest engaged recyclers are more likely to engage
or be supportive of wider
environmental
initiatives.
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Access to healthcare NONE
Participation in
NONE
leisure opportunities

Negative impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
encourage and
support health and
well-being

There is a risk that those residents who do not currently engage with
DCC's waste collection system will find the new system more challenging.
therefore incidents of alleyway dumping may increase if not managed.
DCC will introduce a new enforcement policy and increased
communications programme to mitigate these risks.

Access to good
NONE
quality, healthy food
People’s emotional
and mental wellbeing

Possible issues with the change upsetting residents and affecting their well
being due to change and the need to adapt to new arrangements which
they may feel antagonism towards, or be fearful they will not be able to
cope with the new system.

Access to healthcare NONE
Participation in
leisure opportunities NONE

A more equal Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Neutral

Justification for
impact

Most protected groups should be unaffected by the new waste model as
households already present and segregate their rubbish. There may be a
negative impact on residents with disability or who are elderly/infirm but
variants to the main system will be put in place to recognise and manage
this.

Further actions
required

Recycling rates in areas with poor economic circumstances is often lower
than in other areas. More targeted communications, such as roadshows,
School visits and door to door support will be required to ensure residents
in these areas fully understand the new system and take care to store
their waste and recycling containers on their own properties so they are
not abused or stolen.

Positive impacts identified:
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Improving the wellbeing of people with
protected
characteristics. The
nine protected
characteristics are:
age; disability;
gender
reassignment;
marriage or civil
partnership;
pregnancy and
maternity; race;
religion or belief;
sex; and sexual
orientation

The new Service will include a free separate collection of
nappy/incontinence waste upon request, helping households with young
children, or residents with medical needs cope better with the Waste
Collection Service. This is an improvement to the existing service. Where
possible discreet but accessible collection points from inside the household
property boundary may be requested for those requiring the services due
to medical conditions.

People who suffer
discrimination or
disadvantage

NONE
All trollibocs and new waste containers will be provided free of charge
during the service change, even though the Council has a right to charge
for them.

Areas with poor
economic, health or
educational
outcomes

W and R department will liaise with the Council's troubled families team
and other appropriate outreach workers to ensure that waste
requirements are understood and passed on to households, should waste
issues or questions arise.
A schools Education programme will be launched to support the new waste
model, and priority focus will be given to schools in derived areas.
The new waste model will increase the opportunities for employment and
"ready to work" schemes.

People in poverty

People in poverty often produce more waste - especially food waste and
packaging waste. The new model provides greater capacity overall, on a 4
weekly basis to manage and contain waste.

Negative impacts identified:
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People with some disabilities may find the new way of presenting waste
more challenging, due to the need to separate waste into more
containers, and due to the fact that they may need a larger residual bin,
which could be heavier to manoeuvre. Consultation with disability user
Improving the well- group representatives has also identified that the new Trollibocs system
being of people with requires more "bending" that could prevent or put off some infirm
protected
residents from using the service. For this reason a range of container
characteristics. The options will be offered to infirm or disabled residents and the Trolliboc
nine protected
design will take account of feedback received through consultations. DCC
characteristics are: operate an assisted collection service so if a household find their residual
age; disability;
bin too heavy due to size can either be given a smaller bin (subject to
gender
having capacity) two smaller bins, or may apply to be on the assist list
reassignment;
where we collect the bin from the curtilage of their property.
marriage or civil
The new DCC waste enforcement policy will allow for households to be
partnership;
listed as exempt from recycling some or all materials if a disability and/or
pregnancy and
lack of support genuinely prevents them from doing so (e.g. sheltered
maternity; race;
accommodation with occupants with dementia).
religion or belief;
Trollibocs can be provided with braille stickers where needed and all
sex; and sexual
associated instructional material will be provided in appropriate mediums
orientation
for sight impaired occupants.
Opportunities for upskilling and redeployment will be provided to
employees who are unable to manage the new manual handling
requirements of the collection service
People who suffer
discrimination or
disadvantage

If a household has suffered discrimination from sections of their
community in the past, they are more likely to be reported to us if they
struggle to comply with the new system.
The DCC enforcement policy will always include an initial educational step
before enforcement action is taken to help residents to adjust to the new
requirements.

Areas with poor
economic, health or
educational
outcomes

Recycling rates in areas with poor economic circumstances is often lower
than in other areas.

People in poverty

The Council has the right to issue a fixed penalty to residential occupants
for failing to recycle, or dumping black bag waste. In order fo rthe new
scheme to work longer term, it will be necessary to monitor activities of
non-compling households more rigorously, that could lead to FPN's being
issued. However, the revised Council enforcement procedure will ensure
that every household will be given the opportunity to correct behaviours
In addition, an early payment option with a reduced fine level can also be
included.

A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
Overall Impact

Neutral
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Justification for
impact

Overall positive impact as new collection model offers opportunities to
raise awareness of need to and increase ability to recycle for residents
and benefit this may bring to engagement and reducing littering but is
small risk it may also lead to feeling that change being done to residents
and an associated problem of littering and fly tipping may result however
this is thought to be low risk. The new system will be better regulated to
identify non-compliance quickly and target behaviour change processes
efficiently. There will be less (no) abandoned contaminated bins on the
streets in the future preffered model.
The Recycle More Waste Less Survey showed that households are
currently more likely to have space in their residual black bin on collection
day than their recycling bins, evidencing that the new model, to increase
recycling capacity by 57litres per week and reducing residual capacity by
10litres per week is manageable. This, combined with the fact that on
average 51% of the waste in the black bins could be recycled on our
existing services supports a move to shift the focus and resources to
collecting more recyclable waste.

Further actions
required

There is a perception that a reduced residual collection frequency could
attract pests. The new model will offer a weekly opt-in service for human
hygiene waste and the weekly food waste service will continue and be
expanded to all houses, meaning waste most likely to attract pests and
vermin should not be in the residual bin. Households remaining on a sack
collection will be provided with gull-proof sacks to contain their disposal
pink sacks. This will keep waste and odours contained and enable the
Council to regulate the capacity given to sack customers so that recycling
behaviours are still incentivised.

Positive impacts identified:

Safe communities
and individuals

All wheeled bins and Trollibocs will be assigned to individual properties,
encouraging ownership so they are not left out on the highway where they
pose a fire risk. Currently there are excessive numbers of abandoned blue
recycling bins on the public highway due to them becoming contaminated.
This will not be an issue in the new model.

Community
participation and
resilience

All residents have had the opportunity to be surveyed about the changes
and will have the opportunity to raise concerns they may have already
that can be addressed via the proposed changes or concerns they may
have in relation to the new change that can influence its design e.g.
frequency of nappy collections.
A sustained schools education programme will result in a significant
number of young people becoming recycling ambassadors, and offering
learning /recycling opportunities within their communities.

With improved recycling it may be that this leads to a reduction in litter /
waste as more recyclable material is captured via the new collection
The attractiveness of arrangements. Sack collections and on street solutions (currently abused)
the area
will be phased out wherever possible. Enhanced consultation with HMOs
and private landlors will seek to ensure adequate and appropriate
provision is made for tenanted properties.
Connected
Intention to use social norming as a way to promote pro-recycling
communities
behaviours and identify recycling champions.

Negative impacts identified:
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Safe communities
and individuals

Residents who fail to comply with the new system and dump their waste
will lower the environmental quality where they live - leading to the
broken windows effect. The new waste model, however, will have boosted
resources to target those individuals with appropriate education and
enforcement action. It is not envisaged, however that these issues will
increase in number from the baseline model. Areas causing issues now
will be visited to ensure the optimal system is put in place to prevent
waste escaping into the environment.

Community
participation and
resilience

Many residents will not have actively engaged during the proposal phase
and provide resistance as the service is rolled out.

Residents who fail to comply with the new system and dump their waste
will lower the environmental quality where they live - leading to the
broken windows effect. The new waste model, however, will have boosted
resources to target those individuals with appropriate education and
The attractiveness of enforcement action. It is not envisaged, however that these issues will
the area
increase in number from the baseline model. Areas causing issues now
will be visited to ensure the optimal system is put in place to prevent
waste escaping into the environment.
There is a perception that a reduced residual collection frequency could
attract pests.
Connected
communities

Initially some recyclers may disengage with the new service if they
disagree with the proposals. Mitigate with regular and targeted coms
using the Waste Recycling Action Programme's (WRAP's) segmentation
research. New scheme must be flexible to address individual needs where
appropriate.

A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact
Further actions
required

Neutral
There will be a lot of communications material produced to provide
instructional and motivational information to target audiences and the
public in general. Every opportunity to promote the Welsh Language and
cultures will be taken during the development of our campaigns.
There are no identified negatives.

Positive impacts identified:

People using Welsh

The proposed waste collection system is more aligned to those in the
other Welsh authorities. This consistency will assist in general
understanding in any language as families and friends communicate
beyond County boundaries. All communications, including the survey,
media releases and instructional information will be produced in Welsh as
well as English.

Promoting the Welsh There is an opportunity to display bi-lingual advertisements with simple
language
messages/ catch phrases
In the longer term, once kerbside capture of materials is maximised,
there is an opportunity to promote re-use of kerbside materials and carry
out campaigns to extend the life of items through repair. This will
encourage people to learn traditional skills, such as sewing. There is also
Culture and heritage
an oppotrtunity to appeal to target audiences through tying together
traditional activities and recycling/re-use behaviours (e.g. A rugby player
recycling his old shirt, a sheep farmer recycling his working dogs' food
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Negative impacts identified:
People using Welsh

NONE

Promoting the Welsh
NONE
language
Culture and heritage NONE

A globally responsible Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact
Further actions
required

Positive
Positive overall as aligns with other North Wales LA's - developing
common resident experience and producing higher quality resources that
can stimulate local and national manufacturing opportunities.
As part of design and communications around collections model change
Denbighshire will learn from experience at Conwy CBC and from all
previous service changes in Wales and wider afield, through data held by
WRAP (Waste Resources Action Programme)

Positive impacts identified:
Local, national,
international supply
chains

The baseline waste model produces low quality recycling which has limited
markets, often oversees. This option produces source segregated material
which can be used by local and national manufacturing companies.

Human rights

NONE

By making the proposed changes the waste collection model in
Broader service
Denbighshire will more closely align with others across North Wales,
provision in the local
including specifically Conwy CBC therefore making any option for Service
area or the region
of Council mergers in future a simpler task

Negative impacts identified:
Local, national,
international supply
chains

Initially there will be a drop in the volume of some non-target plastic that
is currently being marketed but the benefits of producing cleaner material
far outweigh this.

Human rights

To support the introduction of the new scheme, the Council will be
reviewing its waste enforcement policies to ensure the scheme is
regulated. The Council will, in all cases act in accordance with the
Regulators Code (2014).

Broader service
provision in the local NONE
area or the region
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Agenda Item 7

Report to

Cabinet

Date of report

12th April 2022

Lead Member / Officer

Cllr Brian Jones: Lead Member for Waste, Transport and the
Environment / Tony Ward: Head of Highways, Facilities &
Environmental Services

Report author(s)

Peter Clayton, Project Manager and Tony Ward, Head of
Highways, Facilities & Environmental Services

Title

Phase 2 Waste Transfer Station, Colomendy Contract Award
via Delegated Decision

1. What is the report about?
1.1. This report summarises the process undertaken to date in relation to the tender to
deliver Phase 2 of the development of the new DCC Waste Transfer Station (WTS)
required to support the proposed change to the Waste Collection model.
1.2. It also recommends that Cabinet agree to award a contract to the successful tenderer
to deliver the Phase 2 of the development of the new DCC WTS via a Delegated
Decision on conclusion of the tender process in the absence of Cabinet in May and
at least the first part of June 2022. This is necessary in order to keep the project
progressing and to avoid delay (and further costs) providing that the preferred
contractors’ submission is within the affordability envelope for the works.

2. What is the reason for making this report?
2.1. A Cabinet decision is required to enable the council to award a contract to the
successful tenderer to deliver Phase 2 of the development of the new DCC Waste
Transfer Station via a Delegated Decision on conclusion of the tender process. This
is because there will be no Cabinet in May (when a decision from Cabinet would
otherwise be sought) or for at least the first part of June 2022. A delay in awarding
the contract would result in a further delay to the project and would almost certainly
also result in additional costs to the council.
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3. What are the Recommendations?
3.1. That Cabinet approve the award of a Contract to the preferred contractor via
Delegated Decision by the Chief Executive (in consultation with the Section 151
Officer and Monitoring Officer) at the conclusion of the tender process, providing the
Contractors submission is within the affordability envelope for the works. It is
expected that the Delegated Decision will be taken on, or after, 5th May 2022.
3.2. That Cabinet confirms that it has read, understood and taken account of the Wellbeing Impact Assessment (Appendix 1) as part of its consideration.
3.3. That the Delegated Decision is implemented immediately due to the time pressure to
progress the programme and award a Contract to allow works to commence on
Phase 2 on site as soon as possible to maximise the more favourable conditions for
construction over the summer and mitigate the risks posed by ongoing market
volatility and cost pressures.

4. Report details
4.1. Denbighshire County Council wish to appoint a Contractor to deliver Phase 2 of the
development of a new Waste Transfer Station at Colomendy, Denbigh. These works
follow on from the Phase 1 Enabling Works that have been delivered in collaboration
with 4 businesses on the Colomendy Industrial Estate and were completed in March
2022.
4.2. A Report seeking approval from Cabinet to issue an Invitation To Tender (ITT) for
Phase 2 was brought to Cabinet on 19th October 2021 and was approved. Since this
point, work has been underway to develop the Phase 2 tender package whilst in
parallel delivering the live Phase 1 tender on site in collaboration with the 4
businesses.
4.3. A contract notice for Phase 2 was published on the Sell2Wales procurement portal
on 23rd March 2022 with a deadline for submission of 4th May 2022.
4.4. The tender is based on a weighting of 60% Price and 40% Quality, with a pre-tender
estimated (PTE) value of £5.25M.
4.5. On tender close, an evaluation exercise will be undertaken to determine the preferred
Contractor to deliver Phase 2. The intention is, in order to avoid further delay to the
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programme for delivery of the new Waste Transfer Station, and given the absence of
a Cabinet in May and at least the first part of June 2022, to award the Contract via a
Delegated Decision assuming that the preferred tender sum is within the affordability
envelope of up to £5.487M.
4.6. It is proposed that this Delegated Decision will be implemented immediately due to
the time pressure to progress the programme and award a Contract to allow works to
commence on site as soon as possible to maximise the more favourable conditions
for construction over the summer and mitigate the risks posed by ongoing market
volatility and cost pressures.

5. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate
Priorities?
5.1. The planned changes to household waste collection will have a positive on the
Corporate Priority, “Environment: Attractive and Protected, supporting well-being &
economic prosperity”. It will increase the quantity and quality of recycling collected
from households, and increase opportunities for closed loop recycling. It will also
enable the potential expansion of local businesses, leading to employment
opportunities and economic growth.
5.2. Community benefits were included as a stand-alone project specific question used in
the tender evaluation methodology. As soon as the contractor is brought on board, a
meeting will be convened with the Councils Community Benefit Manager, Karen
Bellis.
5.3. Through adoption of technologies at the proposed new Waste Transfer Station (further
details in Section 6), the aim is to minimise the impact of the site in support of the wider
Corporate goals on net zero by 2030.

6. What will it cost and how will it affect other services?
6.1. The pre-tender estimated cost is £5.25M with a budget of up to £5.487M.
6.2. It is the intention that the new Waste Transfer Station will include technologies to
reduce carbon footprint via use of Photovoltaic (PV) panels, air source heat pumps,
rainwater harvesting and installation of Electric Vehicle (EV) charging points to
enable migration to EV fleet.
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6.3. The funding for this element of the project is part of a wider funding package to
support the wider overall Waste Service Remodelling, of which the proposed new
Waste Transfer Station forms a key element - see Appendix 2 for further detail on
costs and funding.

7. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact
Assessment?
7.1. See Appendix 1 for further detail of WBIA undertaken for overall Waste Service
Remodelling within which the development of a new Waste Transfer Station is a key
element to support the proposed new service model. The overall outcome of the
Well-being Impact Assessment is positive.

8. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny and
others?
8.1. Approval to issue an ITT for these Phase 2 was given at Cabinet in October 2021 –
see Appendix 3.
8.2. Legal & Procurement Services have been involved in undertaking the tendering
exercise and in drafting the associated contract documents with additional support
provided in drafting the Contract via Legal Services from an external legal firm, Hugh
James.
8.3. Denbigh MAG are kept informed of progress and proposals for development
including proposed new DCC Waste Transfer Station via a standing item on MAG
Agenda.
8.4. Lead Member for Waste, Transport and the Environment and Lead Member for
Finance consulted and updated via their position on Project Board.
8.5. The overall principle of developing a new Waste Transfer Station to support the
overall waste collection service change was originally approved at SIG and Cabinet
in December 2018 and subsequent updates were presented at Cabinet Briefing and
Communities Scrutiny during 2019 & 2021 on progress. In addition, purchase of
land in Colomendy, Denbigh and development of proposed WTS on that land as
preferred option, also went to AMG in March 2019.
8.6. Chief Financial Officer has been consulted – see response below:
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9. Chief Finance Officer Statement
9.1 The delegation to award the contract to deliver the development of the Phase 2
Waste Transfer Station, Colomendy, forms a vital part of the overall waste project.
The recommendations are therefore supported assuming that the revised Business
Case for the overall project and the related recommendations around delegation
(also on this agenda) are approved.

10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to
reduce them?
10.1. Contract costs – Risks have been identified within the tender documents with a
process included for them to be regularly updated with the responsibility for the risk
also identified. The main action that can be taken to contain costs is to make the
contract award as soon as possible after the deadline for submissions on 4th May
2022. Any delays in awarding the contract will result in subsequent delays in
constructing the WTS, and delays in implementing the service change, both of which
will cost the council additional money.

11. Power to make the decision?
11.1. Part II Environmental Protection Act 1990
11.2. s111 Local Government Act 1972
11.3. s120 Local Government Act 1972
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OPTION 5 (Preferred) Weekly Kerbside Sort
(including food waste), 4weekly residual, AHP service
Well-being Impact Assessment Report
This report summarises the likely impact of the proposal on the social, economic, environmental
and cultural well-being of Denbighshire, Wales and the world.
Assessment Number:

Brief description:

Date Completed:

407
This assessment is required as the Council needs to fundamentally
change the way we collect household waste to further improve recycling
in the County as part of strategy to meet Welsh Government 70%
recycling target by 2024/25 and to address on-going budget pressure
expected to rise to £900,000 by 2019/20 due to the current cost of
sending our mixed blue bin recycling for further separation at a Materials
recovery Facility. In Option 5 (preferred) the comingled blue recycling
240l bin would be replaced with a TrolliBocs System, where residents
present sorted waste into separate stackable containers. The Trollibocs
and the existing food waste caddy would be collected weekly on the
same vehicle, resulting in resource revenue savings from the provision
of higher quality, pre-sorted recycling. . Residual waste would be
collected every 4 weeks in a 240l black bin (as opposed to fortnightly in
a 140/180l bin) which is projected to reduce the amount of waste that
could have been recycled going in the black bin (currently 51% of items
in the black bin could have been recycled on our other kerbside
services). An optional human hygiene waste service would be offered to
remove "smelly waste" from the residual bin where required. New
recycling waste streams would be targeted, including batteries, small
electrical, electronic equipment (WEEE) and textiles and collected on the
same day as the recycling, but every fortnight. Currently residents put
paper, card, wax cartons, plastic containers/bottles, can and glass
bottles/jars altogether in a 240litre blue bin which is collected
fortnightly.
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19/10/2018 08:29:46
Version:

Completed by:
Responsible Service:
Localities affected by
the proposal:
Who will be affected by
the proposal?
Was this impact
assessment completed
as a group?

Tara Dumas
Highways & Environmental Services
Whole County,
All Residents / Households in Denbighshire; Operational Waste Team as
new model rolled out
Yes
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Before we look in detail at the contribution and impact of the proposal, it is important to consider
how the proposal is applying the sustainable development principle. This means that we must act "in
a manner which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs."

Score for the sustainability of the approach
( 3 out of 4 stars ) Actual score : 27 / 30.

Implications of the score
Implementing the preferred option will align DCC to the Welsh Government waste collection
blueprint, meaning that we are operating to a consistent approach to other Welsh LA's in order to
maximise the quantity and quality of recyclable household waste we collect. The preferred option
seeks to restrict residual capacity further than the blueprint by The Welsh Government have carried
out relevant sustainability and economic appraisals on their blue print (Independently reviewed in
March 2016 by Eunomia) to determine it to be the most economically and environmentally practical
approach to managing household waste.

Summary of impact
Well-being Goals
A prosperous Denbighshire
A resilient Denbighshire
A healthier Denbighshire
A more equal Denbighshire
A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh
language
A globally responsible Denbighshire

Positive
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive

Main conclusions
Overall the proposed project to Remodel the Waste Service Collection should have positive impacts
in terms of a prosperous and resilient and a globally responsible Denbighshire as the new service will
increase recycling performance by at least 3%. The higher quality recyclable stream will support the
adoption of EU Circular Economy measures and the Welsh Economic Action Plan. The model is also
the most cost efficient of all options considered, bringing in a new income stream that protects other
council services from further resource reductions. There is a neutral impact on equality due to the
introduction of a new service to deal with hygiene waste sometimes produced by young families and
the elderly. We have reviewed (currently in draft) our waste policies to ensure exemptions can be
awarded to households that struggle to participate fully in the recycling service for genuine physical
or metal health reasons. There are no health implications for the new service. Residual waste will be
collected less frequently but smelly waste such as nappies and food waste will be collected weekly.
There is a neutral impact on vibrant culture and welsh language as all communications will be
available in Welsh and English. There will be a significant focus on community engagement
throughout and post implementation, encouraging intergenerational learning (young people as
Page
45 There is a neutral impact on cohesive
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ambassadors) and motivational communications
material.

communities as the new waste model supports and strengthens a social enterprise operating model
for the collection and re-use of textiles, and the service changes are supported through a new (draft)
household waste collection policy, to support the regulation of the new operating model.

Evidence to support the Well-being Impact Assessment
We have consulted published research or guides that inform us about the likely impact of the
proposal
We have involved an expert / consulted a group who represent those who may affected by the
proposal
We have engaged with people who will be affected by the proposal
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THE LIKELY IMPACT ON DENBIGHSHIRE, WALES AND THE
WORLD
A prosperous Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Justification for
impact

Further actions
required

Positive
The new waste service will secure the long term future of the service and
associated jobs and importantly contribute to increasing recycling rates in
the County which will minimise residual waste generated by the County's
residents. There is an overall reduction in the Council's carbon footprint
through enhanced capture of recycling, especially food waste. Materials
recycled are of higher quality which will help stimulate growth in the
manufacturing industry within the UK.
Maximising the positive impacts from higher recycling rates will be
dependant on undertaking a comprehensive communication campaign and
ongoing education strategy that provides both instructional and
motivational information to encourage people to take the extra effort to
recycle more and separate their household waste items into various
containers. A YouGov Survey stated that 70% of people want to know
what happens to their rubbish and 32% would be more likely to separate
their materials if they knew what happened to them. the Viridor Recycling
Index 2017 (consumer survey) showed that only a quarter of people
believed their waste was properly recycled and showed a clear need for
better education, with seven in ten (69%) people feeling frustrated about
not having enough education materials on recycling. There is an
opportunity to re-engage with Denbighshire citizens to provide the
information that will inform and influence pro-environmental behaviours.
Consideration to reducing manual handling concerns will be given when
specifying the new kerbside recycling vehicles, including consultation with
Unions and the workforce. W and R team to investigate introduction of a
"ready for work" programme to train up new operatives (workforce
succession planning) and career pathways opportunities for existing
employees to upskill.

Positive impacts identified:
Application of the waste hierarchy, enhanced opportunity for closed loop
recycling, greater quantities of waste recycled, less vehicle passes to each
households over a 4 week period, vehicle haulage movements as
recycling is bailed locally - so overall greater environmental benefits.
Increased in recycling performance of 3.1% projected. There is a wide
evidence base to show that Kerbside Sort yields a lower carbon footprint
than co-mingled collections. The carbon impacts of different methods of
collection and post collection sorting were shown by the ADAS report for
London Borough of Camden which stated that: “The carbon footprint of the
whole process for the co-mingled collection, transfer and MRF is 77%
A low carbon society greater than for the kerbside sorted recyclate collection system.”
High quality materials are more likely to be used in closed loop recycling
where glass bottles and jars are recycled into similar products, paper into
paper and so on. The carbon benefits of the closed loop recycling of glass
were demonstrated in a 2006 paper "The impact of the carbon agenda on
the waste management business", Grant Thornton, Oakdene Hollins.
The reduced carbon impact of kerbside sort vehicles compared to large
Refuse Collection Vehicles currently used to collect recycling in DCC are
considerably lower, as supported by the following paper "Kerbside
Recycling in Wales: Environmental Costs, Waste and Resources action
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2009.

Quality
communications,
infrastructure and
transport

Economic
development

Quality skills for the
long term

All new waste collection rounds will undertake route optimisation analysis
to reduce unnecessary mileage and optimise efficiency, as well as round
risk assessments to avoid traffic congestion where practical. The changes
will be supported by a communications plan, to include face to face public
engagement, a schools education package, and revised instructional
material. Option 5 will result in significant capital investment in local
authority depots (North Wales) and new waste containers. There may be
an opportunity to combine the provision of salt barns with the depot
bulking facilities at one of the sites, improving the way we manage winter
maintenance resources.
Collected recycling will be of adequate quality to be reprocessed in the UK
(as opposed to being shipped oversees), encouraging home grown
manufacturing industries to develop/expand. Collecting high quality
recycling through source segregation is a priority for Welsh Government
as they recognise the opportunities the EU "Circular Economy" package
brings to helping Wales grow its own economy, and in a more sustainable
way (www.gov.wales news article "Wales leading the way towards
becoming a circular economy" 28th June 2018. Positive impacts of the
circular economy on economic growth are also recognised in the Welsh
Government's Economic Action Plan.
The paper by the Resources Association "Putting quality recycling at the
heart of a circular economy" August 2015 concludes that mandatory
source separation of recyclables, including biowaste, would reduce
recycling contamination and create new economic opportunity. By
example, an article by Simon Weston (LetsRecycle.com 17th July 2017)
director of raw materials (Confederation of Paper Industries) states
"Recent work conducted by the Confederation of Paper Industries (CPI)
estimates that an increase of one percentage point in contamination would
increase costs by about £8 million per annum across the entire UK mill
system. For a large paper reprocessor this could equate to as much as
£1.25 million per percentage point increase for each 100,000 tonnes of
raw material procured. These sorts of additional costs undermine the
viability of domestic re-processors when compared with foreign
competitors using other material streams, and could lead to plant closures
and job losses."
Kerbside Sort systems yield very low contamination rates (1% Friends of
the Earth, compared to Commingled recycling schemes that rarely
achieve contamination rates below 5% and often in excess of 10%.
Hygiene waste will be collected separately in the Option. It is possible that
this waste stream can be recycled and future discussions with Welsh
Government are anticipated over the opportunity for this waste to be reprocessed in Denbighshire. This would created further jobs through the
construction and operation of a new facility.
Waste operatives will require enhanced manual handling training. In
addition, the service will be modernised to closely monitor recycling habits
of individuals through enhanced data capture of weight based information.
Team members will be trained to use route optimisation software. DCC's
waste technical team will be trained to collate and report on a wider range
of performance data. The team will be required to deliver behaviour
change messages to a wide range of audiences, including to school groups
and private/social landlords. Increased procurement skills and experience
will also be required. The service change would be supported through the
adoption of an environmental enforcement policy which the team will be
required to adopt. Whilst the existing enforcement team have all existing
knowledge and skills, wider adoption by the rest of the team will be
required.
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Quality jobs for the
long term

Childcare

All waste operatives will be required to become "recycling ambassadors"
as their acceptance/rejection of presented material will be fundamental to
providing weekly feedback to the residents about what can and can not be
collected on the kerbside sort scheme. Expected that Waste team jobs will
be secured, may be need for additional Waste Team members depending
on future operational model - to be confirmed as part of further
development of Business Case. The baseline is unaffordable and jobs
across other council service are at risk should we not change the way we
deliver our services.
This option will secure at least 9 full time jobs in a local Social Enterprise,
and support at least 18 people with learning disabilities, through the
collection, sorting , cleaning and resale of textiles.
There are no known increased benefits arising from changing from the
baseline to Option 5. Working hours are not modelled to change.

Negative impacts identified:

A low carbon society

approx. 35,000 Blue recycling bins and 30,000 grey residual bins will
become redundant but recovered bins will be collected and sent for
recycling. Recovered plastic is often recycled into new waste containers.
procurement of new containers will specify some recycled content (whilst
maintaining strength / life expectancy of the container).
Option 4 and 5 include the option to direct deliver recycling from the North
of the County to a Conwy facility (additional 6-8 miles round
trip)increasing the distance travelled by affected vehicles. This is yet to be
decided.

Quality
communications,
infrastructure and
transport
Economic
development
Quality skills for the
long term

Quality jobs for the
long term

Childcare

Option 4 and 5 include the option to direct deliver recycling from the North
of the County to a Conwy facility (additional 6-8 miles round
trip)increasing the distance travelled by affected vehicles.
None - the current receiver of comingled recycling would prefer source
segregated material, due to higher quality of paper.
It is envisaged that the increased manual handling requirements on the
kerbside sort option will lead to a number of operatives seeking
redeployment or retirement. This will produce a knowledge gap in the
service for which we must prepare over the next 2 years.
The manual handling implications of the kerbside sort system may present
as a barrier to older operatives or operatives with pre-existing conditions
that limit repetitive lifting operations. A key HR work stream has been set
up to identify redeployment opportunities for staff who may not be able to
carry out the new duties and jobs will be re-evaluated to reflect the
change in operations. The Service has already identified the Council's
Career Pathways programme as a strategy to deliver succession planning
and develop skills of existing employees. They are also proactively
engaged in promoting career opportunities externally, such as attending
job fairs.
There are no known increased implications arising from changing from the
baseline to Option 5.

A resilient Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Positive
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Justification for
impact

Overall, despite potential for negative consequences due to potential
increase in collection vehicle mileage and possible negative behaviour
reactions by disgruntled residents who may take against recycling agenda
as a consequence overall it is felt the overall message will raise
awareness of the importance of recycling and the new model will support
the capacity to further increase domestic recycling rates

Further actions
required

Negative behaviour issues will be tackled through targeted
communications on the benefits of the change to collection model to try to
get all residents on board. As far as is possible new collection vehicles will
be the most fuel efficient models affordable to reduce fuel consumption
and emissions as far as practical to mitigate this issue.

Positive impacts identified:
This option enables the reprocessing industry to operate closed loop
recycling solutions, saving the need to use virgin materials extracted fro
Biodiversity and the the natural environment across the world. More recycling will be
natural environment recovered than the baseline option. Evidence suggest that people adopting
pro-recycling behaviours on a kerbside sort system become more
supportive of wider environmental issues.

Biodiversity in the
built environment

Currently around 10,000 households are receiving a sack collection for
residual/recyclable waste. Sacks are ripped open by scavenging animals
(seagulls, rats and foxes) providing an unnatural source of food, leading to
unhealthy increases in populations of some species that may displace
other species. This option will seek to reduce the number of households on
a sack collection and provide a more regulated system that will prohibit
residents placing food waste into sacks. The Trollibocs system does help
contain litter as it must be presented lidded but will require enforcement
to ensure boxes are not presented off the trolley and without lids.

Reducing waste,
reusing and
recycling

Option will improve and increase domestic recycling performance and
produce cleaner material more suitable for closed loop recycling.

Food waste is co-collected on the same recycling vehicle as dry material
Reduced energy/fuel
and the number of residual collection passes per month are reduced.
consumption
Overall this results is less vehicle movements.
New collection model will further raise awareness of need to and issues
People’s awareness
around recycling. A communications Strategy has been developed and
of the environment
includes and Education Campaign to promote pro-recycling behaviours in
and biodiversity
young people, and encourage them to take home important messages.
Any changes in use to the Lon Parcwr depot to receive waste will require
Flood risk
enhanced flood mitigation due to proximity of river. This option is still
management
being considered and will be revisited if this depot will be used.

Negative impacts identified:
Any development at the Lon Parcwr Depot could have an adverse effect
on the local environment (Salmon River adjacent) and therefore
consultation with NRW and Planning will inform depot options appraisal.
As a result of the service change around 35,000 blue wheeled bins and up
Biodiversity and the
to 30,000 black wheeled bins will become redundant. These will be
natural environment
collected for recycling into new bins. To partially offset the environmental
impact, new containers will contain the optimum recycled content whilst
maintaining durability. Residents will asked to request a larger black bin
only if they need it, in order to reduce wastage and cost.
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Biodiversity in the
built environment

Development of a waste transfer facility could impact, depending on
location, yet to be determined.

Reducing waste,
reusing and
recycling

May encourage negative behaviour from disgruntled Residents who take
against new arrangements and deliberately reduce recycling efforts. Many
local authorities have restricted residual waste capacity and reduced
collections to 3 weekly. there is no evidence to suggest an increase in fly
tipping in these authorities. However, it is necessary to support these
service changes with fair but firm household waste collection policy and
resource enforcement activities adequately to ensure that dumping of
rubbish and deliberately cross contaminating waste streams is
appropriately regulated.

New collection model may generate additional distance travelled that may
increase fuel consumption - to be confirmed once new collection model
analysed in detail and location of tipping facilities are confirmed. Initially,
households may take extra journeys to the household recycling parcs to
dispose of excess waste. Overall, capacity for their waste will be increased
Reduced energy/fuel by 57litres each week. Therefore as long as waste is segregated it should
be able to be managed kerbside. The household waste collection policy
consumption
will specify that households will qualify for additional capacity as long as
they can demonstrate they recycle all they can, and capacity is a regular
issue. Residents taking "black bag" type waste to the Recycling Parcs will
be asked to segregate recyclables or the bags will be rejected. Therefore
encouraging the correct behaviours at home, negating the need for
additional journeys.
People’s awareness
of the environment
and biodiversity

May encourage negative behaviour from disgruntled Residents who take
against new arrangements and deliberately reduce recycling

Flood risk
management

A healthier Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact

Neutral
Neutral overall as few relevant impacts, where potential impacts do exist
they are likely to me minimal

Further actions
required

Positives on engaging people in a positive way will be stressed and
highlighted as part of communications during/post implementation

Positive impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
encourage and
support health and
well-being

This option requires the householder to do more to manage their waste
responsibly. More support will be offered to residents to comply and a
sustained and focussed environmental campaign will offer opportunities
for social norming and intergenerational learning, where schools and their
pupils encourage their communities to recycle more.

Access to good
NONE
quality, healthy food
Engaging people further in the need and activity of increasing recycling
will engage them in a positive activity that can improve their sense of
People’s emotional
participation and doing good. There is evidence that people using a
and mental wellkerbside sort system are more "bought into" recycling as they believe
being
more strongly the material is going to be made into new products. There
is also evidence to suggest engaged recyclers are more likely to engage
or be supportive of wider
environmental
initiatives.
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Access to healthcare NONE
Participation in
NONE
leisure opportunities

Negative impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
encourage and
support health and
well-being

There is a risk that those residents who do not currently engage with
DCC's waste collection system will find the new system more challenging.
therefore incidents of alleyway dumping may increase if not managed.
DCC will introduce a new enforcement policy and increased
communications programme to mitigate these risks.

Access to good
NONE
quality, healthy food
People’s emotional
and mental wellbeing

Possible issues with the change upsetting residents and affecting their well
being due to change and the need to adapt to new arrangements which
they may feel antagonism towards, or be fearful they will not be able to
cope with the new system.

Access to healthcare NONE
Participation in
leisure opportunities NONE

A more equal Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Neutral

Justification for
impact

Most protected groups should be unaffected by the new waste model as
households already present and segregate their rubbish. There may be a
negative impact on residents with disability or who are elderly/infirm but
variants to the main system will be put in place to recognise and manage
this.

Further actions
required

Recycling rates in areas with poor economic circumstances is often lower
than in other areas. More targeted communications, such as roadshows,
School visits and door to door support will be required to ensure residents
in these areas fully understand the new system and take care to store
their waste and recycling containers on their own properties so they are
not abused or stolen.

Positive impacts identified:
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Improving the wellbeing of people with
protected
characteristics. The
nine protected
characteristics are:
age; disability;
gender
reassignment;
marriage or civil
partnership;
pregnancy and
maternity; race;
religion or belief;
sex; and sexual
orientation

The new Service will include a free separate collection of
nappy/incontinence waste upon request, helping households with young
children, or residents with medical needs cope better with the Waste
Collection Service. This is an improvement to the existing service. Where
possible discreet but accessible collection points from inside the household
property boundary may be requested for those requiring the services due
to medical conditions.

People who suffer
discrimination or
disadvantage

NONE
All trollibocs and new waste containers will be provided free of charge
during the service change, even though the Council has a right to charge
for them.

Areas with poor
economic, health or
educational
outcomes

W and R department will liaise with the Council's troubled families team
and other appropriate outreach workers to ensure that waste
requirements are understood and passed on to households, should waste
issues or questions arise.
A schools Education programme will be launched to support the new waste
model, and priority focus will be given to schools in derived areas.
The new waste model will increase the opportunities for employment and
"ready to work" schemes.

People in poverty

People in poverty often produce more waste - especially food waste and
packaging waste. The new model provides greater capacity overall, on a 4
weekly basis to manage and contain waste.

Negative impacts identified:
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People with some disabilities may find the new way of presenting waste
more challenging, due to the need to separate waste into more
containers, and due to the fact that they may need a larger residual bin,
which could be heavier to manoeuvre. Consultation with disability user
Improving the well- group representatives has also identified that the new Trollibocs system
being of people with requires more "bending" that could prevent or put off some infirm
protected
residents from using the service. For this reason a range of container
characteristics. The options will be offered to infirm or disabled residents and the Trolliboc
nine protected
design will take account of feedback received through consultations. DCC
characteristics are: operate an assisted collection service so if a household find their residual
age; disability;
bin too heavy due to size can either be given a smaller bin (subject to
gender
having capacity) two smaller bins, or may apply to be on the assist list
reassignment;
where we collect the bin from the curtilage of their property.
marriage or civil
The new DCC waste enforcement policy will allow for households to be
partnership;
listed as exempt from recycling some or all materials if a disability and/or
pregnancy and
lack of support genuinely prevents them from doing so (e.g. sheltered
maternity; race;
accommodation with occupants with dementia).
religion or belief;
Trollibocs can be provided with braille stickers where needed and all
sex; and sexual
associated instructional material will be provided in appropriate mediums
orientation
for sight impaired occupants.
Opportunities for upskilling and redeployment will be provided to
employees who are unable to manage the new manual handling
requirements of the collection service
People who suffer
discrimination or
disadvantage

If a household has suffered discrimination from sections of their
community in the past, they are more likely to be reported to us if they
struggle to comply with the new system.
The DCC enforcement policy will always include an initial educational step
before enforcement action is taken to help residents to adjust to the new
requirements.

Areas with poor
economic, health or
educational
outcomes

Recycling rates in areas with poor economic circumstances is often lower
than in other areas.

People in poverty

The Council has the right to issue a fixed penalty to residential occupants
for failing to recycle, or dumping black bag waste. In order fo rthe new
scheme to work longer term, it will be necessary to monitor activities of
non-compling households more rigorously, that could lead to FPN's being
issued. However, the revised Council enforcement procedure will ensure
that every household will be given the opportunity to correct behaviours
In addition, an early payment option with a reduced fine level can also be
included.

A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
Overall Impact

Neutral
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Justification for
impact

Overall positive impact as new collection model offers opportunities to
raise awareness of need to and increase ability to recycle for residents
and benefit this may bring to engagement and reducing littering but is
small risk it may also lead to feeling that change being done to residents
and an associated problem of littering and fly tipping may result however
this is thought to be low risk. The new system will be better regulated to
identify non-compliance quickly and target behaviour change processes
efficiently. There will be less (no) abandoned contaminated bins on the
streets in the future preffered model.
The Recycle More Waste Less Survey showed that households are
currently more likely to have space in their residual black bin on collection
day than their recycling bins, evidencing that the new model, to increase
recycling capacity by 57litres per week and reducing residual capacity by
10litres per week is manageable. This, combined with the fact that on
average 51% of the waste in the black bins could be recycled on our
existing services supports a move to shift the focus and resources to
collecting more recyclable waste.

Further actions
required

There is a perception that a reduced residual collection frequency could
attract pests. The new model will offer a weekly opt-in service for human
hygiene waste and the weekly food waste service will continue and be
expanded to all houses, meaning waste most likely to attract pests and
vermin should not be in the residual bin. Households remaining on a sack
collection will be provided with gull-proof sacks to contain their disposal
pink sacks. This will keep waste and odours contained and enable the
Council to regulate the capacity given to sack customers so that recycling
behaviours are still incentivised.

Positive impacts identified:

Safe communities
and individuals

All wheeled bins and Trollibocs will be assigned to individual properties,
encouraging ownership so they are not left out on the highway where they
pose a fire risk. Currently there are excessive numbers of abandoned blue
recycling bins on the public highway due to them becoming contaminated.
This will not be an issue in the new model.

Community
participation and
resilience

All residents have had the opportunity to be surveyed about the changes
and will have the opportunity to raise concerns they may have already
that can be addressed via the proposed changes or concerns they may
have in relation to the new change that can influence its design e.g.
frequency of nappy collections.
A sustained schools education programme will result in a significant
number of young people becoming recycling ambassadors, and offering
learning /recycling opportunities within their communities.

With improved recycling it may be that this leads to a reduction in litter /
waste as more recyclable material is captured via the new collection
The attractiveness of arrangements. Sack collections and on street solutions (currently abused)
the area
will be phased out wherever possible. Enhanced consultation with HMOs
and private landlors will seek to ensure adequate and appropriate
provision is made for tenanted properties.
Connected
Intention to use social norming as a way to promote pro-recycling
communities
behaviours and identify recycling champions.

Negative impacts identified:
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Safe communities
and individuals

Residents who fail to comply with the new system and dump their waste
will lower the environmental quality where they live - leading to the
broken windows effect. The new waste model, however, will have boosted
resources to target those individuals with appropriate education and
enforcement action. It is not envisaged, however that these issues will
increase in number from the baseline model. Areas causing issues now
will be visited to ensure the optimal system is put in place to prevent
waste escaping into the environment.

Community
participation and
resilience

Many residents will not have actively engaged during the proposal phase
and provide resistance as the service is rolled out.

Residents who fail to comply with the new system and dump their waste
will lower the environmental quality where they live - leading to the
broken windows effect. The new waste model, however, will have boosted
resources to target those individuals with appropriate education and
The attractiveness of enforcement action. It is not envisaged, however that these issues will
the area
increase in number from the baseline model. Areas causing issues now
will be visited to ensure the optimal system is put in place to prevent
waste escaping into the environment.
There is a perception that a reduced residual collection frequency could
attract pests.
Connected
communities

Initially some recyclers may disengage with the new service if they
disagree with the proposals. Mitigate with regular and targeted coms
using the Waste Recycling Action Programme's (WRAP's) segmentation
research. New scheme must be flexible to address individual needs where
appropriate.

A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact
Further actions
required

Neutral
There will be a lot of communications material produced to provide
instructional and motivational information to target audiences and the
public in general. Every opportunity to promote the Welsh Language and
cultures will be taken during the development of our campaigns.
There are no identified negatives.

Positive impacts identified:

People using Welsh

The proposed waste collection system is more aligned to those in the
other Welsh authorities. This consistency will assist in general
understanding in any language as families and friends communicate
beyond County boundaries. All communications, including the survey,
media releases and instructional information will be produced in Welsh as
well as English.

Promoting the Welsh There is an opportunity to display bi-lingual advertisements with simple
language
messages/ catch phrases
In the longer term, once kerbside capture of materials is maximised,
there is an opportunity to promote re-use of kerbside materials and carry
out campaigns to extend the life of items through repair. This will
encourage people to learn traditional skills, such as sewing. There is also
Culture and heritage
an oppotrtunity to appeal to target audiences through tying together
traditional activities and recycling/re-use behaviours (e.g. A rugby player
recycling his old shirt, a sheep farmer recycling his working dogs' food
Page102
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Negative impacts identified:
People using Welsh

NONE

Promoting the Welsh
NONE
language
Culture and heritage NONE

A globally responsible Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact
Further actions
required

Positive
Positive overall as aligns with other North Wales LA's - developing
common resident experience and producing higher quality resources that
can stimulate local and national manufacturing opportunities.
As part of design and communications around collections model change
Denbighshire will learn from experience at Conwy CBC and from all
previous service changes in Wales and wider afield, through data held by
WRAP (Waste Resources Action Programme)

Positive impacts identified:
Local, national,
international supply
chains

The baseline waste model produces low quality recycling which has limited
markets, often oversees. This option produces source segregated material
which can be used by local and national manufacturing companies.

Human rights

NONE

By making the proposed changes the waste collection model in
Broader service
Denbighshire will more closely align with others across North Wales,
provision in the local
including specifically Conwy CBC therefore making any option for Service
area or the region
of Council mergers in future a simpler task

Negative impacts identified:
Local, national,
international supply
chains

Initially there will be a drop in the volume of some non-target plastic that
is currently being marketed but the benefits of producing cleaner material
far outweigh this.

Human rights

To support the introduction of the new scheme, the Council will be
reviewing its waste enforcement policies to ensure the scheme is
regulated. The Council will, in all cases act in accordance with the
Regulators Code (2014).

Broader service
provision in the local NONE
area or the region
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Appendix 2
Latest Budget Position – March 2022:
Work Stream

Latest

Depot (Inc. equipment +

2nd

bailer)

11,215,648

Fleet

3,600,000

Containers (Inc. Delivery)

3,401,058

Mobilisation

850,436

PM
TOTAL

270,000
19,337,142

Depot Work Stream
Phase 1
2,306,787
Equipment

1,173,184

Phase 2

5,487,125

Land
Purchase&
Fees
Manat, Fees
&Surveys
TOTAL

565,150

1,683,402

Inc. Phase 1 Estimated Final Account, Advanced Works
& Utilities
Inc. Weighbridge, Vehicle Wash, Refuelling Facility,
Bailing & Sortline & 2nd Bailer
Inc. current allocated 4.5% Contingency Sum of
£237,125 over PTE of £5.25M
Inc. Land Purchase of site at Colomendy plus purchase
of land strip of NHS for widening of Graig Road; plus all
associated fees
Inc. All internal and external fees, surveys

11,215,648

Funding
WG Collaborative Change Programme (FY19/20 & FY20/21 with variation
to enable spend up to end FY22/23
WG Collaborative Change Programme (FY18/19)

7,000,000

WG Infrastructure Funding (Waste Transfer Station) (FY20/21)

1,200,000

WG AHP funding (FY19/20)

245,093

WG Circular Economy funding (battery recycling containers) (FY19/20)

31,500

WG EV funding (Depot) (FY21/22)

167,625

WG Additional Funding towards cost pressures (£1.488M FY22/23 &
£0.100M FY23/24)
WG TOTAL
DCC Reserves

1,588,000

DCC Additional depot capital (to accommodate highway waste)

1,100,283

DCC Service Revenue (FY18/19)

78,496

DCC Prudential Borrowing (£343,762)

6,026,146

DCC TOTAL

9,079,925

OVERALL TOTAL

19,337,142
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900,000

11,132,218
1,000,000
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CABINET
Minutes of a meeting of the Cabinet held by video conference on Tuesday, 19 October,
2021 at 10.00 am.
PRESENT
Bobby Feeley, Lead Member for Well-being and Independence; Huw Hilditch-Roberts,
Lead Member for Education, Children’s Services and Public Engagement; Brian Jones,
Lead Member for Waste, Transport and the Environment; Tony Thomas, Lead Member
for Housing and Communities; Julian Thompson-Hill, Deputy Leader and Lead Member
for Finance, Performance and Strategic Assets, and Mark Young, Lead Member for
Planning, Public Protection and Safer Communities
Observers: Councillors Rhys Thomas and Emrys Wynne
ALSO PRESENT
Chief Executive (GB); Corporate Director: Communities (NS); Heads of Service: Legal,
HR and Democratic Services (GW), Finance and Property (SG), Communities and
Customer Services (LG) and Highways and Environmental Services (TW); Project
Manager Corporate Programmes Office (PC) and Committee Administrators (KEJ & SLW
[Webcaster])
POINT OF NOTICE
In the absence of the Leader – Councillor Hugh Evans, the Deputy Leader – Councillor
Julian Thompson-Hill took the Chair for the meeting.
1

APOLOGIES
Councillor Hugh Evans, Leader and Lead Member for the Economy and Corporate
Governance

2

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
No declarations of interest had been raised.

3

URGENT MATTERS
No urgent matters had been raised.

4

MINUTES
The minutes of the Cabinet meeting held on 21 September 2021 were submitted.
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 21 September 2021 be
received and confirmed as a correct record.
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5

GRAPHIC DESIGN AND PRINT FRAMEWORK DYNAMIC PURCHASING
SYSTEM
Councillor Huw Hilditch-Roberts presented the report seeking Cabinet approval of
the suppliers to be included on the new Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS)
framework for design and print. The DPS was a collaboration with Flintshire County
Council and as the estimated spend was over £4m Cabinet approval was required.
On 23 March 2021 Cabinet had approved advertising the new DPS framework for
graphic design, print, banners and signage, vehicle livery and specialised print
across five procurement ‘lots’ over a six year period in collaboration with Flintshire
County Council. Following the subsequent evaluation process Cabinet approval
was sought to enter into a contract with a list of suppliers to be included in the new
framework which had been detailed in the report under the five procurement ‘lots’.
Cabinet noted that the framework could be added to as appropriate during its six
year lifetime following an application and evaluation process. It was confirmed that
work was ongoing with the Economic and Business Development Team and its
equivalent at Flintshire County Council to proactively engage with local companies
with a view to including them on the new framework.
RESOLVED that Cabinet approve the new Dynamic Purchasing System
Framework list of suppliers who have been evaluated as detailed within the report.

6

PROPOSED APPROACH TO TENDERING FOR PHASE 2 NEW DCC WASTE
TRANSFER STATION (WTS) AT COLOMENDY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
DENBIGH
Councillor Brian Jones presented the report seeking Cabinet approval to the
proposed tendering exercise to identify a main contractor to deliver Phase 2 new
DCC Waste Transfer Station (WTS) at Colomendy Industrial Estate, Denbigh.
The proposed WTS was required to support the planned service change for
household waste collections and details of the procurement exercise had been
detailed within the report together with an estimated contract value of £5.2m which
was within the current budget allocation. Details of previous permissions regarding
various aspects of the overall waste service collection change and tendering
approach had also been provided by way of background and the collaborative
approach taken and benefits to local businesses on site from the wider project was
also highlighted. The approval sought in the report was another step in the process
to facilitate the planned service change. The contract award itself would be subject
of a further report back to Cabinet following the tendering exercise which would also
confirm contract management arrangements, tendered costs and contract details.
Cabinet was advised that the timescales in the report were indicative at this stage
and given the amount of work involved there may be some slippage.
Questions were raised regarding mitigation of key risks identified and the potential
for a future site visit, and the need for a robust communications plan for residents at
the appropriate time in the process was also highlighted. The Lead Member and
officers responded to questions and comments as follows –
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there was confidence that tender responses would be received given the level of
interest that had already been expressed in the tendering process
financial risks by their nature were categorised as ‘high’ but due diligence and
financial checks were carried out as part of the process for managing that risk
there was ongoing market pressure on prices and materials outside of the
Council’s control which could potentially impact on the tendered price with cost
estimates having been reviewed in that regard. The impact of those market
pressures could not be known with any certainty until receipt of the tender
submissions but there was confidence that any price increases could be
covered within the budget allocated for the project
assurance could be taken from the governance arrangements in place and work
of the Project Board to oversee and monitor progress and developments
officers noted the suggestion to arrange a site visit for members and advised
that Spring/Summer would be timely after completion of phase 1 of the project
though not part of the current report, the importance of communicating with
residents at the appropriate time regarding the implementation of the new waste
model was acknowledged, and assurances were provided that a detailed
communications plan was being developed in that regard. It was noted that
Communities Scrutiny Committee would be receiving a general update on the
new Waste Model which would provide opportunity to further discuss the issue.

RESOLVED that Cabinet –

7

(a)

approve the proposed tendering exercise as detailed within the report, and

(b)

confirm it has read, understood and taken account of the Wellbeing Impact
Assessment (Appendix 1 to the report) as part of its consideration.

CONTRACT AWARD AND POLICY CHANGES FOR A NEW CONTRACT TO
MANAGE OUR HOUSEHOLD WASTE RECYCLING CENTRES
[The Head of Legal, HR and Democratic Services explained that the tender
evaluation element of the report must remain confidential at this stage due to
commercial sensitivity and he advised Cabinet to move into closed session if they
wished to discuss that element of the report.]
Councillor Brian Jones presented the report seeking Cabinet approval to authorise
the contract award to manage Household Waste Recycling Centres (HRCs)
following the joint procurement process with Conwy County Borough Council
(CCBC) together with adoption of the Joint HRC Policy with Conwy and the 2022/23
charging schedule in order to realise the maximum savings generated from the
procurement. The benefits of the collaborative approach for both Denbighshire and
Conwy residents were highlighted, including cross border use of recycling centres,
providing an alternative option to hiring a skip to dispose of DIY and Construction
waste for a reasonable charge, and continuation of the booking system. The cost
savings to Denbighshire as a result of the changes was also highlighted.
The Head of Highways and Environmental Services clarified that the main aspects
of the report related to the contract award across the two local authority areas to
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manage the household recycling centre and the adoption of a new set of policies
governing the use of those recycling centres. The tender process had been based
on the assumption that the policies would be adopted and income would be
generated through those policies. Therefore both elements required approval.
Following previous concerns raised regarding the three visits per month limit to the
centres each month the limit had been changed to allow six visits per household
every two months in order to provide greater flexibility for residents.
Cabinet considered the comprehensive report and had been pleased to note the
change to allow greater flexibility in the number of visits to sites following concerns
raised in that regard. In response to questions the Head of Service and Lead
Member advised that the proposed booking system had been developed by CCBC
and it was proposed to use the system across both local authorities which would
result in benefits for residents, including being able to book to visit a site in either
county. Assurances were also provided that that the proposed provider would be in
a position to successfully operate the contract on the start date 1 April 2022.
There was much debate around the importance of a robust communication plan for
implementation of the new waste model and associated changes to ensure all
residents were fully aware and engaged in that regard in order to provide clarity,
allay any concerns and contribute to the success of the project going forward.
Councillor Emrys Wynne had some reservations regarding proposals to introduce a
charge for DIY and construction waste, and sought clarity over the charging
arrangements for specific items and how that element could be appropriately
communicated to residents. Whilst noting the Council had no obligation to accept
non-household waste and that the proposal offered an expansion of the service, the
introduction of charges for some elements may not be viewed favourably by
residents, particularly when residents were being charged for small amounts of nonhousehold waste which they had not previously been charged for.
The Head of Service responded to the issues raised and provided further
assurances that a clear message would be communicated to residents. He
explained the process when booking a visit which included categorising items of
waste to be disposed of at which point it was confirmed whether a fee was
chargeable, and further clarity was provided by operatives on site to enable
residents to make an informed choice. Assurances were also provided that staff
would be well trained and able to deal with any issues at the sites and the process
had been working successfully in Conwy with no major issues or concerns which
provided confidence in that system and lessons learned from that process. An
explanation of household and non-household waste had been clearly defined in the
new HRC Policy together with a description of materials and items for which
charges would apply. It was emphasised that residents were not being asked to
pay for a service which was previously provided free of charge. The new policy
permitted Denbighshire residents to bring any quantity of non-household waste for
a reasonable charge which they were not able to do at present – the service would
be expanded providing a greater range of options for residents.
Notwithstanding the assurances provided members reiterated the need to ensure
clarity for residents and to raise awareness of the changes being made to service
provision and ensure residents were fully engaged with the new process. The Lead
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Member and Head of Service acknowledged the issues raised and were confident
that the communication plan would ensure a clear message was communicated to
residents regarding the implementation of the new waste model and any associated
changes in that regard to ensure that they were clearly understood by residents.
RESOLVED that –

8

(a)

Cabinet authorise the awarding of the contract to the Preferred Bidder
identified in the joint procurement Tender Evaluation Report (Appendix 1 to
the report), having demonstrated that they have submitted the most
economically advantageous tender and noting that the contract will be
awarded by Conwy County Borough Council as lead authority;

(b)

members confirm that they have read, understood and taken account of the
updated Wellbeing Impact Assessment (Appendix 4 to the report) as part of
its consideration and note that this will be updated upon contract award;

(c)

the Joint Household Recycling Centre Policy with Conwy County Borough
Council (Appendix 2 to the report) be adopted from the contract
commencement date;

(d)

the DIY Construction Waste Charges (Appendix 3 to the report) be formally
adopted from the contract commencement date;

(e)

the Joint Household Recycling Centre booking system under in-house
development at Conwy County Borough Council be adopted permanently;

(f)

a report is taken back to Partnerships Scrutiny Committee to review the first
year of the new contract’s operation, and

(g)

Cabinet note that an Inter Authority Agreement between Conwy County
Borough Council and Denbighshire County Council needs to be agreed and
request that the service is supported by Legal Services to prepare this.

FINANCE REPORT
Councillor Julian Thompson-Hill presented the report detailing the latest financial
position and progress against the agreed budget strategy as outlined below –






the net revenue budget for 2021/22 was £216.818m (£208.302m in 2020/21)
an overspend of £0.656m was forecast for service and corporate budgets
detailed agreed savings and efficiencies worth £4.448m relating to fees and
charges, operational efficiencies, changes in service provision and schools
highlighted current risks and assumptions relating to individual service areas,
corporate budgets and schools together with the impact of coronavirus and
position on funding claims to the Welsh Government
a general update on the Housing Revenue Account and Housing Capital Plan,
Treasury Management and Capital Plan with an update on major projects.
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Cabinet approval was also sought to the use of the Schools Maintenance Grant as
recommended by the Strategic Investment Group which had been awarded to the
Council by the Welsh Government. The Head of Finance explained the reasoning
behind the approval sought due to the Welsh Government allocating the Schools
Maintenance Grant at the end of the financial year for spend in-year which meant
the council monies earmarked for spending on schools could be carried forward as
an underspend. The list of prioritised works had been agreed with the Education
Service, in consultation with schools, and Property Services.
RESOLVED that Cabinet –

9

(a)

note the budgets set for 2021/22 and progress against the agreed budget
strategy, and

(b)

approve the recommended use of the Schools Maintenance Grant which
has been awarded to the Council by the Welsh Government , as
recommended by the Strategic Investment Group (as detailed in Section 6.7
of the report and Appendices 5, 6 and 7 to the report).

CABINET FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME
The Cabinet forward work programme was presented for consideration and
members noted the following amendments –





Contract Award: Redevelopment of the former library in Nant Hall Road,
Prestatyn – to be moved from November to January
Contract Award: Approval for new Waste Fleet to support new Wales Service
Model – to be added to January
Budget Proposals 2022/23 – to be added to January
Contract Award: Approval for Phase 2 Construction Works DCC Waste Transfer
Station to support New Waste Model – to be added to February

RESOLVED that Cabinet’s forward work programme be noted.
The meeting concluded at 11.15 hrs.
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Agenda Item 8

Report to

Cabinet

Date of meeting

12th April 2022

Lead Member / Officer

Cllr. Huw Hilditch- Roberts/ Geraint Davies

Report author

Lisa Walchester/ James Curran

Title

Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn Project - School Organisation formal
consultation proposal and draft Strategic Outline Case

1. What is the report about?
1.1. This report is to seek approval to submit the Strategic Outline Case to the
Welsh Government and to commence consultation on school organisation
proposals in regards to the proposal to increase its capacity from 116 to 220.

2. What is the reason for making this report?
2.1. To enable the required approvals to be gained to progress the Ysgol Plas
Brondyffryn project.

3. What are the Recommendations?
Cabinet are asked:
3.1 To approve proceeding to formal consultation on a proposal to
increase its capacity from 116 to 220;
3.2 To approve the submission of the Strategic Outline Case for
consideration by the Welsh Government and
3.3 That the Committee confirms that it has read, understood and taken
account of the Well-being Impact Assessment, Appendix 1, as part of its
consideration.
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4. Report details
4.1. This is a Band B project in the Welsh Government’s Sustainable Communities for
Learning programme, previously 21st Century Schools and College programme.
Commitment to this proposal was outlined in a revised Strategic Outline
programme, which was approved by Welsh Government in September 2020. The
programme included an overall allocation of £23.8m for this project. As this project
is for a special school Welsh Government, subject to the approval of the relevant
Business Cases, will provide 75% of the funding with the remaining 25% to be
provided by Denbighshire as per the Corporate Plan commitments.
4.2. Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn is a 3-19 school which provides specialist provision for
pupils with autism. The proposal is to bring 3 of the 4 current sites in Denbigh
together in a purpose built building and to increase the capacity of the school as
demand for these specialist places increase.
4.3. The proposed site for the new build is the field next to Denbigh Leisure centre and
currently used by Denbigh High School. It is owned by the Local Authority.
4.4. Capacity at a special school is always difficult to determine as it depends on pupil
needs, which can vary greatly. The nominal capacity at the school is 116, the
school currently has 136 pupils on roll ( September 2021 numbers) The school
currently have 10 pupils on a waiting list, with a possible further 10 that will need to
access a place at the school very soon.
4.5. The Covid pandemic has impacted on the number of assessments that have been
undertaken. Currently there are 63 pupils awaiting assessments. Based on
previous trends this would take the number of pupils eligible to attend the school
close to 180 pupils. The impact of the pandemic is yet to be fully realised however
the Local Authority believe that demand for these types of places will increase
over the next few years and therefore the 220 proposed capacity in the new
building to open late 2024 is reasonable.
4.6. Due to the increase in capacity the Local Authority are required to undertake
school organisation formal consultation. This process follows regulatory guidance
as set out in the School Organisation Code 2018. The draft formal consultation
document is Appendix 2 along with the draft Community, Equality and Welsh
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Language Impact Assessment- Appendix 3. Expected consultation will commence
May 22.
4.7. The report also seeks approval of the Business Case for the project which follows
the 5 case model adopted by the Welsh Government based on the HM Treasury
approach. This requires a three phased approach for approval, namely the
progression of the Strategic Outline Case, Outline Business Case and Full
Business Case. Each phase considers the Strategic Case, Economic Case,
Commercial Case, Financial Case and Management Case for the project.
4.8. The first stage, the draft Strategic Outline Case (SOC) is attached as Appendix 4
for consideration and recommendation for submission to the Welsh Government.
The current proposal is for a combined Outline Business Case and Full Business
Case to be submitted for approval in the autumn and this will be based on the
proposals submitted for planning with updated costings being provided.

5. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate
Priorities?
5.1. The project links with the Young People Corporate priority in the Corporate Plan
2017-2022- Continue to modernise schools to improve school facilities and
enhance pupils learning.
5.2. The proposed new build will have a positive contribution to the Council
becoming Net Carbon Zero by 2030. Welsh Government announced that from
1st January 2022 all new build projects will be required to demonstrate delivery
of Net Zero Carbon in operation. Welsh Government have stated that they will
fund 100% of this in line with current benchmarks that they have detailed. This
will form part of the business case as the design develops and costs become
clearer.

6. What will it cost and how will it affect other services?
6.1. The cost of undertaking the consultation on the proposals would be relatively
small and would mainly be officer time. There may be some printing costs for
those that require a hard copy of the document, the majority will receive a link to
the report via email.
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6.2. The current forecast for capital spend on the project is £23.8m. Denbighshire
will be required to contribute 25% of this funding and this is currently included
within the Corporate Plan funding.

7. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact
Assessment?
7.1. Please see attached Appendix 1- New build- Ysgol Plas Brondyffyn.
7.2. The main conclusions of the report are:
7.2.1. The proposal scored 3 out of 4 stars and 28/36,
7.2.2. The proposal is considering the long term future of the school as demand for
these types of school places will increase. The new build will allow the school
to use the space flexible and bring all staff and pupils onto one site.
7.2.3. The build itself will help the local economy and will have a strong emphasis
on community benefits.
7.2.4. As the project develops the assessment has been revisited and updated. The
school and other officer within education have been consulted.

8. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny
and others?
8.1. The project went to SIG on 15th February in regards to the Welsh Government
Strategic Outline Case and was approved to go to Cabinet for approval.
8.2. The project was presented to the Denbigh Member Area Group on 8th February
2022.
8.3. A Site visit took place on 11th March 2022, members of the Denbigh MAG along
with the Lead member for Education, Children’s Services and Public
Engagement were in attendance aswell as officers from highways, planning,
education, property, Denbighshire leisure, Wates Construction and the school.
The site visit enabled Councillors to discuss the proposals and understand how
the site would operate should the project proceed. It was agreed to provide
regular updates to the Denbigh MAG.
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8.4. The school staff and Governors are aware of the project and have engaged in
the design meetings with Wates.
8.5. Internally highways, planning, leisure and ICT have all been made aware of the
project and feedback received.

9. Chief Finance Officer Statement
9.1 As stated in the report the Strategic Investment Group considered the Strategic
Outline Case to Welsh Government on 15th February 2022 and it was approved to
go to Cabinet for approval. The capital funding implications of the Band B programme
are factored into the Medium Term Financial Plan, although it is important each
scheme goes through the capital approval process. This project will also have
revenue implications due to the increase in Special School pupils as their funding
needs are greater. This is likely to lead to a pressure in the short to medium term,
while in the longer term we should see Out of County Placement costs reducing
slower than currently projected. The revenue implications will be factored into future
budget processes.

10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to
reduce them?
10.1. The formal consultation process needs to proceed alongside the new build
design and funding approvals.
10.2. The mitigating risk is that formal appointment of the lead contractor for the build
itself will take place following completion of the formal consultation process.
Therefore should there be significant opposition to the proposal at an early
stage the Council could seek to delay the appointment of the lead contractor as
appropriate.

11. Power to make the decision
11.1. The School Standards and Organisation (Wales) Act 2013 provides the
legislative requirement for local authorities to review school proposals and to
progress proposals to reconfigure school provision.
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New build- Ysgol Plas
Brondyffryn
Well-being Impact Assessment Report
This report summarises the likely impact of the proposal on the social, economic, environmental
and cultural well-being of Denbighshire, Wales and the world.
Assessment Number:
Brief description:

860
The impact of bringing Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn together on one site in a
new purpose built building in Denbigh. The school is currently over 3
sites in the town.
15/10/2021 15:46:11 Version: 1
Lisa Walchester
Education & Children Services

Date Completed:
Completed by:
Responsible Service:
Localities affected by
Denbigh,
the proposal:
Who will be affected by
Staff and pupils at the school
the proposal?
Was this impact
assessment completed No
as a group?
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Before we look in detail at the contribution and impact of the proposal, it is important to consider
how the proposal is applying the sustainable development principle. This means that we must act "in
a manner which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs."

Score for the sustainability of the approach
( 3 out of 4 stars ) Actual score : 28 / 36.

Summary for each Sustainable Development principle

Long term

Prevention

Integration

Collaboration

Involvement

A new building for Ysgol Plan Brondyffryn will see its capacity increase by
approx 100 places and will give the school an opportunity to design the
school how they want to and ensure flexibility for the future in terms of
the curriculum delivery and pupil numbers. It will bring all staff and pupils
onto one site in a purpose build school fit for 21st Century learning.
The increase in places at the school is needed- currently there is waiting
list for the school and this September they Year 7 pupils were unable to
move to the secondary due to lack of room and have and to remain in the
primary site. As the proposal develops the impact of the build on the
environment and on energy use moving forward will be considered.
We need to increase the capacity at the school significantly as demand
increases for pupil places of this nature. If we do not local pupils will have
to travel into other Local Authority areas to access these places or stay in
unsuitable schools that cannot cater for their needs. By building a brand
new build nearby to the current school- delivery on all current sites will
not be disrupted.
We are already engaging with the school at a management level- with the
senior staff and governors.
As mentioned we are already engaging with the school and as we move
forward parts, carers and pupils will be consulted in what they would like
to see in the new school. As the project develops pre planning consultation
will be undertaken with local residents.

Summary of impact
Well-being Goals
A prosperous Denbighshire
A resilient Denbighshire
A healthier Denbighshire
A more equal Denbighshire
A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving
Welsh language
A globally responsible Denbighshire

Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Positive

Main conclusions
The project to bring together Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn
on one site in a brand new building links with the
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Corporate priority of Young People and will enhance pupils learning. All the well being goals have

positive impacts except one which is neutral. As the business case for the proposal develop there will
be a requirement for an on-going assessment process to ensure that potential impacts are
appropriately addressed- i.e. if we need to undertake bat surveys for example.
The build itself will help the local economy and will have a strong emphasise on community benefits.
Once the school is completed the pupils and staff will have a modern purpose built facility that will
match their needs and allow more pupils to access this type of school in the locality. The transition
process for pupils will be managed in partnership with the school and staff and will be planned for in a
detailed manner as will the decant of each site.

Evidence to support the Well-being Impact Assessment
We have consulted published research or guides that inform us about the likely impact of the
proposal
We have involved an expert / consulted a group who represent those who may affected by the
proposal
We have engaged with people who will be affected by the proposal
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THE LIKELY IMPACT ON DENBIGHSHIRE, WALES AND THE
WORLD
A prosperous Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact
Further actions
required

Positive
The new build will bring all pupils of the school together on one site with
improved facilities and outdoor areas. The project will also increase the
schools current capacity- the school is currently over its capacity and
demand for places continues to increase.
Work closely with the appointed contractor on how we can reduce any
carbon emissions during the build stage.

Positive impacts identified:
Reduce the carbon footprint of the school as 3 buildings will be vacated
A low carbon society
and the new building will employ new technologies.
Quality
communications,
Utilise existing transport links. New build will have new ICT infrastructure
infrastructure and
which will improve the ICT delivery at the school.
transport
Economic
Building phase of the project will have Community benefits and use of
development
local labour, apprentices etc.
Quality skills for the The schools new facilities could provide pupils with opportunities to
long term
develop practical life and work skills- for example an operational cafe.
The new provision will secure and increase the number of jobs at the
Quality jobs for the
school. Better facilities will also increase staff morale and improve staff
long term
retention.
Childcare

The new school will increase the amount of places available at this special
school for pupils with Autistic Spectrum Condition.

Negative impacts identified:
A low carbon society The construction of the new build will create carbon emissions.
Quality
communications,
N/A
infrastructure and
transport
Economic
N/A
development
Quality skills for the N/A
long term
Quality jobs for the
N/A
long term
Childcare
N/A

A resilient Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Positive

Justification for
impact

The site of the new building will be on an existing playing field and
therefore we do not see a major disruption to the eco system. As
described above any issues will be mitigated for in the relevant manner.
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Further actions
required

Waste management plan will be requirement of the procurement process.

Positive impacts identified:
Biodiversity and the The project will ensure all relevant biodiversity studies are undertaken
natural environment and any mitigation actions followed.
Biodiversity in the
If required new habitat areas would be developed within the school
built environment
grounds.
Reducing waste,
reusing and
Appointed contractor will have a waste management plan.
recycling
The new building will be designed to minimise energy costs. Consideration
Reduced energy/fuel
will be made on how the transportation of materials will be delivered to
consumption
the site, sourcing locally where possible to reduce emissions.
People’s awareness
of the environment
and biodiversity
Flood risk
management

Scope during the construction phase to involve the local community and
the school.
The issue of flooding will be examined during the design and planning
stages.

Negative impacts identified:
Biodiversity and the
N/A
natural environment
Biodiversity in the
N/A
built environment
Reducing waste,
reusing and
N/A
recycling
Reduced energy/fuel N/A
consumption
People’s awareness
of the environment
N/A
and biodiversity
Flood risk
N/A
management

A healthier Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Positive

Justification for
impact

Improved facilities for the school will assist in pupil and staff overall
emotional and mental wellbeing. The building will be fit for purpose and
will be flexible enough to adapt when it needs to.
Ensure all residents are informed and kept up to date in regards to build
progress by the contractor.

Further actions
required

Positive impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
Improved facilities and learning environment will improve staff, pupil and
encourage and
community morale.
support health and
well-being
Access to good
The school will have Page
a dedicated
123dining area for all pupils.
quality, healthy food

Improved external areas for play and the new build could also house a
hydro therapy pool to be used by pupils. All pupils on one site- no
transition when pupils move from the primary to the secondary section of
the school and any siblings at the school would be at the same site at all
times.
Access to healthcare N/A
Participation in
Improved access to outdoor areas as well as improved external areas
leisure opportunities overall with more space and play equipment.
People’s emotional
and mental wellbeing

Negative impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
encourage and
N/A
support health and
well-being
Access to good
N/A
quality, healthy food
People’s emotional
Disruption for residents living near the site during the construction of the
and mental wellnew build.
being
Access to healthcare N/A
Participation in
N/A
leisure opportunities

A more equal Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Positive

Justification for
impact

The project will provide facilities that will support better teaching and an
improved learning environment.

Further actions
required

None

Positive impacts identified:
Improving the wellbeing of people with
protected
characteristics. The
nine protected
characteristics are:
age; disability;
gender
Improve access to education for those pupils with Autism Spectrum
reassignment;
Condition.
marriage or civil
partnership;
pregnancy and
maternity; race;
religion or belief;
sex; and sexual
orientation
People who suffer
Improve access to education for those pupils with Autism Spectrum
discrimination or
Condition.
disadvantage
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People affected by
socio-economic
disadvantage and
unequal outcomes

N/A

Areas affected by
socio-economic
disadvantage

Pupils with ASC will have first class facilities to develop life and work skills.

Negative impacts identified:
Improving the wellbeing of people with
protected
characteristics. The
nine protected
characteristics are:
age; disability;
gender
N/A
reassignment;
marriage or civil
partnership;
pregnancy and
maternity; race;
religion or belief;
sex; and sexual
orientation
People who suffer
discrimination or
N/A
disadvantage
People affected by
socio-economic
N/A
disadvantage and
unequal outcomes
Areas affected by
socio-economic
N/A
disadvantage

A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
Overall Impact

Justification for
impact

Further actions
required

Positive
The proposal would bring the school community of Ysgol Plas Brondyffyrn
together in a brand new purpose built facility. The school already link in
with Ysgol Tir Morfa and these links will be strengthened as facilities could
also be accessed by these pupils. Facilities could also be offered out to
community use where appropriate i.e. if there was a hydro therapy pool
this could be available at weekends or evening to the health authority.
Keep residents informed of when any particular noisy works are to take
place.

Positive impacts identified:
All pupils will be educated at one site rather than 3 separate sites which is
how the school currently operates.
Safe communities
Safeguarding will be considered during the design stage to ensure clear
and individuals
demarcation between the public and private zones both within the new
building itself and the overall site.
The new building will be designed to ensure pupil and staff safety.
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Community
participation and
resilience

Pre-planning consultation events will be held with the community so they
can view the plans and ask any questions they may have.
The facilities could include a cafe and more vocational opportunties that
pupils from our other special school in Denbighshire Ysgol Tir Morfa can
also utilise especially in the post 16 provision.

The attractiveness of
The design of the new build will look to enhance the area.
the area
The new build will increase the capacity of the school which will ensure
Connected
Denbighshire pupils will not need to go out of County to access this type of
communities
provision.
Rural resilience

N/A

Negative impacts identified:
Safe communities
N/A
and individuals
Community
participation and
N/A
resilience
The attractiveness of Noise and disruption through the build process.
the area
Connected
N/A
communities
Rural resilience
N/A

A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
Overall Impact

Neutral

Justification for
impact

The majority of the children that attend are from English speaking homes
and Welsh is taught as a second language, however education can be
provided through the medium of Welsh if requested by the family. It will
be important for the contractor to ensure all communications to residents
are bilingual.

Further actions
required

None

Positive impacts identified:
Insisting the contractors use bilingual signs and newsletters when
People using Welsh
communicating to the public.
Promoting the Welsh
N/A
language
The new facility could be used for community events and social activities
Culture and heritage linked to the Welsh culture.
Negative impacts identified:
People using Welsh N/A
Promoting the Welsh
N/A
language
Culture and heritage N/A

A globally responsible Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Positive
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Justification for
impact

Overall the impact will be positive through encouraging the use of local
supply chains.

Further actions
required

As the proposal develops further the impact of the works on carbon
emissions will be more apparent and it possible mitigation actions will be
put in place. We will work closely with the contractor in designing an
energy efficient building as we can within the budget.

Positive impacts identified:
The procurement option for the project will allow access to local
Local, national,
contractors.
international supply
Community Benefits will be evaluated at tender stage and monitored
chains
throughout the project.
Human rights
Ensure the contractor is a 'Considerate Contractor' .
Broader service
provision in the local N/A
area or the region
Reducing climate
The building will be designed so it is as energy efficient as it possibly can
change
be.
Negative impacts identified:
Local, national,
international supply N/A
chains
Human rights
N/A
Broader service
provision in the local N/A
area or the region
Reducing climate
The constructions of a new build will create carbon emissions.
change
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Proposal to increase Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn’ s capacity from
116 to 220
Consultation Document
March 2022
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1. Introduction- Explanation of the Consultation Proposal
1.1 The Consultation
2. The Consultation Process
2.1 Who will be consulted?
2.2 Consultation period
2.3 Considering your views
2.4 Meetings
2.5 Consultation with children and young people
2.6 Timetable
3. School affected by this proposal
3.1 Estyn inspections
4. The Proposal- Why are we proposing the changes?
4.1 Background
4.2 Rationale for change
4.3 Evaluation of present arrangements
4.4 Impact of the proposal on the quality and standards of education
4.5 Impact of the proposal on teaching and learning experiences
4.6 Impact of the proposal on care, support and guidance
4.7 Impact of the proposal on leadership and management
5. Impact of the Proposal
5.1 Transport costs
5.2 Transitional arrangements
5.3 Advantages and disadvantages of the proposal
5.4 Risks
5.5 WESP
5.6 Financial implications- Revenue
5.7 Admission arrangements
5.8 Alternative options considered
5.9 Transport impact assessment
5.10 How the proposal will affect staff
5.11 Capital receipts
5.12 Impact of the proposal on the Welsh Language
5.13 Equality
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1. Introduction- Explanation of the Consultation Proposal
This consultation is an opportunity for the local and wider community to learn about
the proposal to increase Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn’s capacity from 116 to 220. The
school will move into a brand new purpose built facility in the town of Denbigh to
accommodate the increase.
This consultation document sets out the information which consultees will need to
consider to take part fully in the consultation process. This process follows regulatory
guidance as set out in the School Organisation Code 2018.
To request a hard copy of the consultation document please email
modernisingeducation@denbighshire.gov.uk
The consultation period commences on ……………. and ends on ………………….

1.1 The Consultation
This consultation proposal has been produced containing information set out in the
Welsh Government Guidance and sets out the information people will need to
participate in the consultation process.
The Local Authority wish to seek the views of all those with a likely interest in any
change to Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn. It is important that all views can be taken into
account before a decision is made.
A supplementary version of this formal consultation proposal has been produced for
and made available to children and young people who are likely to be affected by the
current proposal. The supplementary version has been written specifically to enable
children and young people to understand better and engage with the formal
consultation.

2. The Consultation Process
The consultation process will follow the guidelines outlined by the Welsh
Government as stated in the School Organisation Code (2018)
2.1 Who will be consulted?
This document will be sent to the following:
All staff- teaching and ancillary- Ysgol
Plas Brondyffryn
Parents/ Guardians and Governors at
Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn
All schools within Denbighshireheadteachers and Chairs of Governors
All neighbouring Local Authorities

Welsh Ministers
Assembly Member (AM)/ Regional
Members/ Members of Parliament (MP)
SEN Partners
Estyn
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The Church in Wales and Roman
Catholic Diocesan Authority
Regional Education Consortium
Local Communities First Partnership
Denbigh Town Council

All relevant unions
Police and Crime Commissioner
Relevant Health bodies with an interest
All Councillors

2.2 Consultation Period
The consultation period for this proposal starts on ……… and ends on …………….
The consultation document will be published on the Denbighshire County Council
website at: ………………
2.3 Considering your views:
You can respond to this consultation by completing the response form- Appendix A.
Please address all responses to:
Email- modernisingeducation@denbighshire.gov.uk
Post- Modernising Education, Denbighshire County Council, PO Box 62, Ruthin,
LL15 9AZ
NOTE- All responses must arrive no later than midnight on ………
Due to the volume of responses that are received when consulting on options we will
not be able to acknowledge written responses nor enter into correspondence with
interested parties either during or after the consultation period.
Your comments however will be considered and responded to via the
publication of a post consultation report.
2.4 Meetings
We will also hold information sessions for parents and any other interested parties
during the consultation period. These will be 10 minute sessions which will be
arranged by appointment only and will be held online via Zoom or Teams or
alternatively via telephone conference.
At these sessions you will be able to talk to representatives of the school and
Denbighshire County Council who will be available to answer your questions.
Please email modernisingeducation@denbighshire.gov.uk to request an information
session.
2.5 Consultation with Children and Young people
There will be an opportunity for the pupils at Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn to participate in
the consultation process during a session which will be conducted at the school.
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2.6 Timetable

Formal Consultation period

Date
May/June 22

Cabinet- to agree to publish Statutory Notice

September 22

Statutory Notice Period

October 22

Cabinet- Objection report- decision
determined

November 22

Submit Full Business Case to Welsh
Government

November 22

Construction- subject to all approvals

Feb 23- Sept 24

Implementation of the Proposal

September 2024

3. School (s) affected by this proposal
School Name
School Location

County
Age Range
School Category- Community,
Voluntary Aided, Voluntary
Controlled, Special
Language Medium Category
Number of pupils on roll

Pupil projections

Capacity
Cost per pupil ( 2021-22)

Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn
4 locations in Denbigh:
Primary Site- LL16 3DP
Secondary site- LL16 3DR
Ty’r Ysgol- LL16 4ST
Residential- Gerddi Glasfryn, LL116 4ST
Denbighshire
3-19
Special School

English Medium
Jan 2021
Jan 2020
Jan 2019
Jan 2018
Jan 2017
Jan 2023
Jan 2024
Jan 2025
Jan 2026
Jan 2027
116
£23,957
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137
137
133
140
128
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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School Budget (2020-21)
Estyn Inspection Result
School Categorisation
(2019)
Building Condition Category

£300,544
Link to report
Yellow
Primary- B
Secondary- A
Ty’r Ysgol- B

3.1 Estyn Inspections
The most recent Estyn inspection for Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn took place in July 2016.
The full report can be accessed online at ….
During each inspection, inspectors aim to answer 3 key questions:
1. How good are the outcomes?
2. How good is provision?
3. How good are leadership and management?
In these evaluations there is a 4 point scale:
Judgement
Excellent
Good
Adequate
Unsatisfactory

What the judgement means
Many strengths, including significant
examples of sector- leading practice
Many strengths and no important areas
requiring significant improvement
Strengths outweigh areas for
improvement
Important areas for improvement
outweigh strengths

The inspection judgements for Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn are shown below:
Inspection Area
1. How good are the outcomes?

Judgement
Good

2. How good is provision?

Good

3. How good are leadership and
management?

Good
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4. The Proposal- Why are we proposing the changes?
The proposal is to increase the capacity at Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn from 116 to 220.
The school will move into a brand new purpose built facility in the town of Denbigh to
accommodate the increase.
This proposal does not include the residential provision- Gerddi Glasfryn. This
provision will still be accessible to Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn pupils.
The proposed site is on an existing sports field located along Ystrad Road, Denbigh,
adjacent to Denbigh Leisure Centre.

The site is in the ownership of Denbighshire County Council and its currently part of
the Denbigh High site. Discussions will take place in parallel with this project with
Denbigh High regarding the implications for the school for this change of use. This is
also subject to planning permission.

4.1 Background
Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn is a local authority maintained co-educational special school
for pupils with Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) and associated learning difficulties
from the age of 3 to 19. Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn was initially established as a
provision based at Plas Brondyffryn Hall, a 19th century property in Denbigh.
Increased demand for provision in the early 2000’s saw the school leave this facility
and establish bases adjoining Ysgol Frongoch and Denbigh High for primary and
secondary provision. To support this the Council entered into a long lease for the
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Gwynfryn site with the Welsh Government, formerly part of the North Wales Hospital
Site for residential and high end need provision.
All pupils admitted to the school have a Statement of Special Educational Need
indicating autism as the prime need. The school has always been seen as a
provision which caters for pupils from across Denbighshire and beyond with pupils
from Flintshire, Wrexham and Gwynedd receiving education from the provision.
Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn is currently located in Denbigh over 4 sites- the primary offer
is at Ty’n Fron, secondary at Park Street, the more complex need pupils at Ty’r
Ysgol and the residential provision at Gerddi Glasfryn.
Pupils and staff from each site rarely come together and these sites operate
individually.
Capacity at a special school is always difficult to determine as it depends on pupil
needs, which can vary greatly. The nominal capacity at the school is 116, the school
currently has 136 pupils on roll (September 2021 numbers).
As the table below shows the school have been over capacity for the last 6 years:
Year
Pupil
Numbers

Jan 16
124

Jan 17
128

Jan 18
140

Jan 19
133

Jan 20
137

Jan 21
137

The school currently have 10 pupils on a waiting list, with a possible further 10 that
will need to access a place at the school very soon.
The Covid pandemic has impacted on the number of assessments that have been
undertaken. Currently there are 63 pupils awaiting assessments. Based on previous
trends this would take the number of pupils eligible to attend the school close to 180
pupils.
The impact of the pandemic is yet to be fully realised, however the Local Authority
believe that demand for these types of places will increase over the next few years
and therefore the 220 proposed capacity in the new building, which will open late
2024, is reasonable.
4.2 Rationale for Change
The aim of this project, as well as to increase the schools capacity, is to bring all
learners and staff on one site in a new purpose built facility.
This proposal will see a new building erected on the playing fields at Denbigh High
School- subject to planning and funding approval. This will allow for the existing
sites to be vacated and allow all learners to be based on a single site rather than the
three currently utilised.
The new facility will create an improved, high quality, flexible learning environment to
enable the school to deliver the changing curriculum requirements to meet the needs
of the pupils and help them to reach their full potential. The project will improve the
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overall financial stability for the school in regards to all pupils on the same site rather
than 3 separate ones.
The project will create the opportunity to develop excellent facilities which will
improve the educational experience of children at the school. The project will also
explore Post 16 delivery and what facilities these could bring to the pupils and the
wider community e.g. a café.
The new school will have the following benefits:







Increase places available for pupils in the area with ASC;
21st Century school facilities to meet the needs of children with ASC;
Better learning environment and facilities such as sensory rooms, specialist
therapy rooms etc.
More space and better play provision;
Better provision for teaching young people life and vocational skills;
Remove the requirement for staff and pupils to move between sites.

4.3 Evaluation of Present Arrangements
Currently the school is over 4 sites:





Primary department- opened in September 2006 and caters for pupils
age 3 to 11,
Secondary department- opened in November 2004, and caters for
pupils aged 11 to 19,
Ty’r Ysgol- Secondary pupils and post-16 pupils with more complex
needs.
Gerddi Glasfryn- Residential provision- this is not part of this proposalpupils from the school will still be able to access this provision.

Primary
Currently the primary site of the school is located in Denbigh next to Ysgol Frongoch
primary school. A 2020 Condition survey states that this site is classed as a BSatisfactory. Overall the site is in satisfactory condition, however there are areas that
require attention to upgrade or improve.
There are a number of issues with the site- this includes some classrooms being too
small for the number of pupils in them. Due to the increase in pupil numbers the
computer room is now a classroom and there are few resource rooms for pupils to
utilise. There are no breakout areas for pupils who require a more individual
approach or may require short periods of time away from the full group.
In many of the classrooms there are distractions- clutter due to the lack of storage
and sinks which are visible. They only have 1 de-escalation room which does not
have an assistance alarm fitted. The soft play room is very important to the school
but it is now too small.
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The school shares the canteen / hall with Ysgol Frongoch. This hall is used for PE
and dining. Due to the layout and the acoustics on the hall, even before the Covid
pandemic, few pupils felt comfortable enough to eat in here and many pupils eat
lunch in their classrooms. The sharing of this facility also means that pupils at the
school have the later timeslot to eat- this is around 1 o’clock. Given that many pupils
travel to the school on school transport and therefore leave their homes early, this
timeslot is far from ideal.
In terms of using the hall for PE pupils do not enjoy this space- as well as the poor
acoustics there is also a big column in the middle of the hall which can make certain
games problematic.
Externally there is a lack of shelters outside to protect from rain and sun. A number
of foundation phase classrooms do have direct access to the external area, however
the external space is very limited and not ideal.
Secondary
The secondary section of the school is located next to Denbigh High school. A 2020
Condition survey states that this site is classed as an A- Good. Overall the site is in a
good condition with no major defects.
Due to the increase in pupil numbers a number of rooms have had to change their
use:
o The inclusion classroom where pupils would do work on wellbeing and
small group work around intervention has been turned into a classroom,
o DT/Music room has previously been converted into a classroom - it is
currently a music room but also a dining room,
o Sixth form common room now a classroom,
o The sensory room is used as a small teaching room instead of a break
out area,
o IT room was used for assemblies before the pandemic- and the tables
had to be cleared from the room and pupils carry their own chairs in- this
was also becoming too crowded given the pupil numbers.
There is limited space for meetings with parents and multidisciplinary meetings. One
sixth form classroom is now based next door at Denbigh High- which impacts on
pupil feeling of belonging and access to the whole school.
The increase in pupil numbers has meant that the courtyard is too small for all pupils
to have breaks together, this has meant the timetable has had to be changed and
dinner time negotiated with Denbigh High so groups can be split into 3 sessions.
Pupils share the canteen with Denbigh High and often have the later lunch slot.
The external area is no longer suitable and there is also not enough play equipment
for the number of pupils.
The building is not flexible enough to allow for the change in the complexity of pupils
needs and the lack of breakout spaces mean it is difficult to change and adapt the
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curriculum to provide individual timetables. Life skills are taught at the residential flat
which is away from the site and pupils have to be transported there.
More Complex needs
The other site that the school is also located on is called Ty’r Ysgol and is used for
secondary and post 16 pupils with more complex needs. A 2020 Condition survey
states that this site is classed as a B- Satisfactory. Overall the site is in satisfactory
condition, however there are areas that require attention to upgrade or improve.
This building has similar issues to the others with no breakout areas and corridors
currently used as sensory spaces. Once again there are limited spaces for small
group or 1 to 1 works. There is no dining area and pupils have to eat in the
classrooms.
The main advantage of this site are the vast external areas which include a forest
school which is utilised by all pupils from all sites at the school.

4.4 Impact of the proposal on the quality and standards of education
Due to the wide range of pupil’s special educational needs it is not appropriate to
compare the standards that pupil achieve at the school with national averages.
It is the view of the Local Authority that should this proposal be implemented it would
at least maintain the current standard and quality of education. The new building will
be equipped to provide all pupils with a broad and balanced curriculum from
foundation phase to post-16.

4.5 Impact of the proposal on teaching and learning experiences
The purpose of the school is to identify the learning strengths and areas for
development of each pupil in order to provide individual education plans to promote
and enhance academic, personal and social potential.
The 6th Form offers pupils the opportunity to develop the social skills and
independence they need in order to thrive in whatever setting they choose to go to
when they leave the school.
The proposed new building will have a community cafe which will enhance pupil
learning around a number of key curriculum areas and will be a valuable learning
experience.
One of the main concerns currently on each site is the dining arrangements that pupils
currently have- either sharing facilities with others or eating in the classrooms. The
new building will have dedicated primary and secondary dining areas and will give
pupils flexibility to eat within a group or on their own. The dining experience will be well
thought out and will ensure that the majority of students will engage positively.
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4.6 Impact of the proposal on care, support and guidance
Currently pupils are fully supported in the learning process at all key stages by
Teaching Assistants who support individual social/emotional needs through 1:1 work
and study skills as well as clubs and creative lunchtime sessions for target groups.
Higher Level Teaching Assistants (HLTAs) work within all subject areas planning work
with subject leaders to identify pupils requiring additional support. Speech and
Language Therapists (SALT) provide individual and group programmes which are
delivered by both SALT Assistants and class based staff.
The Inclusion Team, comprising of SALT assistants and behaviour and sensory
support workers, also support our pupils to access the curriculum by identifying
barriers to learning and putting bespoke plans in to support the pupils.
The proposal will ensure that when these specialists come into the school they have
small group rooms and areas where they can work effectively and comfortably with
the learners. By bringing all staff onto one site the Local Authority see the benefits for
the staff personally in terms of support, guidance and development as well as the
benefits for learners as they move through the school in a familiar environment
therefore ensuring a smoother transition from each key stage.
4.7 Impact of the proposal on leadership and management
Wording to follow…

5. Impact of the Proposal
This proposal will ensure that the new school build will meet the needs of the
learners and will ensure that Denbighshire have enough pupil places such as this for
the future.
Currently the demand for these types of places cannot be met and pupils have to
stay in their current school or are out of education.
Pupils join the school at different points in their education journey, dependent upon a
number of factors unique to each pupil, their need and their situation. As the
numbers below demonstrate the age profile of the pupils is not level across the
whole school.
Current pupil numbers by Year are below-taken from Sept 2021:
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Nursery Rec
0
1
Yr 9
21

Yr 10
15

Yr 1
2

Yr 2
5

Yr 3
8

Yr 4
6

Yr 11
11

Yr 12
11

Yr 13
10

Yr 14
4

Yr 5
2

Yr 6
9

Yr 7
20

Yr 8
11

Outside of the higher needs provision, the school is structured as an all-through
special school. Some pupils will begin their journey in the foundation phase and
progress up through primary, into secondary, post 16 and beyond. Others will join at
different steps in their life journey, typically as a mainstream school is considered to
no longer best meet their need. Transition is always particularly difficult for pupils
with additional learning needs and the all-through nature of this school in one
building will allow for a softening of this transition brought about by familiarity of
surroundings, systems, and policies.

5.1 Transport costs
Transport arrangements will continue to be made in accordance with the County
Council’s home to school transport policy.

5.2 Transitional arrangements
Pupils will remain at the existing school sites until the new build is ready for
occupation.
As the build progresses pupils will be invited to visit the site at appropriate times with
staff.
Entering a new situation (e.g. a new classroom and a new teacher) can be a stressful
time for any pupil, but for pupils with ASC, the lack of control over change and the
concept of moving to a new situation with new people and routines can be especially
threatening. We will work closely with the school to manage the transition to the new
build in such a way that we alleviate any stress. The school will lead on this to ensure
pupils are well prepared to move into the new building.

5.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Proposal
Advantages:






Increase capacity of the school,
Tailor to the school’s needs- autism friendly features- facilities fit for 21st
Century learning,
All pupils and staff on the same site,
Transition of pupils through the key stages much easier on one site,
Subject specific rooms e.g. science lab,
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Enterprise opportunities that a new build will allow,
Transport all coming to one site,
Proposed site is in DCC ownership.

Disadvantages:





Increase in traffic on site as all transport to one site,
Play area for all- will it be too noisy?
School organisation consultation would be needed in regards to increase in
capacity and change of location,
Approval of business case from Welsh Government for 75% grant funding to
build the new school required.

5.4 Risks
Risk
1. Failure to obtain statutory
approval to implement the
proposal.

Mitigation
The Local Authority will work closely
with the school and the Governors to
ensure everyone is supportive of the
proposal therefore if anyone does have
any concerns this can be addressed in
a positive manner. The Local Authority
will follow the guidelines as set out in
the School Organisation Code 2018.

2. Demand for provision diminishes.

This is unlikely as the demand for
places outweigh the number of places
currently available.

3. Integration of pupils into the new
school building.

The Local Authority will work closely
with the successful building contractor
in ensuring there is a smooth transition
and integration into the new build for
both pupils and staff,

5.5 WESP
The Additional Learning Needs and Education Tribunal (Wales) Act 2018 (the
ALNET Act 2018) was introduced in January 2018 and has been implemented from
September 2021. The ALNET Act 2018 requires LAs to keep the arrangements for
supporting learners between the ages of 0 to 25 with ALN under review and
consider whether these arrangements are sufficient. It includes a statutory
requirement to take reasonable steps to create a Welsh medium and bilingual
system of support for learners with ALN.
The school are committed to promoting the Welsh language as an integrated part of
school life. The majority of the pupils come from homes where English is the first
language; however the school promotes an ethos where Welsh culture and heritage
is supported and celebrated. A proportion of the staff are first language Welsh
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speakers and therefore Welsh is used as a language of communication throughout
the school.
Governors and SLT are committed to developing the Welsh language skills of all the
staff and provide training to achieve this. Welsh is not used as a language of
instruction in any Key Stage or subject, but the school welcomes pupils whose first
language is Welsh and provides the necessary resources for them to access the
whole curriculum through the medium of Welsh.

5.6 Financial implications- Revenue
Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn is funded in accordance with Denbighshire County Council’s
funding formulas and will receive resources in the same basis as any other school
within the County Council, based on the new schools pupil numbers and facilities.
The 2021-22 revenue delegated budget for Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn is £3.3m and the
school’s unit cost per full time equivalent pupil is £23,957.
The ESTIMATED revenue delegated budget for 2024/25, based on the School
Budget Formula for Special schools delegated budgets would be ….

5.7 Admission arrangements
Admission to the school is via the Admissions Panel which meets 6 times a year and
consists of representatives of the 6 North Wales local authorities. All pupils admitted
to the school have a Statement of Special Educational Need indicating autism as the
prime need.

5.8 Alternative options consideredOption 1- Do nothing- Maintain the status quo- no additional investment required
and no school organisation proposal needed, however the school would remain over
4 sites and the waiting list for places at the school will continue to increase.
Option 2- Do minimum- Clear the maintenance backlog at each site- relatively
cheap option, however the school would remain over 4 sites and the waiting list for
places at the school will continue to increase.
Option 3- Intermediate- Undertake Refurbishment works to increase capacity to
220- this looked at refurbishing the Park Lane site and utilising areas of Denbigh
High to move all Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn students and staff onto the one site. This
option was slightly cheaper than the preferred option and would increase the amount
of pupil places. This option would bring all staff and pupils together on one site,
however the design of the space may not fit in with what the school needs. The main
concern was how the refurbishment could occur with pupils from Ysgol Plas
Brondyffryn and Denbigh High on the site- there would be considerable disruption to
the delivery of education to a large number of pupils in both settings.
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Option 4- Preferred option- Provide a new facility to increase the capacity to 220
on a new site in Denbigh. This option is the most expensive, however it will meet the
demand for places in the area and the building will be fit for 21 st Century learning.
The proposed site is already in the Local Authorities ownership and is still in the town
of Denbigh, therefore travel times for pupils will not be significantly different. This will
bring all pupils and staff together on one site. Pupils will be able to remain at their
current site whilst the building works are ongoing therefore their education will not be
disrupted in any way.

5.9 Transport impact assessment
Transport will be provided in accordance with the requirements of a Statement of
Special Educational Needs issued by the Authority or where a pupil/learner is the
subject of the statutory assessment procedure where they have learning difficulties
which the Local Authority considers makes transport ‘necessary’. Assessments will
be subject to regular review. The type and nature of transport provided will be
determined by a Risk Assessment.

5.10 How the proposal will affect staff
Due to the current demand for places we believe that the school will face an increase
in the numbers of pupils when the new build opens in late 2024. The school will need
more staff as a result but we believe there is sufficient time to plan for these changes
working with HR to ensure the school will be ready to provide the necessary
resources required.

5.11 Capital receipts
There will be no capital receipts from this proposal as the current sites share with
other facilities. Options for the re-use of the sites will be considered further including
the use of the secondary provision at Park Street by their neighbours Denbigh High.

5.12 Impact of the proposal on the Welsh Language
As set out in the Welsh Government’s School Organisation Code, it is a requirement
to publish a Community, Equality and Welsh language impact assessment. The full
assessment can be found in Appendix 2.
The main positives emerging from the impact assessment are on the educational
provision- providing an improved education offer represents an opportunity to
strengthen Welsh education in the area and as a result strengthen the Welsh
language.
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5.13 Equality
As set out in the Welsh Government’s School Organisation Code, it is a requirement
to publish a Community, Equality and Welsh language impact assessment. The full
assessment can be found in Appendix 2.
Overall the impact from the equality impact assessment is positive. There are a
number of impact considerations which the proposal has no impact on due to the
school being classified as a Special school.
The main positives from the assessment are the increases in the number of places
that the proposal will bring for this type of specialised places. It will allow all staff and
pupils to come together on one site and it will also be a facility the community can
access out of hours.
5.14 Impact on the community
As set out in the Welsh Government’s School Organisation Code, it is a requirement
to publish a Community, Equality and Welsh language impact assessment. The full
assessment can be found in appendix 2.
Overall, the proposal will have a positive impact on pupils, parents/carers and their
families. The increase proposed has considered impact on the local community, along
with the demand for places.
The school have an aspiration for the new building to be accessible to the
community out of hours and they will need to identify any gaps they could potentially
fill in terms of the offer in the town.
Throughout the consultation period if there are any justified impacts noted the impact
assessment will be reviewed and measures will be considered so that any impact is
minimised.

5.15 Sustainability
This proposal will improve sustainability of education provision in regards to these
types of specialist places in the County.
The current situation at the school with its limiting capacity means pupils that need
this provision cannot access it. As mentioned the impact of the pandemic is already
being felt with delayed assessments, however as a Local Authority we believe that
this increase in capacity in a flexible building will ensure the sustainability of the
school in the years to come.
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6. Next steps - How to make your views known
There are several ways in which you can share your views with us. Attached to this
consultation proposal is a consultation response form. This can be completed and
returned to us at the addresses below.
You may submit comments to us via email. The email address for this
correspondence is:
modernisingeducation@denbighshire.gov.uk
Access and submit the form online at:
……..
Letters of response should be sent to: Modernising Education, Denbighshire County
Council, PO Box 62, Ruthin, LL15 9AZ
All responses must be received no later than ……………………………..
Comments will not be counted as objections at this stage.

7. What happens next?
7.1 Consultation report
Within 13 weeks of the end of the period allowed for responses (and in any event
prior to publication of the proposals), the Local Authority will publish a consultation
report which will:




Summarise each of the issues raised by consultees;
Respond by means of clarification, amendment to the proposal or rejection of
the concerns, with supporting reasons.
Set out Estyn’s view of the overall merits of the proposal as set out in their
consultation response.

The consultation report may also make recommendations – for example, if the Local
Authority should proceed i.e. to publish the proposals as consulted on with any
appropriate amendments, to abandon the proposals and retain the status quo or to
review the proposals and make significant changes and re consult.
The Local Authority will ensure that any views expressed by children and young
people affected by the proposals are highlighted in the consultation report and that it
is made accessible to them.
The consultation report will be published electronically, on Denbighshire County
council’s website, in addition the notice will be displayed at the entrance of the
school. Hard copies will be made available on request.
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7.2 The Statutory process
The consultation process is subject to the requirements of the School Organisation
Code, document number 011/2018.
Following the end of this consultation, ……………….., the Local Authority will publish
a report on the consultation which will be available on the Council’s website.
The report will be presented to Cabinet in September 2022.
If the recommendation is accepted then a statutory notice will be issued and a 28
day objection period will begin. A report will be published on the views expressed
during the objection period, and will be available on the Council’s website.

7.3 Consultation period
This consultation period will run from …………………. to …………….
Responses received during this period WILL NOT be counted as objections.
Further responses will need to be submitted during the ‘Statutory Notice’
published timescale (subject to the publication of Statutory Notices) if
consultees would like to submit an objection to the proposals.

7.4 Publication of statutory notices
This is subject to the approval of a Post Consultation Report due to be presented to
Cabinet in September 2022.

7.5 Determination of proposals
Should the Local Authority proceed with the publication of the statutory notice the
results of the statutory notice will be presented to the local authority November 2022.
The local authority will then assess the consultation process and determine whether
to implement the proposal.

7.6 Decision notification
Subject to any proposal being progressed a decision notification will be made
available to all consultees. This notification will also be published on Denbighshire
County council’s website, in addition the notice will be displayed at the entrances of
the school as soon as possible following the decision.
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Appendix 1
Formal Consultation response form

The Local Authority are proposing the proposal to relocate Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn to
a new site in Denbigh and increase its capacity from 116 to 220 from September
2024 when occupation of the new school building is proposed.
We would like to hear your views regarding the proposal. You can let your views be
known in the following ways;






If you are accessing this document online then please click here to complete
the online survey;
If you have received a hard copy of the consultation proposal please return your
response form to …..no later than …………………….
Visit our website at : and follow the survey link;
Alternatively you can scan the attached form and email it to us at
modernisingeducation@denbighshire.gov.uk
Please let us have your responses by ………………………….

1. Are you in favour of the proposal?
(Please tick one box)

Yes
No
2. Please provide comments regarding the proposal and any suggestions on
alternative proposals which should be considered in the box below:
Your Comments:-

3. Your Details
Name:
Address
Email:
Telephone:
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Please tick box if you wish to be notified of the publication of the consultation
report 

Please Note: This sheet is for consultation purposes only. All comments will be
considered within the consultation process, however, individual responses will not be
provided.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Denbighshire County Council (DCC) is carrying out a formal consultation on
the proposal to increase Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn’ s capacity from 116 to 220.
The school will move into a brand new purpose built facility in the town of
Denbigh to accommodate the increase.

1.2

Should the Local Authority wish to implement the Proposal following the
Formal Consultation, such implementation will be subject to Welsh Language
and Community Impact Assessments.

2.

National Context

2.1

The Welsh Government School Organisation Code 2013 (revised 2018)
requires the proposer to conduct a Community Impact Assessment and a
Welsh Language Impact Assessment when proposing changes to school
organisation.

2.2

The School Organisation Code stipulates that proposers need to consider the
impact that a proposal may have on local families and the local community,
through preparation of a community impact assessment and the effect of the
Welsh language through the preparation of a language impact assessment if
any school affected provides teaching through the medium of Welsh.

3.

Local Context

3.1

DCC is committed to modernising education in Denbighshire to ensure all
children and young people receive a first class education.

3.2

DCC recognises the importance of having modern and fit for purpose
buildings that meet the needs of modern day education. Schools need to be
able to provide the best possible learning experience to make sure that
children and young people have the best opportunities available to them and
that they are able to reach their full potential.
Community Use of Schools

3.3

DCC has a commitment to community focused schools, therefore we will
conduct a community impact assessment when considering changes to
school organisation.
Promoting Bilingualism

3.4

DCC recognises how important bilingualism is in the 21st Century Wales. It is
DCC’s aspiration that all children and young people leave full time education
being competent and confident using both Welsh and English languages. This
aspiration is in accordance with the Welsh Government’s vision for ‘A Million
Welsh speakers by 2050.’
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4.

Background

4.1

DCC is committed to providing a first class education for all children and
young people in the county. As part of this commitment, the council agreed
that modernising education provision was a priority because it recognises the
importance of having school buildings, learning environments and resources
that meet the needs of 21st century Wales.

4.2

Education provision in the county had to change because improvements in
education could not be sustained without changes to the way education was
provided.

4.3

Consideration has been given to the potential impact on the Welsh Language
and on the local communities resulting from the Proposal.

5.

Sources of Information
The following sources of information have been used for the purposes of this
document:






Impact Assessment questionnaire undertaken by the head
teacher of Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn
PLASC 2021 Data;
Statistical data stored by Denbighshire County Council;
2011 Census Information;
A draft Welsh in Education plan 2022-2032.

6.

Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn

6.1

School details:
School Name
School Location

Age Range
School Category- Community,
Voluntary Aided, Voluntary
Controlled, Special
Language Medium Category

6.2

Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn
4 locations in Denbigh:
Primary Site- LL16 3DP
Secondary site- LL16 3DR
Ty’r Ysgol- LL16 4ST
Residential – Gerddi Glasfryn- LL16 4ST
3-19
Special School

English Medium

Number of pupils:
As of September 2021 the school had 136 pupils. The pupil numbers over
recent years are illustrated below:
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Year
Pupil
Numbers

6.3

Jan 16
124

Jan 17
128

Jan 18
140

Jan 19
133

Jan 20
137

Jan 21
137

Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn is located across Denbigh. 3 Wards cover DenbighDenbigh Central, Denbigh Lower and Denbigh Upper. The new school site will
be within the Denbigh Lower ward.
Denbigh Town Council also cover this area.

6.4

Please note that pupils attend special schools from all over the County and
from neighbouring authorities:
Map below shows the spread of where pupils are coming from- for the
purpose of this exercise we used the Park Street site in Denbigh:

Pupil data from Jan 2022:

Distance
Under 1 mile
1-5 miles

Number of pupils
6
10
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% of school population
4.5
7.6
4

5-10 miles
10-20 miles
Over 20 miles
Total

6.5

32
69
15
132

24.2
52.3
11.4
100

Fluency of pupils at the school
Full-time

Total Number of Pupils on Roll:

133

Number of Pupils from Welsh speaking homes:

2

Number of Pupils from English speaking homes:

118

Number of Pupils from Bilingual (Welsh & English

13

Parents) homes:
Data from Dec 2021
6.6

Governing body details:

Number of Parent Governors:

5

Number of Community Governors*:

3

Total Number of Governors:

15

Number of Welsh speaking

4

Governors:
Language in which minutes are

English

recorded

6.7

Parent and teacher association
There is a parent and teacher association called Friends of Plas Brondyffryn.
They meet once every half term- sometimes more if needed. The meetings
take place in English.

6.8

Additional provision
The additional school provision offered out of school hours is a daily breakfast
club both at the primary and secondary sites. There are no after school clubs
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at present. There is a Summer Holiday Enhancement Programme that the
school runs.

6.9

Childcare/ pre-school provision
The school does not have nursery provision.

6.10

Community Facilities

The following community facilities are available in Denbigh outside of the school:
 Denbigh Town Hall
 Eirianfa Community Centre
 Denbigh Rugby Club
 Denbigh Football club
 Denbigh Leisure centre
 Denbigh Bowling Club
 Denbigh Skate park
 Denbigh Tennis club

6.11

Community Activities- School building
No community activities currently take place in the school.

6.12

Community Activities- other
There are a large number of community facilities in the town of Denbigh,
which a variety of groups use for a range of community activities.

7.

Additional considerations set out in the Code

7.1

There are certain matters set out in the Code which the proposer should
consider when assessing the impact of the proposal on the community and
language. However, some of them apply only where a school is to be closed
and its pupils will have to rely on existing alternative provision. It is not
relevant for the purposes of this document to consider:
a.

b.
c.

whether other facilities in the immediate local or wider
community will or could be enhanced in the event of
closure;
information about the facilities and services provided at
any alternative school;
information about the distance and travelling time
involved in attending an alternative school;
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

i.

j.

how parents’ and pupils’ engagement with the alternative
school and any facilities it may offer could be supported;
information about any wider implications the changes
would have on public transport provisions;
information on wider community safety issues;
information about standards in the Welsh language in the
school and any alternatives;
information about after school activities which provide
additional opportunities to use Welsh in the school and
any alternative school;
whether it might be appropriate to provide additional after
school facilities at any alternative school to further secure
standards in the Welsh language; and
how parents’ and pupils’ engagement with any alternative
school and any specific language enhancement it offers
could be supported.

8.

Equality Impact Assessment/ Well-being Impact Assessments

8.1

As a Council we now undertake Well-being Impact Assessments on
proposals. Our Well-being Impact Assessment is an integrated impact
assessment and is designed to assess the likely impact of the proposal on the
social, economic, environmental and cultural well-being of Denbighshire,
Wales and the world. The assessment considers impact on: equality,
vulnerable groups, the economy, the environment, health, Welsh language
and culture, community cohesion and on global issues.

8.2

The assessment looks at the sustainability of the proposal and the likely
consequences and impact on the proposal. The impact assessment is used
more than once, throughout the development of proposals and is continually
reviewed and updated.

8.3

Please see Appendix A for the Wellbeing Impact Assessment for this
proposal.

9.

Welsh Language Impact Assessment

9.1

This impact assessment is to consider the potential impact on the Welsh
language of the Proposal.

Census Data
9.2

The following data is taken from the 2011 Census and provides information on
the proportion of Welsh speakers within the wards that Ysgol Plas Brondyffyrn
sites are currently located in.
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Ward

Population

Denbigh Lower
Denbigh Upper/
Henllan

4,561

Number of Welsh
Speakers
1,777

Proportion of
Welsh Speakers
38.9%

3,165

998

31.5%

Risk Assessment
9.4

In order to assess the potential impact on the Welsh language consideration
has been given to the following areas (as set out in the table below):







Impact
Criteria

Language of
the school

Language of the school;
Access to Welsh Medium education;
Education Provision / Educational standards;
Access to non-statutory provision;
Access to pre / after school activities;
Use of Welsh within the community.

Comments
Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn is an
English medium school. The
school are committed to
promoting the Welsh language
as an integrated part of school
life.

Impact
(positive,
neutral or
negative)

Measures
to reduce
negative
impact

Residual
Impact

NEUTRAL

N/A

N/A

NEUTRAL

N/A

Following the proposal the
school will remain an English
medium school.
The majority of the pupils
come from homes where
English is the first language;
however the school promotes
an ethos where Welsh culture
and heritage is supported and
celebrated.
Access to
Welsh
Medium
education

A proportion of the staff are
first language Welsh speakers
and therefore Welsh is used
as a language of
communication throughout the
school.

N/A

Governors and SLT are
committed to developing the
Welsh language skills of all
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the staff and provide training
to achieve this. Welsh is not
used as a language of
instruction in any Key Stage or
subject, but the school
welcomes pupils whose first
language is Welsh and
provides the necessary
resources for them to access
the whole curriculum through
the medium of Welsh.

Education
Provision /
Educational
standards

The proposal would not
change the access to Welsh
medium education.
The proposal will improve the
facilities for the school as well
as bringing all staff and pupils
onto the same site.
Additional staff will be
employed to accommodate for
the increase in capacity when
required.

POSITIVE

N/A

N/A

The governors and
management of the school are
seeking to significantly raise
the profile of the school in the
local community and to ensure
that the whole community is
able to benefit from the
facilities a new school build
would offer.
Non-statutory
provision

The inclusion of a ‘community
cafe in the new build plans is
one example the school are
committed to extending this to
the sports facilities (muga),
the large indoor spaces (main
and secondary hall),
conferencing facilities and
specialist teaching and
learning facilities.

POSITIVE

N/A

N/A

POSITIVE

N/A

N/A

The school would continue to
have a breakfast club.
Pre/After
school
activities

The proposal may see an
increase in numbers attending
the provision, which the
school will accommodate.
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Use of Welsh
within the
communities

Ysgol Plas Brondyffyn is an
English medium school, which
would continue should the
proposal be approved,
accordingly this would have a
neutral impact on the use of
Welsh within the community.

NEUTRAL

N/A

N/A

Overview- Potential initial impact on Welsh Language

Overall
Impact

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Current
Proposal

3

3

0

Residual Impact

0

0

0

10.

Summary of Potential Impact on the Welsh Language

10.1

It should be noted that attempting to gauge the potential impact from the
proposal on the Welsh language is a difficult undertaking.

10.2

The main positives emerging from the impact are on the educational provision.
Providing an improved educational provision represents an opportunity to
strengthen Welsh education in the area and as a result strengthen the Welsh
language.

10.3

Conclusion: Overall the proposal would not have a negative impact on the
Welsh language.

11.

Community Impact Assessment

11.1

This impact assessment is to consider the potential impact on families and the
local community of the Proposal.

11.2

In order to assess the potential impact on families and the local community
consideration has been given to the following areas:
 School Designation;
 School links to the local community;
 Impact on neighbouring schools;
 Impact on parents and families;
 Travelling Implications for pupils/parents;
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Impact
Criteria

School
Designation

School links to
the community

Impact on community activities;
Impact on community facilities;
Impact on community demographics

Comments
The school is currently
categorised as a Special
school and will continue to be
Special if the proposal is
taken forward.
The school has good links
within the community it
currently serves and these
links will be maintained.
The school have inspirations
that the new building can also
be utilised by the community
after school hours.

Impact
(positive,
neutral or
negative)

Measures to
reduce
negative
impact

Residual
Impact

NEUTRAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

NEUTRAL

N/A

N/A

POSITIVE

N/A

N/A

POSITIVE

As this is a Special school
catering for pupils with ASC
the impact on neighbouring
schools is not a consideration
due to the specialist nature of
the school.
Impact on
neighbouring
schools

Impact on
pupils

There is a growing demand
for places within the School,
resulting in the Local
Authority having to operate a
waiting list for some year
groups within the school.

The current proposal will
have a positive impact on
pupils through an improved
education provision. Pupils
will have facilities fit for the
21st Century and an
environment that will inspire
and motivate them in their
learning.
Having all pupils and staff on
one site will be beneficial and
ensure transition between
keystages can be better
facilitated.
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There should be no major
impact on parents and
families due to the proposal.
Impact on
parents and
families

Travelling
implications for
pupils/parents

The additional pupil places
will support families whose
child needs this specialist
place.

The new building will still be
in Denbigh and therefore
travel time will remain the
same. The proposed location
is more central and better
links with public transport.

N/A

N/A

POSITIVE

N/A

N/A

POSITIVE

N/A

N/A

POSITIVE

N/A

N/A

NEUTRAL

N/A

N/A

POSITIVE

Currently no community
activities take place at any of
the school sites.
Impact on
community
activities

Impact on
community
facilities

Impact on
community
demographics

The school have an
aspiration that the new build
will be accessible to
community use out of hours.

The inspiration is for the new
build to be accessible for
community use out of hours,
this will give the community of
Denbigh more options and
the school will need to look at
any gaps they could potential
fill in terms of community use.
There should be no impact on
community demographics
due to the proposal.
The proposed increase is to
accommodate an increase in
pupils who require a place in
ASC school.
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Overview- Potential initial impact on families and the local community

Overall
Impact

12

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Current
Proposal

6

4

0

Residual Impact

0

0

0

Summary of Potential Impact on families and the local
community

12.1

It should be noted that attempting to ascertain the potential impact from
school organisation on families and the local community is a difficult
undertaking.

12.2

The school are already over their capacity and have a waiting list for some
year groups. This demand for these types of places will only increase given
the number of learners currently being assessed and currently awaiting
assessments. The pandemic has seen delays in learners being assessed,
current numbers indicate that there could potentially be 25 additional pupils
who will need a place at the school. The impact the pandemic has had on
children is yet to be fully realised but it is predicted that there will be an
increase of learners being referred and assessed.

12.3

Conclusion: The proposal will have a positive impact on pupils, parents and
their families. The proposal has considered impact on the local community,
along with the demand for places.

12.4

The proposal could see a new community facility added to the options for the
community of Denbigh.

12.5

Throughout the consultation period if there are any justified impacts noted the
impact assessment will be reviewed and measures will be considered so that
any impact is minimised.
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1. Executive Summary
1.1

As part of the Council’s 21st Century School Programme Band B proposals
that were submitted to the Welsh Government in 2020 there was a
commitment and financial allocation for investment in Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn.

1.2

Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn is a specialist school for pupils with Autistic Spectrum
Condition with an age range of 3-19. The school including the residential
provision is currently on 4 separate sites within the town of Denbigh and is
unable to meet the growing demand for places. The current capacity of the
school is approximately 116 pupils, this proposal will see the capacity
increase to 220.

1.3

This proposal does not include any change to the residential provision which
will remain as Gerddi Glasfryn.

1.4

The aim of this project is to bring all learners from the primary site, secondary
site and high needs site into one new purpose built facility. This proposal will
see a new building erected on the playing fields at Denbigh High. This will
allow for the existing sites to be vacated and allow all learners to be based on
a single site in Denbigh.

1.5

Options for the re-use of the sites will be considered further including the use
of the secondary provision at Park Street by their neighbours Denbigh Highwhich is another school that the Council has committed to invest in through
the Band B programme.

1.6

The new facility will create an improved and high quality, flexible learning
environment by the end of 2024 to enable the school to deliver the changing
curriculum requirements to meet the needs of the pupils and help them to
reach their full potential.

1.7

The project will improve the overall financial stability for the school in regards
to all pupils on the same site rather than separate ones.

1.8

The project will create the opportunity to develop excellent facilities which will
improve the educational experience of children. The project will also explore
Post 16 delivery and what facilities these could bring to the pupils and the
wider community e.g. a café.

1.9

The estimated cost is approximately £23million.

1.10

As a Special School it is very difficult to give a set number for the schools
current capacity. Pupils are generally taught in smaller groups of around 8 to
12 but can be as low as 4 to 6 if pupils need extensive support. Currently the
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school at all sites are finding it difficult to accommodate any more pupils then
they have.
1.11

This project will increase the capacity of the school and relocate it. Therefore
the School Organisation code process will need to be followed and the formal
consultation process will take place. The timetable for this is as follows:

Formal Consultation period

Date
May/ June 2022

Cabinet- to agree to publish Statutory Notice

September 2022

Statutory Notice Period

October2022

Cabinet- Objection report- decision determined

November 2022

Detailed Design of new school
Construction

January 2022- September
2022
Feb 2023

Implementation of the Proposal

September 2024

2.

Strategic Case

2.1

The Councils Corporate Plan 2017-2022 underlines the Councils priorities.
One of the key priorities is Young people and making Denbighshire a place
where younger people will want to live and work and have the skills to do so.
To help achieve this the Council will:


Continue to modernise schools via the 21st Century Schools
programme

2.2
The Band B programme as a whole is looking at the following Critical Success
Factors:







2.3

Improvement in educational attainment and achievement
Removal of mobile classrooms and detached teaching areas
and resource areas
Reduce the ever growing maintenance backlog
Meet demand for school places
Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the school estate
Improve the learning environment to meet 21st century school
standards and allow for the delivery of a fluid and innovative
21st century curriculum

This project also links with the Wellbeing Future Generations Act and
considers future changes to the demographics of the County and the need to
look long term at what the best provision will be for children and young people
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in 30 to 50 year’s time. This particular project within Band B is very relevant
as it is looking at services for children with additional emotional needs which
may not be meet in mainstream schools.
2.4

A recent report called The Education of Autistic Pupils in Wales- Preliminary
Report 2021 by Swansea University showed that Denbighshire has the
second highest percentage of pupil population registered Autistic:
Authority
Rhondda Cynon Taf
Denbighshire
Conwy
Neath Port Talbot

Pupil
Population
39,161
15,994
15,857
21,585

Autistic
pupils
910
520
490
625

%
3.87
3.25
3.09
2.90

Case for Change

2.4

Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn was initially established as a provision based at Plas
Brondyffryn Hall, a 19th century property in Denbigh. Increased demand for
provision in the early 2000’s saw the school leave this facility and establish
bases adjoining Ysgol Frongoch and Denbigh High for primary and secondary
provision. To support this the Council entered into a long lease for the
Gwynfryn site with the Welsh Government, formerly part of the North Wales
Hospital Site for residential and high end need provision. The school has
always been seen as a provision which caters for pupils from across
Denbighshire and beyond with pupils from Flintshire, Wrexham and Gwynedd
receiving education from the provision.

2.5

The Strategic investment objectives for this project are as follows:





2.6

To bring together 3 of the 4 sites of the school into one building.
To provide an improved and high quality, flexible learning environment.
To increase the number of pupil places at the school to meet the
growing demand.
The need to reduce the carbon footprint of the Council- project is
aiming to be Carbon Neutral.

Details of the school affected:
School Name
Location

Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn
Over 4 sites in Denbigh:
Primary- Tyn Fron, Rhyl Road, Denbigh, LL16
3DP
Secondary- Park Street, Denbigh, LL16 3DR
High needs- Ty’r Ysgol, Gwynfryn Site, Nantglyn,
Denbigh, LL16 4ST
Residential- Gerddi Glasfryn, Nantglyn, Denbigh,
LL16 4ST

County
Age Range
School Category

Denbighshire
3-19
Special School
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Language Medium
Category
Current Capacity

English Medium
116

The proposal is to relocate Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn to a new site in Denbigh
and increase its notional capacity from 116 to 220 from September 2024
when occupation of the new school building is proposed.
This proposal does not include the residential provision at the school- Gerddi
Glasfryn which will remain as it is currently.
2.7

All the school sites currently have similar issues;

 Classrooms are too small for the number of
pupils in them,
 Many classrooms have distractions due to
lack of storage and sinks which are visible,
 Cupboards have to be turned around to
stop pupils assessing inside them and to stop
them climb on them,
 Specialist rooms have had to be changed
into classrooms due to increase in pupil
numbers,
 Lack of breakout areas for pupils who
require a more individual approach or may
Primary school classroom
require short periods of time away from the full
group,
 Lack of de-escalation rooms and the ones they do have are not
fitted with assistance alarms,
 Staff facilities are no longer acceptable for the number of staff –
lack of toilets and lockers,
 Lack of office space and currently these areas can be shared
with pupils,
 The dining arrangements at the 3 sites are far from satisfactory.
2 sites share their canteen with
Primary school Canteen/ PE Hall
other schools, this makes the
dining experience for pupils
problematic due to the noise and
poor acoustics. The sharing of
these facilities also mean that
both sites have the later timeslot
to eat- which can be as late as
1.30. In the high needs site food
is brought up from another school
and pupils eat in the classroom.

Primary school classroom
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Externally 2 of the sites lack shelters to protect pupils from rain
and sun. Some classrooms in the primary open out direct to the
external area, however the areas are not accommodating to
outside learning.
Secondary yard

Primary external area



2.8

The high needs site currently have stairs which have to be managed carefully.

Risks
Risk
1. Failure to obtain statutory
approval to implement the
proposal.

Mitigation
The Local Authority will work closely with
the school and the Governors to ensure
everyone is supportive of the proposal
therefore if anyone does have any concerns
this can be addressed in a positive manner.
The Local Authority will follow the
guidelines as set out in the School
Organisation Code 2018.
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2. Demand for provision
diminishes.

This is unlikely as the demand for places
outweigh the number of places currently
available in certain year groups.

3. Integration of pupils into the
new school building.

The Local Authority will work closely with
the successful building contractor in
ensuring there is a smooth transition and
integration into the new build for both pupils
and staff.

4. Affordability of the project

Work closely with the contractor on
ensuring costs remain within budget.
Keeping Welsh Government up to date and
informed of any issues around cost.

5. Not getting planning
permission

Early discussions with the planners and
engagement with Local members.

2.9

The main constraint of the project is the affordability of the proposal and the
timely delivery of approval for Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn to enable
commencement of the Denbigh High school project.

2.10

This proposal will ensure that the new school build will meet the needs of the
learners and will ensure that Denbighshire have enough of these types of
pupil places in the future. Recent years has seen increased demand,
particularly in the secondary sector. Specialist support rooms have been
required to be used as general classrooms whilst in 2019 additional space in
Denbigh High has been utilised to meet demand. However, currently the
demand for these types of places cannot be met.
Capacity at a special school is always difficult to determine as it depends on
pupil needs, which can vary greatly. The nominal capacity at the school is
116, the school currently has 136 pupils on roll (September 2021 numbers).
As the table below shows the school have been over capacity for the last 6
years:

Year
Pupil
Numbers

Jan
16
124

Jan
17
128

Jan
18
140

Jan 19

Jan 20

133

137

Jan
21
137

Current pupil numbers by Year- from September 2021:
Nursery Rec
0
1

Yr 1
2

Yr 2
5

Yr 3
8

Yr 4
6

Yr 9
21

Yr 11
11

Yr 12
11

Yr 13
10

Yr 14
4

Yr 10
15

Yr 5
2

Yr 6
9

Yr 7
20

Yr 8
11

There are currently 10 pupils waiting for a place in the school.
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The Local Authority undertake ASD outreach provision within the primary
settings, this includes 2 levels of provision:
1. Universal Advice and Recommendation (Previously known as Level
1)- learners with a diagnosis of ASD/ Social communication difficulties,
or learners being assessed or on the waiting list for a neuro
developmental assessment. - Currently the local authority have 40
pupils accessing this.
2. Sustained and Targeted Advice and Recommendations (STARS)Previously known as Level 2- This is the most intensive support for
learners who have a diagnosis and involves a 2 year programme which
involves a maximum of 20 visits from a specialist team consisting of
specialist teachers, specialist teaching assistant and educational
psychologists. Currently 5 pupils in Denbighshire primary schools
access this. This number would have been higher but the pandemic
has meant that 11 pupils are currently receiving extended universal
intervention due to delays in assessment.
In the last 3 years 9 mainstream pupils who have had the STARS intervention
have transferred to Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn.
As well as the 10 on the waiting list for Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn a further 10 have
the potential to require transfer to the school in the near future.
Alongside this is the numbers receiving an assessment and a diagnosis under
5 has significantly increased since 2014. This could be due to a number of
factors around assessment teams, awareness etc. However this will likely have
an impact on meeting needs and on demand for specialist input/placement. In
2014, 15 assessments took place whereas in 2019 it was 39:
2014
15

No. of assessments
undertaken
Positive diagnosis
8
Inconclusive
3
Negative
3
Data provided from ASD Panel

2019
39
21
6
12

Current Assessment Numbers:
The numbers below are information from the Denbighshire Assessment and
Diagnostic Team for Children with Social Communication Difficulties (Early
Years and Learning Disability) in relation to numbers of pupils receiving an
ASD diagnosis:
Current Social and Communication Assessment list (referrals spanning 2019 -21)
Total no on list
72
Total completed
9 (6 ASD, 1 Not ASD, 2 inconclusive)
Total remaining
63
Total of remaining assessment part
36
complete
Total of remaining – waiting list
19
Total new referrals
8
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Given these figures are over a two year period, 2019-2021, figures on
average appear to remain consistent with 2018 and 2019. However, health
visits where pupils are seen and referred on in the first instance have been
impacted upon by the pandemic so these figures should be viewed with
caution.
Not all pupils assessed receive a diagnosis. Previous patterns indicate
around 50% receive a diagnosis of ASD but again this should be treated with
caution as many factors impact on this.
The numbers of pupils eligible to access the previously named 2 year level 2
(intensive outreach) since 2015, now called STARS, has increased sharply- in
2015 7 pupils accessed this compared to in 2019 24 pupils. Figures show a
50 % increase in pupil numbers with a diagnosis (and therefore able to access
this service in Foundation phase) since 2017 and 71% increase since 2015.
In conclusion it is difficult to predict how these numbers will change over time
but we believe that 220 is justified for the new building for the school.
Currently the school has 136 pupils (September 2021 numbers on roll) with 10
on the waiting list and a possible further 10 in the system.
In terms of the 63 still awaiting assessment if 40% are admitted to the school
then a further 25 pupils would be admitted- this would leave 39 places and
given the impact of the pandemic and the predicted consequence on the
demand for these school places we believe that the 220 number is sensible.
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2.11

The proposed location for the new build is on the playing fields at Denbigh
High next door to Denbigh leisure centre:

2.12

Childcare/ early years provision:
Currently the school offer a breakfast club at primary and secondary age- this
would continue in the new build. They do not have an after school club,
principally because most students that attend the school travel by taxi and
therefore have to leave at the end of the school day. During the summer holiday
period the school has been the base for summer holiday play schemes run by
Barnardo’s and more recently by the Create-a-Smile organisation. The school
recently joined the Summer Holiday Enhancement Programme and ran its own
“Food and Fun” programme.

2.13

Welsh Medium education
The Additional Learning Needs and Education Tribunal (Wales) Act 2018 (the
ALNET Act 2018) was introduced in January 2018 and has been implemented
from September 2021. The ALNET Act 2018 requires LAs to keep the
arrangements for supporting learners between the ages of 0 to 25 with ALN
under review and consider whether these arrangements are sufficient. It
includes a statutory requirement to take reasonable steps to create a Welsh
medium and bilingual system of support for learners with ALN.
The majority of the children/young people at the school are from English
speaking families. For most children/young people, Welsh is taught as a
second language; however, education can be provided through the medium of
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Welsh if requested by the family and detailed in the Statement of Special
Educational Needs. The staff wear colour coded lanyards to show whether they
are Welsh and English speakers, are leaning Welsh or just speak English.

2.14

Additional learning needs provision
The school caters for children with Autistic Spectrum Condition. All pupils
admitted to the school have a Statement of Special Educational Need indicating
autism as the prime need. Due to the nature of the pupils the school also uses
alternative methods of communication such as Picture Exchange
Communication System (PECS), Makaton and communication aids.

2.15

Disability
The new school building will be fully accessible for disabled pupils, students,
staff and visitors. The new school will also take into consideration those with
visual and hearing related accessibility constraints and difficulties and will
ensure that the project does not discriminate against anyone by virtue of any
protected characteristics defined in the Equality Act 2010.

2.16

Post 16
Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn’s 6th Form offers pupils the opportunity to develop the
social skills and independence they need in order to thrive in whatever setting
they choose to go to when they eventually leave the school. Strong partnerships
exist with Denbigh High School and Grwp Llandrillo Menai/Coleg Cambria.

2.17

Period Dignity
Toilet requirements will be carefully considered in the new build as the amount
and type is important in this kind of setting. Location of toilets is also very
important in an ASC schools- some will be off the classrooms and others will
be more traditional banks of toilets. This will be discussed in more detail at the
design stage with the school.

2.18

Equality Impact Assessment and Children’s Right Impact Assessment
As part of DCC’s procedures the project, as it has developed, has been through
the Well-being Impact Assessment process. The Well-being Impact
Assessment is an integrated impact assessment. This means it has been
designed to assess the likely impact of the proposal on the social, economic,
environmental and cultural well-being of Denbighshire, Wales and the world.

2.19

Youth Engagement
As part of the design process there will be opportunities to engage with parents
and pupils. We would look to engage with the school council once design works
are underway. Early discussions with the school have indicated the desire for
flexible spaces as well as group rooms direct from the classrooms and break
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out spaces which can be used to calm those pupils who need a break from the
group. The importance of the outdoor areas has already been highlighted and
this will be an area that will need staff and pupil input.

2.20

School condition category and targets:
Currently the building Condition category for each site is as follows:
Primary
Secondary
Specialist

B
A
B

The case for change is driven by sufficiency rather than condition based on
growing and future demand. The primary and secondary sites were
constructed in the early 2000’s as the school expanded provision. The focus
within this project will be on reusing these facilities for the school estate. The
secondary site will be utilised as part of the Denbigh High project, also to be
considered as the Band B programme. Options for the primary site are
currently being discussed as being utilised for pupil support facilities or
improvements for the adjoining Ysgol Frongoch.
There will be minimal disruption to Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn pupils when work
begins on the new build. The intended site is approximately 200 metres away
from the Secondary site. This will ensure that a detailed programme of visits
to the new build as it progresses can be implemented for both staff and pupils.
Those pupils who need help with the transition into the new build will also be
offered additional visits to the site when required.
2.21

Built environment
The proposed site is on an existing sports field located along Ystrad Road,
Denbigh, adjacent to Denbigh Leisure Centre.
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The site is in the ownership of Denbighshire County Council and its currently
part of the Denbigh High school site and utilised at time for PE lessons.
Discussions will take place in parallel with this project with Denbigh High
regarding the implications for the school for this change of use. The field
adjacent to Denbigh Town football club is also part of the school site and will
be used in future for PE lessons.
The land is classed as BSC11- Recreation and Open Space. There is a small
watercourse to the west of the site and associated flood risk which will be
taken into account during the design stage. There is also an existing cycle
path running south and east to the site and this will need to be managed
carefully around the site entrance.
In the Open Space Assessment and Audit linked to the Denbighshire Local
Development Plan, Denbigh is deficient in outdoor sports facilities when
compared to the Fields in Trust (FIT) standard. This shows that potentially
more provision is required. However it is important to note that the section of
land we are proposing to build on was not included in the assessment as it is
not formally classed open space.
2.22

Active travel:
Due to the nature of the school pupils come from all over the County and
therefore many access school transport such as taxis and mini buses.
Those pupils who are within walking distance will be provided with safe and
convenient integration into existing active travel routes. There will also be
provision at the school for bike storage etc.
As part of the design safe drop-off and pick up points will be provided for
school transport and private vehicles.

2.23

Town centre First
The proposed site is within a 5/10 minute walk of Denbigh town centre.

2.24

Community use of Facilities:
The design of the building will ensure facilities can be hired out by the
community. The governors and management of the school are seeking to
significantly raise the profile of the school in the local community and to
ensure that the whole community is able to benefit from the facilities a new
school build would offer. The inclusion of a ‘community cafe’ in the new build
plans is one example but also they are committed to extending this to the
sports facilities (muga), the large indoor spaces (main and secondary hall)
and specialist teaching and learning facilities.
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Access to these areas will allow community use without impacting on the
school as a whole- although any community use will be out of school hours.

2.25

Sport and Outdoor Play Facilities:
The school currently utilise Denbigh Leisure centre facilities and this
relationship will continue with the swimming pool and all weather pitch. The
proposal will include an external Multi Use Games area and 2 halls, which
could potentially be utilised by the local community out of school hours. The
provision proposed will complement the existing provision at the adjoining
site.

2.26

Environment (Wales) Act 2016
The proposal will consider the biodiversity at the site and the resilience of
ecosytems. The initial design engagement up to RIBA Stage 2 has considered
as central the following:







2.27

Energy efficiency and generation,
Electric vehicle charging infrastructure,
Recycling and waste management,
Water quality,
Planting of trees, hedgerows etc.
Renewable energy generation.

Net Zero Carbon
DCC are committed to the following in regards to new buildings:






Net zero carbon – construction (1.1): “When the amount of
carbon emissions associated with a building’s product and
construction stages up to practical completion is zero or
negative, through the use of offsets or the net export of on-site
renewable energy.”
Net zero carbon – operational energy (1.2): “When the amount
of carbon emissions associated with the building’s operational
energy on an annual basis is zero or negative. A net zero
carbon building is highly energy efficient and powered from onsite and/or off-site renewable energy sources, with any
remaining carbon balance offset.”
Net zero carbon – whole life (1.3) is also proposed at a high
level, but further work will be needed to define the scope and
requirements for this approach.

The initial design has embraced these requirements as a core part of the
design work to date.
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Economic Case
2.

Economic Case

2.1

Investment objectives and Critical success factors
Project Investment Objectives:
1. To bring together 3 of the 4 sites of the school into one building.
2. To provide an improved and high quality, flexible learning environment.
3. To increase the number of pupil places at the school to meet the
growing demand.
4. The need to reduce the carbon footprint of the Council- project is
aiming for Carbon Neutral.
Critical Success factors for this proposal:
1. Meet demand for school places.
2. Achievable- can it be delivered within the specified period of the DCC
Capital plan and schedule for the Modernising Education Programme/
21st Century Schools and Colleges Programme.
3. Low adverse impact on continuing education during the project.
4. Increase the efficient and effectiveness of the school estate.
5. Improve the learning environment to meet 21st Century school
standards
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4.2

Long list Summary:

Key:

Scope
Solution

Do Minimum

1
Provide Existing
Facilities only
Investment in
essential
maintenance on
Health & Safety
grounds. No
enhancements.

Preferred

2
Clear maintenance backlog
Clear maintenance backlog
at all 3 sites and undertake
minor maintenance works.
(approx. £100k Dec 2020
figure)

Shortlisted

3
Undertake refurbishment
works
Refurbish works at the Park
lane site which utilises the
Denbigh High school site to
move all YPB students into
one site. Capacity would be
220.

4
Provide a new facility
Investment in a new
school serving approx
220 pupils of a 3-19 age
range on a new site in
the town of Denbigh.
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(£22.349m)
This option presumes that
Denbigh High is vacated.
( £19m)

Delivery

YPB would remain
over 4 sites

Bring all 3 of the 4 sites
together on one site

Implementation

Phased Approach

Big Bang – single
programme

Funding

Local Authority
funding

Combination of fundingLocal Authority and Welsh
Government

Mutual Investment Model
(MIM)
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The long list options above were discussed as a group exercise on 2nd February
2022, present were:








David Price, Headteacher at Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn
Kevin Mowbray, Strategic Business Leader, Ysgol Plas Brondyffyrn
Mari Gaskell, Principal Manager, Pupil Support
James Curran, Principal Manager, School Support
Lisa Walchester, Modernising Education Officer
Sion Evans, Design and Construction Manager
Heather Cafearo, Principal Quantity Surveyor

In order to narrow down to a short list- the options were assessed directly against
both the investment objectives and critical success factors:
Scope
This section examines the main options in relation to the service scope of the
proposal which are as follows:





Status Quo- Maintain the existing provision
Do Minimum- Clear maintenance backlog
Intermediate- Undertake refurbishment works to move all pupils to one site
and provide an increase in the area to 220 places.
Do Maximum- Provide a new facility for all pupils and provide an increase in
the area to 220 places.

Advantages and disadvantages analysis








Status Quo- ‘Cheap’ option as no additional investment expenditure required
and no school organisation proposal needed. However this does not meet the
strategic objectives of the local authority and will not meet the demand for
these type of places in the area.
Do Minimum- Although a relatively low cost option, the school would still be
over 4 sites and this would not address the need to increase the capacity of
the school. This option would not require school organisation proposal
needed.
Intermediate- Will meet the demand for places in the area and bring all staff
and pupils onto one site. However the refurbishment would require areas of
the neighbouring school and would have a huge impact on continuing
education at the site during construction works. Significant additional
temporary accommodation could be needed for the period of remodelling for
pupils at Denbigh High and secondary pupils at Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn. This
would have implications on the accommodation at Denbigh High. This will
need school organisation proposals.
Do Maximum- This will meet the demand for places in the area. Designing
and constructing a totally new state of the art school facility would significantly
improve the learning environments for all pupils. Using a new site for the new
build would ensure the current school is not disrupted by the construction
work. The proposed site is owned by DCC- therefore no expenditure on land
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is required. This option is more expensive and will involve school organisation
proposals.

Conclusions
The table below summarises how well the above the investment objectives and the
Critical Success Factors agreed for the scheme.
Status quo

Do minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

Scope

Provide existing
facilities

Clear maintenance
backlog

Undertake
refurbishment works- to
increase capacity to 220

Brand new
building for 220
places

Investme
nt
objectives

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

Critical
Success
Factors

1

2

3 4 5

1

2

3

5 1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

4

4

5

4

4

On the basis of the above analysis, the preferred way forward is the maximum
option, as this fully meets all the investment objectives and critical success factors.
Service Solution
This section examines the main options in relation to the service solution of the
proposal which are as follows:





Status quo- Investment in essential maintenance on Health and Safety
grounds
Do Minimum- Clear maintenance backlog at all sites
Intermediate- Refurbish works at Park Lane site utilising the Denbigh High
school site
Do Maximum- Investment in brand new building

Advantages and disadvantages analysis







Status Quo- this option reduces capital requirements, however the school will
still face issues with capacity and pupil places.
Do Minimum- this option also reduces capital requirements however the
school would still be over 4 sites and this would not address the need to
increase the capacity of the school.
Intermediate- Some existing buildings are in acceptable condition but
questions remain on how the refurbishment could occur with pupils from Ysgol
Plas Brondyffryn on site. Also the design of the space may not fit in what the
school needs.
Do Maximum- Brand new building on a new site that is owned by DCC.
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Conclusions
The table below summarises how well the above the investment objectives and the
Critical Success Factors agreed for the scheme.
Status quo

Do minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

Service

School
unchanged

Clear maintenance
backlog

Undertake
refurbishment works

Brand new
building

Investme
nt
objectives

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

Critical
Success
Factors

1

2

3 4 5

1

2

3

5 1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

4

4

5

4

4

On the basis of the above analysis the preferred way forward is the Maximum option.
Maintaining the status quo and clearing the maintenance backlogs at each site is not
acceptable. The intermediate option is not deliverable due to it not being achievable
within the programme and the major disruption to pupils during the works.

Service delivery
This section examines the main options in relation to the service delivery of the
school. So the Status Quo and do minimum would be the same.





Status quo- See Do Minimum
Do Minimum- School would remain over 4 sites
Intermediate- See Do Maximum
Do Maximum-Bring 3 of 4 sites together on one site

Advantages and disadvantages analysis




Do Minimum- School would remain over 4 sites which can impact on delivery
of the curriculum, pupils and staff would remain split and the capacity of the
school would not be increased.
Do Maximum- All pupils and staff would be on the same site.

Conclusions
The table below summarises how well the above the investment objectives and the
Critical Success Factors agreed for the scheme.
Status quo

Do minimum

Intermediate
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Service
Delivery

See Do
minimum

Investme
nt
objectives

1

2

3

Critical
Success
Factors

1

2

3 4 5

4

School Remains on
3 Site

See Maximum

School on 1 site

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

1

2

3

4 5

1

2

3

4

5 1

2

3

4

4

5

On the basis of the above analysis, the preferred way forward is the maximum
option.
Implementation
This section examines the main options in relation to how the proposal is
implemented, there are 2 options:




Do minimum- See Intermediate
Intermediate- Phased approach
Do Maximum- One single programme

Advantages and disadvantages analysis



Intermediate- Phased approach- longer to implement- more disruption to
pupils and staff.
Do Maximum- Shorter implementation, less disruption for pupils and staff,
reflects reality of funding availability and timescales.

Conclusions
The table below summarises how well the above the investment objectives and the
Critical Success Factors agreed for the scheme.
Status quo

Do minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

Implementation

n/a

See Intermediate

Phased approach

One single
programme

Investment
objectives

1 2

3

1

2

3

1 2

3

4

1

2

3

Critical
Success
Factors

1 2

3 4 5

1

2

3

1 2

3

4

1

2

3

4

4

4

5
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Do Maximum is the preferred option.

Funding
This section examines the main options in relation to the funding of the proposal
which are as follows:




Do minimum- use of entirely Local Authority funding
Intermediate- combined funding of Local Authority and Welsh Government
Do Maximum- use of the Mutual Investment Model

Advantages and disadvantages analysis




Do Minimum- Local Authority would have full control on spend but this is not
affordable.
Intermediate- Option is affordable however project could be delayed due to
application processes.
Do Maximum- The MIM model is not available for SEN schools due to the
unique requirements/ potential maintenance.

Conclusions
The table below summarises how well the above the investment objectives and the
Critical Success Factors agreed for the scheme.
Status quo

Do minimum

Intermediate

Maximum

Funding
Options

n/a

Use of LA funding

Combined LA and
WG funding

Mutual
Investment
Model- MIMN/A

Investme
nt
objectives

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

Critical
Success
Factors

1

2

3 4 5

1

2

3

5 1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

4

4

5

4

4

5

On the basis of the above analysis, the preferred way forward is intermediate, as this
is achievable and meets all the requirements. As the other options do not meet
critical success factors, they are discounted.
Summary of the short list
Each of the above elements of choice (scope, service solution, delivery,
implementation and funding) enables a rational short list to be compiled based on
this preliminary analysis, to identify viable options for further detailed economic
analysis, which enables the preferred option to be selected. This forms the basis for
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the rest of the business case – the detail of the commercial, financial and
management cases is entirely focused on delivery of the preferred option.
Least Ambitious
Scope

Current capacity

Service Solution

Essential
maintenance

Delivery

School remains
on 3 sites

Intermediate

More ambitious
220 place

Clear
maintenance
backlog

Refurbish works
at one site

New build

Bring all 3 sites
together one 1

Implementation

Phased approach

One single
programme

Funding

Local Authority

Local Authority
plus Welsh
Government

Mutual
Investment
Model (MIM)

The agreed short listed options have been re-named Options 1-3. They are as
follows:
Option 1: Business as usual- continue to provide the current capacity level of …
places at the school over the 3 sites.
Option 2- realistic do minimum to meet the Strategic Objectives- Refurb of Park
Street/ Denbigh High
Option 3- Preferred way forward- New build for 220 pupils in one single programme
with funding from the Local Authority and Welsh Government.
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Quantitative Benefits Template
This provides a summary of the main quantitative benefits, including improvements in condition and suitability, numbers of places and reduction in backlog
maintenance after completion of works. This should be filled in as much as possible at this stage for all short listed options.
It is also a place to record the indicative economic costs for the shortlisted options. Remember to also make allowances for optimism bias, particularly in the
absence of more
Option (Please provide Status Quo – current situation with no
Do Minimum:
Preferred option:
detailed risk
brief description)
additional funding
Refurb of Park Street
Provide a new facility
appraisal.
Cost of Programme(£m) N/A
£19.4m
£23.4m
All Schools in local
authority area by
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
Condition (number and
%)
%

%

%

%
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Total Schools:

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Change to capacity
(more detail on next
page)

N/A

Total Schools:
(Delete as appropriate): increase
by approx. 80

Total Schools:
(Delete as appropriate): increase
by approx. 80

Backlog maintenance
costs (£m)
Reduction in revenue
costs (£)

£94,787 across all 4 sites

£

£

N/A

£

£

Community facilities

Number of schools with facilities:

Number of schools with facilities:

Number of schools with facilities:

Space (m2):

Space (m2):

Space (m2):

Revenue (£ per month/year):

Potential Revenue (£ per
month/year):

Potential Revenue (£ per
month/year):
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Commercial Case
The preferred procurement route for the preferred option is a 2 stage Design and
Build contract. An initial scoping exercise was carried out ‘in-house’ to determine if a
new build could fit into the proposed site.
Due to the specialist nature of the school it was agreed that a technical Project
Management consultant was procured with a requirement for Design and Education
Specialists appointed as part of this provision to develop the initial design brief.
The Consultant tender process began on 19th March 2021 by utilising the Cardiff
Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS) and Mott MacDonald were appointed at the
beginning of July as the Multi-Disciplinary Consultant. Working with Mott Macdonald,
architects, educational consultant and the headteacher at the school a detailed
design brief was developed which went on to form part of the tender documents.
The tender documents were issued on the 21st September 2021 to the North Wales
Construction Partnership Framework to all contractors within Lot 5. This mini-tender
exercise was based on a 70% Quality/ 30% price ratio. On the 30th November 2021
Wates were appointed to develop a design and submit to planning.
Community Benefits
As part of the tender exercise the commitment of the contractor to community
benefits was rigorously examined. This required information on what the contractor
would do to maximise the targeted recruitment and training opportunities and meet
the 78 weeks of apprenticeships / work experience / training and / or employment for
disadvantaged groups, long term unemployed, NEETS, disabled, economically
inactive for every £1m spent.
The progression of the agreed community benefits will be measured during the
lifecycle of the project in accordance with the Welsh Government toolkit and reported
on quarterly to Welsh Government.
Project Bank Accounts (PBA)
A Project Bank Account will be a funding requirement.

Financial Case (250 words)
Latest funding details:
DCC
Welsh
Government

2020/21 2021/22
2022/23
£9,000
£370,770 £514,326

2023/24
£4,028,648

2024/25
£839,073

2025/26
Total
£103,982 £5,865,799

£2,682,289 £12,085,946 £2,517,221 £311,945 £17,597,400
£23,463,199
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The contribution of £5,865,799 is identified within Denbighshire’s Corporate Plan and
there is a commitment against it for this project.
Overall Affordability
This is the first project within the Band B proposals to commence.
The proposals at RIBA Stage 2 have been developed in accordance with BB104
area guidelines for SEND and alternative provision. The current forecasted size of
the school compares favourably to similar new schools that have been built.
Within the proposal additional community areas such as the Café have been
developed which go beyond the educational brief but are considered key in ensuring
scope for the school to be integrated within the community, provide learning
opportunities whilst also ensuring the new brief of the Sustainable Communities for
Learning is met.
There remains a general concern around the potential impact on costs as reflected in
the current raise in inflation which have seen increase in construction costs on other
education projects. This will need to be monitored carefully in the coming months as
the costs for the project become more certain as the design progresses.
There is also the requirement of all new buildings to be Net Carbon Zero and the
costs around this. The risk at present is should the costs identified exceed the
threshold suggested by the Welsh Government to meet this standard.

Management Case (250 words)
This scheme is an integral part of the Denbighshire’s 21st Century Schools
Programme- Band B which comprises a portfolio of projects through which
Denbighshire will deliver the necessary changes to ensure that the strategic aims of
the Welsh Government’s Sustainable Communities for Learning programme are fully
met.
Denbighshire’s revised Strategic Outline Programme (SOP) was agreed by the
Welsh Government in December 2020.
The Project Management arrangements sit within the context of Corporate
Programme Management. DCC’s Programme Management strategy, based on
Prince 2 methodology, ensures that all project development and delivery is
undertaken in concert with the Council’s strategic vision and politically supported
aspirations and priorities.
All projects within the Band B report quarterly to the Modernising Education
Programme Board, this is made up of the following members:







Corporate Director- Communities
Head of Education
Head of Finance and Property
Lead member for Education, Children’s Services and Public Engagement
Lead member for Finance, Performance and Strategic Assets
21st Century Schools Programme Manager
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Lead officer Corporate Property and Housing

The project sponsor is the Head of Education and the project is reported on Verto- a
project management programme.
Key risks and mitigation:
Risk
Increase in Costs

Mitigation
Costs are scrutinised at various stages of
the project to ensure costs do not escalate.
Also update meeting with Welsh
Government to keep them informed.
Early engagement with the Local Authority
Planners to ensure all requested
documents will be submitted. Also
consultation with the local community will
take place in the Pre-planning consultation.
Work closely with the school community to
ensure all part are happy with the proposal
and the process is a positive one.

Planning permission refused

School reorganisation process not
approved

Key milestones:
Pre-planning Consultation

Summer 22

Planning submission

Autumn 22

Submission of draft OBC/FBC for
consideration by Denbighshire’s Strategic
Investment Group/ Cabinet

Autumn 22

Submission of OBC/FBC for WG
consideration

Autumn/ Winter 22

Construction Start

Spring 23

Building completion

Autumn 24
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Agenda Item 9

Report to

Cabinet

Date of meeting

12 April 2022

Lead Member / Officer

Huw Hilditch-Roberts (Lead Member for Education, Children
and Young People/ Head of Education and Children Services)

Report author

Rhiain Morrlle

Title

National Collaborative Arrangements for Welsh (local authority)
Adoption and Fostering services

1. What is the report about?
1.1. The National Adoption Service (NAS) has been in existence since 2014 and has
enabled significant change and improvement in adoption services across Wales.
Through the WLGA, proposals have been developed to extend the governance
structure of NAS to incorporate a national approach to specific fostering services
through Foster Wales (FW). WLGA lawyers have drafted a Joint Committee Legal
Agreement to be signed by all 22 local authorities. The Agreement contains a
formal Scheme of Delegation with a Joint Committee providing the mechanism for
all Welsh local authorities to discharge an executive and oversight role for NAS
and FW.

2. What is the reason for making this report?
2.1. This report seeks agreement to sign the Joint Committee Agreement for the
proposed Joint Committee. Agreeing these proposals, and signing the Joint
Committee Agreement, will put Denbighshire County Council’s cooperation in
these collaborative arrangements on a formal basis. The Agreement clarifies roles
and responsibilities for the hosting of, and delivery of, national functions which
support and enable local authority delivery of their adoption and fostering
responsibilities. The Joint Committee Agreement can be found at Appendix 3.
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2.2. Local Authorities are asked to sign and return the Joint Agreement to the WLGA by
31 March 2022. Each local authority will need to nominate a member of their
Executive/Cabinet to be a voting member on the Joint Committee.

3. What are the Recommendations?
3.1. That proposals for developing the governance arrangements for the National
Adoption Service for Wales, as it assumes responsibility for Foster Wales, are
adopted.
3.2. Cabinet confirm their support the Joint Committee Agreement for the National
Adoption Service and Foster Wales and agree that the authority signs the
agreement.
3.3. Cabinet formally nominate their representative on the Joint Committee.
3.4. That the development of the national approach, associated delegation of
governance, and local scrutiny arrangements are reported to Audit and Governance
Committee and Full Council.

4. Report details
The National Collaborative Arrangements for Welsh (Local
Authority) Adoption and Fostering Services.
4.1. The National Adoption Service has been in existence since 2014 and has enabled
significant change and improvement in adoption services across Wales. Its
structure and governance through national, regional and local arrangements were
agreed by all councils at that time. A review in 2018 led to proposals to streamline
governance and improve accountability. Some of these e.g. creating a Combined
Governance Board (bringing together the Advisory Group and Governance Board
required by the legislation) and a new Partnership Agreement to replace the
original functional model have been already implemented.
4.2. Legal advice obtained by the Welsh Local Government Association (WLGA)
determined that in order for NAS to operate effectively on behalf of all 22 Welsh
authorities, and for there to be a robust hosting arrangement with the host authority
for the national and enabling functions (Cardiff), co-operation between Welsh local
authorities needed to be put on a formal footing. The preference of the WLGA and
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the Association of Directors of Social Services Cymru (ADDSC) was that this
should be through a Joint Committee.
4.3. Since 2015, the National Adoption Service Director and central team has been
supporting the work of the National Fostering Framework (NFF) to create a similar
national, regional and local collaborative arrangement to improve Welsh fostering
services, albeit not through the creation of a national fostering service. Foster
Wales has now emerged from the NFF and will support a defined range of
fostering functions linked to recruitment and retention of local authority foster
carers. Throughout this time, the WLGA and ADSS as lead bodies wanted the
national functions for fostering to be linked to the National Adoption Service
national functions to reduce duplication and costs as well as to maximise
resilience, flexibility and longevity across both functions.
4.4. The proposed Joint Committee and the agreement underpinning it have been
extended to include Foster Wales as has the capacity and functions for national coordination and enabling through a combined Central Team. The linking to the Joint
Committee is critical for Foster Wales given the lack of a legislative basis for such
co-operation for fostering services.
4.5. The proposed governance structure is presented diagrammatically and with a
narrative at Appendix 1. The national Joint Committee will, on behalf of the 22
Welsh Local Authorities, exercise their powers for the provision of the collaborative
arrangements for the National Adoption Service for Wales (NAS) and for Foster
Wales (FW). It will be comprised of Council Members meeting twice yearly.
4.6. WLGA lawyers have drafted a Joint Committee legal agreement to be signed by all
22 local authorities; this is now ready to progress and is available alongside this
report. This also contains a formal Scheme of Delegation and provision for the
formal agreement with the host local authority for national functions.
4.7. The Joint Committee will provide the mechanism for all Welsh local authorities to
discharge an executive and oversight role for NAS and FW. It will approve /
receive:


The Annual Report of NAS and of Foster Wales;



The annual programme of work for the NAS and for Foster Wales;
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The budget for the office of the Director and national work for NAS and for FW; and



The agreement, and any changes to the agreement, for the host authority support
of the office of the Director and national work for NAS and FW.

National infrastructure
4.8. A functional structure is proposed which, below the Director, has separate lead
functions for adoption and fostering but a combined business and enabling function
supporting both (appendix 2). The range of functions that will be carried out is
described in Appendix Two with a staffing structure of 9.5 f.t.e. staff (incl. Director.)

4.9. The core funding for the national functions of the National Adoption Service and
Foster Wales is provided from a top slice of the Revenue Support Grant made
available through the WLGA. This allocation, currently £473k per annum for
adoption and £400k per annum for fostering, is subject to the agreement of the
relevant WLGA committee periodically. Foster Wales has been awarded Welsh
Government grant funding up to the end of March 2023 to fund specific purposes,
this is £573 for 2021/22 reducing by a small amount for 2022/23. Although Welsh
Government investment is available to adoption this is fully utilised for direct
service delivery through the regional structure. There are resources in both the
Foster Wales WLGA allocation and the Foster Wales Welsh Government grant aid
that part fund posts on a regional basis to directly support local authority activities.

4.10.

The total cost of the proposed national structure is £586,384 at

2021/22 salary rates. Total available core budget across NAS and Foster Wales for
2021/22 is circa £1,449,000 albeit that over half the Foster Wales funding stream is
subject to WG grant conditions for specific purposes as indicated above.

4.11.

The structure is affordable up to the end of the Welsh

Government Grant period (31.03.23) and there is no expectation that individual
councils will incur additional costs in relation to these functions during this time.
However, there are pressures on staffing and operating budgets for both NAS and
Foster Wales beyond that. The financial pressures have been flagged with Welsh
Government, and work is commencing to consider how to resolve this beyond the
current grant aid period. Resolving this will require the commitment of both Local
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Government and Welsh Government to ensure a sustainable, and funded,
transition from the Grant.

Engagement of stakeholders
4.12.

Local authority members have been kept informed throughout

via the WLGA, most recently, during September 2021 via the Cabinet Members
(Social Care and Health) Network and the WLGA Council.
4.13.

The National Adoption Service Governance Board, the Foster

Wales Lead Heads of Children’s Services and Social Services Directors via
ADSSC have agreed these proposals in principle.
4.14.

The proposals have been informed by and developed with the

full engagement of these key stakeholder groups.
Legal considerations
4.15.

Individual local authorities remain legally responsible and

accountable for the provision and adoption and fostering services. In respect of
adoption services, the legal provisions outlined below require adoption
responsibilities to be delivered in accordance with the arrangements for the
National Adoption Service.
4.16.

The legal basis underpinning the National Adoption Service is

contained in section 3A of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 [which was inserted
by the Social Services and Well Being (Wales) Act 2014] and the Adoption and
Children Act 2002 (Joint Adoption Arrangements) (Wales) Directions 2015. These
set out in detail expectations on local authorities to co-operate at regional and
national level to deliver and improve adoption services. They do not, however,
contain provisions that explicitly create a mechanism that gives proper legal effect
to the co-operation at national level or for the agreement with one local authority to
host the national functions. The Joint Committee, and the Agreement that will
accompany it, will put this on a formal legal footing as well as providing greater
clarity and certainty for all authorities, the WLGA as well as the National Adoption
Service and Foster Wales.
4.17.

There are no regulations underpinning Foster Wales so the

Joint Committee will provide the basis for the co-operation that is needed so it can
operate as proposed.
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Local Scrutiny and Oversight
4.18.

Every local authority will have a voting member of their Elected

Executive (Cabinet) on the Joint Committee. Each Council may call in any
decision of the Joint Committee in accordance with the overview and scrutiny
provisions of that Council’s constitution. If any decision of the Joint Committee is
subject to call in by a Council, the Joint Committee shall take no action to
implement that decision unless the call in process upholds the decision.
4.19.

As part of the local governance oversight Education and

Children’s Services will present an annual report on the National Adoption Service,
and regional and local service delivery, to Audit and Governance Committee. This
approach will provide local scrutiny of national, regional and local service
performance and impact.

5. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate
Priorities?
5.1. Improving the work of adoption and fostering services meets corporate plan
priorities to support children, young people and their families.

6. What will it cost and how will it affect other services?
6.1. Funding for the governance arrangements and central / national leadership and
enabling, is provided from the WLGA via a top slice of the Revenue Support Grant
plus grant funding from the Welsh Government. As outlined in 1.12 there is the
potential for a funding pressure once the Welsh Government Grant ends on
31.3.23. The need for a funded exit strategy has been raised with Welsh
Government to enable a sustained service beyond the grant period.

7. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact
Assessment?
7.1. A well-being Impact Assessment has been undertaken (Appendix4). The
Assessment scored 3 out of 4 stars. Overall, the project will have a positive impact.
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8. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny
and others?
8.1. Consultation has been carried out through the Welsh Local Government
Association (WLGA) and the Association of Directors of Social Services Cymru
(ADDSC).

9. Chief Finance Officer Statement
9.1. Cardiff Council are the host authority and accountable body so will be supporting
the Joint Committee with the necessary administration (such as statement of
accounts information and audit requirements). Its welcome that WG are initially
funding the activity but the service will need to monitor the ongoing financial
position and report any issues and requests for funding if required through the
normal budget setting processes.

10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to
reduce them?
10.1.

The Joint Agreement ensures that the local authority remains

legally responsible, and accountable, for the provision and adoption and fostering
services. Risks aligned to the authority needing to sustain appropriate decision
making, governance and scrutiny are mitigated through the arrangements set out
in paragraphs 4.18 and 4.19 of this report. In summary these are:


A member of Cabinet will have voting rights on the Joint Committee



Decisions of the Joint committee are subject to Denbighshire local authority’s ‘call in’
processes



Annual reporting on the work of the National arrangements to Audit and Governance
Committee

11. Power to make the decision
11.1. This decision is made under s101 and 102 of the Local Government Act 1972,
and s19 and 20 of the Local Government Act 2000.
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Appendix One
Governance
National Joint Committee –
key decisions for both NAS
and FW
National Adoption Service for
Wales
Combined Governance Board
Partnership Agreement

Foster Wales
Lead Heads of Children’s
Services meeting

Enhanced NAS
central team –
Pan Wales
leadership,
strategic support
& enabling
Regional
Management
Committees

Revised
hosting
agreement
with host LA
(Cardiff)

Regional level FW
meetings

WLGA Joint Committee (all 22 LA’s) over-sees NAS & Foster Wales:
The Joint Committee will, on behalf of the 22 Welsh Local Authorities, exercise their
powers with reference to the provision of the collaborative arrangements for the National
Adoption Service for Wales (NAS) and for Foster Wales (FW). It will be underpinned by
a legal agreement (Joint Committee Agreement) and be comprised of Council Members.
Its role will be to oversee the work of NAS and Foster Wales and specifically approve /
receive the below:


The Annual Reports of NAS and of Foster Wales;



The annual programmes of work for the NAS and for Foster Wales;



The budget/s for the office of the Director and the national work of NAS and for
Foster Wales; and



The agreement, and any changes required, for the host LA support of the office of
the Director to enable it to facilitate the work of NAS and FW.

For NAS only it will also oversee how the authorities work together to exercise their
powers and comply with the National Assembly Directions.
NAS - National level - Combined
Governance Board (CGB)

Foster Wales - National level - Lead
Heads of Children’s Services meeting

Provides strategic direction and decision
making to facilitate the delivery and

Provides strategic direction and decision
making in relation to the agreed national
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improvement of adoption services in Wales
through the National Adoption Service
arrangements in line the Senedd
Directions and its Terms of Reference.

and regional functions of Foster Wales on
behalf of Welsh local authorities in line with
its Terms of Reference.

NAS – regional / LA level - Regional
Management Boards & VAA’s Boards

Foster Wales - regional / LA level Regional HoS meeting

Each region is made up of specified local
authority areas, set out in the Directions
and overseen by Regional Management
Boards (RMB’s). Primary role is to
coordinate adoption activities at the
regional level and to implement decisions
and strategies from the national
Governance Board; may also have roles
determined by their legal agreement. Plus
VAA equivalent.

These are now in place and may be a
specific FW meeting or included in the
agenda of pre-existing HoS or HoS & DSS
regional meetings.
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Appendix Two
Central team – leadership and enabling
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Appendix Two
Central team – leadership and enabling
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DATED

2021
(1) BLAENAU GWENT COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL
(2) BRIDGEND COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL
(3) CAERPHILLY COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL

(4) THE COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF CARDIFF
(5) CARMARTHENSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
(6) CEREDIGION COUNTY COUNCIL
(7) CONWY COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL
(8) DENBIGHSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
(9) FLINTSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
(10)
(11)
(12)

ISLE OF ANGLESEY COUNTY COUNCIL

MERTHYR TYDFIL COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL
(13)

(14)

GWYNEDD COUNTY COUNCIL

MONMOUTHSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

NEATH PORT TALBOT COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL
(15)
(16)

PEMBROKESHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
(17)

(18)
(19)

NEWPORT CITY COUNCIL
POWYS COUNTY COUNCIL

RHONDDA CYNON TAF COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL
THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SWANSEA
(20)

TORFAEN COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL

(21)
(22)
(23)

VALE OF GLAMORGAN COUNCIL

WREXHAM COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL

and
THE WELSH LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

AGREEMENT FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A JOINT COMMITTEE FOR THE
NATIONAL ADOPTION SERVICE

G:800406v1
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THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE ON

2021

BETWEEN:
(1)

Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council of Municipal Offices, Civic Centre
Ebbw Vale NP23 6XB (“Council”)

(2)

Bridgend County Borough Council of Civic Offices, Angel Street, Bridgend
CF31 4WB (“Council”)

(3)

Caerphilly County Borough Council of Ty Penallta, Tredomen Park, Ystrad
Mynach Hengoed CF82 7PG (“Council”)

(4)

The County Council of the City and County of Cardiff of County Hall, Cardiff
CF10 4UW (“Council”)

(5)

Carmarthenshire County Council of County Hall, Carmarthen, Carmarthenshire
SA31 1JP (“Council”)

(6)

Ceredigion County Council of Neuadd Cyngor Ceredigion, Penmorfa,
Aberaeron, Ceredigion SA46 OPA (“Council”)

(7)

Conwy County Borough Council of Bodlondeb, Bangor Road, Conwy LL32
8DU (“Council”)

(8)

Denbighshire County Council of County Hall, Wynnstay Road, Ruthin LL15
1YN (“Council”)

(9)

Flintshire County Council of County Hall, Mold CH7 6NB (“Council”)

(10)

Gwynedd Council of Council Offices, Shirehall Street, Caernarfon LL55 1SH
(“Council”)

(11)

Isle of Anglesey County Council of Council Offices, Llangefni, LL77 7TW
(“Council”)

(12)

Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council of Civic Centre, Merthyr Tydfil CF47
8AN (“Council”)

(13)

Monmouthshire County Council of PO Box 106, Caldicot NP26 9AN (“Council”)

(14)

Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council of Port Talbot Civic Centre, Port
Talbot SA13 1PJ (“Council”)

(15)

Newport City Council of Civic Centre, Godfrey Road, Newport NP20 4UR
(“Council”)

(16)

Pembrokeshire County Council of County Hall, Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire
SA61 1TP (“Council”)

(17)

Powys County Council of Powys County Hall, Spa Road East, Llandrindod
Wells, Powys LD1 5LG (“Council”)

(18)

Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council of The Pavilions, Cambrian Park,
Clydach Vale, Tonypandy CF40 2XX (“Council”)
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(19)

The Council of the City and County of Swansea of Civic Centre, Oystermouth
Road, Swansea SA1 3SN (“Council”)

(20)

Torfaen County Borough Council of the Civic Centre, Pontypool, Torfaen NP4
6YB (“Council”)

(21)

Vale of Glamorgan Council of Civic Offices, Holton Road, Barry, Vale of
Glamorgan CF63 4RU (“Council”)

(22)

Wrexham County Borough Council of The Guildhall, Wrexham LL11 1AY
(“Council”)

(collectively referred to as “the Councils” for the purposes of this Agreement) and
(23)

Welsh Local Government Association of One Canal Parade, Dumballs Road,
Cardiff CF10 5BF("WLGA"); and

WHEREAS:
A

The parties to this Agreement have agreed to enter into this Agreement in order
to provide a framework for the Councils to give effect to the obligations and
arrangements for the Specified Functions set out by the Adoption and Children
Act 2002 (Joint Adoption Arrangements) (Wales) Directions 2015 (“the
Directions”) made by the Welsh Ministers in exercise of their powers under
section 3A of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and to document and
regulate their respective rights and obligations to each other in that regard. The
Agreement also provides a framework for the parties to give effect to the coordination of identified foster service functions across Wales.

B

The Councils have agreed to establish and to participate in a joint committee
to facilitate the delivery of the Specified and Agreed Functions with a view to
their economical, efficient and effective discharge.

C

This Agreement sets out the arrangements in relation to the manner in which
the Councils will work together and use the Joint Committee to deliver the
Specified and Agreed Functions.

D

The Councils have agreed that the Director of Operations shall be responsible
for the day to day management of the delivery of the Specified and Agreed
Functions.

E

The Councils have entered into this Agreement in reliance on the powers of
Welsh local authorities under:
(i)

sections 101, 102, 112 and 113 of the Local Government Act 1972 and
sections 19 and 20 of the Local Government Act 2000 and the
regulations made under these Acts to make arrangements to discharge
functions jointly and to employ staff and place them at the disposal of
other local authorities;

(ii)

the powers in section 9 of the Local Government (Wales) Measure
2009 to collaborate;

(iii)

the incidental powers in section 111 of the Local Government Act 1972,
and
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(iv)

all other powers them so enabling.

F

The Councils have each taken decisions compliant with the requirements of
their respective constitutions to participate in the Joint Committee and enter
into this Agreement.

G

The Parties to the Agreement have agreed to comply with the requirements of
this Agreement to enable the Director of Operations to fulfil their legal
obligations.

IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

Interpretation

1.1

The following definitions and rules of interpretation apply in this Agreement:
Term here

Definition here

“Agreed Functions

the functions relating to fostering to
be
discharged by the Joint
Committee
pursuant
to
this
Agreement being set out at Schedule
5 and any other functions which from
time to time the Councils arrange for
the Joint Committee or one or other of
the Councils to discharge pursuant to
the Powers

“Assets”

any tangible assets or property
acquired, leased, licensed, loaned
or purchased as required by the
Host Council or another Council for
the administration of this
Agreement;

“Business Day”

any day other than a Saturday or
Sunday or a public or bank holiday
in Wales;

Combined Governance Board

the group established in accordance
with clause 4 to comply with the
requirements of the Directions;

“Commencement Date”

the date of this Agreement or such
later date as the Councils, by
resolution of each them, agree;

“Constitution of the Joint
Committee”

the constitution set out at Schedule
1 to this Agreement;

“Council”

each of Blaenau Gwent County
Borough Council, Bridgend County
Borough Council, Caerphilly County
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Borough Council, the County
Council of the City and County of
Cardiff, Carmarthenshire County
Council, Ceredigion County Council,
Conwy County Borough Council,
Denbighshire County Council,
Flintshire County Council, Gwynedd
Council, Isle of Anglesey County
Council, Merthyr Tydfil County
Borough Council, Monmouthshire
County Council, Neath Port Talbot
County Borough Council, Newport
City Council, Pembrokeshire County
Council, Powys County Council,
Rhondda Cynon Taf County
Borough Council, City and County of
Swansea Council, Torfaen County
Borough Council, Vale of
Glamorgan Council, Wrexham
County Borough Council and
“Councils” shall be construed
accordingly;
Data Protection Legislation

all applicable data protection and
privacy legislation in force from time
to time in the UK including the UK
GDPR; the Data Protection Act 2018
(DPA 2018) (and regulations made
thereunder) and the Privacy and
Electronic Communications
Regulations 2003 (SI 2003/2426) as
amended;

“Director of Operations”

the person employed by the County
Council of the City and County of
Cardiff in compliance with the
Directions with day to day
responsibility for leadership, coordination of the service as a whole
as well as delivery of national
functions

“Directions”

The Adoption and Children Act 2002
(Joint Adoption Arrangements)
(Wales) Directions 2015;

“Exempt Information”

any information or class of
information relating to this
Agreement which may fall within an
exemption to disclosure under FOI
Legislation;

“Financial Memorandum”

the approach to financial and
accounting matters agreed by the
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Councils as set out at Schedule 4 to
this Agreement;
“FOI Legislation”

the Freedom of Information Act
2000 and subordinate legislation
made under this and the
Environmental Information
Regulations 2004;

Foster Wales

The collaborative endeavour agreed
by local government to deliver and
improve certain fostering functions
through national and regional
leadership and enabling.

“Governance Board”

the board which the Councils are
required by the Adoption and
Children Act 2002 (Joint Adoption
Arrangements) (Wales) Directions
2015 to establish to provide national
oversight of regional collaboration
on adoption services;. Since 2019
this function is managed through the
Combined Governance Board

“Host” and “Host Council”

the Council appointed as Host
Council in accordance with clause 7
of this Agreement;

“IP Material”

the Intellectual Property in the
Material;

“Information Request

a request for information under FOI
Legislation;

“Intellectual Property Rights”

patents, rights to inventions,
copyright and related rights, trademarks, trade names and domain
names, rights in get-up, rights in
goodwill or to sue for passing off,
rights in designs, rights in computer
software, database rights, rights in
confidential information (including
know-how and trade secrets) and
any other intellectual property rights,
in each case whether registered or
unregistered and including all
applications (or rights to apply) for,
and renewals or extensions of, such
rights and all similar or equivalent
rights or forms of protection which
may now or in the future subsist in
any part of the world;
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“Joint Committee”

a committee of elected members
from the Councils which will be
responsible for ensuring and
overseeing the delivery of the
Specified and Agreed Functions in
Accordance with the Directions and
with a view to securing their more
economical, efficient and effective
discharge;

“Material”

all data, text, graphics, images and
other materials or documents
created, used or supplied by a
Council in connection with this
Agreement unless before the first
use or supply the Council notifies
the other Councils that the data or
text supplied is not to be covered by
this definition;

“National Adoption Service”

The adoption services and functions
delivered collectively by the Joint
Committee, the Regional
Collaboratives, the Councils and
partners;

“Personal Data”

Personal data as defined in the Data
Protection Legislation;

“Powers”

The powers of Welsh local
authorities under:
sections 101, 102, 112 and 113 of
the Local Government Act 1972 and
sections 19 and 20 of the Local
Government Act 2000 and the
regulations made under these Acts
to make arrangements to discharge
functions jointly and to employ staff
and place them at the disposal of
other local authorities;
the powers in section 9 of the Local
Government (Wales) Measure 2009
to collaborate;
the incidental powers in section 111
of the Local Government Act 1972,
the powers in section 1 of the Local
Authorities (Goods and Services)
Act 1970 and section 25 of the Local
Government (Wales) Act 1994 to
provide services;
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all other powers them so enabling;
“Proportionate Basis”

in accordance with the relevant
proportion for each Council by
reference to their respective
percentage contribution as set out in
the Financial Memorandum

“Regional Collaboratives”

the groupings of the Councils as set
out in Schedule to the Directions for
the purpose of collaboration on
adoption services;

“Secondment Agreement”

an agreement made between the
Councils for the secondment of staff
from one Council to the Host
Council or another Council relating
to arrangements for the discharge of
the Specified and Agreed Functions
pursuant to this Agreement;

“Section 151 Officer”

the officer designated by a local
authority as the person responsible
for the proper administration of its
financial affairs as required by
section 151 of the Local
Government Act 1972;

“Service Agreement”

an agreement made between the
Councils pursuant to this Agreement
relating to arrangements for the
discharge of the Specified and
Agreed Functions pursuant to this
Agreement;

“Services”

the Services to be provided on
behalf of the Councils pursuant to
the discharge of the Specified and
Agreed Functions being set out at
Schedule 5 and being an
amalgamated integrated adoption
services and the delivery of that
service;

“Specified Functions”

the functions relating to adoption to
be discharged by the Joint
Committee pursuant to this
Agreement being set out at
Schedule 5 and any other functions
which from time to time the Councils
arrange for the Joint Committee or
one or other of the Councils to
discharge pursuant to the Powers;
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“Staff Transfer Agreement”

an agreement made between the
Councils for the transfer of staff from
one Council to the Host Council or
another Council relating to
arrangements for the discharge of
the Specified and Agreed Functions
pursuant to this Agreement;

1.2

References to any statute or statutory provision shall, unless the context
otherwise requires, be construed in accordance with the Interpretation Act
1978.

1.3

The headings are inserted for convenience only and shall not affect the
construction of this Agreement.

1.4

Words importing one gender include all other genders and words importing
the singular include the plural and vice versa.

1.5

A reference in this Agreement to any clause, paragraph or schedule is,
except where it is expressly stated to the contrary, a reference to a clause or
paragraph of or schedule to this Agreement.

1.6

Any reference to this Agreement or to any other document unless otherwise
specified shall include any variation, amendment or supplements to such
document expressly permitted by this Agreement or otherwise agreed in
writing between the relevant parties.

1.7

Words preceding “include”, “includes”, “including” and “included” shall be
construed without limitation by the words which follow those words unless
inconsistent with the context, and the rule of interpretation known as
“eiusdem generis” shall not apply.

1.8

The schedules form part of this Agreement and will have the same force and
effect as if expressly set out in the body of this Agreement and references to
this Agreement includes the Schedules.

1.9

References to “the parties” shall be to the parties to this Agreement.

2.

Aims of Joint Discharge of Functions

2.1

The aims of the joint discharge of the Specified Functions relating to adoption
services under the provisions of this Agreement are:
(a)

The consistent delivery of high quality adoption services throughout
Wales.

(b)

Keeping delay to a minimum in the placement of children for adoption.

(c)

Ensuring the widest choice possible of placements for adoption of
children.

(d)

Ensuring that high quality and timely training and assessment for
prospective adopters is consistently available.
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2.2

2.3

(e)

Improving the process of matching children with prospective adopters.

(f)

The streamlining of adoption processes and improved liaison between
social workers involved in adoption cases.

(g)

Keeping adoption breakdown to a minimum by the provision of adoption
support services according to assessed need.

(h)

Collaborative working between local authorities, registered adoption
societies, NHS local health boards and NHS Trusts and education
services.

The aims of the joint discharge of the Agreed Functions relating to fostering
are:
(a)

To support the strategic oversight of Foster Wales.

(b)

To consider the implications at local and regional level arising from the
transition to Foster Wales.

(c)

To consider the development needs of services at local, regional, and
national level.

(d)

To seek and support solutions to overcome barriers and challenges.

(e)

To continue to develop and maintain collaboration across local authority
fostering.

(f)

To consider reports presented, agree actions, make decisions, and
monitor progress.

(g)

To consider performance reports and monitor KPIs as identified and
agreed.

(h)

To make recommendations for future areas of work programme
development.

The Director of Operations and a central team of staff to support the Director
of Operations are employed by the Host Council to fulfil a range of functions
related to leadership, management and oversight of the National Adoption
Service. The functions of the Director of Operations and central team include:
(a)

Providing leadership to set the direction for the National Adoption
Service including strategic planning by agreeing priorities, targets and
resourcing following engagement with partners and stakeholders as
well as support to operational planning.

(b)

Reviewing progress including analysis of performance data and service
information from the regions and Registered Adoption Agencies
(otherwise known as Voluntary Adoption Agencies (VAA’s)’s.

(c)

Providing annual and mid-year reports each year for agreement by the
Combined Governance Board, endorsed by the Joint Committee and
submission to Welsh Ministers as well as to WLGA and the Association
of Directors of Social Services Cymru where required.
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(d)

Providing specific functions nationally to support and enable National
Adoption Service operations (currently as below).

(e)

Establishing and maintaining a website for the National Adoption
Service for Wales.

(f)

Management of the Adoption Register for Wales (under contract from
Welsh Government).

(g)

Commissioning and contracting national contracts to support service
delivery functions and support.

(h)

Maintaining arrangements for service user engagement across Wales.

(i)

Leadership, matrix management oversight, advice and support to
regions and VAA’s.

(j)

Promotion of best practice and a culture of continuous improvement
throughout the National Adoption Service.

(j)

Securing appropriate resourcing through new / additional finance or reprofiling of existing as well as managing the central team allocation,
grants and investment.

(k)

Strategic commissioning as necessary for the discharge of functions.

(l)

Maintaining arrangements for national governance and allied sub / task
& finish groups to engage stakeholders in carrying out the actions / work
agreed by the Combined Governance Board.

(m)

Promotion of adoption, including national PR and marketing and the
provision of the ‘face and voice’ of adoption in Wales.

(n)

Stakeholder and relationship management including with allied services
and organisations in Wales and UK, Ministers and Welsh Government.

(o)

Strategic support and enabling functions, as agreed, for the National
Fostering Framework / Foster Wales.

2.4

In addition Schedule 7 sets out a Scheme of Functions delegated to the
Director of Operations to facilitate the achievement of the objectives of this
Agreement.

3.

Establishment of a Joint Committee

3.1

In exercise of their powers under sections 101(5) and 102 of the Local
Government Act 1972, sections 19 and 20 of the Local Government Act
2000 and all other enabling powers the Councils hereby create a joint
committee to be known as the National Adoption Joint Committee with effect
from the Commencement Date.

3.2

The Joint Committee shall take decisions relating to the use of the National
Adoption Service budget which shall be provided as a topslice from the
Revenue Support Grant via the Welsh Local Government Association for the
discharge of the Specified Functions, a similar topslice from the Revenue
Support Grant via the Welsh Local Government Association for the
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discharge of the Agreed Functions, costs of the Host Council and the Joint
Committee relating to this Agreement and shall have regard to reports and
advice from the Combined Governance Board, Lead Heads of Children’s
Service’s Meeting and Director of Operations.
3.3

The Joint Committee shall ensure the Scheme of Delegation set out in
Schedule 7 is kept under review in accordance with paragraphs 5.2 and 5.3
of Schedule 7.

3.4

The Joint Committee shall operate and conduct its business in accordance
with the terms of this Agreement including the Constitution set out at
Schedule 1.

3.5

The Joint Committee shall review the terms of reference of the Joint
Committee towards the end of each council term and shall make
recommendations to the Councils and the WLGA for their consideration as
to any amendments that the Joint Committee are required to discharge the
Specified and Agreed Functions in accordance with the Directions.

3.6

This Agreement is without prejudice to each Council’s other powers and
responsibilities for its area.

4.
Establishment of Combined Governance Board and other advisory
groups
4.1

The Councils have established the Combined Governance Board. The
Combined Governance Board shall act as an advisory group to the Joint
Committee and shall discharge the role of the Governance Board and
Advisory Group which the Councils are required by the Directions to establish
for the purpose of providing national oversight of regional collaboration
arrangements over adoption services.

4.2

The terms of reference of the Combined Governance Board shall be as set
out in Schedule 2.

4.3

In respect of fostering services, the Councils have established the Lead Head
of Children’s Services Group as an advisory group to the Joint Committee.
The Lead Head of Children’s Services Group shall advise the Joint Committee
on issues relating to Foster Wales. The terms of reference for the Lead Head
of Children’s Services Group shall be as set out in Schedule 6.

4.4

The Joint Committee may establish other advisory groups to advise the Joint
Committee.

5.

Arrangements for the Discharge of Functions

5.1

The Councils agree to use their Powers to enter into these arrangements
under which the Joint Committee shall discharge on their behalf the
Specified and Agreed Functions.

5.2

The Joint Committee shall discharge the Specified and Agreed Functions
through the Host Council which shall be responsible for delivering the
Services to support the delivery of national functions.
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5.3

The Joint Committee may agree to bring additional functions and services
within the scope of this Agreement but the Joint Committee may not agree
to do so unless it has first received approval from all the Councils to
discharge the additional functions and deliver the additional services. The
provisions of this Agreement shall apply to any such additional functions and
services.

5.4

The Councils have agreed the Financial Memorandum. The Councils shall
have the discretion to agree variations to the Financial Memorandum at any
time without varying the rest of this Agreement. Each of the Councils shall
contribute to the costs of the discharge of the Specified and Agreed
Functions pursuant to this Agreement in accordance with the Financial
Memorandum. This shall be subject to any specific arrangements agreed
for responsibility for costs in a Service Agreement, Secondment Agreement
or Staff Transfer Agreement entered into by the Councils.

5.5

The Councils intend to enter into a Service Agreement with the County
Council of the City and County of Cardiff for the delivery of services
pursuant to the discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions. The
Councils may enter into further Service Agreements to record the detailed
requirements of further individual arrangements made in connection with the
discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions pursuant to this
Agreement.

5.6

The Councils may also enter into a Secondment Agreement to record the
arrangements for the secondment of staff for further individual arrangements
made in connection with the discharge of the Specified and Agreed
Functions pursuant to this Agreement.

5.7

The Councils may also agree to enter into a Staff Transfer Agreement to
record the arrangements for the transfer of staff for further individual
arrangements made in connection with the discharge of the Specified and
Agreed Functions pursuant to this Agreement.

6.

Governance

6.1

The Councils each undertake to ensure that they make any changes to their
own constitutions as are necessary to facilitate the operation of this Agreement.
Each Council shall notify the other Councils and WLGA in writing within twentyeight days of the date of this agreement either that it has made (or is in the
process of making) the necessary changes to its constitution or that no changes
are considered necessary.

7.

Appointment of Host Council

7.1

Subject to the provisions of clauses 7.2 and 7.3 the Councils agree that the
Council of the City and County of Cardiff should be the Host Council for the
purposes of this Agreement.

7.2

The Council of the City and County of Cardiff and any other Council which is
appointed as Host Council may terminate its appointment as Host Council by
giving not less than twelve months’ written notice or such other period of
notice as is agreed by all the Councils to the other Councils of its intention to
terminate its appointment. Such twelve months’ written notice shall end at the
end of a financial year.
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7.3

The Joint Committee may terminate the appointment of City and County of
Cardiff Council or any other Council as the Host Council by giving at not less
than twelve months’ written notice or such other period of notice as is agreed
by all the Councils to the Host Council of the Joint Committee’s intention to
terminate the appointment of the Host Council. Such twelve months’ written
notice shall end at the end of a financial year.

7.4

If the appointment of a Council as the Host Council is terminated in
accordance with clause 7.2 or clause 7.3 the Joint Committee may appoint
one of the Councils as Host Council such appointment to be effective from the
commencement of the financial year following the expiry of notice of
termination under clause 7.2 or 7.3.

7.5

If the appointment of a Council as the Host Council is terminated in
accordance with clause 7.2 or clause 7.3 any outstanding payment due to that
Council from the Joint Committee for costs incurred in the role of the Host
Council shall be paid in accordance with the terms of the Financial
Memorandum

7.6

Any dispute over the appointment or the termination of the appointment of a
Council as the Host Council shall be dealt with in accordance with the dispute
resolution procedure in clause 23 of this Agreement.

8.

Responsibilities of the Host Council

8.1

The Host Council shall provide Assets, staff and other resources as are
necessary to discharge the Specified and Agreed Functions pursuant to this
Agreement. The payment of the costs of the Host Council in providing such
Assets, staff and other resources shall be in accordance with a Service
Agreement between the Councils, and the Host Council and shall be
facilitated by the Welsh Local Government Association .

8.2

The Host Council shall employ the Director of Operations and the staff
required for undertaking the national functions.

8.3

The Host Council have agreed and arranged for the Director of Operations to
have the day to day responsibility for the management and delivery of the
Services.

8.4

The Host Council shall:

(a)

Act in accordance with all applicable Laws and Regulations.

(b)

Act with reasonable skill and care and in accordance with best practice.

(c)

Act in accordance with the aims, principles and objectives of this Agreement
and any applicable policies agreed by the Councils.

(d)

Act in accordance with any relevant guidance issued or specified by the Care
and Social Services Inspectorate Wales and any other relevant regulator.

(e)

Ensure the proper discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions of the
Councils and discretionary provision of in-scope elements of the Services.
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(f)

Ensure that its health and safety policy statements together with related policies
and procedures are made available to the Joint Committee on request.

(g)

Comply with any investigation by any statutory ombudsman or tribunal relating
to the discharge of the Specified or Agreed Functions.

(h)

Ensure that the Services are provided in such a way as to facilitate compliance
by the Councils with their duties under the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure
2011 in accordance with clause 28 of this Agreement.

9.

Expenses of Joint Committee Members

9.1

Each Council shall be responsible for meeting any expenses to which any
Joint Committee Member or officer appointed by it as its representative is
entitled as a result of their attendance at duly authorised meetings.

10.

Monitoring Officer

10.1

The Councils agree that at the date of the Agreement the Monitoring Officer
of [
] Council shall act as Monitoring Officer for the Joint Committee.

10.2

The Councils may decide that the Monitoring Officer of a different Council
shall be designated as Monitoring Officer for the Joint Committee. This shall
require a unanimous decision from the Councils. Following such a decision
the Host Council shall notify the officer who is currently acting as Monitoring
Officer and the officer who has been designated as Monitoring Officer for the
future.

11.

Reviews

11.1

The Joint Committee shall review the discharge of the Specified and Agreed
Functions at least annually alongside the Combined Governance Board
reviewing service progress and performance quarterly and reporting to the
Joint Committee on the results of its review.

11.2

The Director of Operations shall submit a quarterly report to the Combined
Governance Board and an annual report to the Joint Committee, setting out
details of:

11.3

(a)

The performance of the Specified and Agreed Functions.

(b)

Income and expenditure
Memorandum.

and

compliance

with

the

Financial

The Councils and the Regional Collaboratives shall carry out a review of their
discharge of the regional Specified Functions for adoption and provide the
following to the Director of Operations
(a)

An annual work programme by 31March each year

(b)

Quarterly performance reporting

(c)

An annual report by 31 May each containing the items detailed in the
Directions.
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11.4
12.
12.1

The Director of Operations will use this information as the basis for reporting to
the Joint Committee for adoption services.
Audit
The discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions on behalf of the Councils
and the finances relating to the discharge of the Specified or Agreed Functions
shall be subject to an annual external audit by the central team of the National
Adoption Service which shall be commissioned by the Host Council in
accordance with the Host Council’s audit processes.

13.

Costs of Discharge of Functions

13.1

The Host Council agrees to provide any of the Services necessary for the
discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions on a cost recovery basis.
The Host Council shall recover the costs of providing the Services in
accordance with the Service Agreement and the financial memorandum.

13.2

The Councils shall apply the central National Adoption Services budget to
fund the payment of the costs of the Host Council. Any shortfall in such
funding shall be paid by the Councils in proportions agreed by them.

14.

Costs of the Joint Committee

14.

The Councils shall apply the central National Adoption Services budget to
fund any costs involved in the administration of the Joint Committee. Any
shortfall in such funding shall be paid by the Councils in proportions agreed
by them. The Welsh Local Government Association shall be responsible for
the administration of the payment of costs involved in the administration of
the Joint Committee.

15.

Liabilities Under This Agreement

15.1

The Host Council shall indemnify and keep indemnified each of the other
Councils to this Agreement against any losses, claims, expenses, actions,
demands, costs and liability suffered by that Council to the extent arising from
any wilful default or breach by the Host Council of its obligations under this
Agreement or its statutory duties (and “wilful” in this context shall, for the
avoidance of doubt, not include matters which are outside the reasonable
control of the Host Council or matters arising from any negligent act or
omission in relation to such obligations).

15.2

No claim shall be made against the Host Council by the other Councils or
any of them to recover any loss or damage which may be incurred by
reason of or arising out of the carrying out by the Host Council of its
obligations under this Agreement unless and to the extent such loss or
damage arises from a wilful default or breach by the Host Council under
clause 15.1.

15.3

Each of the other Councils (acting severally) shall indemnify and keep
indemnified the Host Council against all losses, claims, expenses, actions,
demands, costs and liabilities which the Host Council may incur by reason of
or arising out of the carrying out by the Host Council of its obligations under
this Agreement for that Council or arising from any wilful default or breach by
a Council of its obligations under this Agreement (and wilful in this context
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shall, for the avoidance of doubt, not include matters which are outside the
reasonable control of that Council or matters arising from any negligent act or
omission in relation to such obligations) unless and to the extent that the same
result from any breach by the Host Council of any such obligations.
15.4

The amount to be paid to the Host Council by any of the other Councils under
clause 15.3 shall be borne by each of the Councils to the extent of its
responsibility, however in the event that the responsibility is a shared one
between the Councils (so that it is not reasonably practicable to ascertain the
exact responsibility between the Councils) then the amount to be paid shall
be divided between the Councils on a Proportionate Basis.

15.5

In the event of a claim under this clause 15 in which it is not reasonably
practicable to determine the extent of responsibility as between the Councils
then the amount shall be divided amongst the Councils on a Proportionate
Basis.

15.6

A Council which receives a claim for losses, expenses, actions, demands,
costs and liabilities related to the discharge of the Specified and Agreed
Functions shall notify and provide details of such claim as soon as is
reasonably practicable to the other Councils.

15.7

No Council shall be indemnified in accordance with this clause 15 unless it
has given notice in accordance with clause 15.6 to the other Council against
whom it will be enforcing its right to an indemnity under this Agreement.

15.8

Each Council shall not be obliged to indemnify the other Councils to the extent
that the insurances maintained by the other Councils at the relevant time
provide an indemnity against the loss giving rise to a claim and to the extent
that another Council recovers under a policy of insurance save that the
Council responsible for liabilities suffered by another Council shall be
responsible for the deductible under any such policy of insurance and any
amount over the maximum amount insured under such policy of insurance.

15.9

The indemnities given under this Agreement are in addition to any Service
Agreement between the Host Council and any of the other Councils.

16.

Duration of this Agreement

16.1

This Agreement shall come into force on the Commencement Date and shall
continue from year to year or until terminated in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement.

17.

Variation of This Agreement

17.1

Any of the Councils may request a variation to this Agreement by making
such a request to the officer acting as Monitoring Officer to the Joint
Committee.

17.2

The officer acting as Monitoring Officer to the Joint Committee shall circulate
the request to each of the Councils within ten Business Days of receipt of
the request for consideration and approval by the Councils.

17.3

If each of the Councils approve such variation, then the officer acting as
Monitoring Officer to the Joint Committee shall arrange for the preparation of
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an appropriate Deed of Variation to this Agreement to be prepared for
execution by the Councils and such change shall only take effect upon
completion of that Deed and the costs associated with the preparation of such
Deed of Variation shall be shared equally between the Councils. Such Deed
of Variation may be executed in parts by each Council that is then a party to
this Agreement.
17.4

If one of the Councils does not approve such variation, then the variation to
this Agreement shall not occur.

18.

Withdrawal from the Joint Committee on Notice

18.1

Any Council may withdraw from the Joint Committee in accordance with the
following procedure:

18.2

Any Council which wishes to withdraw from the Joint Committee shall give
not less than twelve months’ written notice terminating at the end of a
financial year to the other Councils and the officer acting as Monitoring
Officer to the Joint Committee shall consult the other Councils giving due
consideration to:
(a)

Any loss of funding arising from such withdrawal and including any
non-payment, clawback or repayment of such funding;

(b)

Any other loss, liability, damage, claim or expense,

which would be incurred by the Councils upon which notice has been served
by reason of such withdrawal from the Joint Committee.
18.3

Any Council wishing to withdraw from the Joint Committee undertakes as a
condition of such withdrawal to make, prior to withdrawal such reasonable
payment or payments which fairly reflect the actual losses caused by or
anticipated as a result of the withdrawal as shall be determined by the other
Councils pursuant to clauses above and no notice under this clause 18 shall
take effect unless and until such payment has been agreed or referred to the
Dispute Resolution procedure under Clause 22.

18.4

Unless agreed otherwise by the parties, each Council reserves the right to
recover from any party to this Agreement the costs of any claims, costs,
expenses, losses or liabilities of any nature or which have been caused by
any act or omission of that party and which are discovered after the party’s
withdrawal from this Agreement.

18.5

Any Council that withdraws from the Joint Committee shall be responsible
for ensuring that it is able to comply with its legal obligations in respect of
the discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions. Any Council that
withdraws from the Joint Committee shall include in its notice to the other
Councils confirmation that it shall comply with its legal obligations in respect
of the discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions

19.

Termination of this Agreement for Cause

19.1

Without prejudice to any other rights or remedies, this Agreement may be
terminated in relation to any other Council (“Defaulter”) by the other Councils
(“Non-Defaulting Councils”) acting unanimously in giving sixty-five Business
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Days written notice to the Defaulter where the Defaulter materially breaches
any of the provisions of this Agreement or in the case of a breach capable of
remedy fails to remedy the same within thirty Business Days (or such other
period as agreed by the Non-Defaulting Councils) of being notified of each
breach in writing by the Non-Defaulting Councils and being required to
remedy the same.
19.2

If this Agreement is terminated each Council shall be responsible for ensuring
that it is able to comply with its legal obligations in respect of the discharge of
the Specified and Agreed Functions.

20.

Termination of the Agreement by Agreement

20.1

The Councils agree that this Agreement may be determined upon terms
agreed by all the Councils.

20.2

Upon termination of this Agreement the parties agree that the Joint
Committee shall cease to exist and any arrangement for the discharge of
Specified and Agreed Functions which has been made pursuant to this
Agreement shall cease on the expiry of the notice period specified in the
relevant Service Agreement and the Specified and Agreed Functions shall
be returned to the Councils which were responsible for them prior to this
Agreement.

20.3

If this Agreement is terminated each Council shall be responsible for
ensuring that it is able to comply with its legal obligations in respect of the
discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions.

21.

Termination – Consequential Matters

21.1

In the event of termination of this Agreement under Clause 20 or 21, as the
case may be, any party shall supply to any other party when requested any
information which the other party requires for the continuing discharge of the
Specified and Agreed Functions and;

21.2

Any Intellectual Property Rights created under this Agreement shall be
owned by the then parties in equal proportions; and

21.3

Each of the parties shall undertake to make such reasonable payment or
payments which fairly reflect the obligations of that Council pursuant to this
Agreement.

21.4

In the event of termination of this Agreement all Assets held by any of the
Councils for the purposes of this Agreement shall be dealt with in
accordance with the Financial Memorandum.

21.5

The Host Council shall transfer any relevant information it holds to the
Council to which the relevant information relates.

21.6

It shall be the duty of the Councils to try to minimise any losses arising from
the termination of this Agreement.

21.7

Each Council is responsible for its own compliance with the Directions and
any other relevant law that applies to the Specified and Agreed Functions
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and shall take any action necessary to ensure that it is able to comply with
its legal obligations following termination of this Agreement.
22.

Dispute Resolution

22.1

The Councils undertake and agree to pursue a positive approach towards
dispute resolution which seeks in the context of this joint working arrangement
to identify a solution at the lowest operational level that is appropriate to the
subject of the dispute and which avoids legal proceedings and maintains a
strong working relationship between the parties.

22.2

Any dispute arising in relation to any aspect of this Agreement shall be
resolved in accordance with this clause 22.

22.3

All disputes, claims or differences between the Councils arising out of or in
connection with this Agreement or its subject matter or formation, including
any question regarding its existence, validity or termination, (a “Dispute”) shall
be referred to the Director of Operations who shall produce and implement a
plan for resolving the dispute.

22.4

If the plan of the Director of Operations does not resolve the dispute it may at
the written request of any Council involved in the dispute, be referred by each
Council to its chief executive.

22.4

If the Councils’ chief executives do not agree a resolution of the Dispute within
one month of the date of service of any such request, the Councils may agree
a process to attempt to settle the Dispute by mediation or arbitration.

23.

Notices

Form of Notice
23.1

Any demand, notice or other communication given in connection with or
required by this Agreement shall be made in writing and shall be delivered to
or sent by pre-paid first class post to the recipient at the address stated in
Schedule 3 (or such other address as may be notified in writing from time to
time) or sent by facsimile transmission to the recipient to the facsimile number
stated in Schedule 3 or sent electronically to the e-mail address stated in
Schedule 3.

Service
23.2

Any such demand, notice or communication shall be deemed to have been
duly served:
(a)

If delivered by hand, when left at the proper address for service;

(b)

If given or made by pre-paid first class post two Business Days after
being posted;

(c )

If sent by facsimile at the time of transmission provided that a
confirmatory copy is on the same day that the facsimile is transmitted
sent by pre-paid first class post in the manner provided for in clause
23.1 Provided That in each case that if the time of such deemed
service is either after 4.00pm on a Business Day or on a day other
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than a Business Day service shall be deemed to occur at 10.00am on
the next following Business Day; or
(d)

If sent by e-mail, when it has been sent to the e-mail address stated in
Schedule 4 and receipt of such e-mail has been acknowledged.

24.

Information and Confidentiality

24.1

Without prejudice to clauses 25 and 26 the parties shall keep confidential all
matters relating to this Agreement or the Intellectual Property Rights of the
parties and shall use all reasonable endeavours to prevent their employees
and agents from making any disclosure to any person of any matter relating
to the Agreement or Intellectual Property Rights of the parties.

24.2

Clause 24.1 shall not apply to:
(a)

Any disclosure of information that is reasonably required by persons
engaged in the performance of their obligations under this Agreement;

(b)

Any matter which a party can demonstrate is already generally
available and in the public domain otherwise than as a result of a
breach of this clause;

(c)

Any disclosure which is required by any law (including any order or a
court of competent jurisdiction) any Parliamentary obligation or the rules
of any stock exchange or governmental or regulatory authority having
the force or law;

(d)

Any disclosure of information which is already lawfully in the
possession of the disclosing party prior to its disclosure by the
disclosing party;

(e)

Any disclosure which is required or recommended by the rules of any
governmental or regulatory authority including any guidance from time
to time as to openness and disclosure of information by public bodies.

(f)

Any disclosure which is necessary to be disclosed to provide relevant
information to any insurance broker in connection with obtaining any
insurance required by this Agreement.

(g)

Any disclosure by a party to a department, office or agency of the
Government;

(h)

Any disclosure for the purpose of the examination and certification of a
party’s accounts.

Where disclosure is permitted under clauses 24.2(a), 24.2(f), 24.2(g), or
24.2(h) the recipient of the information shall be placed under the same
obligation of confidentiality as that contained in this Agreement by the
disclosing Council.
25.

Data Protection

25.1

In relation to the subject matter of this agreement each party undertakes at all
times to comply with the Data Protection Legislation. This clause 25 is in
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addition to and does not relieve remove or replace a party’s obligations under
the Data Protection Legislation.
25.2

25.3

Each Council:
(a)

Shall process Personal Data belonging to any other Council only on the
instructions of that Council (subject to compliance with applicable law);

(b)

Shall only undertake processing of Personal Data reasonably required
in connection with this Agreement;

(c)

Shall ensure that it has in place appropriate technical and
organisational measures to protect against unauthorised or unlawful
processing of Personal Data and against accidental loss or destruction
of or damage to Personal Data appropriate to the harm that might result
from the unauthorised or unlawful processing or accidental loss
destruction or damage and the nature of the data to be protected having
regard to the state of technological development and the cost of
implementing any measures (those measures may include where
appropriate pseudonymising and encrypting Personal Data ensuring
confidentiality integrity availability and resilience of its systems and
services ensuring that availability of and access to Personal Data can
be restored in a timely manner after an incident and regularly assessing
and evaluating the effectiveness of the technical and organisational
measures adopted by it);

(d)

Shall ensure that all personnel who have access to and/or process
Personal Data are obliged to keep the Personal Data confidential;

(e)

Shall not transfer any Personal Data outside of the European Economic
Area unless the prior written consent of the other Councils has been
obtained and the following conditions are fulfilled;
(i)

The Council transferring the Personal Data has provided
appropriate safeguards in relation to the transfer;

(ii)

The data subject has enforceable rights and effective legal
remedies;

(iii)

The Council transferring the Personal Data complies with its
obligations under the Data Protection Legislation by providing
an adequate level of protection to any Personal Data that is
transferred

(f)

Shall assist the other Councils in responding to any request from a data
subject and in ensuring compliance with their obligations under the Data
Protection Legislation with respect to security breach notifications
impact assessments and consultations with supervisory bodies;

(g)

Shall use its reasonable endeavours to procure that all relevant subcontractors and third parties comply with this clause 25.

The Councils shall not disclose Personal Data to any third parties other than:
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(a)

To employees and sub-contractors and third parties to whom such
disclosure is reasonably necessary in order for the Councils to
discharge the Councils' obligations in relation to this Agreement; or

(b)

To the extent required under a court order or to comply with any
applicable laws

provided that any disclosure to any sub-contractor or any third parties under
clause 25.3 shall be made subject to written terms substantially the same as,
and no less stringent than, the terms contained in this clause 25 and that the
Councils shall give notice in writing to all other Councils of any disclosure of
Personal Data belonging to them which they or a sub-contractor or third parties
are required to make under clause 25 immediately they are aware of such a
requirement.
25.4

Any Council may, at reasonable intervals, request a written description of the
technical and organisational methods employed by any other Council and the
relevant sub-contractors Within five Business Days of such a request, the
Council requested to do so shall supply written particulars of all such measures
as it is maintaining detailed to a reasonable level such that the requesting
Council can determine whether or not, in connection with the Personal Data, it
is compliant with the Data Protection Legislation. Each Council shall use its
reasonable endeavours to ensure that the sub-contractors and any third parties
also comply with such request from any other Council.

25.6

All Councils shall ensure that any Personal Data they obtain and provide to any
other Council has been lawfully obtained and complies with the Data Protection
Legislation and that the use thereof in accordance with this Agreement shall
not breach any of the provisions of the Data Protection Legislation.

25.8

Each Council shall provide the other Councils as soon as reasonably
practicable, with such information in relation to Personal Data and their
processing as the other Councils may reasonably request in writing and the
party asked to provide the relevant data may reasonably be able to provide in
order for the other Council to comply with its obligations under this clause and
the Data Protection Legislation.

25.9

Each Council shall take reasonable precautions (having regard to the nature of
their respective obligations under this Agreement) to preserve the integrity of
any Personal Data.

25.10 The Councils shall continually review any existing information sharing protocols
being used in relation to this Agreement to ensure they remain relevant and to
identify which Personal Data needs to be processed and on what basis to
ensure compliance with this clause 25.
25.11 Each Council shall maintain complete and accurate records to demonstrate its
compliance with this clause 25.
26.
26.1

Freedom of Information
The parties recognise that the Councils are public authorities as defined by FOI
Legislation and therefore recognise that information relating to this Agreement
may be the subject of an Information Request.
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26.2

The Councils shall assist each other in complying with their obligations under
FOI Legislation, including but not limited to assistance without charge in
gathering information to respond to an Information Request.

26.3

Any Council shall be entitled to disclose any information relating to this
Agreement and the Specified and Agreed Functions in response to an
Information Request save that in respect of any Information Request which is
in whole or part a request for Exempt Information.

26.4

The Council which receives the Information Request shall circulate the
Information Request and shall discuss it with the other Councils and the
Director of Operations.

26.5

The Council which receives the Information Request shall in good faith consider
any representations raised by other Councils when deciding whether to
disclose Exempt Information and

26.6

The Council which receives the Information Request shall not disclose any
Exempt Information beyond the disclosure required by FOI Legislation without
the consent of the Council or Councils to which it relates.

26.7

The parties to this Agreement acknowledge and agree that any decision made
by a Council which receives an Information Request as to whether to disclose
information relating to this Agreement pursuant to FOI Legislation is solely the
decision of that Council. A Council will not be liable to any party to this
Agreement for any loss, damage, harm or detrimental effect arising from or in
connection with the disclosure of information in response to an Information
Request.

27.

Intellectual Property

27.1

Each Council will retain all Intellectual Property in its Material.

27.2

Each Council will grant all of the other Councils a non-exclusive, perpetual,
non-transferable and royalty free licence to use, modify, amend and develop
its IP Material for the discharge of the Councils' obligations in relation to this
Agreement whether or not the Council granting the licence remains a party to
this Agreement.

27.3

Without prejudice to clause 27.1, if more than one Council owns or has a legal
or beneficial right or interest in any aspect of the IP Material for any reason
(including without limitation that no one Council can demonstrate that it
independently supplied or created the relevant IP Material without the help of
one or more of the other Councils), each of the Councils who contributed to the
relevant IP Material will grant to all other Councils to this Agreement a nonexclusive, perpetual, non-transferable and royalty free licence to use and
exploit such IP Material as if all the other Councils were the sole owner under
the Copyright Design and Patents Act 1988 or any other relevant statute or rule
of law.

27.4

Any entity or person who is at the date of this Agreement a party to this
Agreement and who has licensed any Intellectual Property under this
Agreement shall have a non-exclusive, perpetual right to continue to use the
licensed Intellectual Property.
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27. 5 Each Council warrants that it has or will have the necessary rights to grant the
licences set out in clause 27.2 and 27.3 in respect of the IP Material to be
licensed.
27.6

28.
28.1

29.
29.1

30.
30.1

31.
31.1

32.
32.1

Each Council agrees to execute such further documents and take such actions
or do such things as may be reasonably requested by any other Councils (and
at the expense of the Council or Councils making the request) to give full effect
to the terms of this Agreement.
Language
The Joint Committee shall arrange for the Specified and Agreed Functions to
be discharged in such a way that each of the Councils comply with their duties
under the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011
Severability
If at any time any clause or part of a clause or schedule or appendix or part of
a schedule or appendix to this Agreement is found by any court, tribunal or
administrative body of competent jurisdiction to be wholly or partly illegal,
invalid or unenforceable in any respect:
(a)

That shall not affect or impair the legality, validity or enforceability of
any other provision of this Agreement.

(b)

The parties shall in good faith amend this Agreement to reflect as nearly
as possible the spirit and intention behind that illegal, invalid or
unenforceable provision to the extent that such spirit and intention is
consistent with the laws of that jurisdiction and so that the amended
Agreement complies with the laws of that jurisdiction.

Relationship of Parties
Each of the parties is an independent organisation and nothing contained in
this Agreement shall be construed to imply that there is any relationship
between the parties of partnership or principal/agent or of employer/employee.
No party shall have any right or authority to act on behalf of another party nor
to bind another party by contract or otherwise except to the extent expressly
permitted by the terms of this Agreement.
Third Party Rights
The parties to this Agreement do not intend that any of its terms will be
enforceable by virtue of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 by any
person not a party to it.
Entire Agreement
This Agreement and all documents referred to in this Agreement set forth the
entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter
covered by them and supersede and replace all prior communications,
representations (other than fraudulent representations), warranties,
stipulations, undertakings and agreements whether oral or written between the
parties. Each party acknowledges that it does not enter into this Agreement in
reliance on any warranty, representation or undertaking other than those
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contained in this Agreement and that its only remedies are for breach of this
Agreement, provided that this shall not exclude any liability which either party
would otherwise have to the other in respect of any statements made
fraudulently by or on behalf of it prior to the date of this Agreement.
33.
33.1
34.
34.1

Law of Agreement or Jurisdiction
This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of England and Wales and the
parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.
Discretion of the Councils
The discretion of any Council shall not be fettered or otherwise affected by the
terms of this Agreement.

THE COMMON SEAL OF
[

] Council

was affixed in the presence of
SIGNED BY
Duly authorised for and
on behalf of Welsh Local Government Association
in the presence of
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Schedule 1 Constitution of the Joint Committee
1

All 22 Councils shall appoint one representative as voting members of the Joint
Committee.

2

The Joint Committee shall appoint one of its voting members as chair and one
of its voting members as vice chair.

3

Unless they have already been appointed by their Council as its representative
the Councils shall appoint the following persons (subject to the agreement of
such persons) as non-voting members of the Joint Committee:
3.1

A WLGA spokesperson for health and social services.

3.2

A WLGA deputy spokesperson for health and social services.

3.3

The executive leader or a deputy in respect of one of those roles of the Host
Council.

3.4

The Co-chairs of the Combined Governance Board .

4

The relevant Councils may nominate one or more substitute members from,
subject to notification being given to the officer acting as Monitoring Officer to
the Joint Committee before the start of the meeting. The member appointed
as a substitute shall have full voting rights where the member for whom they
are substituting does not attend.

5

Each voting member of the Joint Committee shall comply with the Code of
Conduct of their Council when acting as a Member of the Joint Committee.

6

The Host Council or, as the case may be the relevant councils may remove any
voting member or substitute voting members of the Joint Committee and
appoint a different representative of the Host Council or, as the case may be,
the same council as the member or substitute being replaced by giving written
notice to the officer who is acting as Monitoring Officer to the Joint Committee.

7

Each voting member of the Joint Committee shall have one vote.

8

Each member of the Joint Committee shall serve upon the Joint Committee for
as long as he or she is appointed to the Joint Committee by the relevant
Councils but a member shall cease to be a member of the Joint Committee if
he or she ceases to be a member of the Council of which he or she was a
member when he or she was appointed to the Joint Committee or if the
Councils remove him or her as a member of the Joint Committee.

9

Any casual vacancies howsoever arising shall be filled by the Councils by
notice in writing sent to the officer who is acting as Monitoring Officer to the
Joint Committee.

10

Unless otherwise agreed by the Councils, meetings of the Joint Committee
shall be held at the offices of the WLGA, Host Council or virtually.

11

The Joint Committee shall meet at least once annually unless otherwise
determined by the Joint Committee.
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12

The officer who is acting as Monitoring Officer to the Joint Committee shall call
additional meetings at the direction of the chair by providing at least five clear
days’ notice to members of the Joint Committee, for the purposes of resolving
urgent matters arising between the bi-monthly meetings of the Joint
Committee. The officer who is acting as Monitoring Officer to the Joint
Committee must call a meeting of the Joint Committee if all the voting members
of the Joint Committee request it or the Head of Paid Service of each Council
requests it.

13

Meetings shall be notified to members of the Joint Committee by the officer
who is acting as Monitoring Officer to the Joint Committee.

14

The officer who is acting as Monitoring Officer to the Joint Committee shall
send electronically to all members and relevant officers of each Council the
agenda for each meeting of the Joint Committee no later than five clear days
before the date of the relevant meeting.

15

The officer who is acting as Monitoring Officer to the Joint Committee shall
arrange for written minutes to be taken of each meeting of the Joint Committee
and shall present them to the Joint Committee at its next meeting for approval
as a correct record. The Officer who is acting as Monitoring Officer to the Joint
Committee shall circulate the minutes to the Councils prior to the next meeting
of the Joint Committee. If the Joint Committee confirms that the minutes
contain an accurate record of the previous meeting, those minutes shall be
signed by the chair or vice-Chair.

16

A meeting of the Joint Committee shall require a quorum of 60% of the voting
members. If there is a quorum of members present but neither the chair nor
the vice-chair is present, the members present shall designate one member to
preside as chair for that meeting.

17

Subject to the provisions of any enactment all questions coming or arising
before the Joint Committee shall be decided by a majority of the members of
the Joint Committee immediately present and voting thereon. In the case of an
equality of votes the chair shall have a casting vote. Subject to paragraph 18
below all voting shall be by a show of hands.

18

Any member of the Joint Committee may request the Joint Committee to record
the votes of individual members of the Joint Committee on a matter for decision.

19

The order of business shall be indicated in the agenda for the meeting.

20

Any member of the Councils who is not a member of the Joint Committee is
entitled to attend the Joint Committee but he or she shall not be entitled to vote,
shall not take part in the consideration or discussion of any business, save by
leave of the chair and comments will be recorded only on the direction of the
chair.

21

The public may be excluded from a meeting of the Joint Committee during an
item of business whenever it is likely, in view of the nature of the business to
be transacted or the nature of the proceedings that if members of the public
were present during that item, confidential information as defined in section
100A(3) of the Local Government Act 1972 or exempt information as defined
in section 100I of the Local Government Act 1972 would be disclosed to them.
In view of the sensitivity of the matters for which the Joint Committee is
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responsible it is to be expected that most business to be transacted at meetings
of the Joint Committee will include confidential or exempt information but the
Joint Committee will consider this in respect of every item of business to be
considered at a meeting of the Joint Committee.
22

Unless members of the public are excluded from a meeting of the Joint
Committee in accordance with paragraph 21 above meetings of the Joint
Committee will be open to the public.

23

Members of the public wishing to address the Joint Committee (or a subcommittee of the Joint Committee) on reports contained within the agenda for
the meeting shall be given the opportunity to do so.

24

Each Council may call in any decision of the Joint Committee in accordance
with the overview and scrutiny provisions of that Council’s constitution. If any
decision of the Joint Committee is subject to call in by a Council, the Joint
Committee shall take no action to implement that decision unless the call in
process upholds the decision.

25.

The Joint Committee may delegate a function to an officer.
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Schedule 2 Terms of Reference of the NAS Combined Governance
Board
Functions and responsibilities of the Combined Governance Board
1

The Combined Governance Board shall have the following responsibilities:
1.1

To provide political and professional leadership and advice to inform the
overall strategic direction of the National Adoption Service in Wales.

1.2

To hold the Regional Collaboratives (and their staff), the Director of
Operations and central team, the VAA’s and other services accountable for
the delivery and performance of their services within the National Adoption
Service arrangements.

1.3

To approve for submission to the Joint Committee as prepared by the Director
of Operations / central team.

1.4

o

An annual programme of work for the National Adoption Service.

o

A half year and full year progress report for the Welsh Local
Government Association (WLGA – Full Council), the Minster for
Health and Social Service and the Welsh Government.

o

The budget and financial management arrangements of services
and the office of the Director of Operations.

To monitor and have oversight of:


The performance of the National Adoption Service to ensure its
successful delivery and improvements in the adoption process to lead
to positive outcomes for children and adults affected by adoption.



The quality of engagement with the Voluntary Adoption Agencies
(VAAs) and service user representatives at central and regional levels.



Compliance with the Powers of Direction [This needs to be defined].



Compliance with the Conflict of Interest Protocol [This needs to be
defined].

1.5

To consider and make recommendations for the future direction of the
National Adoption Service using:

o

Information and data, including from the National Performance System in
relation to the services as a whole, each Regional Collaborative, the VAA’s and
other services.

o

Professional and best practice advice from the sector.

o

The views of children, young people and adults who use services.

o

Other evidence including reports from the Director of Operations.
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1.6

To ensure arrangements are in place for the flow of information, including
receipt of minutes and papers, between the Combined Governance Board
and:


The Joint Committee.



Regional Management Committees.



Local government members and officers across Wales.



Equivalent bodies in VAA’s and other services.

1.7

To encourage and enable the statutory and voluntary sectors to work in
partnership to deliver the best outcomes for children and adults affected by
adoption.

1.8

To ensure that the views of all stakeholders, including those who use adoption
services, are represented effectively both at national and regional levels.

1.9

To ensure the National Adoption Service is working within Welsh Government
guidance and strategies for children particularly looked after and adopted
children.

1.10

To ensure that due consideration is given to the need for Welsh Language
services in planning and delivery of adoption services throughout Wales.

1.11

To support the delivery of adoption services through the National Adoption
Service arrangements to ensure it reflects the best possible practice and is
based on a culture of continuous improvement.

1.12

To notify Joint Committee and Welsh Ministers of any issues regarding the
National Adoption Service which it considers need to be drawn to their
attention.

2

Membership of the Combined Governance Board will comprise of:


WLGA Spokesperson for Health and Social Services or their representative.



WLGA Deputy Spokesperson for Health and Social Services



Independent Chair of the National Adoption Service Advisory Group (Chair of
the Advisory Group and Co-Chair of the Combined Governance Board
Meeting).



Leader (or nominated executive representative) of Host Council.



Elected member representative for each of the 5 Regional Adoption
Collaboratives (from which the Vice Chair will be drawn).



Director / Head of Service from each of the Regional Collaboratives.



Senior officer representative of the Host Council.



Representative of the 5 VAAs in Wales.



Officer representative from the WLGA.
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Representative from the Association of Directors for Social Services Cymru
(ADSSC).



Representative of Association of Directors of Education in Wales (ADEW).



A Designated doctor for Safeguarding/Looked After Children.



A current RAC Adoption Panel Medical Advisor.



Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) representative.



Representative of a Social Research Centre (currently Cardiff University,
CASCADE).



Representative of Children’s Commissioner for Wales.



Representative of CAFCASS Cymru



Citizen or service user.



Legal services representative from the Host Council.



Director of Operations, National Adoption Service and secretariat.

3

The Joint Committee may invite other persons to attend meetings of the
Combined Governance Board as observers.

4

The terms of reference of the Combined Governance Board shall be reviewed
by the Joint Committee at least once a year which may make
recommendations to the Joint Committee regarding the amendment of the
terms of reference.
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Schedule 3 Notice Provisions

Welsh Local Government Association
One Canal Parade,
Dumballs Road
CARDIFF
CF10 5BF
Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council
Municipal Offices
Civic Centre
Ebbw Vale
NP23 6XB
Bridgend County Borough Council
Civic Offices
Angel Street
Bridgend
CF31 4WB
Caerphilly County Borough Council
Ty Penalta
Tredomen Park
Ystrad Mynach Hengoed
CF82 7PG
The County Council of the City and County of Cardiff
County Hall
Cardiff
CF10 4UW
Carmarthenshire County Council
County Hall
Carmarthen
Carmarthenshire
SA31 1JP
Ceredigion County Council
Neuadd Cyngor
Ceredigion
Penmorfa
Aberaeron
Ceredigion
SA46 OPA
Conwy County Borough Council
Bodlondeb
Bangor Road
Conwy
LL32 8DU
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Denbighshire County Council
County Hall
Wynnstay Road
Ruthin
LL15 1YN
Flintshire County Council
County Hall
Mold
CH7 6NB
Gwynedd Council
Council Offices
Shirehall Street
Caernarfon
LL55 1SH
Isle of Anglesey County Council
Council Offices
Llangefni
LL77 7TW
Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council
Civic Centre
Merthyr Tydfil
CF47 8AN
Monmouthshire County Council
PO Box 106
Caldicot
NP26 9AN
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council
Port Talbot Civic Centre
Port Talbot
SA13 1PJ
Newport City Council
Civic Centre
Godfrey Road
Newport
NP20 4UR
Pembrokeshire County Council
County Hall
Haverfordwest
Pembrokeshire
SA61 1TP
Powys County Council
Powys County Hall
Spa Road East
Llandrindod Wells
Powys
LD1 5LG
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Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council
The Pavilions
Cambrian Park
Clydach Vale
Tonypandy
CF40 2XX
The Council of the City and County of Swansea
Civic Centre
Oystermouth Road
Swansea
SA1 3SN
Torfaen County Borough Council
Civic Centre
Pontypool
Torfaen
NP4 6YB
Vale of Glamorgan Council
Civic Offices
Holton Road
Barry
Vale of Glamorgan
CF63 4RU
Wrexham County Borough Council
The Guildhall
Wrexham
LL11 1AY
[The Councils to provide details of fax numbers and e-mail addresses.]
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Schedule 4 Financial Memorandum
1

The core budget for the office of the Director of Operations and national
functions of the National Adoption Service is provided by a ‘top slice’ of the
Revenue Support Grant and made available to the NAS via the Welsh Local
Government Association. This arrangement was agreed by the Co-ordinating
Committee of the WLGA in March 2014 as part of its agreement to the
proposals to establish NAS.

2

The Councils shall ensure that:

2.1

The Joint Committee, the Combined Governance Board and the Director of
Operations make appropriate use of the National Adoption Services budget to
perform their functions and to facilitate achievement of the aims in clause 2 of
this Agreement;

2.2

There are adequate financial and accounting procedures for the purposes of
this Agreement.

3

The Host Council will provide the financial administrative accounting system
and appropriate associated support for the discharge of the Specified and
Agreed Functions on behalf of the Councils. Subject to the statutory role of
each Council’s Section 151 Officer in relation to their Council, the Host Council
shall provide for the purposes of this Agreement the services of its Section 151
Officer to the Joint Committee.

4

The Director of Operations shall submit annual monitoring reports to the Joint
Committee which shall include explanations for any variances against the
profiled budget.

5

The Joint Committee shall review the expenditure and forecast to ensure that
the allocated budget is being correctly adhered to.

6

The Joint Committee shall be presented with a report on the proposed use of
the budget for the discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions for approval
on behalf of the Councils for the following financial year.

7

The Host Council shall apply its Financial Regulations and Contract Procedure
Rules to the discharge of the Specified and Agreed Functions on behalf of the
Councils pursuant to this Agreement.

8

Proportionate Basis of liability of the Councils:

The Proportionate Basis for which each Council shall be liable for costs under an
indemnity provided under clause 15 shall be that the Councils shall reflect the
proportion that the population of each Council’s area makes of the total population of
Wales.
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Schedule 5 Specified and Agreed Functions and
Services
1

2

Service Vision
1.1

The Councils wish to use the joint discharge of the Specified Functions
to improve the performance of the Councils and partners in meeting the
needs of those children who require permanence through adoption by
bringing together the best practice from each authority and partner into
an integrated adoption service and similarly for an agreed range of
fostering functions .

1.2

The Councils agree that the joint discharge of the Specified and Agreed
Functions should be underpinned by the guiding principles that looked
after children and prospective adopters alike are advantaged by the
joint discharge of functions and that the joint discharge of functions is
demonstrably more efficient and flexible in delivering the Services.

Aims, Principles and Objectives of the joint discharge of the Specified
Functions for adoption services
2.1

Enabling the Councils to comply with their obligations under the
Directions.

2.2

Delivering a comprehensive adoption service at a national level.

2.3

Exercising oversight of Councils’ compliance with legislation,
regulations, minimum standards, local procedures and the performance
management framework set by the Welsh Government and
accountable to the Senedd / Welsh Parliament in line with the
Directions.

2.4

Ensuring that services are carried out in a timely and efficient way and
based upon the assessed needs of those persons requiring the service.

2.5

Ensuring that persons seeking approval as adoptive parents are
welcomed without prejudice and delay and that their applications are
considered on their individual merit.

2.6

Developing a recruitment strategy which ensures a range of adoptive
placements are available nationally or through external agencies to
ensure timely placements for all children where the placement plan is
adoption.

2.7

Providing a child focused placement service to ensure that children are
appropriately matched with adopters who can meet their needs
throughout their childhood.

2.8

Providing a range of pre and post adoption support and intermediary
services in conjunction with statutory and voluntary sector providers.

2.9

Establishing effective working links with key stakeholders.
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2.10

Maintaining effective working links with local authority children’s
services departments to ensure that agency functions in relation to
children requiring adoptive placements are maintained.

2.11

Utilising and building upon examples of good practice and promote
consistency, excellence and continuous improvement.

2.12

Complying with the requirements of external audit and inspection.

2.13

Ensuring that customer feedback and the views of service users are
obtained and considered in the development of services.

3

Aims, Principles and Objectives of the joint discharge of the Agreed
Functions for fostering services through Foster Wales

3.1

National leadership to ensure consistency of approach on a regional and local
authority basis

4

3.2

Commission / monitoring of the programme management contract with
Association for fostering and adoption Cymru (AFA Cymru) / creation of
a post for this function plus oversight / support of programme manager’s
work

3.3

Maintaining a performance framework and supporting performance
reporting at national and regional level to inform improvement

3.4

Production of annual report and any other reporting required

3.5

Administration of agreed Foster Wales national Governance
arrangements and support to Regional Development Manager
meetings, practice forums and task & finish groups

3.6

Promotion of best practice and culture of continuous improvement
currently as below:
o

Oversight and ongoing development of the Foster Wales brand

o

Production of national Policy and Procedures handbook incl. for
recruitment

o

Core Offer of support

o

Fees and Allowances

o

Learning and Development framework

3.7

Commissioning and contract monitoring of contracts required for FW
work – incl. website, brand repository, national marketing mgr, launch
& campaigns.

3.8

Administration of FW finance and grants and accountancy support.
Securing resourcing through new / additional finance where possible.

The Specified and Agreed Functions
4.1

The Specified and Agreed Functions are:
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(a)

The functions of the Director of Operations and central team including
the following:



Providing leadership to set the direction for NAS and Foster Wales including
strategic planning by agreeing priorities, targets and resourcing following
engagement with partners and stakeholders as well as support to operational
planning;



Reviewing progress including analysis of performance data and service
information from the regions and VAA’s;



Providing annual and mid-year reports each year for agreement by the
Combined Governance Board, Joint Committee and submission to Welsh
Ministers as well as to WLGA and ADSS-C where required;



Providing specific functions nationally to support and enable NAS operations
(currently as below)





Establishing and maintaining a website for the National Adoption
Service for Wales



Management of the Adoption Register for Wales (under contract from
Welsh Government)



Commissioning and contracting national contracts to support service
delivery functions and support



Maintaining arrangements for service user engagement across Wales



Leadership, matrix management oversight, advice and support to
regions and VAA’s



Promotion of best practice and a culture of continuous improvement
throughout the NAS;



Securing appropriate resourcing through new / additional finance or reprofiling of existing as well as managing the central team allocation,
grants and investment;



Strategic commissioning as necessary for the discharge of functions



Maintaining arrangements for national governance and allied sub / task
& finish groups to engage stakeholders in carrying out the actions / work
agreed by the Combined Governance Board



Promotion of adoption, including national PR and marketing and the
provision of the ‘face and voice’ of adoption in Wales.



Stakeholder and relationship management including with allied services
and organisations in Wales and UK, Ministers and Welsh Government.

Providing specific functions nationally to support and enable Foster Wales
operations (currently as below)


Establishing and maintaining a national website for Foster Wales
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5



Commissioning and contracting national contracts to support service
delivery functions and support



Leadership, matrix management oversight, advice and support to
regions and LA’s



Promotion of best practice and a culture of continuous improvement



Managing the central team allocation, grants and investment, enabling
negotiations with funding bodies to secure ongoing resourcing.



Maintaining arrangements for national governance and allied sub / task
& finish groups to engage stakeholders in carrying out the actions / work
agreed by the Lead Heads of Children’s Services Group



Promotion of Foster Wales, including national PR and marketing.



Stakeholder and relationship management including with allied services
and organisations in Wales and UK, Ministers and Welsh Government.

The Services
5.1

The services of the host local authority for the national functions shall
be the subject of a separate agreement but will include:

5.2

Office accommodation and allied facilities services

5.3

Employment of staff, associated human resource functions and
advising on workforce planning / issues

5.4

Use of its IT systems and databases, including provision of a separate
email domain/s and stand-alone websites as needed

5.5

Finance / accounting services, supporting management of core budget
and grant aid including facilitating the transfer of funds to relevant local
government or partners agencies of NAS and Foster Wales.

5.6

Information security advice and support, ensuring compliance with
changing legislation

5.7

Facilitation of procurement and contracting requirements to deliver
functions

5.8

Legal advice as required incl. for contracts.

5.9

Engagement of Officers and Members in governance arrangements as
required by the Directions
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Schedule 6 Terms of Reference for the Lead Head of
Children’s Services Group
1

2

3

Objectives and Scope
1.1

The main objectives of this group are:

(a)

To support the strategic oversight of Foster Wales

(b)

To consider the implications at local and regional level arising from the
transition to Foster Wales

(c)

To consider the development needs of services at local, regional, and
national level

(d)

To seek and support solutions to overcome barriers and challenges

(e)

To continue to develop and maintain collaboration across local authority
fostering

(f)

To consider reports presented, agree actions, make decisions, and
monitor progress

(g)

To consider performance reports and monitor KPIs as identified and
agreed

(h)

To make recommendations for future areas of work programme
development

Membership
2.1

Core membership will include:

(a)

6 x Regional designated Lead Head of Children’s Services

(b)

Director of the National Adoption Service

(c)

6 x Regional Development Managers

(d)

A Director of Social Services

(e)

Programme Manager

(f)

An officer of the Welsh Local Government Association

2.2

Arrangements will be put in place to ensure good links between this
meeting and members including briefing the WLGA spokesperson for
health and Social Care or their nominated Deputy with responsibility for
children’s services.

Frequency of meetings
3.1

Meetings will be held at an agreed frequency no less than quarterly
(currently monthly), dates and times will be scheduled and provided with
advanced notice.
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4

Accountability and communication
4.1

The group is accountable to the Joint Committee, which holds
responsibility for overall oversight of the National Adoption Service and
Foster Wales.

4.2

Regional representatives are responsible for ensuring that effective
communication channels are in place. This should include mechanisms
for the sharing of information, decisions, and outcomes from this group
to relevant forums and individuals within their own region.
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Schedule 7 Scheme of Functions Delegated to the
Director of Operations
Part One
SCHEME OVERVIEW
1. Purpose
1.1. The National Adoption Service for Wales (NAS) operates in a multi-agency
partnership context. This is a complex arrangement best described as a local
government led collaborative with a range of different interfaces including the
voluntary sector. In order that the NAS national / central team staff can carry
out its functions effectively under the Adoption and Children Act 2002 (Joint
Adoption Arrangements) (Wales) Directions 2015, it is essential that
employees at all levels of the organisation are clear that they have the
delegated authority to make decisions. It is also important that employees are
clear where they do not have the authority to make decisions.
1.2. The Scheme of Delegation is the framework creating the authority to make a
decision or discharge a function. Delegation also means that those to whom
responsibility has been given are prepared to be accountable for the
decisions they have been asked to make and the functions they discharge.
Effective and transparent decision making also requires that those making a
decision must be confident about the scope of their authority.
1.3. The aim of the Scheme of Delegation is to set out who has the authority to
make decisions within the national / central team of the National Adoption
Service for Wales. It is a companion document to the National Adoption
Service in Wales Partnership Agreement and the Agreement for the
Establishment of a Joint Committee for the National Adoption Service.
1.4. This Scheme of Delegation sets out who can carry out the functions. It does
not explain how they are to be carried out. The NAS has adopted the
procedures of the Host Council (Cardiff Council) which set out the rules for
this. The Host Council is also the employer of NAS staff. As a result, NAS
Officers must be familiar with the Host Council’s:

Financial Procedure Rules (Part 4.6 of the Constitution)

Contract Standing Orders and any Procurement guidelines issued by the
Host Council

Human Resources guidance and procedures
1.5. All powers within the Scheme of Delegation are to be exercised within
approved budgets and all staffing and recruitment delegations take effect
subject to approved HR guidelines.
1.6. At the commencement of this Agreement the full arrangements for Foster
Wales are being developed but it is anticipated that its relationship to the Joint
Committee will be the same as for NAS albeit that governance is managed
through the Lead Heads of Children’s Services (LHOCS) meeting and that
delegated authority will operate in the same way. The Terms of Reference of
the Lead Heads of Children’s Services meeting are in Schedule 6 of this Joint
Committee Agreement.
2. Arrangement of the Scheme of Delegation
2.1. . The Scheme of Delegation is arranged in three parts.
a) Scheme Overview
b) The Joint Committee and Combined Governance Board
c) The Director of Operations
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3. The Joint Committee, Combined Governance Board and Regional
Collaboratives
3.1. The complex nature of the arrangements has a number of key bodies either
delivering the Adoption Services or setting overall strategy. They interact in a
way that influences the approach to delegation.
3.2. The Joint Committee will, on behalf of the 22 Welsh Local Authorities,
exercise their powers with reference to the provision of the collaborative
arrangements for the National Adoption Service for Wales (NAS) and for
Foster Wales (FW). It will be underpinned by a legal agreement (Joint
Committee Agreement) and be comprised of Council Members. Its role will
be to oversee the work of NAS and Foster Wales and specifically approve /
receive the below:
 The Annual Reports of NAS and of Foster Wales;
 The annual programmes of work for the NAS and for Foster Wales;
 The budget/s for the office of the Director and the national work of NAS and
for Foster Wales; and
 The agreement, and any changes required, for the Host Council support of
the office of the Director to enable it to facilitate the work of NAS and FW.
3.3. For NAS (only) it will also oversee how the authorities work together to
exercise their powers and comply with the National Assembly Directions (now
Senedd Wales).
3.4. The Joint Committee has primary responsibility for the delegation framework
as it may delegate a function to an officer.
3.5. The terms of reference for the Combined Governance Board are contained in
schedule 2 of the Agreement for the Establishment of a Joint Committee for
the National Adoption Services. The schedule indicates the Board must
approve as prepared by the Director of Operations / central team the
following:

An annual programme of work for the National Adoption Service.


A half year and full year progress report for the Welsh Local Government
Association (WLGA – Full Council), the Minster for Health and Social
Service and the Welsh Government.



The budget and financial management arrangements of services and the
office of the Director of Operations.

3.6. The terms of reference also hold the following accountable for the delivery
and performance of their services within the NAS arrangements:
 Regional Collaboratives (and their staff),
 the Director of Operations and central team,
 the Voluntary Adoption Agencies and other services
3.7. In order to support the work of the Combined Governance Board the Director
of Operations will prepare the items listed in section 3.3 using the support of
the Host Council where appropriate.
3.8. As the lead executive of the NAS, the Director of Operations has delegated
authority from the Joint Committee to manage the organisation. The Director
of Operations is also responsible for delegating other decision-making
responsibilities to officers within NAS.
3.9. The Joint Committee delegates to the Combined Governance Board or
Director of Operations all matters which it does not reserve to itself for
decision.
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3.10.The Director of Operations shall provide regular reports to the Combined
Governance Board and Joint Committee on the discharge of the Specified
Functions .
3.11.The delegation of functions and responsibilities both from the Joint Committee
and the Director of Operations requires those using delegated authority to
carry out those functions in a way that will not prevent the effective discharge
of any functions or bring the NAS into disrepute or in any other way have an
adverse effect on the NAS.
3.12.The scheme of delegation can be removed by the Joint Committee if it takes a
formal decision to do so. In these circumstances the Joint Committee would
assume those responsibilities that it had previously delegated or delegate
these responsibilities to the Combined Governance Board. The Director of
Operations can also remove delegations they have granted to their team and
in doing so would assume the previously delegated responsibilities or transfer
these to another member of their team.
3.13.Each region is made up of a number of specified local authorities. These are
regional collaboratives overseen by Regional Management Boards. For the
NAS to work effectively Partnership Agreement states there should be robust
links between RMBs, the Combined Governance Board and the central team
(led by the Director of Operations). The RMBs are required to produce an
annual report submitted to the Director of Operations by 31st May each year.
Other aspects of regional working include the Regional Joint Committees,
Regional Operation Groups and a lead authority for each region.
3.14 There is no legislation underpinning Foster Wales. Existing regional meetings
link to the national Lead Heads of Children’s Services meeting which in turn
reports to the Joint Committee.
4. Principles of Delegation
4.1. The scheme of delegation has a number of principles that underpin the
approach adopted so that the transfer of responsibility for a task or function
from the Joint Committee, Board Meeting or Director of Operations does not
change the overall accountability.

The Joint Committee, Combined Governance Board LHOC’s meeting
and the Director of Operations remain accountable for all their functions,
even those they have delegated. In order to be assured that the
responsibilities that they have delegated are being discharged properly
they require information about the exercise of those functions.
Appropriate management oversight must be exercised to ensure there is
sharing of delegated decisions.

In order to make sound decisions, the authority to take decisions must
be supported by appropriate skills and knowledge. Those exercising
delegated decision-making powers must be made aware of the
decisions that have been delegated to them, the limits of their authority
and have access to relevant advice if appropriate.

A record of delegated decisions will be kept and shared with the Joint
Committee and the Combined Governance Board. The frequency of the
information to be received will be determined by the Joint Committee
and Board but should not be less than quarterly. Where a decision has
been formally delegated to the Director of Operations by the Joint
Committee or the Combined Governance Board, the decision to
delegate will be recorded in the Committee or Board minutes. The
decision and its outcome will then be contained in a separate section
within the Director of Operations’ Quarterly Report to the following
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Combined Governance Board. An equivalent process will be developed
for Foster Wales
If the post holder for a delegated decision is absent the line manager will
be expected to make the decision. Should the decision be urgent, and a
matter delegated to the Director of Operations the Chair of the
Combined Governance Board will be able to make the decision in
consultation with the Board and, in the case of the absence of the
Director of Operations, the relevant staff reporting to the Director of
Operations.
Where a delegated decision is viewed by the postholder as requiring
further discussion due to the sensitivity of the issue they should consider
approaching the Director of Operations for advice. In the case of the
Director of Operations this would involve the Chair of the Joint
Committee or the Combined Governance Board as appropriate.

5. Variation, ownership and review of the scheme
5.1. The constitution of the Joint Committee includes authority to delegate a
function to an officer (Schedule 1, paragraph 25). Variations to the Scheme of
delegation will be approved by the Joint Committee and any deviation from it
must be approved by the Joint Committee, with such deviations being
reported to the next meeting.
5.2. For administrative purposes, the Director of Operations, on behalf of the Joint
Committee, is the manager of the Scheme of Delegation and will keep the
scheme under review in consultation with the Joint Committee Monitoring
Officer who will be required to comment on the proposals. Any suggested
amendments will be subject to consultation with the Combined Governance
Board. Any proposed changes will be submitted to the Joint Committee
unless authority to amend the scheme is delegated to the Combined
Governance Board. If delegation occurs any changes to the Scheme of
Delegation will be reported to the next Joint Committee.
5.3. However, the Scheme will be updated as often as is necessary to ensure it
remains current, following review and consultation in accordance with
paragraph 5.2.

Part Two
The Joint Committee, the Combined Governance Board, Regional
Collaboratives, Lead Heads of Children’s Services meeting and Director of
Operations
a. The Joint Committee
1. The Agreement for the Establishment of a Joint Committee for the
National Adoption Service indicates Welsh Councils have agreed to
establish and participate in a joint committee to facilitate the delivery
of the Specified and Agreed Functions with a view to their
economical, efficient and effective discharge.
2. The Joint Committee is specifically responsible for:
a. The overall scheme of delegation;
b. establishing and delivering the NAS and Foster Wales strategic aims and
objectives consistent with its overall strategic direction and within the
agreed Welsh Government policy;
c. strategic direction and decisions as submitted by the Combined
Governance Board and LHOC’s meeting;
d. ensuring that the responsible minister is kept informed of any changes
which are likely to impact on NAS strategic direction or the delivery of the
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obligations set out in the Adoption and Children Act 2002 (Joint Adoption
Arrangements) (Wales) Directions 2015.
b. The Combined Governance Board
3. The terms of reference of the Combined Governance Board (the
Board) indicates the overall role is to provide strategic direction and
decisions for submission to the Joint Committee to facilitate the
delivery and improvement of adoption services on Wales through
the National Adoption Service (NAS) arrangements.
4. The Board also holds the Regional Collaboratives and the Director
of Operations and central team accountable for delivery and
performance of their services within the NAS arrangements.
5. The Board is responsible for ensuring the Director of Operations has
adequate resources to discharge the Specified Functions and
deliver an effective NAS. In coming to a decision whether to
recommend this to the Joint committee the Board will rely on the
advice of the Director of Operations.
c. Regional Collaboratives
6. The Regional Collaboratives must provide an annual report to the Director of
Operations by 31st May covering
a. The performance of the regional collaborative against the performance
measures in the National Performance Management Framework
b. An analysis of the implementation of the annual work programme and
plans to address any under-performance
c. Plans to develop the adoption service within the region in accordance
with the national business priorities
d. Information regarding the resolution of complaints and determination
of disputes at local and regional level and any impact on the provision
of adoption services
7. The Scheme of Delegation recognises that the Director of Operations will
need to act on behalf of the Combined Governance Board and the Joint
Committee when working with the Regional Collaboratives.
8. The Scheme of Delegation recognises that the Director of Operations is not
only a member of the Combined Governance Board but is also the principal
professional advisor on delivery and improvement of adoption services in
Wales through the National Adoption Service arrangements. This will include
providing advice to the Joint Committee and Combined Governance Board on
the Regional Collaborative arrangements including reporting on the position
to the Board based on the reports that Regional Collaboratives must provide
to the Director of Operations by 31st May of each year
d. The Director of Operations
7. The scheme of delegation will operate to enable the Director of Operations to
carry out the following Specified and Agreed Functions:
a. Providing leadership to set the direction for NAS including strategic
planning by agreeing priorities, targets and resourcing following
engagement with partners and stakeholders as well as support to
operational planning;
b. Reviewing progress including analysis of performance data and
service information from the regions and VAA’s;
c. Providing annual and mid-year reports each year for agreement by the
Combined Governance Board, Joint Committee, and submission to
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Welsh Ministers as well as to WLGA and ADSS-C where required;
and
d. Providing specific functions nationally to support and enable NAS
operations including those outlined in the table below.

MATTERS DELEGATED BY THE JOINT COMMITTEE TO THE DIRECTOR OF
OPERATIONS. (The delivery of these delegated functions will be overseen on
a day-to-day basis by the Combined Governance Board for NAS and the
Lead Heads of Services meeting for Foster Wales)
Strategic Direction and Business Planning
The Director of Operations is responsible for:

Overseeing the development of the annual programme of work and
budget for the National Adoption Service (incl.Foster Wales). This will
include a medium term (3 year) financial plan accompanied by the
assumptions on which longer term planning is based


A half year and full year progress report for the Welsh Ministersand
the Welsh Government with required oversight of the Combined
Governance Board and the Joint Committee.

Financial Management, Commissioning, Propriety and Value for Money
The Director of Operations is responsible for:
 Ensuring the NAS stays within its overall budget
 Ensuring the NAS operates within the financial regulations of the Host
Council
 Signing agreements or other documents on behalf of the Joint
Committee and/or the Combined Governance Board
 Securing appropriate resourcing through new/additional finance or
reprofiling of existing as well as managing the central team allocation,
grants and investment
 Ensuring the NAS complies with any requirements to publish
information as required by legislation and the Welsh Government
 Approving the level of delegation for non-pay expenditure within the
overall delegation scheme as approved by the Joint Committee and/or
the Combined Governance Board
 Approving those posts as having the responsibility of Budget Holder
 Authorising contracts up to £1m, and in excess of £1m in conjunction
with the Combined Governance Board
 Taking overall responsibility for the control of the NAS’s fixed assets
 Ensures the Host Council’s agreed systems of control are applied within
the NAS to protect against fraud and losses including data losses
 Strategic Commissioning as necessary for the discharge of functions
 Ensuring all staff are aware that the NAS operates within the Host
Council’s:
o Financial Regulations and procedures;
o Contract Standing Orders and any Procurement guidelines
issued by the Host; and
o Human Resources guidance and procedures
Risk Management and Assurance
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The Director of Operations is responsible for:
 Ensuring the risks to the Annual Plan are identified, assessed,
managed and escalated where necessary in accordance with the Host
Council’s risk management policy
 Monitoring, controlling and assuring the Joint Committee and Combined
Governance Board of the business and regulatory risks for which they
are responsible
Information and Information Governance
The Director of Operations is responsible for:
 Understanding and addressing the risks to the information assets under
their control or delegated to them by the Joint Committee and/or
Combined Governance Board
 Providing assurance to the Host Council’s SIRO on the security and
use of information assets
 Ensuring data is managed in accordance with the requirements of the
Data Protection Act 1998
 Approving the release of information about the provision of National
Adoption Services
 Establishing and maintaining a website for the National Adoption
Service for Wales
 Promotion of adoption, including PR and marketing and the provision of
the ‘face and voice’ of adoption in Wales
 Management of the Adoption Register for Wales (under contract from
the Welsh Government
 Maintaining arrangements for service user engagement across Wales
Dispute Resolution
The Director of Operations is responsible for:
 Producing and implementing a plan to resolve any dispute that arises in
relation to any aspect of the Agreement for the Establishment of a Joint
Committee for the National Adoption Service
Regional Arrangements and Regional Collaboratives
 Advising the Joint Committee and/or the Combined Governance Board
on the working arrangements for the Regional Collaboratives
 Leadership, matrix management oversight, advice and support to
regions and VAA’s
 Maintaining arrangements for national governance and allied sub/task &
finish groups to engage stakeholders in carrying out the actions/work
agreed by the Combined Governance Board
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National Collaborative Arrangements for Welsh (local authority) Adoption and Fostering services

National Collaborative Arrangements for Welsh (local authority)
Adoption and Fostering services:
Well-being Impact Assessment Report
This report summarises the likely impact of the proposal on the social, economic, environmental and
cultural well-being of Denbighshire, Wales and the world.

Assessment Number: 1027
Brief description: That proposals for developing the governance arrangements for the National
Adoption Service for Wales, as it assumes responsibility for Foster Wales, are adopted

Date Completed: 28/02/2022 17:18:36 Version: 2
Completed by: Rhiain Morrlle
Responsible Service: Education & Children Services
Localities affected by the proposal: Whole County,
Who will be affected by the proposal? Any user of adoption or fostering services, including
vulnerable children.

Was this impact assessment completed as a group? No
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Summary and Conclusion
Before we look in detail at the contribution and impact of the proposal, it is important to consider how
the proposal is applying the sustainable development principle. This means that we must act "in a
manner which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs."

Score for the sustainability of the approach
3 out of 4 stars
Actual score : 28 / 36.
Summary for each Sustainable Development principle
Long term
The proposal is grant funded until 2023, negotiations are ongoing with Welsh Government regarding
the funding of the NAS and FW beyond this date. The NAS and FW aims to support adoptive parents
and foster carers across Wales, ensuring access to support, advice and training to prevent
placement breakdowns. We aim to support children closer to the own community and prevent their
being placed at a distance from their support network.

Prevention
This proposal is in relation to governance of Foster Wales, it has neutral impact on the environment.
Foster Wales brings together all 22 authorities ensuring that fostering services are consistent and
valued across Wales. Encouraging local communities to foster vulnerable children will ensure that
children are cared for and supported within their own community, increasing the likelihood of a return
to birth family.

Integration
Foster Wales has emerged from a national project and will support a defined range of fostering
functions linked to recruitment and retention of local authority foster carers. Throughout this time, the
WLGA and ADSS as lead bodies wanted the national functions for fostering to be linked to the
National Adoption Service national functions to reduce duplication and costs as well as to maximise
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resilience, flexibility and longevity across both functions.

Collaboration
The National Adoption Service and Foster Wales is a national collaboration of all 22 Local
Authorities, the governance arrangements have been developed with partner agencies, including 3rd
sector.

Involvement
The National Adoption Service has a proven record of using stakeholder views to shape service
delivery, the Adoption Barometer is an example of this. The development of Foster Wales has
utilised the views of both foster carers and children looked after. The governance of these initiatives
will include ongoing engagement with citizens and service users.

Summary of impact

Well-being Goals

Overall Impact

A prosperous Denbighshire

Neutral

A resilient Denbighshire

Neutral

A healthier Denbighshire

Positive

A more equal Denbighshire

Neutral

A Denbighshire of cohesive communities

Positive

A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language

Neutral

A globally responsible Denbighshire

Neutral
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Main conclusions
This proposal will have a positive effect on a Healthier Denbighshire and a Denbighshire of cohesive
communities. As this proposal is around the local governance of a national service these are the
expected outcomes and match the outcomes stated by partner LA's.
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The likely impact on Denbighshire, Wales and the world.
A prosperous Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Neutral

Justification for impact
The proposal is in regard of the governance of the National Adoption Service and Foster Wales.
Keeping children within their community, which is a goal, will help reduce carbon emissions by
reducing staff travel but this is a by product and not a main aim.

Further actions required
Continue to review as the service develops.

Positive impacts identified:
A low carbon society
[TEXT HERE]

Quality communications, infrastructure and transport
[TEXT HERE]

Economic development
[TEXT HERE]

Quality skills for the long term
[TEXT HERE]

Quality jobs for the long term
Increased number of local foster carers.
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Childcare
[TEXT HERE]

Negative impacts identified:
A low carbon society
[TEXT HERE]

Quality communications, infrastructure and transport
[TEXT HERE]

Economic development
[TEXT HERE]

Quality skills for the long term
[TEXT HERE]

Quality jobs for the long term
[TEXT HERE]

Childcare
[TEXT HERE]

A resilient Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Neutral

Justification for impact
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The proposal is in regard of the governance of the National Adoption Service and Foster Wales.

Further actions required
Continue to review as the service develops.

Positive impacts identified:
Biodiversity and the natural environment
[TEXT HERE]

Biodiversity in the built environment
[TEXT HERE]

Reducing waste, reusing and recycling
[TEXT HERE]

Reduced energy/fuel consumption
Children being placed closer to home with reduce the need for staff travel.

People’s awareness of the environment and biodiversity
[TEXT HERE]

Flood risk management
[TEXT HERE]

Negative impacts identified:
Biodiversity and the natural environment
[TEXT HERE]

Biodiversity in the built environment
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[TEXT HERE]

Reducing waste, reusing and recycling
[TEXT HERE]

Reduced energy/fuel consumption
[TEXT HERE]

People’s awareness of the environment and biodiversity
[TEXT HERE]

Flood risk management
[TEXT HERE]

A healthier Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Positive

Justification for impact
National Adoption Service and Foster Wales will provide bespoke emotional and behavioural
support to foster carers, adoptive parents and vulnerable children/young people. This will be provided
on a crisis and preventative basis.

Further actions required
Continue to review as the service develops.

Positive impacts identified:
A social and physical environment that encourage and support health and well-being
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[TEXT HERE]

Access to good quality, healthy food
[TEXT HERE]

People’s emotional and mental well-being
Timely support for adopters, foster carers and vulnerable children.

Access to healthcare
[TEXT HERE]

Participation in leisure opportunities
[TEXT HERE]

Negative impacts identified:
A social and physical environment that encourage and support health and well-being
[TEXT HERE]

Access to good quality, healthy food
[TEXT HERE]

People’s emotional and mental well-being
[TEXT HERE]

Access to healthcare
[TEXT HERE]

Participation in leisure opportunities
[TEXT HERE]
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A more equal Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Neutral

Justification for impact
The proposal is in regard of the governance of the National Adoption Service and Foster Wales.

Further actions required
Continue to review as the service develops.

Positive impacts identified:
Improving the well-being of people with protected characteristics. The nine protected
characteristics are: age; disability; gender reassignment; marriage or civil partnership;
pregnancy and maternity; race; religion or belief; sex; and sexual orientation
[TEXT HERE]

People who suffer discrimination or disadvantage
[TEXT HERE]

People affected by socio-economic disadvantage and unequal outcomes
[TEXT HERE]

Areas affected by socio-economic disadvantage
[TEXT HERE]

Negative impacts identified:
Improving the well-being of people with protected characteristics. The nine protected
characteristics are: age; disability; gender reassignment; marriage or civil partnership;
pregnancy and maternity; race; religion or belief; sex; and sexual orientation
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[TEXT HERE]

People who suffer discrimination or disadvantage
[TEXT HERE]

People affected by socio-economic disadvantage and unequal outcomes
[TEXT HERE]

Areas affected by socio-economic disadvantage
[TEXT HERE]

A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
Overall Impact
Positive

Justification for impact
The proposal seeks to strengthen support services and ensure that children and their carers are well
supported within their localities.

Further actions required
Continue to review as the service develops.

Positive impacts identified:
Safe communities and individuals
This proposal will support vulnerable children within Denbighshire.

Community participation and resilience
Adoptive parents, foster carers and children will shape the service and support offered.
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National Collaborative Arrangements for Welsh (local authority) Adoption and Fostering services

The attractiveness of the area
[TEXT HERE]

Connected communities
The service will enable children to be cared for within their own community and strengthen support
services available locally.

Rural resilience
[TEXT HERE]

Negative impacts identified:
Safe communities and individuals
[TEXT HERE]

Community participation and resilience
[TEXT HERE]

The attractiveness of the area
[TEXT HERE]

Connected communities
[TEXT HERE]

Rural resilience
[TEXT HERE]

A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
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National Collaborative Arrangements for Welsh (local authority) Adoption and Fostering services

Overall Impact
Neutral

Justification for impact
The proposal is in regard of the governance of the National Adoption Service and Foster Wales.

Further actions required
Continue to review as the service develops.

Positive impacts identified:
People using Welsh
[TEXT HERE]

Promoting the Welsh language
[TEXT HERE]

Culture and heritage
One of the aims of Foster Wales is to keep children in their own community, thereby protecting their
cultural identity.

Negative impacts identified:
People using Welsh
[TEXT HERE]

Promoting the Welsh language
[TEXT HERE]

Culture and heritage
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National Collaborative Arrangements for Welsh (local authority) Adoption and Fostering services
[TEXT HERE]

A globally responsible Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Neutral

Justification for impact
The proposal is in regard of the governance of the National Adoption Service and Foster Wales.

Further actions required
Continue to review as the service develops.

Positive impacts identified:
Local, national, international supply chains
[TEXT HERE]

Human rights
[TEXT HERE]

Broader service provision in the local area or the region
[TEXT HERE]

Reducing climate change
[TEXT HERE]

Negative impacts identified:
Local, national, international supply chains
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National Collaborative Arrangements for Welsh (local authority) Adoption and Fostering services
[TEXT HERE]

Human rights
[TEXT HERE]

Broader service provision in the local area or the region
[TEXT HERE]

Reducing climate change
[TEXT HERE]
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Agenda Item 10

Report to

Cabinet

Date of meeting

12 April 2022

Lead Member / Officer

Julian Thompson-Hill, Lead Member for Finance,
Performance and Strategic Assets
Dave Lorey – lead Officer Corporate Property and Housing
Stock

Report author

Mark Cassidy

Title

Reactive Maintenance Framework (minor works) - School
and Non School Properties

1. What is the report about?
1.1. The report presents the outcome of a procurement exercise to establish a Reactive
Maintenance Framework for works on the Council’s corporate building stock
(Schools & Non Schools).
1.2. The Framework will be used to appoint contractors to undertake reactive/minor
maintenance works under £10K.

2. What is the reason for making this report?
2.1. A decision is required to appoint the contractors to the Reactive Maintenance
Framework following an OJEU procurement process and evaluation procedure.

3. What are the Recommendations?
3.1. That the Committee confirms that it has read, understood and taken account of the
Well-being Impact Assessment (Appendix 4) as part of its consideration.

3.2. It is recommended that contractors should be appointed to the Framework lots as
detailed in Appendix 1.
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4. Report details
4.1. In response to the current reactive maintenance framework for corporate buildings
coming to an end together with aspirations to improve procurement efficiency and
compliance generally, an OJEU compliant procurement process was undertaken to
establish a new framework for reactive and minor maintenance works to all of the
Council’s corporate buildings.
4.2. The tender was split into 6 Lots by region and type of works as follows –
Lot 1 - Reactive & associated general building works for North Denbighshire.
Lot 2 - Reactive & associated general building works for South Denbighshire.
Lot 3 - Reactive & general minor electrical services maintenance works for North
Denbighshire.
Lot 4 - Reactive & general minor electrical services maintenance works for South
Denbighshire.
Lot 5 - Reactive & general minor mechanical maintenance works for North
Denbighshire.
Lot 6 - Reactive & general minor mechanical maintenance works for South
Denbighshire.
4.3. A more detailed explanation of the Lots & framework operation is included in
Appendix 2
4.4. Provision for monitoring performance are in place as outlined in Appendix 3.
4.5. The approach is in line with the Council’s revised Contract Procedure Rules and
national procurement guidelines and legislation. The proposed framework will also
demonstrate:
The Council has undertaken value for money, health & safety and quality
assurance checks on contractors employed to undertake reactive and minor works;
More efficient ways of working in terms of procuring minor maintenance works,
reducing contractor selection processes and removing the need to obtain single
quotations for all reactive works;
The Council is modernising the way it delivers services;
Ongoing formalised performance management of external contractors;
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5. How does the decision contribute to the Corporate
Priorities?
5.1. The proposed framework will:
Help in developing the local economy by supporting the Local SME’s to enable
them to grow, develop their potential and attract inward investment through
demonstrating a forward work programme.
Modernise the procurement of minor works to deliver efficiencies and improved
services to our customers via a more streamlined procurement process - leading to
improved buildings, including schools.

6. What will it cost and how will it affect other services?
6.1. The Framework will replace the current approved framework managed by the
Property Section. The cost of managing the framework will be covered by the
current internal resource.
6.2. The framework will enable a faster response to reactive and minor maintenance
works

7. What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact
Assessment?
7.1. A Well-being Impact Assessment has been included in Appendix 4.
Summary of impact
Well-being Goals
A prosperous Denbighshire - Positive
A resilient Denbighshire - Positive
A healthier Denbighshire - Positive
A more equal Denbighshire - Neutral
A Denbighshire of cohesive communities - Positive
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A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh Language - Neutral
A globally responsible Denbighshire - Positive

8. What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny
and others?
8.1. A consultation exercise was undertaken with local and regional SME’s prior to
issuing the tender.

9. Chief Finance Officer Statement
9.1. The proposed framework ensures compliance with procurement legislation and
CPR’s while streamlining the appointment of pre- approved contractors via a
competitive process.

10. What risks are there and is there anything we can do to
reduce them?
10.1. Contractors on the framework perform poorly with limited scope for alternative
contractor selection. This is mitigated by the fact that quality has been
considered during the pre-qualification and tendering processes. Performance
measures are in place with penalties for non-compliance. Prior to appointment,
a meeting will be held with each contractor to discuss the performance and
quality targets.
10.2. Performance measures are also in place that will allow us to collate levels of
spend and number of job allocations to contractors. This analysis will enable the
Council to demonstrate that it is achieving value for money in respect of its
procurement processes.
10.3. Ongoing quality and health & safety compliance will be monitored though the
Proactis system.
10.4. Quarterly performance updates will be given to the Finance & Property
Management Teams

11. Power to make the decision
The power to make decision is contained in S2 Local Government Act 2000, S111
Local Government Act 1972, Regulation 33 Public Contracts Regulations 2015.
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Appendix 1
Property Reactive Maintenance Framework (Small Works)
Lot Allocation
Lot 1 - Reactive & associated general building
works for North Denbighshire.
Lot 1
PEN Y BRYN JOINERY LTD
K M CONSTRUCTION
G Parry Home Improvements Ltd
DHM Construction
B & W BUILDERS & DECORATORS LTD

Lot 2 - Reactive & associated general building
works for South Denbighshire.
Lot 2
PEN Y BRYN JOINERY LTD
G Parry Home Improvements Ltd
B & W BUILDERS & DECORATORS LTD
DHM Construction
ParkCity Multitrade Ltd

1
2
3
4
5

Lot 3 - Reactive & general minor electrical services
maintenance works for North Denbighshire.
Lot 3
D A Hughes Electrical Ltd
E G Morris Electrical
G Parry Home Improvements Ltd
Mel Owen Electrical Limited
ParkCity Multitrade Ltd

1
2
3
4
5

Lot 4 - Reactive & general minor electrical
services maintenance works for South
Lot 4
D A Hughes Electrical Ltd
E G Morris Electrical
G Parry Home Improvements Ltd
Don Hughes Electrical Ltd
ParkCity Multitrade Ltd

Lot 5 - Reactive & general minor mechanical
maintenance works for North Denbighshire.
Lot 5
G Parry Home Improvements Ltd
Nixon Plumbing and Heating
G G S HEATING SERVICES
JLE Plumbing LTD
ParkCity Multitrade Ltd

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Lot 6 - Reactive & general minor mechanical
maintenance works for South Denbighshire.
Lot 6
G Parry Home Improvements Ltd
Nixon Plumbing and Heating
G G S HEATING SERVICES
ParkCity Multitrade Ltd
J R S Mechanical Services Ltd
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Appendix 2
Extent of Works
The Framework will focus on three Maintenance Services; General Building Works, Minor
Electrical Services and Minor Mechanical Services.
It is anticipated that the contract will commence in June 2022. The contract period for the
framework will be 4 years with a break clause for review after 2 years.
17 bids were received.
The tender was evaluated on a 70/30 quality/price split.

Lot 1: Reactive and Associated General Building Work for North Denbighshire (A55 Corridor
to the Coast) - General day to day reactive and associated minor building maintenance
works to be carried out during normal working hours, including school holidays and
emergency building maintenance works to be carried out outside normal working hours.
Lot 2: Reactive and Associated General Building Work for South Denbighshire (A55 Corridor
to Llangollen & Corwen) - General day to day reactive and associated minor building
maintenance works to be carried out during normal working hours, including school holidays
and emergency building maintenance works to be carried out outside normal working hours.
Lot 3: Reactive and General Minor Electrical Work for North Denbighshire - General day to
day reactive and general minor electrical works to be carried out during normal working
hours, including school holidays and emergency building maintenance works to be carried
out outside normal working hours.
Lot 4: Reactive and General Minor Electrical Work for South Denbighshire - General day to
day reactive and general minor electrical works to be carried out during normal working
hours, including school holidays and emergency building maintenance works to be carried
out outside normal working hours.
Lot 5: Reactive and General Minor Mechanical Maintenance Work for North Denbighshire General day to day reactive and general minor mechanical maintenance works to be carried
out during normal working hours, including school holidays and emergency building
maintenance works to be carried out outside normal working hours.
Lot 6: Reactive and General Minor Mechanical Maintenance Work for South Denbighshire General day to day reactive and general minor mechanical maintenance works to be carried
out during normal working hours, including school holidays and emergency building
maintenance works to be carried out outside normal working hours.
A maximum of 5 contractors will be appointed to each Lot and successful bidders will be
invited to a pre-contract meeting to outline the Council’s expectations regarding performance
and working relationships.
The framework will be used to call off contractors according to rank & availability/resource
within the relevant Lot for reactive and emergency maintenance works. For minor planned
works, all contractors in each lot will be invited to participate in a mini tender exercise. The
maximum value of work for any one job will be £10,000.00
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Appendix 3

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR (KPI)

Property Reactive Maintenance
Framework (Small Works)
DENBIGHSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
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PROPERTY MAINTENANCE – KPI FRAMEWORK
CONTENTS
1. Purpose of the KPIs
2. Remedial Plan
3. KPIs
4. Minimum Acceptable Performance
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE – KPI FRAMEWORK
PART 1: INTRODUCTION
1.

Purpose of the KPIs

In this Contract key performance indicators (“KPIs”) are used for the following purposes:





2.

to monitor performance of the framework agreement, with a view to both the Client and Service
Provider having data which they may choose to review at progress and other meetings so that each of
them can bring forward suggestions for the improvement of the performance of the framework
agreement and the delivery of the Works;
to identify performance below the performance target on a single indicator; and
To identify performance that is below the minimum standard (“Minimum Acceptable Performance”)
as defined in section 4 and which, if not improved, will lead ultimately lead to termination of the
Contract.

Remedial Plan

A Remedial Plan is to be produced by the Service Provider should performance on the Framework fail to
achieve the Minimum Acceptable Performance target(s) for:



up to 3 KPIs in relation to any Measurement Period; or
the same KPI for 3 or more Measurement Periods or one quarterly Measurement Period.

The Remedial Plan must be produced by the Service Provider within 10 days of a request by the Client and
is subject to the approval of the Client. If the Service Provider provides 3 drafts of the Remedial Plan
without one being acceptable to the Client, this will be a Default under the framework agreement and the
default provisions therein shall apply.

The Service Provider must implement the Remedial Plan within the timescale set out in the Remedial Plan
and a failure to do so will be a Default of the framework agreement.

The Remedial Plan shall be implemented as soon as approved by the Client and must conclude within the
timescale stated in the Remedial Plan.

For the remainder of the Framework Agreement, if the M.A.P for any KPI shall fall below the stated M.A.P
shall automatically be considered as a Default and shall be dealt with in accordance with the Default and
Termination provisions under the Framework Agreement.
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PART 3: KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
Health and Safety

Number of reportable incidents will trigger actions. Reportable – RIDDOR notifiable
to HS

Health and Safety

Number of reportable incidents will trigger actions. Reportable – RIDDOR notifiable
to HSE

Health and Safety

Number of reportable incidents will trigger actions. Reportable – RIDDOR notifiable
to HSE

Quality

Standard of Work

Cost

For planned works only, where quotes or mini tenders are provided.

Time

Work completed within call out categories

Customer Satisfaction

To complete questionnaire on completion of works, collate results and reports

Community Benefit

To be agreed with successful contractor at first meeting
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4.

Minimum Acceptable Performance

A number of KPIs have Minimum Acceptable Performance (“MAP”) levels. Performance below a MAP will lead to the issue of a formal default notice for any KPI, which
may result in the Contract being terminated for Default pursuant to the Framework Agreement.

Noted Performance
Issues

How Recorded

Health and Safety

Number or reportable incidents
will trigger actions. Reportable
– RIDDOR notifiable to HSE

Full details of the incident to be
reported immediately to Property
Services with any HSE report made.

1 in the term of the Framework

Relevant appropriate action will be determined by
Property Services Officers which may include
suspension from the Framework.

Health and Safety

Number or reportable incidents
will trigger actions. Reportable
– RIDDOR notifiable to HSE

Full details of the incident to be
reported
immediately to Property Services with
any HSE report made

2 in the term of the Framework

Health and Safety

Number or reportable incidents
will trigger actions. Reportable
– RIDDOR notifiable to HSE

Full details of the incident to be
reported immediately to Property
Services with any HSE report made

3 in Term of the
Framework

Quality

Standard of Work

Per incidence

5 no first time repairs in one
month

Suspension from the Framework pending investigation.
If contractor found at fault, then suspension from the
list for a relevant period may be imposed. This will
include an improvement plan monitored by the
Denbighshire Health & Safety Team which may result in
permanent removal from the Framework if satisfactory
improvement is not displayed.
Immediate suspension from the Framework pending
investigation. Permanent suspension from the
Framework will be a strong possibility if the incidents
are deemed to warrant it.
No orders for six months

Cost

For planned works only, where
quotes or mini tenders are
provided.

Per incidence

Unauthorised invoice cost higher
than the quote

Meeting

Time

Work completed within
call out categories

Per incidence

5 times not meeting the category
requirements over a period of 3
months

No orders for six months

Customer Satisfaction

To complete questionnaire on
completion of works, collate
results and reports

six monthly review

customer satisfaction under 80%

Remedial meeting with Officers to agree actions

Community Benefit

To be agreed with successful
contractor at first meeting

meeting less than 80% of the
targets

Remedial meeting with Officers to agree actions

Review Area

Default Trigger Points

Unsatisfactory Performance Penalty
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5. Corrective Action
Should it be deemed appropriate by the Senior Customer Services and Helpdesk Officer or following a KPI review, the
contractor will be sent a Corrective Action Report (CAR) and will be expected to document cause(s) of the failure and to
detail what actions the contractor will be taking to prevent a repeat of the problem. CAR reports will be reviewed at the
regular contractor review meetings.
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Date
Contractor
Job Reference
Dear
As part of our ongoing Contractor Performance Monitoring, I am writing to advise you that your company failed to meet
the agreement as detailed in the Framework Specification and or Service Level Agreement. The failure was:

Will you please investigate this failure and use the boxes below, to report your findings and detail what actions you are
putting in place to prevent reoccurrence?
Cause of Failure

Corrective Action

Response required by:
Helpdesk / Surveyor Comments

Thank you for your cooperation.
Lucy Stokes
Senior Customer Service and Helpdesk Officer
Finance and Property
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Framework for Reactive
Building Maintenance
contractors
Well-being Impact Assessment Report
This report summarises the likely impact of the proposal on the social, economic, environmental
and cultural well-being of Denbighshire, Wales and the world.
Assessment Number:
Brief description:

427
The establishing of a framework for contractors to carry out building
repairs on DCC schools and non school public buildings.
04/09/2020 15:20:07 Version: 2
Mark Cassidy
Facilities, Assets & Housing

Date Completed:
Completed by:
Responsible Service:
Localities affected by
Whole County,
the proposal:
Who will be affected by DCC public building tenants and visitors.
the proposal?
Was this impact
assessment completed Yes
as a group?
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Before we look in detail at the contribution and impact of the proposal, it is important to consider
how the proposal is applying the sustainable development principle. This means that we must act "in
a manner which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs."

Score for the sustainability of the approach
( 3 out of 4 stars ) Actual score : 22 / 30.

Implications of the score
Long Term - The framework will provide for DCC building maintenance services to meet not just it's
short term needs, but to safeguard the Council's ability to meet it's long term objectives for the
improvement and refurbishment of it's schools and public building stock to meet the needs of our
tenants.
Prevention - Working with a group of suitably qualified contractors, should help us reduce our
responsive maintenance calls.
Integration Collaboration - Working closely with the Business and Finance managers for schools and Building
Managers for non-schools, will allow us to understand the needs of our tenants. Then working with
contractors to translate this need into building suitability.
Involvement - Contractors, DCC Surveyors, Business & Finance Manager and other customers are all
involved in the process.

Summary of impact
Well-being Goals
A prosperous Denbighshire
A resilient Denbighshire
A healthier Denbighshire
A more equal Denbighshire
A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh
language
A globally responsible Denbighshire

Positive
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Positive

Main conclusions
No further impact assessment required. The main conclusion is that the Framework will provide
contractors who will repair and maintain the Council's assets for the betterment of our tenants and
customers.

Evidence to support the Well-being Impact Assessment
We have consulted published research or guides that inform us about the likely impact of the
proposal
We have involved an expert / consultedPage
a group292
who represent those who may affected by the

proposal
We have engaged with people who will be affected by the proposal
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THE LIKELY IMPACT ON DENBIGHSHIRE, WALES AND THE
WORLD
A prosperous Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Justification for
impact

Further actions
required

Positive
The improvement of DCC building stock will provide excellent, safe,
quality buildings for our building tenants and will enhance the experience
for visitors to schools and non-schools. By aiming to use as many local
contractors as possible, the money spent with contractors, will encourage
their business and keep the money in Denbighshire. Expected community
benefits include hiring of apprentices, thereby protecting and developing
relevant construction skills within the county.
No negative impacts identified.

Positive impacts identified:
It will identify any poorly insulated properties and allow us to improve the
A low carbon society Fabric of the buildings and install low carbon solutions for heating systems
etc.
Quality
communications,
Public Building stock will be improved to the relevant DCC standard,
infrastructure and
ensuring all building regulations and legislation are complied with.
transport
The use of local contractors thus keeping Denbighshire money within the
Economic
County. Exiting contractors have expressed an interest in being part of the
development
process.
Quality skills for the
long term
Quality jobs for the
long term
Childcare

As part of the Community Benefits element of the project, the contractors
will be encouraged to engage with the public at events such as contractors
explaining entry into the building trade.
There is likely to be improved employment opportunities, and the use of
apprentices will be encouraged.

Negative impacts identified:
A low carbon society
Quality
communications,
infrastructure and
transport
Economic
development
Quality skills for the
long term
Quality jobs for the
long term
Childcare
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A resilient Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact
Further actions
required

Positive
There will be a neutral impact as it is only small reactive maintenance
works to existing building stock.
No negative impacts identified.

Positive impacts identified:
Biodiversity and the
natural environment
Biodiversity in the
built environment
Reducing waste,
reusing and
recycling

No impact
No impact
Contractors will be expected to manage waste responsibly and within the
law. Contractors will be encouraged to send rubble, timber etc. for
recycling.

Reduced energy/fuel Any identified insulation or poorly maintained properties will be made
good. Also we will be encouraging contractors to reduce travel or find an
consumption
improved method to do this, such as electric vehicles if possible.
People’s awareness
Tenant packs including explanations of how to operate the heating system
of the environment
efficiently are available to tenants.
and biodiversity
Flood risk
Small maintenance works will have no impact.
management

Negative impacts identified:
Biodiversity and the
natural environment
Biodiversity in the
built environment
Reducing waste,
reusing and
recycling
Reduced energy/fuel
consumption
People’s awareness
of the environment
and biodiversity
Flood risk
management

A healthier Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Positive

Justification for
impact

The timely maintenance of repairs will have some positive impacts on our
tenants, however regards to lifestyle and access to fast food etc. this
framework will have little or no effect.
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Further actions
required

No negative impacts identified.

Positive impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
Improvements to the building fabric, facilities and decoration will enhance
encourage and
pupil and visitors experience.
support health and
well-being
Access to good
quality, healthy food
People’s emotional
and mental wellbeing

We will provide our tenants with a safe, quality building to visit and learn
from adding to their emotional and mental wellbeing.

Access to healthcare
Participation in
leisure opportunities

Negative impacts identified:
A social and physical
environment that
encourage and
support health and
well-being
Access to good
quality, healthy food
People’s emotional
and mental wellbeing
Access to healthcare
Participation in
leisure opportunities

A more equal Denbighshire
Overall Impact
Justification for
impact
Further actions
required

Neutral
Whilst properties will be updated with modern heating systems, windows,
insulation etc. this would not necessarily contribute to a more equal
Denbighshire
No negative impacts identified.

Positive impacts identified:
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Improving the wellbeing of people with
protected
characteristics. The
nine protected
characteristics are:
age; disability;
gender
reassignment;
marriage or civil
partnership;
pregnancy and
maternity; race;
religion or belief;
sex; and sexual
orientation
People who suffer
discrimination or
disadvantage
Areas with poor
economic, health or
educational
outcomes
People in poverty

The refurbishment of properties will include schools, with adaptations
where required. We also offer a proactive approach to identifying tenant
needs through involvement with Business and Finance managers for
schools and Building Managers.

Many of our schools are in poorer areas. Timely repairs and intervention
will improve educational experiences.

Negative impacts identified:
Improving the wellbeing of people with
protected
characteristics. The
nine protected
characteristics are:
age; disability;
gender
reassignment;
marriage or civil
partnership;
pregnancy and
maternity; race;
religion or belief;
sex; and sexual
orientation
People who suffer
discrimination or
disadvantage
Areas with poor
economic, health or
educational
outcomes
People in poverty

A Denbighshire of cohesive communities
Overall Impact

Positive
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Justification for
impact

Well maintained properties will look presentable and enhance the
aesthetics of the area.

Further actions
required

No negative impacts identified.

Positive impacts identified:
Safe communities
and individuals

Well maintained properties will be safe and secure.

Community
participation and
resilience

We have a customer feedback system which customers can use to keep us
informed of how our works are perceived.

The attractiveness of
Well maintained buildings will enhance the attractiveness of the area.
the area
Connected
communities
Rural resilience

Negative impacts identified:
Safe communities
and individuals
Community
participation and
resilience
The attractiveness of
the area
Connected
communities
Rural resilience

A Denbighshire of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
Overall Impact

Neutral

Justification for
impact

There will be no impact as it is small repair work on Council buildings.

Further actions
required

No negative impacts identified.

Positive impacts identified:
People using Welsh No impact
Promoting the Welsh
No impact
language
Culture and heritage Small impact, as the buildings being maintained are part of DCC stock.

Negative impacts identified:
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People using Welsh
Promoting the Welsh
language
Culture and heritage

A globally responsible Denbighshire
Overall Impact

Positive

Justification for
impact

The above will allow for improved buildings for our tenants and visitors
thereby improving their wellbeing. In addition, local contractors will have
an opportunity to be part of the programme.

Further actions
required

No negative impacts identified.

Positive impacts identified:
Local, national,
international supply
chains

Some local suppliers will be used.

Human rights

Part of the works will be ensuring disabled access features etc. are
properly maintained in a safe condition.

Broader service
provision in the local Local suppliers and contractors will be used wherever possible.
area or the region

Negative impacts identified:
Local, national,
international supply
chains
Human rights
Broader service
provision in the local
area or the region
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Agenda Item 11

Report to

Cabinet

Date of meeting

12th April 2022

Lead Member / Officer

Julian Thompson Hill

Report author

Steve Gadd, Head of Finance and Property

Title

Finance Report (March 2021/22)

1.

What is the report about?

The report gives details of the council’s revenue budget and savings as agreed for
2021/22. The report also provides a summary update of the Capital Plan as well as the
Housing Revenue Account and Housing Capital Plan.

2.

What is the reason for making this report?

The purpose of the report is to provide an update on the council’s current financial position
and confirm the agreed service budgets for 2021/22.

3.

What are the Recommendations?

3.1 Members note the budgets set for 2021/22 and progress against the agreed strategy.

4.

Report details

The report provides a summary of the council’s revenue budget for 2021/22 detailed in
Appendix 1. The council’s net revenue budget is £216.818m (£208.302m in 20/21). The
position on service and corporate budgets is a forecast underspend of £0.386m (£1.553m
overspend last month). Narrative around the current risks and assumptions underlying this
assessment are outlined in Section 6.
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During March Welsh Government also announced a one-off increase in Revenue Support
Grant for 2021/22 of £60m (DCC share is £1.994m). Although technically unhypothecated
WG have requested that £10m (£0.332m for DCC) be used to fund improvements to the
travel arrangements for care workers, including electric vehicles. DCC’s share will be
placed in a specific reserve for this purpose. The remaining amount of £1.662m will be
placed in the Budget Mitigation Reserve in order to help the Council deal with inflationary
pressures. We are currently working through the technical accounting arrangements for
this funding which will be shown in the Final Outturn Report.
The 2021/22 budget required service savings and efficiencies of £2.666m to be identified
and agreed as detailed below:


Fees and Charges inflated in line with agreed Fees and Charges policy (£0.462m).



Operational efficiencies (£690k) mostly identified by services throughout the year
and within Head Service delegated responsibility in consultation with Lead
Members.



Savings of £0.781m have also been identified which change service provision in
some way and which were shared in detail with Cabinet and Council in the
December briefings.



1% (£0.733m) Schools efficiency target from Schools Delegated Budgets.

The operational savings and fees and charges increases are assumed to have been
achieved and the schools’ savings are delegated to the governing bodies to monitor and
deliver.

5.

How does the decision contribute to the Corporate
Priorities?

Effective management of the council’s revenue and capital budgets and delivery of the
agreed budget strategy underpins activity in all areas, including corporate priorities.

6.

What will it cost and how will it affect other services?

Significant service narratives explaining variances and risks are detailed in Appendix 2,
however the following should also be noted:
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6.1 Impact of Corona Virus - The strategy of working in partnership with Welsh
Government continues to ensure significant grant funding to help with Covid related
pressures. So far eleven expenditure claims for April to February have been submitted
amounting to £9.5m. Three income claims amounting to £3.6m for quarters 1, 2 and 3
have also been submitted. Income claims have started to reduce as the wider Covid
restrictions have reduced.
6.2 Corporate Budgets – Following the approval of the pay settlement for 2021/22, which
was in line with the last employer pay offer, a budget transfer to services of £0.940m has
been released from contingencies to fund the costs. This left a contingency of £0.792m
which has now been released. This funding should pay for service overspends which
would allow Cabinet to consider approving the carry forward of service underspends. The
position will be confirmed with details of requests in the Final Outturn Report.
6.3 Schools - The budget agreed by Council for 2021/22 included a total net additional
investment (excluding increases in Welsh Government grants) in schools delegated
budgets of just over £2.5m. The latest projection for school balances to be carried forward
into 2022/23 is a net credit balance of £6.963m, which represents an increase of £1.293m
on the balances brought forward into 2021/22 of £5.670m. There is a small underspend of
£120k on non-delegated budgets.
6.4 The Housing Revenue Account (HRA). The latest revenue position assumes a
decrease in balances at year end of £1.593m, which is £0.940m more than the £653k at
the time the budget was approved. The Capital programme for 2021/22 currently stands at
£22.7m is largely allocated between planned improvements to existing housing stock
(£11m) and new build developments and acquisitions (£12m).
6.5 Treasury Management – At the 28th March, the council’s borrowing totalled
£234.706m at an average rate of 3.77%. Investment balances were £33.9m at an average
rate of 0.46%.
6.6 A summary of the council’s Capital Plan is enclosed as Appendix 3. The approved
capital plan is £34.74m with expenditure to date of £30.01m. Appendix 4 provides an
update on the major projects included in the overall Capital Plan.
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7.

What are the main conclusions of the Well-being Impact
Assessment?

A Well-being Impact Assessments for the Council Tax rise was presented to Council on 26
January.

8.

What consultations have been carried out with Scrutiny
and others?

In addition to regular reports to the Corporate Governance Committee, the budget process
has been considered by SLT, Cabinet Briefing, Group Leaders and Council Briefing
meetings. The School Budget Forum have been included in the proposals through-out the
year. Trade Unions have been consulted through Local Joint Consultative Committee. The
Covid pandemic did impact on the level of consultation and engagement with the public,
however plans are in place to engage early with all stakeholders during the budget
process for 2022/23.

9.

Chief Finance Officer Statement

Although we have again see significant late grants announced by WG, the underlying
monitoring continues to show pressures in the usual areas of Homelessness, School
Transport and Children’s Services. Significant investment has gone into these areas in
recent years and it is expected that that need will continue. Pressures in these areas have
been reflected in the Budget for 2022/23.

10.

What risks are there and is there anything we can do to
reduce them?

This remains a challenging financial period and there is still uncertainty around the
ongoing impact of Covid 19, Brexit and the financial strategy of the UK government in
dealing with the long term financial impact on the public finances of the Covid response.
Although the financial outlook looks uncertain, our finances are in a healthy position and a
robust 3/5 year budget process has recently been approved by SLT, CET, Cabinet and
scrutinised by the Governance and Audit Committee.
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11.

Power to make the decision

Local authorities are required under Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 to
make arrangements for the proper administration of their financial affairs.
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Appendix 1
DENBIGHSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL REVENUE BUDGET 2021/22
Net Budget
Mar-22

Communities and Customers
Education and Children's Service
Business Improvement and Modernisation
Legal, HR and Democratic Services
Finance and Property
Highways and Environmental Services
Planning and Public Protection
Community Support Services
Leisure - Retained Budgets
Total Services
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Corporate
Precepts & Levies
Capital Financing
Total Corporate
Council Services & Corporate Budget
Schools & Non-delegated School Budgets
Total Council Budget
Housing Revenue Account

Budget 2021/22

Projected Outturn

Variance

2020/21

Expenditure

Income

Net

Expenditure

Income

Net

Expenditure

Income

Net

Net

Previous
Report
£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

%

3,325
17,145
4,309
2,384
4,664
17,074
9,748
38,118
3,346
100,113

4,625
33,008
5,714
3,986
10,347
30,166
16,738
57,253
3,255
165,092

-1,362
-15,206
-1,121
-1,622
-4,603
-14,436
-7,176
-17,399
0
-62,925

3,263
17,802
4,593
2,364
5,744
15,730
9,562
39,854
3,255
102,167

5,690
29,983
6,339
3,887
11,435
28,058
17,892
60,886
5,856
170,026

-2,478
-12,035
-1,787
-1,607
-5,946
-11,851
-8,111
-21,032
-2,605
-67,452

3,212
17,948
4,552
2,280
5,489
16,207
9,781
39,854
3,251
102,574

1,065
-3,025
625
-99
1,088
-2,108
1,154
3,633
2,601
4,934

-1,117
3,171
-666
15
-1,343
2,585
-935
-3,633
-2,605
-4,528

-52
146
-41
-84
-255
477
219
0
-4
406

-1.59%
0.82%
-0.89%
-3.55%
-4.44%
3.03%
2.29%
0.00%
-0.12%
0.40%

-51
540
-64
-50
0
789
394
0
-5
1,553

16,231
4,899
13,724
34,854

47,745
5,060
15,176
67,981

-29,271
0
0
-29,271

18,474
5,060
15,176
38,710

46,953
5,060
15,176
67,189

-29,271
0
0
-29,271

17,682
5,060
15,176
37,918

-792
0
0
-792

0
0
0
0

-792
0
0
-792

-4.29%
0.00%
0.00%
-2.05%

0
0
0
0

134,967

233,073

-92,196

140,877

237,215

-96,723

140,492

4,142

-4,528

-386

-0.27%

1,553

73,335

85,277

-9,336

75,941

85,423

-10,895

74,528

146

-1,559

-1,413

-1.86%

-1,427

208,302

318,350

-101,532

216,818

322,638

-107,618

215,020

4,288

-6,087

-1,799

-0.83%

126

213

17,606

-16,953

653

18,091

-16,498

1,593

485

455

940

990
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Appendix 2 - Service Variance Narrative
Service

Variance
Last
Month
£000

Variance
This
Month
£000

Description

Change
£000

Communities and Customers

-51

-52

-1

Education and Children's Service

540

146

-394

Business Improvement and Modernisation

-64

-41

23

Legal, HR and Democratic Services

-51

-84

-33

Previous underspend due to a vacancy savings. The additional underspend relates to the planned use of Registrars computer system which will
now not be completed untill early in 21/22, along with Registrars income recovering well.

0

-255

-255

The underspend relates to the delay in 3 project areas relating to the demolition of the school building in Llandrillo, works relating to the sale of
the farm at Greengates and repairs and maintenance works on industrial units. All these are now programmed to take place in the new financial
year.

Highways, Facilities and Environmental
Services

789

477

-312

The majority of the movement relates to the application of the additional £211k revenue waste grant from Welsh Government which was received
in March. Although there may be a number of changes before year end as there are a number of complex contractual arrangements within the
Waste Service.

Planning and Public Protection

394

219

-175

The movement from last month relates to the release of an underspend carried forward of £86k and an improved and recovering position with
regard to licensing, parking, planning and building control income (£89k).

0

0

0

While the overall position remians break even, it is hoped that the additional grant monies received since Christmas will be able to be placed into
the Social Care reserve. This formed part of the agreed financial strategy that underpinned the calculation of teh 22/23 budget pressure for the
service.

-5

-4

1

The movement relates to minor variances.

Corporate & Miscellaneous

0

-792

-792

See body of report for details

Precepts & Levies

0

0

0

There are no risks in this area

Capital Financing

0

0

0

The position on capital financing is very much related to progress on capital projects and variances do not crystallise until the final outturn is
known. Any spare capacity this year is likely to be required to fulfil the investment target in Highways agreed by Council. It can now be confirmed
that due to capital receipts received in year that £900k additional investment in Highways has been allocated.

1,552

-386

-1,938

Finance and Property
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Community Support Services
Leisure - ADM

Council Services & Corporate Budget

Underspend due to a vacancy savings.
This pressure relates to high cost residential and independent fostering placements. The majority of the reduction from last month's figure
reported to Cabinet relates to additional Welsh Government grant funding of £386k.
Underspend due to a vacancy savings, further increased this month. It is anticipated that the underspend will be placed in the new reserve set up
to help fund future improvements to the heritage offer at Ruthin Gaol.
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APPENDIX 3

Position to end March 2022
2021/22

2021/22

2022/23

ORIGINAL

LATEST

LATEST

ESTIMATE

ESTIMATE

ESTIMATE

£000s

£000s

£000s

Capital Expenditure
Total Estimated Payments - Other

24,699

20,725

30,789

1,200
366

6,391
10,928

Total Estimated Payments - Major Projects:
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Housing Improvement Grants
Rhyl, New 3-16 Catholic School
Ysgol Llanfair, New School
Ysgol Carreg Emlyn, New School
Highways Maintenance
East Rhyl Coastal Defence Scheme
Rhyl Waterfront and Waterpark
Rhyl Queens Market Redevelopment
Waste Service Remodelling

3,128
13,472

1,575
37
75
50
3,574
4,370
24
1,706
2,603

Contingency
Total

500
54,475

0
34,739

500
59,283

28,332
6,610
19,533
0

17,844
8,554
8,341
0

27,958
9,683
24,018
(2,376)

54,475

34,739

59,283

Capital Financing
External Funding
Receipts and Reserves
Prudential Borrowing
Unallocated Funding
Total Capital Financing
Note: 2021-22 Original Estimate is the position as approved by Council on 23rd February 2021

2,960
8,150

354

5,866
4,455
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Appendix 4 - Major Capital Projects Update – March 2022

21st Century Schools Programme – Ysgol Llanfair
Total Budget
Expenditure to date
Estimated remaining spend in 21/22
Future Years estimated spend
Funding
Narrative:

£4.964m
£4.962m
£0.002m
£0.000m
WG £0.180m; DCC £4.784m

This scheme is within the Band A proposals for 21st Century Schools Programme. The
project has provided a new school building on a new site in Llanfair DC.
The swap in land whereby the Church in Wales St. Asaph Diocese will receive the footprint of
the land at the new school site and the Council will receive ownership of the land in Diocese
ownership at the former school site is still in ongoing. DCC Legal are currently reviewing the
former sites registered titles before completing the land swap.
Future use of the site is currently being considered by the Community Council, and the
community are currently undertaking feasibility works to identify potential options for
consideration.

Forecast In Year Expenditure 21/22

£0.075m
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21st Century Schools Programme – Glasdir
Total Budget

£11.714m

Expenditure to date

£11.670m

Estimated remaining spend in 21/22

£0.038m

Future Years estimated spend

£0.000m

Funding

DCC £3.066m; WG £8.648m

Narrative
This project has delivered a new shared school building site for Rhos Street School and
Ysgol Penbarras at Glasdir, Ruthin which has been used by the schools since April 2018.
The final account has now been settled.
The work to create an additional school yard for Rhos Street School started on the 21st of
June and was completed in August 2021 ready for the start of the autumn school term.
The costs of the works, was less than the pre tender estimate of £200k, and has been
funded from the overall allocation to the Ruthin projects in 2016 as part of Denbighshire’s
contribution to the 21st Century Schools Programme.

Forecast In Year Expenditure 21/22

£0.164m
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21st Century Schools Programme – Rhyl, Christ the Word School
Total Budget

£23.440m

Expenditure to date

£23.086m

Estimated remaining spend in 21/22

£ 0.000m

Future Years estimated spend

£ 0.354m

Funding

WG £5.541m; DCC £17.899m

Narrative:
This scheme is within the Band A proposals for 21st Century Schools Programme.
Further snagging works were undertaken during the February half term. A survey on a
number of internal doors was also carried out and subsequent repairs on these are being
discussed and agreed.
Progress has been made in regard to the football pitch at the front of the school and this
will be inspected in the next few weeks and hopefully handed over to the school.
The programme and budget continues to be monitored closely as the project comes to an
end.

Forecast In Year Expenditure 21/22

£0.037m
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Rhyl Queens Market Redevelopment
Total Budget

£13.244m

Expenditure to date

£6.444m

Estimated remaining spend in 21/22

£0.287m

Future Years estimated spend

£6.513m

Funding

WG £8.060m DCC Asbestos £0.252m. DCC
£4.932m

Narrative:
The demolition is complete and the contractor has left site.
Additional funding was secured at the February Cabinet, and approval to award the
construction contract via delegated decision and for Wynne to place early orders from the
March Cabinet.
Wynne Construction are currently working up the detailed design to start on site in May
2022, assuming the contract is signed in late April as planned.

.

Forecast In Year Expenditure 21/22

£1.706m
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Waste Service Remodelling
Total Budget

£17.749m

Expenditure to date

£4.593m

Estimated remaining spend in 21/22

£0.341m

Future Years estimated spend

£12.815m

Funding

WG £9.544m , DCC £8.205m

Narrative:
A number of work streams are being taken forward to include:


Development of a new single central waste transfer station depot on land adjacent
to the Colomendy Industrial Estate in Denbigh. The Phase 1 Enabling Works
Contract commenced on site on July 5th 2021 and is due to complete end of March
2022. A Tender has now been issued for the Phase 2 works to complete the
development of the new Depot by spring/summer 2023 to support a subsequent
roll out of the proposed new service model in 2023.



Specification of the new fleet required to support the new model has been
completed following a number of trials / tests and routing of the new rounds with a
tender for the new fleet with the longest lead in times issued in December 2021
which was returned in January 2022 with a report going to Cabinet in April 2022 for
award of the 5 Metre vehicles required to enable a subsequent award of contract
to supply the new fleet in time for manufacture and delivery of the new fleet leading
up to the planned new service roll out. Further procurement of the smaller sized
vehicles required will also be taken forward in the first half of 2022.

An Options Appraisal exercise on the detail of the new recycling container design has
been undertaken, with the new service model and supporting Containers presented to
Scrutiny in May 2021 and presented again at Scrutiny in December 2021. A procurement
exercise for the Containers to support the new model will be undertaken in due course
with a delivery schedule in time for roll out associated with proposed service change. A
number of mobilisation and communication activities are ongoing to prepare for the
service change and include developing the new collection routes; planning for any staffing
changes/requirements and ongoing engagement and communication with stakeholders
and residents.

Forecast In Year Expenditure 21/22

£2.103m
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East Rhyl Coastal Defence Scheme
Total Budget

£23.528m

Expenditure to date

£18.591m

Estimated remaining spend in 21/22

£0.400m

Future Years estimated spend

£4.537m

Funding

WG £20.000m; DCC £3.528m

Narrative:
The ongoing coastal defence scheme at East Rhyl will provide an improved standard of flood
protection for around 1650 properties.
The scheme was originally due to end in December 2022, however the scheme has been
completed ahead of schedule.
The successful placement of 128,000 tonnes of rock armour in front of the existing sea
defences at East Rhyl and the newly added 600 metres of sea defence wall and promenade
will protect the area from current storms and the impact of climate change.

Forecast In Year Expenditure 21/22

£4.370m
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Cabinet Forward Work Plan

Meeting

7 June

Item (description / title)
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Council Performance SelfAssessment

2

Corporate Equality Diversity
Group

3

North Wales Regional
Economic Framework

4

Draft Sustainable Transport
Plan

5

Finance Report

6

Items from Scrutiny Committees

To consider the Council’s
self-assessment of its
performance in delivering
against the council’s strategic
plan and services
To inform Cabinet of the
introduction of the Group to
Council and agree Cabinet
membership and have insight
into the equality training and
Public Sector Equality Duty
requirements
To seek adoption of the
North Wales Regional
Economic Framework
To seek Cabinet approval of
the draft Sustainable
Transport Plan for
consultation
To update Cabinet on the
current financial position of
the Council
To consider any issues
raised by Scrutiny for

Cabinet
Decision
required
(yes/no)

Author – Lead member and
contact officer

Tbc

Iolo McGregor

Yes

Gary Williams / Nicola Kneale

Yes

Emlyn Jones / Gareth
Roberts

Yes

Mike Jones

Tbc

Steve Gadd

Tbc

Scrutiny Coordinator

Agenda Item 12

1

Purpose of report

Cabinet Forward Work Plan

Meeting

Item (description / title)

Purpose of report

Cabinet
Decision
required
(yes/no)

Author – Lead member and
contact officer

Cabinet’s attention

26 July
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20 Sept

1

North Wales Consultancy
Framework

2

Finance Report

3

Items from Scrutiny Committees

1

Finance Report

2

Items from Scrutiny Committees

To seek approval of the
Business Case to set up a
regional Consultancy
Framework to be used by the
six North Wales authorities
with Denbighshire County
Council as the lead authority
To update Cabinet on the
current financial position of
the Council
To consider any issues
raised by Scrutiny for
Cabinet’s attention

Yes

Gary Williams / Tania Silva /
Sion Evans

Tbc

Steve Gadd

Tbc

Scrutiny Coordinator

To update Cabinet on the
current financial position of
the Council
To consider any issues
raised by Scrutiny for
Cabinet’s attention

Tbc

Steve Gadd

Tbc

Scrutiny Coordinator

Cabinet Forward Work Plan

Meeting

18 Oct
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22 Nov

13 Dec

Item (description / title)

1

2

Central Rhyl Coastal Defence
Scheme and Central Prestatyn
Coastal Defence Scheme
Finance Report

3

Items from Scrutiny Committees

1

Council Performance Update –
July to September

2

Finance Report

3

Items from Scrutiny Committees

1

Finance Report

Purpose of report

To seek endorsement to
proceed with the schemes
To update Cabinet on the
current financial position of
the Council
To consider any issues
raised by Scrutiny for
Cabinet’s attention

Author – Lead member and
contact officer

Cabinet
Decision
required
(yes/no)
Yes

Tony Ward

Tbc

Steve Gadd

Tbc

Scrutiny Coordinator

To consider the Council’s
Tbc
performance in delivering
against the council’s strategic
plan and services
To update Cabinet on the
Tbc
current financial position of
the Council
To consider any issues
Tbc
raised by Scrutiny for
Cabinet’s attention

Iolo McGregor

To update Cabinet on the
current financial position of

Steve Gadd

Tbc

Steve Gadd

Scrutiny Coordinator

Cabinet Forward Work Plan

Meeting

Item (description / title)

2

Items from Scrutiny Committees

Purpose of report

the Council
To consider any issues
raised by Scrutiny for
Cabinet’s attention

Cabinet
Decision
required
(yes/no)
Tbc

Author – Lead member and
contact officer

Scrutiny Coordinator

Note for officers – Cabinet Report Deadlines
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Meeting

Deadline

Meeting

Deadline

Meeting

Deadline

7 June

20 May

26 July

12 July

20 Sept

6 Sept

Updated 31/03/2022 – KEJ
Cabinet Forward Work Programme.doc

